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The mandate of the National Library of Jamaica is to collect, catalogue and preserve the nation’s publications and to make these items available for study and research. A related mandate is to compile and publish the national bibliography which is the list of material published in the country, authored by its citizens and about the country, regardless of place of publication. The occasion of Jamaica’s 50th anniversary was seen as an opportunity to fill in the gaps in the national bibliography which had been prepared sporadically: 1964 – 1969; 1975 – 1986; 1998-2003; and so the Jamaican National Bibliography 1962-2012 (JNB 50) Volume 1 was created.

Arrangement

This volume of the bibliography is arranged alphabetically by author, title or corporate body.

Exclusions

The following types of publications have not been included:

a) Journals
b) Films and sounding recordings
c) Maps
d) Certain government publications such as Acts, Bills, Subsidiary legislation, gazettes, etc,

The task of compiling JNB50 Volume 2 was led by Mrs. Maxine Jones and supported by Mrs Enett Noble and Miss Sheena-Gay Senior. It was a mammoth task but the team pressed on knowing that other than honouring the part of the NLJ’s Vision Statement which speaks to “fostering and promoting a nation knowledgeable about its history, heritage and information resources, they were creating a critical record of the intellectual thought of the nation in its first fifty years of independence. We hope researchers locally and internationally will mine it for its riches.

Winsome Hudson
National Librarian /CEO
March 14, 2013
ABBREVIATION AND TERMS

The abbreviation and terms used in the bibliography are:

©/c    copyright
col.    coloured
cm.    centimeter used to give the height of the book
ed.    Edition; editor
ill.    illustration in the text
no.    number
p.    page(s)
port.    portrait(s)
v.    volume(s)
s.l.    sine loco – place of publication, distribution, etc., is unknown
s.n.    sine nomine – name of publisher, distribution, etc., is unknown
cased    a book bearing a cloth cover, as originally issued by the publisher
pbd.    paper board cover
pbk.    paperback book (i.e. a book normally over 48 pages sewn or perfect bound with a drawn-on heavy-paper cover, known in the booktrade as a Paperback
sd.    a publication sewn, wire-stitched, or consisting of separated leaves, stapled or glued together without a cover.
ISBN    International Standard Book Number
ISSN    International Standard Serial Number

A-Z of Barbadian heritage / Henry Fraser ... [et al]. Heinemann Caribbean. 972.981

A-Z of industrial relations practices at the workplace / George J. Phillip. 2nd ed. Kingston Publishers. $400.00 331

A-Z of Jamaican heritage / Olive Senior. Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean) [and] the Gleaner. $90.00 972.92

A to Z of industrial relations in the Caribbean workplace / George J. Phillip and Benthan H. Hussey. Canoe Press. 331.09729

Aarons, G.A.
Report re revision of Port Royal master plan and proposals for Underwater Archaeological Research Centre/ G.A. Aarons. Port Royal Project, Institute of Jamaica. 711.409

Aarons, John A.
The making of cultural policy in colonial and post-colonial Jamaica / John A. Aarons. Free. 301.297292

Abandoning dead metaphors: the Caribbean phase of Derek Walcott's poetry / Patricia Ismond. University of the West Indies Press. 811.54

Abandonment of children in Jamaica / Brodber, Erna. U.W.I., I.S.E.R. 362.73

ABC of scientific socialism: a series of lectures / by Trevor Munroe. 335.4

Abeng / Michelle Cliff. Plume. US$10.76. 815

Abiding in the secret place: prayer points for everyday use / Nicola G. McLeary. New Life Community Churches International. 248.32

The abolition of slavery / by Richard Hart. Community Education Trust, 326.97292

Abolition 150: from fetters to freedom / Jamaica Library Service. Jamaica Library Service. 016.30636209729

Abrahams, Daphne
Abrahams, Peter
The Coyaba chronicles: reflections on the black experience in the 20th century / Peter Abrahams. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,080.00. 920.5

Abrahams, Peter
The view from Coyaba / Peter Abrahams. Faber. $34.55. 813

Access to information: building a culture of transparency: Jamaica / The Carter Center. Carter Center. 342.08537292

Accidents in children: an annotated bibliography / by Laxmi Mansingh. Medical Library, UWI. 016.3631

Accounting Conference 2008(Kingston)

Accrediting Commission Standards and procedures for accreditation post-secondary and graduate levels / Accrediting Commission. 3rd. ed. Caribbean Evangelical Theological Association. 379.158

Achieving financial goals: plotting the path: a review of options and pragmatic approaches. Kiwanis Club of New Kingston. 658.1506

Ackee, breadfruit, callaloo: an edible alphabet / by Valerie Bloom; Macmillan; Bogle L'Overture Press. $644.49 372.414


Act right, treat me right: a guide based on the Child Care and Protection Act 2004 for children 13-18 years / produced by the Child Development. 347.2920617

Actors in the arena / Jean Golbourne. Savacou Publications. 821

ACURIL 2008
E-librarian: ideas, innovation and inspiration, June 1-6, 2008 at Rose Hall Resort and Country Club, Montego Bay. ACURIL. 020.623
ADA/MNI Animation Conference (1989 Kingston, Jamaica)


Adam, Christopher

Adjusting privatization: case studies from developing countries / Christopher Adam, William Cavendish, Percy S. Mistry. Currey; Ian Radle Publishers. 338.97292

Adam, Nassau A.

Worlds apart: the North-South divide and the international system. Zed Books. $1,815.00 337.1

Adams, C.A.

Water supply Spanish Town, St. Catherine: first report and recommendations for priority consideration / C. A. Adams. 628.1

Adams, C.D.

Flowering plants of Jamaica / by C.D. Adams. 582.13

Adams, C. Dennis

The Blue Mahoe & other bush: an introduction to plant life in Jamaica. 581.97292

Adams, L. Emilie

Understanding Jamaican patois: an introduction to Afro-Jamaican grammar / by L. Emilie Adams; with a childhood tale by Llewelyn "Dada" Adams. 427.9


Ade-Gold, Grace

Spiritual warfare and intercession. G.O. Ade-Gold. No price 235.4

Ade-Gold, Grace O.

12 things that Satan cannot do: a defense of the faith. O. Ade-Gold. 235.47

Adisa, Opal Palmer

Bake-Face and other guava stories / by Opal Palmer Adisa; introduction by Barbara Christian. Kelsey St. Press. $29.30. 813

Adisa, Opal Palmer

Caribbean passion / Opal Palmer Adisa. Peepal Tree Press. $1,035.00 811.6

Adisa, Opal Palmer

It begins with tears / Opal Palmer Adisa. Heinemann, $515.00 813
Adisa, Opal Palmer
Tamarind and mango women: poetry / Opal Palmer Adisa. Sister Vision. $310.80 811; 811.54

Adisa, Opal Palmer
Until judgement comes: stories about Jamaican men / Opal Palmer Adisa. Peepal Tree Press. 813.6

Adjusting privatization: case studies from developing countries / Christopher Adam, William Cavendish, Percy S. Mistry. Currey; Ian Randle Publishers. 338.97292

The adjustment of displaced workers in a labour-surplus economy: a case study of Trinidad and Tobago / Roy Darrow Thomas. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. 331.137972983

Adjustment to interest rate and oil price shocks in developing countries: Latin America and the Caribbean / Michael B. Connolly and Dean Taylor. Bank of Jamaica. 336.3409729

Adjustments to emancipation in Jamaica / edited by Swithin R. Wilmot. Social History Project, Dept. of History, UWI, $160.00 326

The administration and conduct of corporate meetings, with appendixes, precedents and shareholders' questions / Grenville W. Phillips. Canoe Press. $350.00; $1,200.00 346.06645

Administrative reform enquiries in Jamaica, 1942-1980 / Margaret Priestley. Administrative Staff College. $25.00 (set) 354.7292006

The Administrative Staff College / Jamaica. Ministry of Labour and the Public Service. Administrative Staff College. Gratis 354.72920015


Adolescent male survivability in Jamaica / Herbert Gayle. Kingston : The Jamaica Adolescent Reproductive Health Project. 305.231

The adolescents of urban St. Catherine: a study of their reproductive health and survivability / Herbert Gayle with Andrew Grant ... [et al]. Children First Agency. 362.7097292

Adolphus, a tale/Anonymous; The slave son / Mrs. William Noy Wilkins [et al]. University of the West Indies Press. 813.54

Adrien, Peter
Metayage, capitalism and peasant development in St. Lucia, 1840-195. Consortium Graduate School of Social Sciences, University of the West Indies. $300.00 306.365

Adult education: challenges and opportunities / the Joint Committee for Tertiary Education First Annual Conference, October 1992. JCTE. 374.4729
Adult suffrage and political administration in Jamaica, 1944-2002 / Trevor Munroe, Arnold Bertram. Ian Randle Publishers. 324.62097292

Advanced course in environmental stewardship. MIND, 333.72

Advancing the quality society: 2002 manifesto of the People's National Party. People's National Party. 324.27292074

Adventure guide to Jamaica / Paris Permenter and John Bigley. Hunter Publishing. US$18.95. 917.29204


The adventures of "Big Rat" / Rowena Campbell-Thomas. R. Campbell-Thomas. 813.6

The adventures of Bredda Anancy and Bredda Tukuma / Elkanah Rhule. Rhule. 398.245

The adventures of Jimmy Maxwell / C. Everard Palmer; illustrated by Barrington Watson. Ministry of Education. 813.6

The adventures of sly mongoose / by Al Campbell. SunZone Books. 813.6

Adventures of the letter I / Louis Simpson. Oxford University Press. 811

Advisory Committee on Worker Participation

Afari, Yasus
Overstanding Rastafari: "Jamaica's gift to the world" / by Yasus Afari. Senya-Cum. No price. 299.676

Affordable housing: the continuing search for solutions / Andrea Francis, Vincent George and Marlene Smith, editors. National Housing Trust's 20th Anniversary Housing Symposium (1996 Kingston). Planning Research Department, National Housing Trust. 363.507292

Africa the dark continent: fact or fiction? / by Paul Miller. Island Heart Publishers. 960

African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica
Gourmet creole: a fare of African-Caribbean dishes in 3 courses and a mello-go-round of talent / African-Caribbean Institute of Jamaica and the Cultural Development Commission. JCDC and ACIJ. Gratis. 641.5
African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica
Music in the Caribbean, excluding Jamaica: a bibliography / African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica. ACIJ. Gratis 016.78

African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica

The African-Caribbean worldview and the making of Caribbean Society / Horace Levy. University of the West Indies Press. 972.9

African fundamentalism: a literary and cultural anthology of Garvey's Harlem Renaissance / Tony Martin. Majority Press. $957.00 810.9896073

African sites archaeology in the Caribbean / Jay B. Haviser, editor. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.901

African Studies Association of the West Indies (ASAWI)
International seminar on Marcus Garvey; 2-6 January 1973. 920

African voices of the Atlantic slave trade: beyond the silence and the shame / Anne C. Bailey. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,500.00 306.362096


Afro-Cuban relations / Miguel Barnett; translated from Spanish by Christine Renata Ayorinde. Ian Randle Publishers. $697.00 299.6097291

Afroz, Sultana
The political economy of food and agriculture in the Caribbean / Belal Ahmed and Sultana Afroz. Ian Randle Publishers. 338.1729


After man, towards the human: critical essays on Sylvia Wynter / edited by Anthony Bogues. Ian Randle Publishers. 306

After the storm there is the calm: an analysis of the bereavement process / Audrey Pottinger. Canoe Press. $650.00 155.937

The aftercare of discharged prisoners in Jamaica: report of subcommittee appointed by the Howard League of Jamaica. Farquharson Institute of Public Affairs. 364.8

Afternoon of the Status Crow / Edward Kamau Brathwaite. Savacou Publications. $9.40 306.09729

After-image / Dennis Scott. Peepal Tree Press. 811
Aga, Shireen


Agapesophy: the cure for the economic crisis / Phyllis Coburn. P. Coburn. 332.02401

Against linearity / Earl McKenzie. Peepal Tree Books. 811

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)

The Bauxite industry in Jamaica / produced by the Agency for Public Information. A.P.I. Gratis. 338.27492

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)

Democratic Socialism, developing Jamaica for all the people / Agency for Public Information. A.P.I. Gratis. 335.5

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)

General facts on Jamaica / Agency for Public Information. API. Gratis. 917.292

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)

The geography of Jamaica / Agency for Public Information. A.P.I. 917.292

Agency for Public Information

Hon. Michael Manley, Prime Minister / Agency for Public Information. A.P.I., Gratis. 920

Agency for Public Information

Know your rights: maternity leave with pay/ Agency for Public Information. API. Gratis 344.012576

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)

Our national heroes / Agency for Public Information. Agency for Publication Information. 920

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)

Sir Alexander Bustamante 1884-1977 / Agency for Public Information. A.P.I. Gratis. 920

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)

The state of emergency / Agency for Public Information. API. Gratis. 344.053

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)

The Sugar Industry in Jamaica. A.P.I. Gratis. 338.17361

Agency for Public Information (Jamaica)

The tourist industry in Jamaica / produced by The Agency for Public Information. API. Gratis 338.47917292

The agony of Asar: a thesis on slavery by the former slave, Jacobus Elisa Johannes Capiteen, 1717-1747 / translated with commentary by Grant Parker. Ian Randle Publishers. $630.00 261.834567

Agorsah, E. Kofi
An objective chronological scheme for Caribbean history and archaeology / E. Kofi Agorsah. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. Free. 930.1028

Agorsah, E. Kofi
In search of an objective chronological scheme for analysis and interpretation of the history and archaeology of the Caribbean / E. Kofi Agorsah. s.n.]. 972.9

Agorsah, E. Kofi

Agostino, Thomas J D
Distant neighbours in the Caribbean: the Dominican Republic and Jamaica in comparative perspective / Richard S. Hillman and Thomas J.D. Agostino; foreword by Howard J. Wiarda. Praeger. 972.92

Agosto, Noraida
Michelle Cliff's novel: piecing the tapestry of memory and history / Noraida Agosto. Peter Lang Publishing. US$52.95 813.54

Agreement and declaration on political conduct, Friday, August 26, 1988, Kings House, Jamaica. Jamaica Information Service. 320.97292


Agricultural census 1961-62: changes in numbers and size distribution of farms / Jamaica. Department of Statistics. 630

The agricultural sector performance 1989-1993 / by O.M. Strachan. Inter-American Institute for Co-operation on Agriculture Office in Jamaica. 338.1

Agriculture and industry / by A. Lewars and W. H. Persaud. Department of Extra-Mural Studies, U.W.I. Gratis. 338.1

AGRO 21 master plan / prepared by the National Planning Agency, Ministry of Finance and Planning. NPA. $75.00 382.41

Agro-processing sector in Jamaica: science and technology information infrastructure and flow / by Merline Bardowell. [S.n]. 338.47664

Agus, Jack
Personal security: an aid to crime prevention. Guardsman Group. 362.88


Ahmad, Nazeer
Soils of the Caribbean / Nazeer Ahmad. 631.4

Ahmed, Belal
The political economy of food and agriculture in the Caribbean / Belal Ahmed and Sultana Afroz. Ian Randle Publishers. 338.1729


Aiken, Etheline
Spiritual reflections. E. M. Aiken. No price 252.03

Aikman, Carolien
Prayers for school days. C. Aikman. $1,000.00 242.62

Aim - act - achieve: with your credit union youth savings account the sky is the limit. The Jamaica Co-operative Credit Union League. 334.22

Air Jamaica: contribution to the Jamaican economy / Wilberne H. Persaud. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. University of the West Indies. Institute of Social and Economic Research working paper; no. 32) 387.7065

Ajeemah and his son / by James Berry. Harper Thropy, US$14.80 813

Akenson, Donald Harman
If the Irish ran the world Montserrat 1630-1730 / Donald Harman Akenson. The Press, McGill-Queen's University Press. $900.00. 972.975

Akers, Glenn Alan

Alberga, Anthony
The island of one people: an account of the history of the Jews in Jamaica / Marilyn Delevante and Anthony Alberga. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92004924
The Alcan family: working as a team / prepared by the Personnel and Corporate Relations Division for Alcan Jamaica Company. Alcan Jamaica. 338.762234926

Alcan Jamaica Limited

Alcan Jamaica Limited
You and Alcan Jamaica Limited: handbook for the hourly-rated employees ... 622.065

Alder, Joyce Sparer
Exploring the palace of the peacock: essays on Wilson Harris / Joyce Sparer Alder University of the West Indies Press. 813.54

Alexander, Boyd
England's wealthiest sons: a study of William Beckford. 920


Alexander, Carlton
Nation building: a businessman's perspective / Carlton Alexander; edited Grace Kennedy. $15.00 972.92

Alexander, Ken

Alexander, Ziggi
Mary Seacole: Jamaican national heroine and doctress in the Crimean War / Ziggi Alexander and Audrey Dewjee. Brent Library Service. 920


Algoo-Baksh, Stella
Austin C. Clarke: a biography / Stella Algoo-Baksh. The Press. $400.00. 920

All about caring and sharing / Don Wilson, Diane Brown, Ivy Mitchell. Carlong Publishers. Primary level 2B. 372.62

All about me / Don Wilson ... [et al]. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd. 372.6

All about national insurance. JIS Press. Gratis 368.4

All around us: shapes and numerals / M.McLean, L. Fearon, R. Blair. Mid-Island Educators. 372.21
All that's good: the story of Butch Stewart, the man behind Sandals Resorts / Pamela Lerner Jaccarino. Sandow Media Corporation. US$49.95. 920

All the right moves, 1989-2007: on course to prosperity. The People's National Party. 324.27292074

Alle, Alle, Alle: 12 Jamaican folk-songs / Olive Lewin. Oxford University Press. 784.497292

Allen, C.J. Calf-rearing / by C.J. Allen; updated by Dr. K.E. Wellington. Agricultural Information Service. 636.2


Allen, E. Anthony Whole-person healing: a basic guidebook for your church's healing ministry / E. Anthony Allen. 615.852


Allen, Lillian Women do this every day: selected poems of Lillian Allen. Women's Press, $450.60. 811.54

Allen-Vassell, Marjorie A guide to field studies in school-based assessment for CXC geography / Marjorie Allen-Vassell and Lorna Fraser. Carib Publishing. 910.76

Alleyne, Delroy Interpreting graphs, tables and charts / Delroy Alleyne, Fitz-Albert Russell, Adlyn Wilson; editorial adviser, Bernetta Porter. 511.5

Alleyne, Dillon A new economic strategy for Jamaica: with special consideration of international competition and the FTAA / Dillon Alleyne and Nikolaos Karagiannis. Arawak Publications. $500.00 330.97292

Alleyne, Dillon Taxation and equity in Jamaica, 1985-1992: who bears the burden? The Consortium Graduate School of Social Sciences, University of the West Indies in collaboration with Press, University of the West Indies. $700.00 336.205

Alleyne, Doddridge H. N. Export/import trends and economic development in Trinidad, 1919-1939. Canoe Press. 382.170972983
Alleyne, George
    Health and development in our time: selected speeches of Sir George Alleyne / edited by Professor Henry Fraser. 614.4

Alleyne, Mervyn C.
    Comparative Afro-American: an historical comparative study of English-based Afro-American dialects of the new world / Mervyn C. Alleyne; with a foreword by Ian F. Hancock. 427

Alleyne, Mervyn C.
    The construction and representation of race and ethnicity in the Caribbean and the world. University of the West Indies Press. $1,300.00 305.8009729

Alleyne, Mervyn C.
    A linguistic perspective on the Caribbean / Mervyn C. Alleyne. (Focus: Caribbean / edited by Sidney W. Mintz and Sally Price) 410.9729

Alleyne, Mervyn C.
    Roots of Jamaican culture / Mervyn C. Alleyne. Pluto, $81.80 972.92

Alleyne, Warren
    Historic Bridgetown / Warren Alleyne. Barbados Government Information Service. 972.981

Allie, Almeric A.

Allsopp, Jeannette
    The Caribbean multilingual dictionary of flora, fauna and foods in English, French, Creole, and Spanish / Jeanette Allsopp. $3,250.00 413

Allsopp, Richard
    A book of Afric Caribbean proverbs. Arawak Publications. $2,400.00. 398.909729

Allsworth-Jones, P
    Pre-Columbian Jamaica / P. Allsworth-Jones. University of Alabama Press. US$71.50 972.9201

Ally, Asgar
    The Jamaican Economy: inflation. University of the West Indies, Department of Extra-Mural Studies. Gratis 332.41

Alonso and the drug baron / Evan Jones. Macmillan Education. $823.00. 813

Alphabet fun learning. Sun Zone Books. 372.414


Alternative monetary regimes for Jamaica / by Steve H. Hanke and Kurt Schuler. Private Sector Organisation of Jamaica. 332.497292
Alumina Partners of Jamaica Limited
The Alpart story / editor, Keith Brown. 622.065

Aluminum smelting: health, environment and engineering perspectives / edited by Mukesh Khare ... [et al]. Ian Randle Publishers. 669.722

The amazing adventures of Equiano /Jean-Jacques Vayssieres. Ian Randle Publishers. $540.00; $720.00 813

The amazing life of the disciple of Christ: the life some christians have longed for, but find difficult to achieve / Donald A. Roberts. : DATEM, No price 248.4


American-Jamaican Cookery / by Catherine Osborne. - New York : Carlton Press Inc. 641.59729

An American vampire in Jamaica / by Richard Taylor. Author House. US$16.95 813

Americas Watch Committee
Human rights in Jamaica / [Americas Watch Committee]. The Committee. $35.00 323.4


Amerindiens, Africains, Americains: trois etudes d'histoire Antillaise = Amerindians, Africans, Americans. Department of History, University of the West Indies. $300.00 972.9

Amnesty International
Jamaica: the death penalty report of an Amnesty International mission to Jamaica. Amnesty International Publications. $120.00 345.077302642

Amowode / Moji Williams B. Adonika. 811

Amsterdam, Gene
Literacy and non-formal education in the Caribbean: Guyana / Francis Glasgow and Gene Amsterdam. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 2. 374.9881

Amy Ashwood Garvey: Pan-Africanist No.1 or A tale of two Amies / Tony Martin. Majority Press. 920

An analysis of current politics and the party's position / [Bruce Golding]. [s.n.] 324.2729204

An analysis of Jamaica's fiscal budget (1974-1983) with special reference to the impact of the bauxite levy / by Omar Davies. University of the West Indies. $5.00 336.39

Analysis of public perceptions of science and technology in Jamaica: final report / Trevor Hamilton and Associates. The Company. 303.483

Anancy-Spiderman / by James Berry. Walker Books. $26.10 813

Anancy and Bird Cherry Island / P. Hyacinth Galloway. Systemsware Publishing. 398.245

Anancy and Brer Goat / P. Hyacinth Galloway. Systemsware Publishing. 398.245

Anancy and friends: cultural folktales for children / Beulah Richmond. L. M. H. Publishing. 398.245

Anancy and Miss Lou / Louise Bennett. Sangster's Book Stores. 398.21

Anancy and politics / Anne Hanson. Eureka Press. 398.245

Anancy and the bananas and other stories. Ministry of Education. Grade 1. book 1. 372.412

Anancy and the chief's daughter / P. Hyacinth Galloway. Systemsware Publishing. 398.245

Anancy becomes a journalist / Anne Hanson. Eureka Press. 398.245

Anancy in love / illustrated by Dennis Ranston, collected by Lilly Perkins. Jamaica Publishing House Limited. 398.21

Anancy mek it: bedtime stories from Jamaica / Peter-Paul Zahl. LMH Publishing. 398.21

Anancy revalues the dollar / Anne Hanson. Eureka Press. 398.245

Anancy's African adventures. LMH Publishing. 398.245


Anansi and family / Al Campbell. SunZone Books. 813.6

Anansi and "fools" / Al Campbell. SunZone Books. 813.6

Anansi and friends / Al Campbell. SunZone Books. 813.6
Anansi the spiderman: Jamaican folk tales / Philip M. Sherlock. Macmillan Education. $1,010.00 398.21

Ananzi ist schuld: geschichten aus Jamaika / Peter-Paul Zahl; mit bildern von Barbara Nascimbeni. Elefanten Press. 398.21

And I remember many things: folklore of the Caribbean/ Christine Barrow. Ian Randle Publishers. $220.00 398.09729

Anderson, Alison
The emancipation experience: creating a just society for our children / Alison Anderson. Churches' Emancipation Organizing Committee. 305.23

Anderson, Beverley J.
Sport, play and gender-based success in Jamaica / Beverley J. Anderson. [s.n.]. Free 796.01

Anderson, Don
Seoul to Beijing/ Don Anderson. Don Anderson Publishing. 796.4897292

Anderson, Izett
Jamaica proverbs and sayings / Izett Anderson and Frank Cundall. Irish Universities Press. 398.9

Anderson, Jenni R.
Little Lennie's leisure time book / Jenni R. Anderson, Jacqueline Cousins, Barbara Nelson. 428.6

Anderson, Jenni R.
Little Lennie's pencil fun 1 / Jenni R. Anderson, Jacqueline Cousins, Barbara Nelson. Selecto Publications. 793.73

Anderson, Jervis

Anderson, Kay
Handmade paper: an art in itself / Kay Y. Anderson. Kay Y. Anderson. 676.22

Anderson, Lesley George
Baptism, superstitions and the supernatural: a Caribbean perspective. Faithworks Press. No price 265.1

Anderson, Patricia
The changing roles of fathers in Jamaican family life. PIOJ. 306.8742

Anderson, Patricia
The conversation between statistics and social policy: when we listen, when we don't / Patricia Anderson, Colin Williams. Planning Institute of Jamaica. 361.61
Anderson, Patricia
Mini bus ride: a journey through the informal sector of Kingston's mass transportation system / Patricia Anderson with Hilary Bailey...[et al] Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $40.00 388.41322

Anderson, Winston
Private international family law. The Caribbean Law Publishing Company. 346.729015

Anderson-Brown, Winnie
Laugh? Yes!: a collection of fifty tales told in Jamaica / by Winnie M. Anderson-Brown. Island Heart Publishers. 817

Anderson-Leung, Jennifer
In the valley He restoreth my soul: a collection of inspirational poems / Jennifer Anderson-Leung. J. Anderson-Leung. 811

Andrews, Nesta
Trench Town poet: I dear to dream again / by Nesta Andrews. Press Box Printers. 811.6

Angelina's island / Jeanette Winter. Farrar, Straus, Giroux. US$16.00. 813.6

Angels / by Ida McTurner. New Millennium. No price 248.48

Angles of reflection : poems / Lilieth H. Nelson. L.H. Nelson. 811

Anglican Deaconess Order centenary magazine 1890-1990 : servants for Christ's sake / compiled by Deaconess Judith Daniel: The Order. : No price 262.143

Anglican Diocese of Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. Department of Education and Youth
Form, inform, transform: bringing our children closer to God / prepared by the Department of Education and Youth, Diocese of Jamaica the Cayman Islands. Diocese of Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. 371.071342

Angus, N.C., and others
Public administration in Jamaica, prepared for the Government of Jamaica / by N.C. Angus, W.P. Barrett and E. Holstein. United Nations Commissioner for Technical Assistance, Department of Social and Economic Affairs, 351.1

Animal sounds / Teenage Mothers' UWI-Bernard Van Leer Foundation Centre for Early Childhood Education. 372.216

The animals came in one-by-one / Buster Lloyd-Jones. Collins. 920

Anionwu, Elizabeth N.
A short history of Mary Seacole: a resource for nurses and students / Elizabeth N. Anionwu. 610.73092
Ankle, Oniel
Leaps and bounds in literacy: writings and comprehension skills: workbook 4 / Fayanne Elliott and Oniel Ankle. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.6

Annakie, Z.
On-farm coconut (Cocos nucifera L.) fertilizer trials with small hillside farmers in the parish of St. Catherine / C. Reid, Z. Annakie, J. Mayne. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 634.6189

The annihilation of fish and other stories / Anthony C. Winkler. Macmillan Education. $780.00 813.6

Annual National Conference on Science and Technology (14th: 2000 November Kingston, Jamaica)
Genes and their impact: proceedings / editors Merline E. Bardowell and Dorothy Palmer. 574.87322

Answers / Binta Breeze. Masani Productions. $3.00 811

The anthology / compiled by Dennis Craig [et al]; edited by Donald Wilson and Sybil James. $4.75 428.2

An anthology of African and Caribbean writing in English / John J. Figueroa. Heinemann in association with the Open University. $22.80. 820.8

Anthony, Lew
Dreadlock / Lew Anthony. Seal Books. $8.85 813

Anthony, Michael
The games were coming / Michael Anthony. Ian Randle Publishers. 813

Anthurium / prepared by Jamaica National Investment Promotion Limited. - 4th ed. JNIP. Gratis 338.175933687

Anthurium for profit and pleasure / Aimee Webster. A. Webster. 635.933687

Antrobus, Peggy
The global women's movement: origins, issues and strategies / Peggy Antrobus. Ian Randle Publishers. 305.42

Apprenticeship and emancipation. Department of Extra-Mural Studies, UWI. 326.8


Arawak, Christopher
Jamaica's Michael Manley: Messiah... muddler... or Marionette...? / Christopher Arawak. Henry Morgan Press. J$8.95 320.97292

Arbell, Mordechai
The Portuguese Jews of Jamaica / Mordechai Arbell. Canoe Press University of the West Indies. $650.00 972.92

Arch of fire / Barbara Lalla. LMH Publishing. 813

Archibald Monteath: Igbo, Jamaican, Morovian / Maureen Warner-Lewis. University of the West Indies Press. 972.92


An archaeology of social space: analyzing coffee plantations in Jamaica's Blue Mountains / James A. Delle. Plenum Press. US$69.95 338.17373097292

Architectural heritage of the Caribbean: an A - Z of historic buildings / Andrew Gravette; line drawings by Andrew and Pamela Gosner. Ian Randle, $864.00 720.9729

Arciniegas, German
Caribbean : sea of the new world / German Arciniegas. Ian Randle Publishers. $2,116.00. 972.9

An area of conquest: popular democracy and West Indies cricket supremacy/ edited by Hilary McD. Beckles. Ian Randle Publishers, $542.30. 796.358

Argument analysis / by Ed Brandon. School of Education, UWI. $11.10 168

Arise ye starvelings: the Jamaican labour rebellion of 1938 and its aftermath / by Ken Post. Martinus Nijhoff. US$16.00 331.89

Arlene Gardens Gospel Assembly

Armstrong, Douglas V.
The "Old village" at Drax Hall Plantation: an archaeology examination of an Afro-Jamaican settlement / Douglas V. Armstrong. Douglas Armstrong. 972.92

Armstrong, Eric
A history of money and banking in Barbados, 1627-1973. University of the West Indies Press. 332.49072981
Armstrong, Ivy Claudette
Native dawta : poems / by Ivy Claudette Armstrong. LMH Publishing. 811

Arnold, G.
Are management skills transferable from one industrial environment to another?. Jamaica Institute of Management. 658

Arrival of the snake woman and other stories / Olive Senior. Longman. $210.00 813.54

Art and dance/ National Gallery of Jamaica. The Gallery, $5.00 793.319


The art of Jamaica: a prelude / Wayne Lawrence. Trafford Publishing, $4,500.00 709.7292


The art of tooth brushing / Dr. Otto Beck. Otto Beck. 813

Arte: Dutch Caribbean art = Beeldende kunst van de Nederlandse Antillen en Aruba/ Adi Martis and Jennifer Smit. Ian Randle Publishers. 709.72986

The arts of an island: the development of the culture and of the folk and creative arts in Jamaica, 1494-1962 (Independence)/ Ivy Baxter. Scarecrow Press. 709.7292

Arthur Broughton, a late eighteenth century botanist in Bristol and Jamaica / by M.D. Crane. 920

Arthur, Owen S.
Commercialization of technology and dependency in the Caribbean / Maurice A. Odle and Owen S. Arthur. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $66.00 338.9729

Arthur Young and Company
Horticultural products to selected U.S.A. markets / Arthur Young & Company. Arthur Young. J$20.00 658.838

As I remembered it and a strange storm / by Pauline T. Livingston. RoseDog Books. US$7.20 813

As nasty as they wanna be: the uncensored story of Luther Campbell of the 2 Live Crew / Luther Campbell and John Miller. Kingston Publishers. 920
Ashby, Roddy
Power of efficiency in St. Lucia: the prospects for meeting electricity needs through energy efficiency/ Roddy Ashby, Blair Hamilton. University of the West Indies, Centre for Environment and Development. $100.00 333.7917

Ashby, Timothy
Missed opportunities: the rise and fall of Jamaica's Edward Seaga / Timothy Ashby. Hudson Institute. 330.97292

Ashdown, Peter
Caribbean history in maps / Peter Ashdown. Longman Caribbean. $9.00. 911.729

Ashdown, Peter David
Garveyism in Belize. Spear. $52.00 305.89607292

Ashenheim, Jack
The 'light' years / Jack Ashenheim. J. Ashenheim. 798.4097292

Ashley, Maurice
Chess for success: using an old game to build new strengths in children and teens / Maurice Ashley. Broadway Books. US$14.00 794.1

Ashbine, Eaulin
Monkey liver soup and other tales from Trinidad / told by Eaulin Ashbine; illustrated by Brian Robins. Nelson Caribbean. The rapid reading series ; 11. 398.21

Ashworth, Ann


Aspects of personnel management in Jamaica: seminar papers / presented by the College of Arts, Science Technology in April 1983. C.A.S.T. Publishers. $15.00 658.3

Assessing Caribbean sustainability process and advocating civil society strategies for sustainable development / Dennis Pantin, editor; prepared by the Caribbean Sustainable Economic Development Network. Ian Randle Publishers. 338.9270916365

An assessment of community tourism development opportunities in St. Thomas through the initiatives of the St. Thomas Emancipation and Cultural Foundation / edited by A. Denise Gooden. A.D. Gooden. 338.47917292

An assessment of impediments to competition in the pharmaceutical sector in Jamaica / prepared by The Fair Trading Commission (IDRC/CRDI; Fair Trading Commission; Consumer Affairs Commission. 338.476151
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Library Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An assessment of the UN system response to major disasters within the</td>
<td>Tonna-Marie Surgeon-Rogers</td>
<td>UNDP Jamaica Country Office</td>
<td>$363.34</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean in 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment test papers for GSAT</td>
<td>by a panel of experienced teachers</td>
<td>Kingston Publishers</td>
<td>$195.00</td>
<td>372.1262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment tests in English for N.A.P.</td>
<td>by a panel of experienced English teachers</td>
<td>Kingston Publishers Limited</td>
<td>$195.00</td>
<td>370.1524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment tests in reasoning for N.A.P.</td>
<td>by a panel of experienced teachers</td>
<td>Kingston Publishers Limited</td>
<td>$195.00</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance in physical development planning, Jamaica: project findings and recommendations</td>
<td>prepared for the Government of Jamaica by the United Nations Participating and Executing Agency for the United Nations Development Programme</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association for Co-operation in Banana Research in Caribbean and Tropical America Conference (2nd : Kingston : 1971)</td>
<td>proceedings of the second annual conference of the Association for Co-operation in Banana Research in the Caribbean and Tropical America held at the Sheraton Kingston July 12-16, 1971 / sponsored by Jamaica Banana Board</td>
<td>Jamaica Banana Board</td>
<td>$634.772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Association of Local Government Authorities of Jamaica</td>
<td>Report and Proposals on the reform of local Government in Jamaica</td>
<td></td>
<td>352.07292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of the open road.</td>
<td>Wesleyan University Press</td>
<td></td>
<td>811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atchoarena, David</td>
<td>Reforming training governance: the Jamaican experience / by David Atchoarena and Tom McArdle. International Institute for Educational Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td>374.013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkinson, Dermot</td>
<td>The meeting / Dermot Atkinson.</td>
<td>D. Atkinson.</td>
<td>812</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkinson, Nadine C.</td>
<td>The Caribbean history pocket encyclopedia / Nadine C. Atkinson</td>
<td>Arawak Publications</td>
<td>$750.00</td>
<td>972.9003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkinson, Nadine</td>
<td>The Jamaica Observer CXC lecture series: history with practice papers and answers</td>
<td>Jamaica Observer Ltd.</td>
<td>972.9076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic interactions: a textbook for CAPE history students</td>
<td>David V. C. Browne</td>
<td>Ian Randle Publishers</td>
<td>909.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic port cities: economy, culture and society in the Atlantic</td>
<td>edited by Franklin W. Knight and Peggy K. Liss.</td>
<td>University of Tennessee Press</td>
<td>$1,540.00</td>
<td>307.7609729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World, 1650-1850</td>
<td>1st. ed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Atlas of the languages of Suriname / edited by Eithne B. Carlin and Jacques Arends. 409.863

Atsu, S.Y.
Some characteristics of dairy farms and dairy farmers operators in Jamaica. UWI. 637

Atsu, S.Y.
Milk consumption in Jamaica. UWI. 637.1

Auditing: the international way / by Rohan Chambers. 657.45

August 1st: a celebration of emancipation / edited by Patrick Bryan. Department of History, University of the West Indies in association with Friedrich Ebert stiftung. 326

Augustine, Sister Mary
Two hearts, one fire: a glimpse behind the mask of leprosy / by Howard E. Crouch and Sister Mary Augustine. The Damien-Dutton Society for Leprosy Aid. US$12.00 362.196998

Augustus, Patrick
Baby father / Patrick Augustus. The X Press. $280.00 813

Augustus, Patrick
Baby father 2 / Patrick Augustus. The X Press. $349.40 813

Augustus, Patrick
When a man loves a woman / Patrick Augustus. The X Press, $280.00

Augustyn, Heather

Austin, Diane J.

Austin C. Clarke: a biography / Stella Algoo-Baksh. The Press. $400.00. 920

Austin-Broos, Diane J.
Jamaica genesis: religion and the politics of moral orders. Ian Randle Publishers. No price 270.82097292

Authentic power: principles, strategies, tools for achieving full human potential / Courtney A. Kazembe. Quantum Ventures Inc. $800.00. 158.1

Authentic recipes from Jamaica / John DeMers Periplus Editions. $860.00 641.59

The autobiography of Alfred H. Mendes 1897-1991 /Michele Levy. University of the West Indies Press. 920
Automotive services and repair industry: occupational standards: autoparts sales and distribution NVQ-J levels I, II, III / produced for National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET. 629.287

Avery, Ralph
Enlightenment: a solution to some problems / Ralph Avery. Great Neck. Avery's Philosophical Society. $250.00 818

Avram, C.C.
Protegee: a novel / C.C. Avram. Shields Publishing, $583.00 813

The awareness of and the need for build-on-own-land benefit in Westmoreland / Cheryll Harris-Walder. Research Planning Division, National Housing Trust. 363.58307292

Awojobi, Joseph B.
Basic secrets of Satanic forces: (a call to spiritual warfare) / Joseph B. Awojobi. Christian Publishers. No price 235.47

Axtell, David

Axworthy, Anni
Hoorah for Mary Seacole / Trish Cooke and Anni Axworthy. Franklin Watts. 813.6

Aylen, Christine
My first Bahamian counting book. LMH Publishing. 372.7

Aylen, Christine
My first Caribbean counting book / Christine Aylen. LMH Publishing. 372.72

Ayre, Sylvester
Bush doctor: Jamaica and the Caribbean's almost forgotten folklore and remedies / by Sylvester Ayre. LMH Publishing. 398.27097272

Ayub, Mahmood Ali

Azoulay, Katya Gibel
Black, Jewish, and interracial: it’s not the color of your skin, but the race of your kin, and other myths of identity. Duke University Press. US$22.95 305.896073
B

Baba and Mr. Big / C. Everard Palmer. Macmillan Caribbean. $123.00 813; 813.54

Baby father / Patrick Augustus. The X Press. $280.00 813

Baby father 2 / Patrick Augustus. The X Press. $349.40 813

Baby mother and the king of swords / Lorna Goodison. Longman. $192.00. 813


Back to Africa: George Ross and the Maroons: from Nova Scotia to Sierra Leone / Mavis C. Campbell. Africa World Press. $498.60. 966.4729

Background to drug use in Jamaica / by Barry Chevannes. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. $25.00 362.29

Background to the formulation of a national plan for agriculture and rural reconstruction in Jamaica, volume 1 / Jamaica Agricultural Society. J.A.S. 338.1097292

Bad boys: public schools in the making of black masculinity / Ann Arnett Ferguson. University of Michigan Press. 371.8296073

Bad girls in school / Gwneth Harold. Heinemann Educational Publishers. 813.6

The Bahamas in slavery and freedom / by Howard Johnson. Ian Randle Publishers ; James Currey. 331.11097296

The Bahamas incident / James Frew. Kingston Publishers. $425.00. 813.54


Bahl, Roy

Tax reform and economic development: the Jamaican case / Roy Bahl; Sally Wallace. PIOJ. 336.205

Bailey, Anne C.

African voices of the Atlantic slave trade : beyond the silence and the shame. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,500.00 306.362096
Bailey, Arlene
Establishment and development of a Regional Agricultural Policy Network in the Caribbean/ Claremont Kirton and Arlene Bailey . Arawak Publications. 338.1

Bailey, Barbara
Gender and education in Jamaica: what about the boys. The Office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 370.19345097292

Bailey, Beryl Loftman
Jamaican creole syntax: a transformational approach / Beryl Loftman Bailey; [foreword by R.B. LePage]. 427.97292

Bailey, Beryl Loftman
A language guide to Jamaica. 427.97292

Bailey, Earl
Jamaica's Reggae Boys: World Cup 1998 / Earl Bailey and Nazma Muller. Ian Randle Publishers and Creative Communications Inc. 796.334

Bailey, Dulcie

Bailey, Hilary
Mini bus ride: a journey through the informal sector of Kingston's mass transportation system / Patricia Anderson with Hilary Bailey... [et al] Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $40.00 388.41322

Bailey, Joyce
Blood thicker than water: love God love your neighbour / compilers Etta Whiteman, Joyce Bailey. CADEC. Gratis 268.62

Bailey, Wilma
Gender, contest and conflict in the Caribbean: lessons from community-based research / Wilma Bailey, Clement Branche and Aldrie Henry-Lee. Sir Arthur Lewis Institute of Social and Economic Studies, University of the West Indies. No price 305.3

Bain, Pauline M.
The clever cat /Pauline M. Bain. Medical and Educational Services Ltd. 813

Bakan, Abigail B.
Ideology and class conflict in Jamaica: the politics of rebellion / Abigail B. Bakan . McGill-Queen's University Press. $6,032.00 972.92

Bake-Face and other guava stories/ by Opal Palmer Adisa; introduction by Barbara Christian. Kelsey St. Press. $29.30. 813

Baker, Christopher P.
Jamaica / by Christopher P. Baker. AA Publishing. $500.00 917.292
Baker, Christopher P.
Jamaica: a Lonely Planet travel survival kit / Christopher Baker. Lonely Planet Publications. $565.60 917.292046

Baker, Patrick L.
Centring the periphery: chaos, order, and the ethnohistory of Dominica / Patrick L. Baker. University of West Indies Press. 972.9841

Baker, Phillip
Blood posse / Phillip Baker. Picador. $405.70 813

Baker, R J

The baker's dozen and other stories / Pampidou. Jamaica Information Service. $160.00 813


The balance of payments: made simple / by Fedrica Robinson. Bank of Jamaica. 382.17

Baldwin, Clinton
Methods of biblical interpretation: perspectives on prophecy / Clinton Baldwin. Lithomedia Printers Ltd. Unpriced 220.6

Baldwin, Clinton
The Sabbath: more than a day, a person: exploring the deeper meanings of the Sabbath. Lithomedia Printers Ltd. Unpriced 263.2

Ballads of Jamaica / Alma Norman. Twin Guinep (Publishers). 808.8144

The balm of dusk lilies: poems / Frances Marie Coke. Jamaica Observer, 811.54

Ballysingh, Harold R
Quaker lady in Jamaica: a memoir of my wife / Harold R. Ballysingh. H. Ballysingh. 920

Banana nursery operations / L.A. Walker. Research Department, Banana Board. 634.772

Bandara, Samuel
Institutions in the Agricultural sector of Jamaica: a catalogue / Samuel B. Bandara. (IICA Jamaica miscellaneous publication. ISSN 0534-5391; 359) 630.205
Bandara, Samuel B.
  $75.00 017.4

Bank of Jamaica

Bank of Jamaica. Economic Information and Publications Department
  The role and functions of the central bank in Jamaica. Bank of Jamaica. 332.11097292

Bank of Jamaica. Research and Development Division
  The role and functions of the Central Bank in Jamaica. Bank of Jamaica. 332.11

  Domestic Research and Information Services Department
    Exchange rate developments in Jamaica / prepared by the Domestic
    Research and Information Services Department, Research and Economic
    Programming Division. Bank of Jamaica. 332.497292

Bank of Jamaica. Research Department
  Balance of payments of Jamaica, 1975 / Research Department (Balance

Bank of Jamaica. Research Department
  Central banking in Jamaica / Compiled by the Research Department,

Bank of Jamaica. Research Department
  Kingston stock market. 2nd. ed. printed by Jamaica Times Press Ltd.,
  for the Bank of Jamaica. 332.61

Bank of Nova Scotia Jamaica Ltd.
  Free 332.12

Bankay, Anne-Maria
  Cuentos y actividades: stories and activities / Anne-Maria Bankay
  and Susan Hitchener; illustrated by Errol Stennett. 468.2

Bankay, Anne-Maria
  Practice papers for CXC (CSEC) Spanish / Paulette A. Ramsay, Anne
  Maria Bankay. Rev. ed. LMH Publishing. 468

Bankay, Anne Maria
  Practice papers for CXC Spanish / Paulette Ramsay, Anne Maria
  Bankay. Revised syllabus. Kingston Publishers Limited. $450.00. 468.2
Bankay, Anne Maria
Practice papers for CXC Spanish: teacher's booklet. Revised syllabus / Paulette Ramsay, Anne Maria Bankay. LMH Publishing. 468.2

Banks, Russell

Banks, Russell
Gangsta bone/ Russell Banks. Manhattan. $450.00 813

Banks, Russell


Baptism, superstitions and the supernatural: a Caribbean perspective / Lesley George Anderson. Faithworks Press. No price 265.1

The Baptist witness: a concise Baptist history / content by Horace O. Russell; student learning activities by G. Alonzo Hogg. Carib Baptist Publication. $101.15. 286.09

The Baptists of Jamaica / Inez Knibb Sibley. The Jamaica Baptist Union. 286

Bar charting for project control/scheduling. Project Analysis & Monitoring Co. Ltd. 658.4013

Barbados: thirty years of independence / editor Trevor Carmichael. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.981

Barraclough, John

Barrow, Christine
The plantation heritage in Barbados: implications for food security, nutrition and employment / Christine Barrow. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 972.981

Barbajan poems, 1492-1992 / Kamau Brathwaite. Savacou Pub. $1092.50. 811

Banks, Russell
The book of Jamaica / Russell Banks. Houghton Mifflin. 813.54

Barclays Bank
Finance for exporters. The Bank. 332.17

Barclays Bank D.C.O.
Bardowell, Merline
Agro-processing sector in Jamaica: science and technology information infrastructure and flow/ by Merline Bardowell. s.n.] 338.47664

Bareface pickney: an anthology of poems / Audrey Jean McLaren. A.J. McLaren. 811

Barefooted and clean: thoughts and inspirations / by Kamau A.N. Mahakoe. K.A.N. Mahakoe. 818

Barrett, May (H. May)

Barringer, Tim
Art and emancipation in Jamaica: Isaac Mendes Belisario and his worlds / Tim Barringer, Gillian Forrester and Barbaro Martinez-Ruiz. Yale Centre for British Art in association with Yale University Press. 709.72920294

Barker, Don
The fear factor: an analysis of crime in Jamaica and the search for solutions. Educational and Technological Consultants (EDUTEC). 364.97292

Barker, G.H.
Jamaica: parish of Trelawny. Regional Centre, Department of Soil Science, UWI. 631.47

Barnes, John

Barnes, William Sprague

Barnett, Audia
Food for life - a balancing act: public lecture 2007 / Audia Barnett. SRC. 338.197292

Barnett, Lloyd
The constitutional law of Jamaica / Lloyd G. Barnett. Published for the London School of Economics and Political Science by Oxford University Press. J$48.15 342.729206

Barnett, Lloyd G.
The Jamaican constitution: basic facts and questions. Sangsters Book Stores Ltd. 342.03

Barnett, Miguel
Afro-Cuban relations / Miguel Barnett; translated from Spanish by Christine Renata Ayorinde. Ian Randle Publishers. $697.00 299.6097291
Barnett, Pauline


Barnett, Pauline


Barnett, Richard D.


Barovier, B. C.

The Rothmans football handbook: the official ten year statistical handbook record of the Jamaica Football Federation. Golding Printery Service. 796.334

Barrant, Donovan

Technical drawing simplified / by Donovan Barrant. Heinemann. 604.2


Barrett, Carla

'Sista single': poetry / Carla Barrett. Rebaki Christian Publishing. 811

Barrett, Deroll A.

Geography workbook: first form / Deroll A. Barrett. LMH Publishing. 910

Barrett, Deroll A.

Geography workbook: for CSEC / Deroll A. Barrett. LMH Publishing. 910

Barrett, Deroll A.

Geography workbook: second form / Deroll A. Barrett. LMH Publishing. 910

Barrett, Deroll A.

Geography workbook: third form / Deroll A. Barrett. LMH Publishing. 910

Barrett, Ina

Organizational challenges: a Caribbean perspective: management cases with issues peculiar to developing countries / Ina Barrett. Arawak Publications. 658

Barrett, Leonard E.

The Rastafarians / Leonard E. Barrett. Beacon Press. US$16.00 299.67

Barrett, Leonard E.

The Rastafarians: the dreadlocks of Jamaica. Sangster's Book Stores Ltd. in association with Heinemann. $15.00 305.6996
Barrett, Leonard E.

Barrett, Victor
The Caribbean road to Damascus / Victor S. Barrett. $120.00 813

Barrett, W. P.
Public administration in Jamaica, prepared for the Government of Jamaica / by N.C. Angus, W.P. Barrett and E. Holstein. United Nations Commissioner for Technical Assistance, Department of Social and Economic Affairs. 351.1

Barrow, Christine
And I remember many things : folklore of the Caribbean: Ian Randle Publishers. $220.00 398.09729

Barrow, Christine
Caribbean childhoods 'outside', 'adopted' or 'left behind': good enough parenting and moral families. Ian Randle Publishers. 305.23

Barrow, Christine
Family in the Caribbean: themes and perspectives. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,215.00 306.8509729

Barrow, Steve
Reggae: the rough guide / by Steve Barrow and Peter Dalton. Rough Guides Ltd. $1,379.00 781.646

Barrow-Giles, Cynthia
Introduction to Caribbean politics / by Cynthia Barrow-Giles. Ian Randle Publishers. 320.9729

Barth, James
Social studies curriculum and methods for the Caribbean / Anthony D. Griffith and James L. Barth. University of the West Indies Press. $1,200.00 372.83

Bartholomew
A light inside the curse of darkness: a down-to-earth view of humanity and some who are losing the race / Bartholomew. A. Hall. 814.54

Bartholomew
My God is truth and truth is my God: a rational view of spirit, and a certain christian constructs/ Bartholomew. A. Hall. 230

Basic Jamaica history / Stafford Earle. Earle Publishing. 972.92

Basic secrets of Satanic forces: (a call to spiritual warfare) / Joseph B. Awojobi. Christian Publishers. 235.47

The basics of business: with helpful exercises 100 small business / Jessica C. P. Clarke-Barnaby. J. C. P. Clarke-Barnaby. 650.076
Bass culture: when reggae was king / Lloyd Bradley. Viking; Penguin Books. $880.00; $557.00 781.646

Bastyra, Judy
Caribbean cooking / Judy Bastyra. West Indies Publishing. 641.59729

Bastyra, Judy
Living in Jamaica: written and photographed by / Judy Bastyra. Sea-to-Sea Publications. US$27.00 917.292

Bateson, J. H.

Bats of Jamaica / Hugh H. Genoways... [et al]. 599.4

Bats of Puerto Rico: an island focus and a Caribbean perspective / Michael R. Gannon ... [et al] ; illustrations by Jeffrey Martz. University of the West Indies Press. 599.4097295

Battick, Cleve

Battle for the mind: how you can think the thoughts of God / Noel Jones with Dr. Georgianna Land. Destiny Image Publishing. $1,360.00 248.2

The battle for the seed: spiritual strategy to preserve our children / Patricia Morgan. Vincom. $140.00 248.845

The battlefield / Milton Smalling. First Class Publications. $609.50. 811

Bauer, Elaine
Jamaican hands across the Atlantic / Elaine Bauer and Paul Thompson. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,485.00 305.85097292

Baugh, Cecil
Baugh: Jamaica's master potter / by Cecil Baugh and Laura Tanna; photographs by Robert Kerns and John Lopez. Selecto. $150.00 920

Baugh, Edward
Derek Walcott / Edward Baugh. Cambridge University Press. US$88.00 811

Baugh, Edward
Derek Walcott: memory as vision: another life / Edward Baugh. Longman Group. 811.54

Baugh, Edward
Frank Collymore: a biography / by Edward Baugh. Ian Randle Publishers. 818.91409
Baugh, Edward
  A tale from the rainforest / Edward Baugh. Sandberry Press. $30.00
  811

Baugh, Edward
  "I was a teacher too": the figure of the school teacher in West Indian literature / Edward Baugh. Shortwood Teachers' College. $30.00. 810

Baugh: Jamaica's master potter / by Cecil Baugh and Laura Tanna; photographs by Robert Kerns and John Lopez. Selecto. $150.00 920

The bauxite alumina industry and the environment / Jamaica Bauxite Institute ... [et al]. [S.N.]. 338.274926

Bauxite in Jamaica: ownership and control in a partially nationalized industry/ Joan A. Lipton. Institute of Latin American Studies, University of Texas at Austin. 338.274926

The Bauxite industry in Jamaica / produced by the Agency for Public Information. A.P.I. Gratis. 338.27492, 338.274926

The bauxite story / prepared by Sharman Welds. JAMAL Foundation. 338.27492

Baxter, Carol
  The Black Nurse an endangered species : a case for equal opportunities in nursing / Carol Baxter. Training in Health and Race 610.730699

Baxter, Ivy
  The arts of an island: the development of the culture and of the folk and creative arts in Jamaica, 1494-1962 (Independence). Scarecrow Press. 709.7292

Baxter, Ivy, ed
  Recreation: a guide to programme material for young people in groups, clubs and associations. Council of Voluntary Social Services]. 790.0192

Bayer, Marcel
  Jamaica: a guide to the people, politics and culture / Marcel Bayer. Latin America Bureau; Ian Randle Publishers. 917.292046

Beach, Anni
  Don't throw away your stick till you cross the river: the journey of an ordinary man / Vincent Beach with Anni Beach. Five Star Publications. US$14.95 920

Beams / Vyanne Samuels Methuen Children's Books. $100.00 811

Bean, Errol D.
  Cynthia Schloss : an inspiration of love and friendship / Errol D. Bean. Bean-3. 781.646092
Bean, Errol D.
   A flower blooms / by Errol D. Bean. Bean-3. 811

The bearing of cocoa / Brian Topper. Cocoa Industry Board. 633.74


Beasts / by Stewart Brown. Outposts Publications. $0.25. 821

Beaubrun, Michael H.
   The pros and cons of cannabis used in Jamaica / by Dr. Michael Beaubrun Gratis 616.863

Beaumont, Jean

Beaumont, Sydney O.
   Longer life: happy and more healthful living / Sydney O. Beaumont. 612.68

The beautiful blue shirt on Barry Street / by Isabel Marvin. Kingston Publishers. $260.00 813

Beautiful Jamaica / Evon Blake. LMH Publishing. 917.29204

Beautiful Jamaica / Evon Blake. Vista Publications. 917.29

Beauty services industry occupational standards: beauty therapy NVQ-J levels I, II and III / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET. 646.7
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<td>Duke University Press. US$22.95 305.896073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Black lighting</td>
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<td>Black Moses: the story of Marcus Garvey and the Universal Negro Improvement Association</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin Press.</td>
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Rastafari: the new creation / Barbara Makeda Blake Hannah. 4th ed. Masquel. 299.67
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Statements / Anthony Bland. Savacou Co-operative. 821
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Jamaica. British Society for International Understanding. 972.92
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Blood and fire: the Duke of Windsor and the strange murder of Sir Harry Oakes : another royal revelation / John Marquis. LMH Publishing. 364.1523
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Boxing bananas for export / by Egbert Tai. Banana Board Research Department. 634.772
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Brodber, Erna  
Reggae and cultural identity in Jamaica / by Erna Brodber and J. Edward Greene. Department of Sociology, UWI. $10.00 306.484
Brodber, Erna  
A report on the abandonment of Children in Jamaica. Also published by Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI; under title - Abandonment of Children in Jamaica. 362.73

Brodber, Erna  
The second generation of freemen in Jamaica, 1907-1944. University Press of Florida. $7,200.00 306.0972920904

Brodber, Erna  

Brodber, Erna  
Woodside, Pear Tree Grove P.O. / Erna Brodber. University of the West Indies Press. $900.00 972.92

Brody, Eugene B  
Sex, contraception and motherhood in Jamaica / Eugene B. Brody. $84.00 612.6

The broken vessel / C. Everard Palmer. Heinemann. $7.50 813.54

Bronson, Marsha  
Bob Marley / Marsha Bronson. Sangster's. $300.00. 920

Brooks, A.A.  
History of Bedwardism: or The Jamaica Baptist Free Church, Union Camp, Augustown, St. Andrew, Ja. B.W.I. with engravings. P.A. Benjamin. 286.5

Brooks, Clyde  

Brooks, Clyde  

Brooks, Clyde  
The Blue Mahoe series book 7 / Clyde Brooks, Jean L. Goulbourne, Eileen Marshall. 428.6

Brooks, Clyde  
The Blue Mahoe series book 8 / Clyde Brooks, Jean L. Goulbourne, Eileen Marshall. 428.6

Brooks, Clyde  

Brooks, Clyde  
Poemstorm: an anthology of dub poetry / by Clyde Brooks. JA.M.U.P. Publication. 811
Brooks, Duwayne
Steve and me: my friendship with Stephen Lawrence and the search for justice / Duwayne Brooks; with Simon Hattenstone. Abacus. US$42.47 364.1523

Brooks, Miguel F.
Angels of chaos: a journey into the dark depths of the human psyche / Miguel F. Brooks. 616.89

Brooks, Miguel F.
"Negus": majestic tradition of Ethiopia / Miguel F. Brooks. LMH Publishing. No price 231.760963

Brooks, Miguel F.
Seeking: the alchemical cure for cancer / Miguel F. Brooks; with a foreword by Errol Y. St. A. Morrison. 616.994

Broomes, Jeff
Practice exercises for GSAT English / Jeff Broomes. Ian Randle Publishers. 372.6

Brother Anansi trickster stories / Al Campbell. Sunzone. 398.24

Brother man / Debbie Jacob. Macmillan Education. $507.09 820.76

Brotherhood of St. Andrew of Jamaica
The Brotherhood of St. Andrew in Jamaica centenary anniversary 1896-1996 / Herbert L. Brown, editor in chief. BSAJ. 271.092007292

Brown, A.

Brown, A.
Social studies practice tests / A. Brown; C. Browne; W. Browne. Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean). 300

Brown, Aggrey
Color, class and politics in Jamaica. Transaction Books. $39.95 301.44097292

Brown, Aggrey
Talking with whom?: [a report on the state of the media in the Caribbean / Aggrey Brown, Roderick Sanatan. CARIMAC. No price 302.2308

Brown, Ansel
The wind blows and it stops / by Ansel Brown. A. Brown. 811.6

Brown, Beryl M.

Brown, Beverley E.
Dream diary / Beverley E. Brown. Savacou Co-operative. 811
Brown, C.
Social studies practice tests / A. Brown; C. Browne; W. Browne. Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean). **300**

Brown, Cudelia
Jamaican riddles and games / by Cudelia Brown. Jamworld Publications. **398.6**

Brown, Cudelia
Talk Jamaican crossword puzzles / by Cudelia Brown. **427.97292**

Brown, Cudelia
Talk Jamaican hunt-de-word puzzles / by Cudelia Brown. **427.97292**

Brown, Dean
A secondary social studies workbook 1 / Dean Brown, Jacqueline Forbes-Mitchell. BMS Educators. **300**

Brown, Dean

Brown, Desmon

Brown, Diane

Brown, Diane
New Caribbean junior reader / Diane Brown, Peggy Campbell. Ginn. **372.412**

Brown, G. Arthur
Patterns of development and attendant choices and consequences for Jamaica and the Caribbean. Grace, Kennedy Foundation. **338.97**

Brown, G. Arthur

Brown, Gerald
Cop killer / Gerald Brown. Xpress Litho Ltd. **920**

Brown, Headley A.
Economics of disasters with special reference to the Jamaican experience. University of the West Indies, Centre for Environment and Development. $100.00 **363.34926**
Brown, J.

Brown, J.

Brown, J.

Brown, Jesmaine Allimah
A poetic path / Jesmaine Allimah Brown. J.A. Brown. $2,300.00. 811

Brown, Lloyd W.
Duppies / Lloyd W. Brown. Peepal Tree. $550.00 811

Brown, Patrick
How to improve housing project implementations by the Ministry of Construction (Housing) when using National Housing Trust (NHT) funds / by Patrick Brown. 690.80681

Brown, Stewart
Beasts / by Stewart Brown. Outposts Publications. $0.25. 821

Brown, Suzanne Francis
The mystery of the golden table. Arawak Publications. 398.2

Brown, T. L.
The fulfilment of scriptures: the Apostle Paul justified. T. L. Brown. No price 227.06

Brown McIntosh, Nadine E.
Some real yardie issues: a brief summary of some real Jamaican experiences and also words of courage to those who may need upliftment / Nadine E. Brown McIntosh. N.E. Brown McIntosh. 811

Brown, Taniesha K.
Godly families in an ungodly world. T. K. Brown. 248.4

Brown, Valerie
Right Start alphabet integrated workbook / Valerie Brown. V. Brown. 372.414

Brown, Valerie
Right Start beginning 1 2 3 integrated workbook. V. Brown. 372.72

Brown, Valerie
Right Start letters and sounds integrated workbook. V. Brown. 372.465
Brown, Vincent
The Reaper's garden: death and power in the world of Atlantic slavery / Vincent Brown. Harvard University Press. 306.9086912097292

Brown, W.
Social studies practice tests / A. Brown; C. Browne; W. Browne. Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean). 300

Brown, Wayne
Edna Manley: the private years: 1900-1938. Deutsch. 920

Brown face, big Master / Joyce Gladwell. Macmillian Education. Inter Varsity Press. $1,060.00. 920

Brown girl in the ring / Nalo Hopkinson. Warner Books. $590.32 813.54

Brown girl in the ring: Rosemary Brown: a biography for young people / Lynette Roy. Sister Vision. $238.00 328.711092


Brown-Archibald, Sharon
Enjoying single life. S. Brown-Archibald. 248.84352

Brown-Archibald, Sharon
How to conquer the devil in your marriage. S. Brown-Archibald. No price 248.4

Brown-Archibald, Sharon
The Sabbath: a unique instrument in world history: a detail study on the significant role the Sabbath played in the plan of salvation. International Apostolic Ministries. 263.1

Brown-Campbell, Gladys M.
Patriarchy in the Jamaica Constabulary Force: its impact on gender equality / Gladys M. Brown-Campbell. Canoe Press, University of the West Indies. $500.00 352.2

Brown-Sinclair, Sophia

Browne, David V. C.
Atlantic interactions: a textbook for CAPE history students / David V. C. Browne. Ian Randle Publishers. 909.09

Browne, Diane
Cordelia finds fame and fortune / by Diane Browne. Heinemann Caribbean. 813

Browne, Diane
Debonair the donkey / by Diane Browne D. Browne. 813.6
Browne, Diane
Every little thing will be alright / Diane Browne. Carlong Publishers. 813.54

Browne, Diane
Gammon and the woman's tongue trees / by Diane Browne. D. Browne. 813

Browne, Diane
In the mountains, [and] Richie's pet / Diane Browne. Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports Publications Section. 813

Browne, Diane
The magic bat / by Diane Browne. Heinemann Educational Publishers. $380.00 813.6

Browne, Diane
The ring and the Roaring River / Diane Browne. D. Brown. 813.6

Browne, Diane
Six runs / by Diane Browne. Heinemann Educational Publishers. $518.40 813.6

Browne, Diane
Teacher's guide. Grade 4 / by Hyacinth Campbell; Diane Browne, Karl Phillipotts. Ministry of Education. 372.4

Browne, Diane
Teacher's guide. Grade 6 / Hyacinth Campbell; Diane Browne, Karl Phillipotts. Ministry of Education. 372.4

Browne, Diane
Teaching about HIV and AIDS in the Caribbean / Diane Browne, Maren Bodenstein and Gisela Winkler. 616.9792

Browne, Wintlett
Carlong primary social studies. Book 2: people in our community / Wintlett Browne, U. Eugenie Harrison. Carlong. 300.9; 300.97292

Browne, Wintlett
Carlong primary social studies. Book 4: the parishes of Jamaica / Wintlett Browne, Paulette Dunn-Smith. Carlong. 300.97292

Browne, Wintlett

Browne, Wintlett
Brownlie, Alison  
$854.28. 972.92

Brownstone, M.  
Report to the government of Jamaica on reform of Local Government.  
Ministry of Local Government. 352.07292

Bruinsma, John  
Reports of the research studies on the effectiveness of the Project  
for Early Childhood Education, 1967-1969/ by Elinor Waters, and John  
Bruinsma.  Project for Early Childhood Education, UWI. 372.011

Bryan, Nicole  
Slave trade: a selected bibliography in commemoration of the 200th  
anniversary of the Abolition of the Slave Trade. . . . [et al]. National  
Library of Jamaica, 2007. No price. 016.306362

Bryan, Patrick E.  
Edward Seaga and the challenge of modern Jamaica / Patrick E. Bryan.  
UWI Press. 920

Bryan, Patrick E.  
The Haitian Revolution and after / Patrick E. Bryan.  Department of  
History, UWI. $8.50. 972.9404

Bryan, Patrick E.  
The Haitian Revolution and its effects / Patrick E. Bryan.  
Heinemann. $8.50 972.9403

Bryan, Patrick E.  
Inside out and outside in: factors in the creation of contemporary  
Jamaica / Patrick Bryan. Grace, Kennedy Foundation. 972.92

Bryan, Patrick E.  
Jamaica: the aviation story / Patrick E. Bryan. Arawak Publications.  
387.7097292

Bryan, Patrick E.  
The Jamaican people 1880-1902: race, class and social control /  
Patrick Bryan. University of the West Indies Press. $800.00. 972.92034;  
972.9204

Bryan, Patrick E.  
369.5

Bryan, Patrick E.  
Arawak Publications. 373.7292

Bryan, Patrick E.  
Leisure and class in late nineteenth century Jamaica / by Patrick  
Bryan.  University of the West Indies, Department of History. 790.097292
Bryan, Patrick E.
Philanthropy and social welfare in Jamaica: an historical survey. Institute of Social and Economic Research. $400.00 361.8097292

Bryce United Church
Souvenir magazine to mark the 125th Anniversary of Bryce United Church, 1873-1998. The Church. No price 285


Buchanan, Donald
Proposal for the introduction of flexible work arrangements by Hon. Donald Buchanan, M.P. Minister of Labour and Social Security. Ministry of Labour and Social Security. 331.2572

Buchanan, Joyce
Quest for a dream: a life committed to progress / Joyce Buchanan. Arawak Publications. 920

Buchanan, Paul L.
Community development in the ranking economy: a socio-economic study of the Jamaican ghetto. 2nd. ed. College of Arts, Science and Technology. 334.6097292

Buchanan-Murray, Sandria

Buckley, David
The right to proud: a brief guide to Jamaican heritage sites / David Buckley. s.n. 972.92

Buckley, Roger Norman
The British Army in the West Indies: society and the military in the revolutionary age / Roger Norman Buckley. The Press, University of the West Indies. $999.99 306.27

Bucknor, Loraine
Living poetry: a blend of people, church and country / Loraine Bucknor. L. Bucknor. 811

Buckridge, Steeve O.
The 'colour and fabric' of Jamaican slave women's dress. 391.025

Buckridge, Steeve O.
The language of dress: resistance and accommodation in Jamaica, 1760-1890. University of the West Indies Press. 391.0097292

Buddan, Robert
The Foundations of Caribbean politics / Robert Buddan. Arawak Publications. $800.00 972.9
Budhlall, Penelope E.
Growing coffee in Jamaica / compiled by Penelope E. Budhlall. Coffee Industry Development Company. $50.00 633.73

Budhlall, Penelope

Budhlall, Penelope

Budget and beat inflation / National Savings Committee. N.S.C. Gratis. 640.42

Buhle, Paul
Tim Hector: a Caribbean radical's story / Paul Buhle. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,512.00 972.974


Building and construction in Jamaica / by Tom Graham. Tom Graham. 690.097292

Building, construction and related engineering services industry: occupational standards: scaffolding NVQ-J levels I - III / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET. 693.710218

Building, construction and related engineering services industry: occupational standards: steel fixing NVQ-J levels I, IIIII / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET.) 693.710218

Building, construction and related engineering services industry: occupational standards: tiling NVQ-J levels I, II and III / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET. 698.9

Building in Jamaica. Jamaica Information Service. 720.97292

Building the spiritual man / Andrew Scott. Trailblazer Ink. No price 248.8

Building societies seminar / Seminar on Building Societies(1974 : Kingston) sponsored jointly by the Society for International Development, Jamaica chapter ; and the Building Societies Association of Jamaica Ltd. SIS, BSA. 332.32

Building society liquidity for directors and executives / by E. Karl Richards. Victoria Mutual Building Society. Gratis 332.32

Buisseret, David
The fortifications of Kingston, 1655-1914 / David Buisseret; illustrated by Susan Judah. 623.1

Buisseret, David J.
A popular history of the Port of Kingston. Rev. and updated ed. Shipping Association of Jamaica. 387.109

Buisseret, David
Port Royal, Jamaica / Michael Pawson and David Buisseret. Clarendon Press; The University of the West Indies Press, £8.55; $1400.00. 972.92

Buleon, Pascal
Emerging Caribbean: a political geography / Monique Bégot, Pascal Buleon and Patrice Roth. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.9

Bun him / Macka Diamond. Page Turner Publishing. 813.6

Burbach, Roger
Globalization and postmodern politics: from Zapatistas to high-tech robber barons. Arawak Publications. $1,000.00 327.1

The burden of illegitimacy: a struggle against prejudice and bigotry / E. Martin Noble. Doctorbird Books. $120.00. 972.9205092

Burford, Lorrimer A.
A Jamaican storytellers tale. LMH Publishing. 398.25

Burke, Eddie
Water in the gourd, and other Jamaican folk stories[ /Eddie Burke and Anne Garside. Oxford University Press. J$0.90. 398.2

Burke, Gloria Victoria

Burke, Keith
Love, peace, happiness, suffering and oppression / by Keith Burke and Delroy Palmer. J$4.00 821

Burke-Ramsay, Angela
Burkett, Randall K.
Garveyism as a religious movement: the institutionalization of a black civil religiot. Scarecrow and the American Theological Library Association, US$63.36 261.834


Burnard, Trevor
Mastery, tyranny and desire: Thomas Thistlewood and his slaves in Anglo-Jamaican world / Trevor Burnard. University of the West Indies Press, $1,120.00. 972.92

Burnett, David
Soul rebel: an intimate portrait of Bob Marley/ David Burnett. Insight Editions. $4,312.00 782.421646092

Burnowes, S.I.
George Headley / S.I. Burrowes and J.A. Carnegie. Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd. 920

Burton, Richard D.E.
Afro-Creole: power, opposition, in the Caribbean. Cornell University Press. $636.15 303.48272906

Busby, Lancelot
Education and its impact on poverty equity or exclusion / Asha Kambon and Lancelot Busby. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 370.19

Bush doctor: Jamaica and the Caribbean's almost forgotten folklore and remedies / by Sylvester Ayre. LMH Publishing. 398.27097272

Busha Benjie / Peggy Rankine. Arawak Publications. 813; 813.6

Busha Browne's indispensable compendium of traditional Jamaican cookery. Mill Press. 641.597292

Busha's mistress or Catherine the fugitive: a stirring romance of the days of slavery / Cyrus Francis Perkins. Ian Randle Publishers. $918.00 813


Business opportunity profile for dressmaking and tailoring / Management Options. Project Management Unit, GOJ/GON Micro-Enterprise Project. 646.4068
Business opportunity profile for small-scale restaurants / researched and written by Management Options. Project Management Unit, GOJ/GON Micro-Enterprise Project. 647.95068

Business opportunity profile for wooden furniture / researched and written by Management Options. Project Management Unit, GOJ/GON Micro-Enterprise Project. 684.1068

The Business planning guide: a step-by-step guide to planning and updating your company / prepared by CANEXPORT Project in collaboration with Marguerite Orane. JAMPRO. $500.00 658.503

The business survival kit vol. 1: 117 responses that you ought to be aware of / C. M. Harclyde W alcott. Pomme-cytheare books. 390.4338


Bustamante centenary 1884-1984: a select booklist / prepared by the Jamaica Library Service. JLS. Gratis 016.97292060924

Bustamante, Gladys, Lady
The memoirs of Lady Bustamante / Gladys Bustamante. Kingston Publishers Ltd. $625.00. 920

Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs

Bustamante, notes, quotes, anecdotes: an account of the life and times of the right excellent Sir Alexander Bustamante / Ken Jones. K. Jones. 920

Bute, E.L.

Butler, Kathleen Mary
The economics of emancipation: Jamaica and Barbados, 1823-1843. The University of North Carolina Press. US$24.94 326; 326.097292

Buzz off, Satan! and other stories / by Gloria Grant. International Apostolic Ministries Press. 239.4

By my spirit: a biography of Bishop Luther Martin Allison / C. St.John Walker. Brick by Brick Concepts Ltd. 920
C

C for constitution / prepared by Lorna Nembhard and Joanne Creary in consultation with the Constitutional Reform Division of the Ministry of Justice. Book 1. JAMAL Foundation. 347.292022

C, Gordon
The reggae files/ by Gordon C. Hansib. $125.50 781.64092

Cadien, Eric

Caesar, Errol
CXC Spanish graded listening and reading comprehension exercises / Errol Caesar and Diego Valencia. Heinemann Educational. 468.2


Calder, Rafael
Venezuela and Jamaica / speeches [by] Dr. Rafael Caldera, President of the Republic of Venezuela [and] the Hon. Michael Manley, Prime Minister of Jamaica. Central Information Office. 972.9206

Caldwell, David K.
Marine and freshwater fishes of Jamaica. 597.09

Calf-rearing / by C.J. Allen. Agricultural Information Service. 636.2

The call of mother Africa / by Stan Grant. Courier Press. 320.54096

The call of the poet: a book of poems / written by Angella Marie Williams. A.M. Williams. 811.6

Callaloo nation: metaphors of race and religious identity among South Asians in Trinidad / Aisha Khan. University of the West Indies Press, $1,560.00 305.8914072983

Callam, Neville
Pregnant teachers and rebellious cricketers: moral dimensions of human action / Neville Callam. Grace social Ethics Books. $9.85 170

Callam, Neville
Voicing concern: the social witness of the Jamaica Council of Churches / Neville Callam. Pelican Publishers. 261.8

Callings cards: new poetry from Caribbean/Canadian women / Celia Ferrier ... [et al] Sandberry Press. 811.6
A calypso trilogy / Rawle A. Gibbons. Ian Randle Publishers; Canboulay Productions. 811.6

Cambridge, Vibert Compton

Cameron, Norman Eustace
Jamaica Joe: a play in three acts. Souza's Printery. 822

Cameron, Sara
Changing the future for Jamaica's children / Sara Cameron and Heather Ricketts. UNICEF. 362.7097292

Campbell, A. J.

Campbell, Al
A is for ackee: a Jamaican alphabet / Al Campbell. SunZone Company. 372.414

Campbell, Al
The adventures of sly mongoose / by Al Campbell. SunZone Books, 813.6

Campbell, Al
Anansi and family / Al Campbell. SunZone Books. 813.6

Campbell, Al
Anansi and "fools" / Al Campbell. SunZone Books. 813.6

Campbell, Al
Anansi and friends / Al Campbell. SunZone Books. 813.6

Campbell, Al
Brother Anansi trickster stories / Al Campbell. Sunzone. 398.24

Campbell, Al
Duppy conquering: spooky stories. SunZone. 398.25

Campbell, Al
The jonkonnu mask and other survival stories / Al Campbell. SunZone Books. 813.6

Campbell, Al
Language skills fun learning - grade K / text and artwork by A. J. Campbell, R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell. SunZone Books. 372.6

Campbell, Al
Maths skills fun learning - grade K / A. J. Campbell, R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell. SunZone Books. 372.7
Campbell, Al
Preschool skills fun learning - 3 years and older / text and artwork by A. J. Campbell ; R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell. SunZone Books. 372.21

Campbell, Alvin
Merlene Ottey: unyielding spirit / Claire Forrester with Alvin Campbell. West Indies Publishing. $425.00 796.427092

Campbell, C.
Grade one integrated phonics workbook / C. Campbell, L. Fearon. Independent Integrated Publishers. 372.465

Campbell, C.
The new integrated approach: religious education workbook 4 / C. Campbell, M. Miller. Mid-Island Educators. No price 200

Campbell, C.
The new integrated approach: religious education workbook 5 / C. Campbell, M. Miles. Mid-Island Educators. No price 200

Campbell, C. Ray

Campbell, C. Ray
She devils and sex demons: a guide to pastors, husbands and wives. Pelican Publishers. No price 233

Campbell, Carl C.
Cedulants and capitulants: the politics of the coloured opposition in the slave society of Trinidad 1783-1838. 1st. ed. Paria Pub. Co. $376.10. 305.567

Campbell, Carl C.

Campbell, Carl
Endless education: main currents in the education system of modern Trinidad and Tobago 1939-1986. The Press. $900.00 379.20972983

Campbell, Carl
Towards an imperial policy for the education of negroes in the West Indies after emancipation: social and economic obstacles to the development of popular education in post-emancipation Jamaica, 1834-1865. Department of History, UWI. J$5.00 370.19342

Campbell, Carl C.
The young colonials: a social history of education in Trinidad and Tobago 1834-1939/ Carl C. Campbell. The Press. $800.00 370.197293
Campbell, Carlene
Grade one integrated phonics workbook / Carlene Campbell, Lunett Fearon, Maxine Miles. Mid-Island Educators. 372.4145

Campbell, Carlene
Grade one integrated workbook: colours, shapes and sound in the environment / Carlene Campbell, Maxine Miles. Mid-Island Educators. 372.83

Campbell, Claudette

Campbell, D. Joyce
Traditional folk forms: parish, regional and national results 2005 / prepared by D. Joyce Campbell. Jamaica Cultural Development Commission. 793.3197292

Campbell, E. M.

Campbell, E. M.
Language skills fun learning - grade K / text and artwork by A. J. Campbell, R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell. SunZone Books. 372.6

Campbell, E.M.
Maths skills fun learning - grade K / A. J. Campbell, R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell. SunZone Books. 372.7

Campbell, E. M.
Preschool skills fun learning - 3 years and older / text and artwork by A. J. Campbell ; R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell. SunZone Books. 372.21

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
Boxing Day excitements / Earl Vendryes Campbell. E. V. Campbell. 813

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
From the old Jamaica. Book 2: Christmas day / Earl Vendryes Campbell. Campbell's Books. 813

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
From the old Jamaica. Book 3: boxing day excitements / by Earl Vendryes Campbell. Campbell's Book. 813

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
From the old Jamaica. Book 8 : May Pen Elementary School: here comes the truth / Earl Vendryes Campbell. Campbell's Book. 813

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
Grand market day / Earl Vendryes Campbell. E. V. Campbell. 813
Campbell, Earl Vendryes
May Pen Elementary School: here comes the truth! / Earl Vendryes Campbell. E. V. Campbell. 813

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
Poems written by a dedicated Jamaican poet / Earl Vendryes Campbell. Jamaica Sea-Breeze, Sun-Kissed Press. 811

Campbell, Earl Vendryes
The works of a Jamaican poet / [Earl Vendryes Campbell]. Print-It Plus. 811

Campbell, Elizabeth
Pure mathematics for CAPE / Elizabeth Campbell. Vol. 1. 510.76

Campbell, Elizabeth
Pure mathematics for CAPE vol. 2 / Elizabeth Campbell. 510.76

Campbell, Ferdinand
Ferdinand Campbell's Jamaica the land we love / illustrated and designed by Laurie McBarnette. F.A. Campbell. 972.92

Campbell, Ferdinand
A profile and other selected poems / Ferdinand A. Campbell. The author, US$5.00. 821

Campbell, Ferdinand
A souvenir album / Ferdinand Campbell. The Poet's Press. 821

Campbell, Festus Amtac

Campbell, Festus Amtac
The farmer's songs: theirs and this young nation's / Festus Amtac Campbell. Crown Press Printers. $2.00. 821

Campbell, Festus Amtac
In Portland's valley of beauty / Festus Amtac Campbell. F.A. Campbell. 821

Campbell, George
Earth Testament: poems / G. Campbell. George Campbell Associates. 811

Campbell, Gillian
Where the real money is, online. G. Campbell. 332.02401

Campbell, Hazel D.
Comoke King / by Hazel D. Campbell. Published by Caribbean Images Ltd. for Unesco. 813.6
Campbell, Hazel D.
Miss Bettina's house / Hazel D. Campbell. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean). 813.6

Campbell, Hazel D.
Ramgoat dashalong: magical tales from Jamaica. L M H Publishing. 398.2

Campbell, Hazel D.
Sharon's song / by Hazel D. Campbell. Published by Caribbean Images Ltd. 813.6

Campbell, Hazel D.
Singerman / Hazel D. Campbell. Peepal Tree. $198.00 813

Campbell, Hazel D.
Tilly Bummie and other stories: life in Jamaican country and town / Hazel D. Campbell; with illustrations by Clovis Brown. Kingston Publishers $350.00 813; 813.6

Campbell, Hazel D.
Walk good mind macka juk you / by Hazel D. Campbell. Published by Caribbean Images Ltd. for Unesco. 813.6

Campbell, Heather R
Pointers for parents / by Hazel D. Campbell and Heather R. Caribbean Images for UNESCO. 649.1

Campbell, Horace
Rasta and resistance: from Marcus Garvey to Walter Rodney. Africa World. $453.00 323.1196

Campbell, Howard
100+ practice questions for CAPE computer science: Unit 1 information systems. Nutcracker Books. 004.076

Campbell, Howard
Introduction to programming for CXC information technology. Nutcracker Books. 005.1

Campbell, Hyacinth

Campbell, Hyacinth
Get set! Year 1, term 2 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational Books. J$2.75 372.412

Campbell, Hyacinth
Go. Year 1, term 3 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Education. J$2.75. 372.412
Campbell, Hyacinth

Campbell, Hyacinth

Campbell, Hyacinth
My work book / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational Books. 372.4

Campbell, Hyacinth
On your marks Year 1, term 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$2.75. 372.412

Campbell, Hyacinth
Ready. Year 1, term 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$2.75. 372.412

Campbell, Hyacinth
Stories about us. Year 2, term 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. $3.20. 372.412

Campbell, Hyacinth

Campbell, Hyacinth

Campbell, Hyacinth

Campbell, Hyacinth
Story time. Year 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell, Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica. $2.50 372.412

Campbell, Hyacinth
Story time / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell, Heinemann Educational. J$7.00 372.412

Campbell, Hyacinth
Teacher's book: Year 1 Term 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Jamaica by Heinemann Educational. 372.4

Campbell, Hyacinth
Teacher's book: Year 1 Term 2 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Jamaica by Heinemann Educational. 372.4
Campbell, Hyacinth
  Teacher's book: Year 1 Term 3 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Jamaica by Heinemann Educational. 372.4

Campbell, Hyacinth
  Teacher's book: Year 2, Terms 2 & 3 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational. 372.4

Campbell, Hyacinth
  Teacher's book: Year 3 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational. 372.4

Campbell, Hyacinth
  Teacher's guide. Grade 4 / by Hyacinth Campbell, Diane Browne, Karl Phillpotts. Ministry of Education. 372.4

Campbell, Hyacinth
  Teacher's guide. Grade 6 / Hyacinth Campbell, Diane Browne, Karl Phillpotts, consulting editor Henry Bamman. Ministry of Education. 372.4

Campbell, Hyacinth
  Up the road Year 2, term 2. / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$3.30. 372.412

Campbell, Hyacinth
  Workbook / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann. 372.4147

Campbell, Jacqueline
  A patient's guide to the treatment of diabetes mellitus / Dr. Jacqueline E. Campbell. 616.462

Campbell, Keron C. St. E.
  Endemic trees of Jamaica / compiled by Keron C. St. E Campbell. 582.16

Campbell, Lady Colin
  A life worth living: the autobiography of Lady Colin Campbell. Little, Brown. $1,300.00. 920

Campbell, Leeroy James
  Red, gold and greening of Jamaica: a comprehensive look at the economic, social and spiritual impact of a cannabis (ganja industry in Jamaica / by Leeroy James Campbell, Arlene Janice Campbell. 615.7827

Campbell, Mavis C.
  Back to Africa: George Ross and the Maroons: from Nova Scotia to Sierra Leone / Mavis C. Campbell. Africa World Press. $498.60. 966.4729

Campbell, Mavis
Campbell, Mavis
Nova Scotia and the fighting Maroons: a documentary history / Mavis C. Campbell. Department of Anthropology, College of William and Mary. 971.602

Campbell, Pauline
The McCam curriculum: a developmental approach to early childhood education. Level 1 / Pauline Campbell, Johanne Cleroux. Ian Randle Publishers. $353.50 372.19

Campbell, Pauline
The McCam curriculum: a developmental approach to early childhood education / Pauline Campbell, Johanne Cleroux. Teacher's ed. Ian Randle Publishers. $355.50 372.19

Campbell, Peggy
China and India and other stories / Peggy Campbell. Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture. 951

Campbell, Peggy
First aid and other stories / written by Peggy Campbell; illustrated by Kimone Myers. 616.0252

Campbell, Peggy
I don't like that boy. Jamaica Reading Association. 372.412

Campbell, Peggy
Lover's leap and other folk stories / written by Peggy Campbell and Monica Sterling. JAMAL Foundation. Gratis. 398.2

Campbell, Peggy
New Caribbean junior reader / Diane Brown, Peggy Campbell. Ginn. 372.412

Campbell, R. Y.

Campbell, R. Y.
Language skills fun learning - grade K / text and artwork by A. J. Campbell, R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell. SunZone Books. 372.6

Campbell, R. Y.
Preschool skills fun learning - 3 years and older / text and artwork by A. J. Campbell ; R. Y. Campbell and E. M. Campbell. SunZone Books. 372.21

Camperdown High School
The flame 1930-1980 / Camperdown High School. The School. 373

Camp Dresser McKee Inc
Engineering and operational assessment of the National Water Commission / prepared for the National Investment Co., Ltd. by Camp Dresser McKee Ltd. 628.1
Campbell, Alvin
Jamaican sportsman and sportswoman of the year 1961-2010 : celebrating excellence in sports / Alvin Campbell, Clare Forrester, Louis Marriot. - RJR Sports Foundation. 796.092

Campbell, Carol George
Murder in school, boy! an adventure into higher learning / by Carol George Campbell. 1st Books. US$17.95 813.6

Campbell, Luther
As nasty as they wanna be: the uncensored story of Luther Campbell of the 2 Live Crew / Luther Campbell and John Miller. Kingston Publishers. 920

Campbell, Peggy
The guinep readers / Peggy Campbell and Andrew McCalla Collins and Sangster in association with the Jamaica Reading Association. $2.70. 813

Campbell, Peggy
The guinep readers / Peggy Campbell, Eric King, Phillip Supersad and Michael Cooke. Collins and Sangster in association with the Jamaica Reading Association, $2.70. 813

Campbell, Peggy
The guinep readers / Peggy Campbell, Winifred Grandison and Peter Maxwell. Collins and Sangster in association with the Jamaica Reading Association. J$2.70. 813

Campbell, Rowena
Whirlwind of love / by Rowena Campbell. R. Campbell 813

Campbell, Sadie (Versada)
Nutrition made simple / by Versada (Sadie) Campbell, Dinesh P. Sinha. Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. 641.1

Campbell-Thomas, Rowena
The adventures of "Big Rat" / Rowena Campbell-Thomas. R. Campbell-Thomas. 813.6

Canada. [Treaties, etc. Jamaica(1983 Jan. 10)]
The agreement on social security between Canada and Jamaica. [Ottawa]: International Liaison Division, Income Security Programs Branch, Health and Welfare Canada. Free 368.4

Canadian Ladies Auxiliary of Jamaica
Favorite recipes of Canadians in Jamaica / Canadian Ladies Auxilliary. The Auxiliary. 641.5

CANDI see Caribbean Association of Nutritionists and Dietitians

The candidate / Douglas R. Manley. LMH Publishing. 813.6
The candle and the candlestick: the life and ministry of George Fox parish priest / Margaret Fox. Fox. 920

Cane-Honeysett, Laurence
Young gifted and black: the story of Trojan Records/ Michael de Koningh, Laurence Cane-Honeysett. Sanctuary Publishing. US$17.95 782.421646

Canetti, Nicolai
The people and places of Jamaica / Nicolai Canetti; Peebles Press International. US$12.95 917.292

CAPE see also Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examinations


CAPE past papers: art and design, geometrical and mechanical engineering drawing 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 604.2


CAPE past papers: computer science, electrical and electronic technology 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 621.3076


Capek, Michael
Jamaica / Michael Capek. Carolrhoda Books. US$22.60. 972.92

Capital allowances and investment allowances. Jamaica. Income Tax Department. 336.294

Capital exports and arrested development: notes on the debt crisis and the developing countries/ by Norman P. Girvan. Bank of Jamaica. 336.34091724

Capital or labour: the decision to introduce the Industrial Stabilization Act in Trinidad and Tobago, March 1965 / Carl D. Parris. Institute of Social and Economic Research, U.W.I J$2.00 331.898

Capitalism and slavery / Eric Williams; with a new introduction by Colin A. Palmer. Ian Randle Publisher. $1035.00 338.0941

Capitalism or communism: questions and answers / Trevor Munroe. Vanguard Press. 335.437

Capriles, Maldonado J.
Assassin bugs of Jamaica (Hemiptera: Reduviidae) / [by] J. Maldonado Capriles and Thomas H. Farr. 595.75097292
Car parking requirements in Central Kingston. Tropical Section, Road Research Laboratory, Ministry of Transport. 388.312

Carberry, H. D.
It takes a mighty fire: poems / by H. D. Carberry; selected and edited with an introduction by Edward Baugh. Ian Randle Publishers in association with Drumblair Centre. 811

Cardo, Ras (Scott, Ricardo)


Career choices for children / Leevon Phillips. Institute of Business and Professional Development. 371.425

Careers in insurance. N.E.M. Insurance Company. Gratis 368.0023

Careers in the Jamaican civil service / prepared by The Human Resources Division; Ministry of the Public Service. The Ministry. 331.795

Carey, Bev
The Maroon story: the authentic and original history of the Maroons in the history of Jamaica 1490-1880 / Bev Carey. Agouti Press. 972.9203

Carey, Beverly
Montego Bay and its environs. Public Relations Advisory Service. 972.92

Carey, Beverly
Portland and the Rio Grande valley. Public Relations Advisory Service. 972.92

Cargill, Morris, ed.
Ian Fleming introduces Jamaica. Andre Deutsch. 917.292

Cargill, Morris
Morris Cargill: a selection of his writings in the Gleaner 1952-1985 / chosen by Deryck Roberts. Topical Publishers Ltd. $150.00. 818.54

Cargill, Morris

Carib breeze / Dorothy Whitfield. Ian Randle Publishers. 811

The Caribbean / Cas Walker. Evans Brothers. Hamish Hamilton Children's Books. $165.00. 972.9

The Caribbean / Gad Heuman. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.9

The Caribbean: an intellectual history 1774-2003 / Denis M. Benn. Ian Randle Publishers. 2,430.00 320.509729


The Caribbean: our land and people / Marjorie Brathwaite ... [et al] Heinemann Educational Books. $38.70 300

Caribbean: sea of the new world / German Arciniegas. Ian Randle Publishers. $2,116.00. 972.9

The Caribbean: the genesis of a fragmented nationalism / Franklin W. Knight. Oxford University Press. 972.9


Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): computer science syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2009. Caribbean Examinations Council Ian Randle Publishers. 004.076


Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): geography effective for examinations from May/June 2010 / Caribbean Examination Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 910.76

Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): information technology syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2008 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 004.076


Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): pure mathematics syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2008 including amendments up to 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 510.7292


Caribbean Agricultural Research and Development Institute
Contributions to Jamaican agriculture: Denbigh Agricultural Show 1983, commemorating Jamaica's 21st year of Independence / Caribbean Agricultural Research and Development Institute; edited and produced by Austin Maxwell. 630.61

The Caribbean AIDS epidemic / edited by Glenford Howe and Alan Cobley. 614.5993

Caribbean and African cookery / Rosamund Grant. Ian Randle Publishers. 641.59296


The Caribbean and the wider world/ Marjorie Brathwaite ... [et al]. Heinemann Educational Books. $38.70 300

The Caribbean approach to vegetarian eating / Patricia Y. Thompson. P. Thompson. 641.5636

Caribbean Archives Conference, Mona, Jamaica, 1965
Report of the Caribbean Archives Conference held at the University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica September 20-27, 1965 under the joint sponsorship of the Government of Jamaica and the University of the West Indies. No price. 025.171
Caribbean Association of Medical Technologists (1981: Montego Bay)
Medical Technologists annual conference souvenir issue, Montego Bay, Jamaica Oct. 15-19, 1981. 610.737

Caribbean Association of Nutritionists and Dietitians (CANDI)
The joys of healthy cooking in the Caribbean / Manuelita Zephirin ...[et al]. Ian Randle Publishers. 641.59729

The Caribbean at war: British West Indians in World War II / Oliver Marshall. North Kensington Archive. $352.00. 972.9051


Caribbean Basin Initiative: an opportunity for investment and trade in Jamaica / Jamaica National Investment Promotion Limited. Mars. 337.729073

Caribbean capital markets symposium (May 22-17, 1972 Kingston, Jamaica)
Summary report. Bank of Jamaica. 332

Caribbean cases in auditing / by Margaret Mendes and Robertine Chaderton. CFM Publications. 657.4509729


Caribbean childhoods: from research to action: Journal of the Children's Issues Coalition - Vol 3. The Early Childhood Commission and The University of the West Indies. 362.7

Caribbean childhoods 'outside', 'adopted' or 'left behind': good enough parenting and moral families / Christine Barrow. Ian Randle Publishers. No price 305.23

Caribbean cocktails and mixed drinks / selected and edited by Mike Henry. Kingston Publishers Ltd. $9.95 641.87

Caribbean colouring book / Carolyn Pells. Khaleel’s Printing Estab. Ltd. 372.4

The Caribbean Columbus log from A to Z / Shlomo Cohen. Kingston Publishers. 972.9

The Caribbean Community: beyond survival / edited by Kenneth O. Hall. Ian Randle Publishers. 382.91729

Caribbean connections: Jamaica / Catherine A. Sunshine and Deborah Menkart
Ecumenical Program on Central America and the Caribbean, and Network
of Educators' Committees on Central America. US$14.99. 972.92

Caribbean cookbook / Rita G. Springer. Ian Randle Publishers. $378.00
641.50972

Caribbean cooking / Judy Bastyra. West Indies Publishing. 641.59729

The Caribbean Court of Justice: closing the circle of independence / Duke
E. Pollard. The Caribbean Law Publishing Company. $1,890.00
347.03509729

The Caribbean Court of Justice: enhancing the law of international
organisations / Sheldon McDonald. Caribbean Law Publishing.
347.03509729

A Caribbean creole capital: Kingston, Jamaica (1692-1938) / Colin G.
Clarke. Nijhoff Pub. 972.92

Caribbean creolization: reflections on the cultural dynamics of language,
literature and identity / edited by Kathleen M. Balutansky and Marie-
Agries Sourieau. $850.00. 417.2209729

Caribbean crime and violence: using Jamaica as a case study / Douglas A.
Lawton. Global Ed Advance Press. $1,650.00. 364.97292

Caribbean cruise holiday. Alvin Redman. 1963. 917.292

Caribbean culture: soundings on Kamau Brathwaite / Annie Paul. University
of the West Indies Press. 972.9

Caribbean Democracy and Law Reform (1988: Kingston, Jamaica)
Report of the seminar held in Jamaica on February 23-24, 1988. The
Bustamante Institute of Public International Affairs. 340.3

Caribbean dependence on the United States economy / Ransford W. Palmer.
Praeger. $50.45 337.729073

Caribbean disaster information: a bibliography / edited by Beverley
Lashley and Houple Henry. Caribbean Disaster Information Network.
No price. 016.36

Caribbean ecology and economics / edited by Norman P. Girvan, David
Simmons. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 333.7

Caribbean economy: dependence and backwardness / edited by George
L. Beckford. Institute of Social and Economic Research. $5.25
330.9729

The Caribbean economy: a reader / edited by Dennis Pantin. Ian Randle
Publishers. $1,890.00. 330.9729
Caribbean Evangelical Theological Association.
Accrediting Commission Standards and procedures for accreditation post-secondary and graduate levels / Accrediting Commission. 3rd. ed. Caribbean Evangelical Theological Association. 379.158

Caribbean Examinations Council
Agricultural Science (SA and DA) 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 630.76

Caribbean Examinations Council
Applied mathematics, pure mathematics 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 510.7292

Caribbean Examinations Council
Biology 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 570.76

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
CAPE past papers: art and design 2010-2011 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 707

Caribbean Examinations Council
CAPE past papers: art and design, geometrical and mechanical engineering drawing 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 604.2

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
CAPE past papers: communication studies 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 428

Caribbean Examinations Council
CAPE past papers: computer science, electrical and electronic technology 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 621.3076

Caribbean Examinations Council
CAPE past papers: environmental science, food and nutrition 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 641.076

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Examinations Council
CAPE past papers: physics 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 530.076

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examinations (CAPE): applied mathematics syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2008 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 519

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): art and design syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2005 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 707

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): chemistry syllabus unit 1 - effective for examinations from May/June 2008 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 540.76

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examinations (CAPE): communication studies syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2011. 428

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): computer science syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2009. Ian Randle Publishers. 004.076

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): electrical and electronic technology syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2006 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 621.3076

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): French syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2006 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 445.76

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): geography effective for examinations from May/June 2010 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 910.76

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): geometrical and mechanical engineering drawing syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2006 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 604.2

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): information technology syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2008 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 004.076

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): physics effective for examinations from May/June 2008 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 530.076

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE): Spanish effective for examinations from May/June 2006 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 468.2

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate (CSEC): chemistry syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2004 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 540.76

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate (CSEC): English syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2012 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 428

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate (CSEC): integrated science syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2011 / Caribbean Examination Council. 507.6
Caribbean Examinations Council.  

Caribbean Examinations Council  

Caribbean Examinations Council  

Caribbean Examinations Council  

Caribbean Examinations Council  
Chemistry 2009 / Caribbean Examination Council. 540.76

Caribbean Examinations Council  
CSEC past papers: building technology option 1 2, mechanical engineering technology 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 690.076

Caribbean Examinations Council  

Caribbean Examinations Council  

Caribbean Examinations Council  

Caribbean Examinations Council  
CSEC past papers: food and nutrition, home economics management, clothing and textiles 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 640

Caribbean Examinations Council  

Caribbean Examinations Council  
Caribbean Examinations Council
CSEC past papers: human and social biology 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 570.76

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
CSEC past papers: religious education, physical education and sport 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 613.7

Caribbean Examinations Council
CSEC past papers: social studies 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 300.76

Caribbean Examinations Council
CSEC past papers: technical drawing, electrical and electronic technology 2009 / Caribbean Examination Council. 604.2

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Information technology 2009. Ian Randle Publisher. 004.076

Caribbean Examinations Council
Integrated Science 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers 507.6

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Mathematics 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publisher. 510.7292

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate Examination agricultural science / Caribbean Examinations Council. Paper 2 - General proficiency. $2.75 630.76

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate Examination clothing and textiles / Caribbean Examinations Council. Jamaica Publishing House. $2.75 646

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate Examination: English / Caribbean Examinations Council. $2.75 428.2

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate Examination: English B / Caribbean Examinations Council. $2.75 428.2

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate Examination: industrial arts / Caribbean Examinations Council. $2.75 621.3076

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate Examination: integrated science / Caribbean Examinations Council. $2.75 507.6

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate Examination: mathematics / Caribbean Examinations Council. $2.75 510.76

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate Examination: Spanish / Caribbean Examinations Council. $2.75 468.2
Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate General Proficiency Examinations
June 1981: report on the work of candidates in English A / Caribbean Examinations Council. $2.75 428.2

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate General and Basic Proficiency Examinations, June 1982: report on the work of candidates in English A; English B / Caribbean Examinations Council. $2.75 428.2

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council

Caribbean Examinations Council
Secondary Education Certificate General and Basic Proficiency Examinations, June 1982: report on the work of candidates in Spanish / Caribbean Examinations Council. $2.75 468.2

Caribbean Examination Council
Caribbean Examinations Council
Spanish 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. 468.2

The Caribbean Examinations Council: responding to the educational
development needs of the region / Stafford A. Griffith. The office
of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 373.1262

Caribbean Focus 86 (London) Jamaica in Caribbean Focus / Rema Brown-
McDonald. Published for the Office of the Prime Minister by the
Jamaica Information Service. Gratis. 790.209

Caribbean folk tales and legends / by Andrew Salkey. Bogle-L'OUverture

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Food and agriculture policies and obesity: prevention of non-
communicable diseases in the Caribbean / The Caribbean Food and Nutrition
Institute. 614.44

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Food composition tables for use in the English-speaking Caribbean /
compiled and published by The Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute.
CFNI. 641.1

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Food guide for the Caribbean / Caribbean Food and Nutrition
Institute ... [et al]. CFNI, Caribbean Association of Nutritionists and
Dietitans. 641.3009729

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Guidelines to young child feeding in the contemporary Caribbean.
Report of a meeting of the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, Mona,
Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. 649.3

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Information booklet Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. The
Institute. Free 362.10425

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Institutional food service: a guide for supervisors / [Caribbean
Food and Nutrition Institute]. Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute.
641.3

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Nutrition education handbook for supervisors of day care centres and
nursery school / Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. CFNI. Gratis
641.109

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute
Poverty alleviation and food security strategies in the Caribbean: a
policy dialogue / Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute (CFNI/PAHO).
Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. 330.9729
Caribbean food made easy with Levi Roots: more than 100 'fabulocious' recipes using easy-to-find ingredients/Levi Roots. Mitchell Beazley. $2,410.00 641.59729

Caribbean foods for emergency planning / Patricia Thompson. Nutrition and Diet Services. 641

Caribbean freedom: society and economy from emancipation to the present / Hilary Beckles and Verene Sheperd. Ian Randle Publishers; James Currey. 972.9

Caribbean gardening / by Aimee Webster. 3rd ed. updated, enl. Novelty Trading Co. $25.00 635.9


Caribbean history / Winsome S. Watson-Pusey. Selectco Publications. 972.9

Caribbean history in maps / Peter Ashdown. Longman Caribbean. $9.00. 911.729

The Caribbean history pocket encyclopedia / Nadine C. Atkinson. Arawak Publications. $750.00. 972.9003

Caribbean imperatives: regional governance and integrated development / edited by Kenneth Hall and Denis Benn. an Randle Publishers. 337.1729

The Caribbean in a changing world: we must not fail / Bishnodat Persaud. Institute of Social and Economic Research. UWI. 337.729

Caribbean in New York: the things that remind us that we are more similar that we are different / by Chyrel Hall. Turtle Publication, Inc. $250.00 817

The Caribbean in the global political economy / edited by Hilbourne A. Watson. Ian Randle Publishers. $746.30 337.729


Caribbean integration: the OECS experience revisited / edited by Neville C. Duncan. Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 337.1797; 382.9729


Caribbean language issues old and new: papers in honour of Professor Mervyn Alleyne on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday / edited by Pauline Christie. $475.00 427.9729

Caribbean man in space and time: a bibliographical and conceptual approach / Edward Kamau Brathwaite. Savacou. 972.9

Caribbean management decision cases / edited by Errol A. Simms and V. H. Manek Kirpalani. Ian Randle Publishers. $567.00 658.0076

Caribbean media directory, with profiles of the English-speaking Caribbean countries / [compiled and edited by Joseph McPherson Jamaica Institute of Political Education, Eastern Caribbean Institute for Democracy. $16.50 070.1025729

Caribbean Mental Retardation Conference (1st: Kingston) Mental retardation in the Caribbean: needs, resources, approaches / edited by Marigold J. Thorburn. 362.2

Caribbean migration / Elizabeth Thomas-Hope. University of the West Indies Press. 325.729

The Caribbean novel in English: an introduction / M. Keith Booker and Dubravka Juraga. Ian Randle Publishers. $945.00) 813.509729

Caribbean orchid growing / Aimee Webster and Ancile Gloudon. Webdon Pub. 635.93415

Caribbean passion / Opal Palmer Adisa. Peepal Tree Press. $1,035.00 811.6

Caribbean popular music: an encyclopedia of reggae, mento, ska, rock steady and dancehall / David V. Moskowitz. Greenwood Press. $85.00, $8,845.00 781.640972903

Caribbean portraits: essays on gender ideologies and identities / edited by Christine Barrow. Ian Randle Publishers in association with The Centre for Gender and Development Studies, U.W.I. 305.3


Caribbean primary mathematics: metric. - 1: 1st pt. Ginn. 372.7
Caribbean primary mathematics: metric. - 1: 2nd pt. Ginn. 372.7
Caribbean primary mathematics: metric. - 3: 2nd pt. Ginn. 372.7
Caribbean primary mathematics: metric. - 4: 2nd pt. Ginn. 372.7
Caribbean primary mathematics: metric. - 5. Ginn. 372.7
Caribbean primary mathematics: metric. - 6. Ginn. 372.7
Caribbean primary mathematics: metric. (Manual 1) Ginn. 372.7

Caribbean prose: an anthology for secondary schools / edited by Andrew Salkey. Evans Brothers Limited. 808.3

Caribbean Publishers Network (CAPNET)

Caribbean Quality Congress (1st: 1994: Kingston)

The Caribbean Raj / Heather Royes. Ian Randle Publishers. 811

A Caribbean reader on development / with an introduction by Don Mills; edited by Judith Wedderburn. FES. 330.9729

Caribbean reasonings: the George Lamming reader: the aesthetic of decolonisation / Anthony Bogues. Ian Randle Publishers. 823.914

Caribbean reasonings: the thought of new world: the quest for decolonization / edited by Brian Meeks and Norman Girvan. Ian Randle Publishers. 320.509729

Caribbean Regional Museum Development Project
Collections management and computerization: and introductory guide / Caribbean Regional Museum Development Project. Unesco Caribbean Office. 069.53
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Publisher/Date</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean Regional Workshop on Tropical Root Crops (1st 1983))</td>
<td>Rootcrops in the Caribbean: proceedings of the Caribbean Regional Workshop on Tropical Root Crops, Jamaica April 10-16, 1983 / David Dolly, editor. Faculty of Agriculture. 635.2</td>
<td>Jamaica 1983</td>
<td>635.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean revolutions and revolutionary theory: an assessment of Cuba, Nicaragua and Grenada</td>
<td>Brian Meeks.</td>
<td>Macmillan Caribbean. $489.70</td>
<td>321.094; 972.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Caribbean road to Damascus</td>
<td>Victor S. Barrett.</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
<td>813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean school hymn book</td>
<td>editor Noel Dexter.</td>
<td>Longman. $180.00</td>
<td>245.729</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate (CSEC): religious education
syllabus effective for examinations from May/June 2012 / Caribbean
Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. No price 207.5

Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate (CSEC): social studies syllabus
effective for examinations from May/June 2010 / Caribbean
Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 300

Caribbean slave society and economy: a student reader / editors,
Hilary Beckles and Verene Shepherd. Ian Randle Publishers Ltd /
James Currey Publishers. 305.567091821

Caribbean slavery in the Atlantic World: a student reader / Verene A.
Shepherd, Hiliary McD. Beckles. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,890.00
305.56709729

Caribbean style eating for disaster conditions / by Patricia Y. Thompson.
Nutrition and Diet Services. 641.597292

Caribbean survival and the global challenge / edited by Ramesh Ramsaran.
Ian Randle Publishers. 337.1729

The Caribbean, the Atlantic world and global transformation / Jenny
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The Christian soldier / Wayne Tulloch. W. St. A. Tulloch. 248.4

Christian stewardship: a way of life / prepared by the Steering Committee on Stewardship Church in Jamaica in the Province of the West Indies. No price 248.6

Christian stewardship: roots and fruits / Winston Nembhard. Faith Works Press. No price 248.6


Christianity in the Caribbean: essays on church history / edited by Armando Lampe. The University of the West Indies Press. $850.00 279.729

Christianity's two Sabbaths / by John O. Hines. J.O. Hines. No price 263.3

Christie, Carmel
Illuminations: miracles still happen. Limited Run Pub. $275.00 362.175

Christie, Pauline

Christopher Columbus and Rastafari: ironies or history and other reflections on the symbol of Rastafari/ Tekla Mekfet. Jambasa Productions. $125.00 305.69967

Christophersen, Kjella A.
Sustainable interventions for Negril fisher families / by Kjella A. Christophersen, Floyd Homer, Jacqueline Grant. NRCA. 331.76392097292
Chuck, Delroy H.
Understanding crime: an introduction / by Delroy Chuck; edited by Derrick McKoy. [Delroy Chuck] University Printery and School of Printing. $30.00 364

Chude-Sokei, Louis
Dr. Satan's echo chamber: reggae, technology and the diaspora process / by Louis Chude-Sokei. Institute of Caribbean Studies. 306.484

Church, morality and democracy / by C. S. Reid. The Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs. No price 261.709729


The church and development: essays by members of the 1984 graduating class, vol. II. U.T.C.W.I. No price 277.292

The church and development: essays by members of the 1985 graduating class, vol. III. U.T.C.W.I. 277.292

The church and development: essays by members of the 1982 graduating class / edited by Joseph E. Nicholas. U.T.C.W.I. 277.292

The Church and unemployment. The Unmuzzled Ox. 331.11

The Church in Jamaica and the Cayman Islands
The one hundred and thirty-second annual meeting of the Synod of the Church in Jamaica and the Cayman Islands in the Province of the West Indies. The Church. 283


Church of England, Jamaica. Mothers’ Union
The Mother's Union in the Diocese of Jamaica: the Christian family: 100th anniversary souvenir magazine. The Mothers’ Union. No price 283.7292

Church of God of Prophecy (COGOP) music boot-camp hand book / Jermaine Gordon. [s.n.]. No price 289.9

Church of Jamaica. Order of Deaconess
Anglican Deaconess Order centenary magazine 1890-1990: servants for Christ's sake / compiled by Deaconess Judith Daniel. The Order. No price 262.143

Church of Jamaica. Steering Committee on Stewardship
Christian stewardship a way of life. Church in Jamaica in the Province of the West Indies. No price 248.6

Church of the Holy Spirit
Church of the Holy Spirit: 10th anniversary magazine 1996. The Church. No price. 283
Church of the Holy Spirit: 10th anniversary magazine 1996. The Church. 283

The church taking sides: a contextual reading of the letters to the seven churches in the book of Revelation / Burchel K. Taylor. Bethel Baptist Church. No price. 228

Churches' emancipation lecture 2000: emancipate yourself from mental slavery / Rupert Lewis. Churches Emancipation Organizing Committee. 305.89607292

Churching the rich: how to introduce professionals, business people and celebrities to Christ. D. Rhone. 286.732


Chutkan, Noelle
CARICOM: the Law of the Sea: the case for extending CARICOM to fishing in the Caribbean / Noelle Chutkan. Emory University Press. 341.45026

The citizen and the law: perspectives old and new / G. Dennis Morrison. Grace, Kennedy Foundation. 342.7292

Citizen's feedback: local forum on education and skills goal / Jamaica Social Policy Evaluation. JASPEV. 361.61

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). Jamaica

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). Jamaica
The 1997 general elections in Jamaica: the establishment of CAFFE and its role in the electoral process / Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). CAFFE. $1,000.00. 324.72

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). Jamaica
The 2002 general elections in Jamaica/ Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). 324.72097292

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). Jamaica
The 2007 general and local government elections in Jamaica / Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections. CAFFE. 324.72097292

Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). Jamaica
Handbook for observers: general elections 2002: Jamaica. CAFFE. Free. 324.72
Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). Jamaica
Memorandum and Articles of Association of Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections Limited: date of incorporation/ McDonald Millingen. CAFFE. Free. 324.72

Citizens Advice Bureau (Jamaica)
Citizens Advice Bureau manual / Citizens Advice Bureau. The Bureau. J$100.00. 361


Citizenship education democracy and global shifts: re-thinking Caribbean social studies / Glenford D. Howe and Don D. Marshall. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 372.83042

Citrus / prepared and published with the help and collaboration of the Department of Agriculture and Lands, Jamaica Agricultural Society. JAS, printed by University Press, Glasgow. 634.3

Citrus growing in Jamaica / by C.C. Weir. Agricultural Information Service, Ministry of Agriculture. 634.3


The city of Kingston. Jamaica Information Service. 917.292

The City of Kingston: a review of the administration of Her Worship Councillor Marie Atkins, CD, JP, Mayor of Kingston. The Council of the Kingston and St. Andrew Corporation. 352.008

City of Kingston souvenir: commemoration of the bicentennial of the city charter 1802-2002 / Anthony S. Johnson. ISKAMOL. 972.92

City psalms / Benjamin Zephaniah. Bloodaxe Books. $248.80 811

Civics for Barbados / W. LeRoy Inniss. 2nd ed. Kingston Publishers. 320.472981

Claiming an identity they taught me to despise / Michelle Cliff. persephone Press. $12.00 811


Clarendon College
40th anniversary souvenir booklet 1942-1982 / Clarendon College. The College. $1.00. 373

Clarendon College celebrating 59 years, 1942-2001. Clarendon College. 373.7292
Clarke, Austin
Growing up stupid under the Union Jack: a memoir/ by Austin Clarke. Ian Randle Publishers. McClelland and Stewart. 813; 813.6

Clarke, Austin
The meeting point: the Toronto trilogy / Austin Clarke. Ian Randle Publishers. 813

Clarke, Austin
Pig tails 'n breadfruit: rituals of slave food: a Barbadian memoir. Ian Randle Publishers. $756.00 394.120972981

Clarke, Austin
The polished hoe: a novel/ Austin Clarke. Ian Randle Publishers. 813.6

Clarke, Austin
The prime minister: a novel / by Austin Clarke. Ian Randle Publishers. 813

Clarke, Colin G.

Clarke, Colin G.
Decolonizing the colonial city: urbanization and stratification in Kingston, Jamaica/ Colin Clarke. Oxford University Press. US$17.50 307.76097292

Clarke, Colin G.
Jamaica in maps / Collins G. Clarke; cartography by Alan G. Hodgkiss. University of London Press. $7.30. 912.7292

Clarke, Colin G.

Clarke, Colin G.

Clarke, Colin G.
The value of agriculture land. Pergamon Press. 333.335

Clarke, Edith
My mother who fathered me: a study of the family in three selected communities in Jamaica. George Allen Unwin. US$27.00 301.42

Clarke, Maeve
What goes around / Maeve Clarke. Tindal Street Press. US$17.95 813.6

Clarke, Marieke
Jamaica: country and people / by Marieke Clarke. OXFAM Education Department. 972.92
Clarke, Peter B.
Black paradise: the Rastafarian movement. Aquarian Press. $52.30 305.6996

Clarke, Stephen J.
Laboratory chemistry, Department of Chemistry, University of the West Indies, Jamaica / by Stephen J. Clarke. $4.00. 542

Clarke, Vincent
A king receives the King / Vincent Clarke. s.n. 813

Clarke-Barnaby, Jessica C. P.
The basics of business: with helpful exercises 100 small business / Jessica C. P. Clarke-Barnaby. J.C.P. Clarke-Barnaby. 650.076

Class alliances and the liberal authoritarian state: the roots of post-colonial democracy in Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago and Surinam / F. S. J. Ledgister. Africa World Press. US$79.95 320.9729

Class, race and political behaviour in urban Jamaica / Carl Stone. ISER, UWI. 329.024

Class, state and democracy in Jamaica / Carl Stone. Praeger. $33.00 972.9206

Class, status and social mobility in Jamaica / Derek Gordon. Institute of Social and Economic Research. 305.513

Classic Jamaican cooking: traditional recipes and herbal remedies / Caroline Sullivan. Serif. $580.00 641.59729

Classroom testing and evaluation / Mary Richardson. Rev. ed. Chalkboard Press. 371.26

Claude McKay: the black poet at war /Addison Gayle. Broadside Press. US$1.50. 920


Claude McKay: the literary identity from Jamaica to Harlem and beyond / Kotti Sree Ramesh and Kandula Nirupa Rani. McFarland. US$35.00. 920

Clay, Roger C.

Clean rich milk pays. Published by the Jamaica Agricultural Society with the collaboration of the Ministry of Health. 637.13

Clear word and third sight: folk groundings and diasporic consciousness in African Caribbean writing / Catherine A. John. University of the West Indies Press, $800.00. 810.98960729
Cleary, Al
Jamaica bruckin's. Brainbuster Publications. 827

Cleary, Al
Jamaican proverbs. Brainbuster Publications. 398.9

Cleary, Alston
Cleary's metric conversion and mathematical tables / compiled by Alston Cleary. 530.81

Cleary, Teresa E.
A cook-book with Jamaica run-dung: over 100 recipes. Al Cleary for Brain buster Publications. 641.5

Cleary, Teresa E.
Jamaica run-dung: from T.C.'s kitchen. 33rd Anniversary ed. Brainbuster Publications. 641.59

Cleary's street of Jamaica capitals. Al Cleary. 912.7292

Cleghorn, Newton U
Understanding youth: saving a generation / Helena R. Gregor and Newton U. Cleghorne. School of Religion and Theology. 268.433

Clemencia, Joceline
Language is more than language in the development of Curaca. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 370.72986

Clemson, J.E.
Living in our world / J.E. Clemson; with advice from Muriel Lynch. Nelson. J$8.60 200

Clerk, Astley
The music and song-words of Jamaica no.3 / illustrated vocally and instrumentally by Astley Clerk. A. Clerk. 784

Cleroux, Johanne
The McCam curriculum: a developmental approach to early childhood education / written and compiled by Pauline Campbell, Johanne Cleroux. Teacher's ed. Ian Randle Publishers. $355.50 372.19

Cleroux, Johanne
The McCam curriculum: a developmental approach to early childhood education. Level 1 / Pauline Campbell, Johanne Cleroux. Ian Randle Publishers. $353.50 372.19

The clever cat / Pauline M. Bain Medical and Educational Services Ltd. 813

Cliff, Michelle
Abeng / Michelle Cliff. Plume. US$10.76. 815

Cliff, Michelle
Bodies of water: stories / Michelle Cliff. Minerva. $257.50. 813
Cliff, Michelle  
Claiming an identity they taught me to despise / Michelle Cliff. persephone Press. $12.00. 811

Cliff, Michelle  
Free enterprise / Michelle Cliff. Viking. $543.40. 813

Cliff, Michelle  
The land of look behind: prose and poetry / by Michelle Cliff. Firebrand Books. $38.50 818

Cliff, Michelle  
No telephone to heaven / Michelle Cliff. Plume. $960.00. 813

Climate change impact on dengue: the Caribbean experience / editors A. Anthony Chen, Dave D. Chadee, C. Rawlins. 616.988

A climate for expansion. Agency for Public Information. 330.9

A climate for expansion / Edward Phillip George Seaga. Agency for Public Information. 320.9729206

Clinical nutrition: metabolic disorders and eating disorders. Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. $80.00. 616.39

Clinical nutrition: nutritional support. Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. 615.854

Clinical nutrition: renal disorders. Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute $80.00 616.6140654

C.L.R. James Symposium. Mona, UWI (January 31 - February 5, 1972)  
Review of Black Jacobins / A. Singham. Guild of Undergraduates for the Symposium. 972.9403

Coaching Christine / by Alex Morgan. LMH Publishing. 813

Coal and its Application to Jamaica Seminar (1985: Kingston, Jamaica)  
Proceedings of seminar [on] Coal and its Application to Jamaica: selected papers; held at Jamaica Conference Centre, November 13, 1985 / hosted by the Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. [Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica]. Gratis. 333.82213

Coal Pot series: illustrated postcards of Jamaican cookery with recipes. Graphic Arts. 641.597292

Coalitions of the oppressed. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $150.00. 320.9729

Coastal resource management in the wider Caribbean: resilience, adaptation and community diversity / edited by Yvan Breton ...[et al]. Ian Randle Publishers. 333.917
Coates-Beckford, Phyllis L.
Soil solarization for the control of a slow decline of Breadfruit (artocarpus altilis) Trees / Phyllis L. Coates-Beckford and Marlene J. Pereira. Department of Life Sciences, UWI. 634.398

Cobham, Stephen N.
Rupert Gray: a tale in black and white / by Stephen N. Cobham. University of the West Indies Press. 823.914

Coburn, Phyllis
Agapesophy: the cure for the economic crisis. P. Coburn. 332.02401

Coburn-Champagnie, Glovalin
Reading made easy: short vowel sounds / Glovalin Coburn-Champagnie. P. Coburn. 372.465

Cocoa / prepared and published with the help and collaboration of the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands and the Cocoa Industry Board. J.A.S., printed by University Press, Glasgow. 633.74

Coconut chips. Scientific Research Council. $150.00. 664.80461

Coconut cream. Scientific Research Council. $150.00. 664.80461

A code of procedure for selective tendering for use in Jamaica / Joint Consultative Committee for the Building Industry of Jamaica. The Committee. 692.5

Codes for national symbols. JIS. 929.37292

Codlin, Raphael
Great Jamaican advocates / Raphael Codlin. Canoe Press. 340.092


Cognition, educational attainment and behaviour in a cohort of Jamaican children: a comprehensive look at the development and behaviour of Jamaica's eleven year olds / Maureen Samms-Vaughan. PIOJ. 370.152097292

Coke, Frances Marie
The balm of dusk lilies: poems / Frances Marie Coke. Jamaica Observer. 811.54

Coke, Yvonne O.
Eternal Father bless our land: Father Hugh Sherlock: his story and then some / as told by Yvonne O. Coke. LMH Publishing. 920

Coke, Lloyd B.
The Agriculture Sector and environmental issues / Lloyd B. Coke and P.I. Gomes, A.M. Gajraj. (Caribbean Technology Policy Studies Project) $280.00 630.91821
Colchester, Marcus  
Guyana: fragile frontier: loggers, miners and forest peoples / Marcus Colchester. Ian Randle Publishers. 988.1


Cole, Brendalee  

Cole, Collin A.  
Evangelism made simple / Collin A. Cole. University Printers, $40.00 248.8

Cole, Fitzroy Jagga  
Lyrical sonnets: from the heart / Fitzroy Jagga Cole. [s.n.]. 811

Cole, Fitzroy Jagga  
Sojourner / Fitzroy Jagga Cole. s.n. 811

Cole, Kareen C.  
The Law on police powers in Barbados / Alair P. Shepherd and Kareen C. Cole. Arawak Publications. 342.0418

Cole, Lloyd  
The restoration project of the Kingston Public and Victoria Jubilee Hospital. 362.11

Cole, Ricardo  
Patriotic Jamaican / by Ricardo Cole. R. Cole. 811

Cole Georges, Joyce  

Cole-Smith, Majorie Sidonie  
Miss Gillibank seh: proverbs my grandmother taught me. Arawak Publications. 398.9

Coley-Agard, Nolma  
Drama in education for college students and practicing teachers / Nolma Coley-Agard. N. Coley-Agard. 792.071

Colin Powell: four-star general / Elaine Landau. Franklin Watts. $561.00 920

Colin Powell: soldier/statesman – statesman/soldier / by Howard Means. Donald I. Fine. $660.00. 920

Collected poems / Louis Simpson. Paragon House. $164.65. 811
Collected poems of our times, with notes / by Washington King. Washington King. 811

Collected poems of R.L.C. McFarlane with additional poems. Home Publishing. 811

A collection of 19th century Jamaican cookery and herbal recipes: reproduced as they were written and given to John Kenneth McKenzie Pringle / by his late aunt Marjorie Pringle Campbell. The Mill Press. 641.597292

Collections management and computerization: an introductory guide. UNESCO Caribbean Office. No price 069.40285

College of Arts, Science and Technology

College of Arts, Science and Technology
Jones Town redevelopment plan / prepared by College of Arts, Science and Technology for Kingston Restoration Company Limited. 711.4

College of Arts, Science and Technology
Second 5 year development plan, 1979/80-1983/84 / College of Arts, Science and Technology. CAST. 378.7292

Collingwood, Jeremy
Bob Marley: his musical legacy / Jeremy Collingwood. Cassell Illustrated. US$29.95 782.421646092

Collins, Wallace

The Colonial Caribbean in transition: essays on post-emancipation social and cultural history / Bridget Brereton and Kevin A. Yelvington. The Press, University of the West Indies. $999.99 972.9

Colonial West Indian students in Britain / Lloyd Braithwaite. University of the West Indies Press. US$38.04. 305.8969729041

Colonialism and resistance in Belize: essays in historical sociology / O. Nigel Bolland. University of the West Indies Press. 972.82

Colonialism: a theoretical overview / Jurgen Osterhammel. Ian Randle Publishers. 325.37292


The 'colour and fabric' of Jamaican slave women's dress / Steeve O. Buckridge. 391.025

The colour and power of your thoughts: inspiring, witty and motivating word. J.D. Gordon. No price 158.2
Color, class and politics in Jamaica / Aggrey Brown. Transaction Books. $39.95. 301.44097292


Columbus and the golden world of the Island Arawaks: the story of the first Americans and their Caribbean environment / D.J.R. Walker. The Book Guild Ltd. $375.00. 972.902


Combating corruption in Jamaica: a citizen's guide. Carter Center in collaboration with Sangster’s Bookstore Ltd. 172.2097292

Combermere School and the Barbadian society / by Keith A. P. Sandiford and Earle H. Newton. The Press, UWI. $250.00 373.72981

Come back old iron blue / Elkanah Rhule; edited by Simon McKenzie, illustrated by Richard Paisley. Lithomedia Printers. 813

Come mek me hold yu han: the impact of tourism on traditional music. Jamaica Memorial Bank. 338.4791078089

The Cometstar collection lyrics: volume 1 / Earl Alexander Green. E.A. Green. 782.42

Coming back to the source / Patricia Souza. P. Souza. 811


Commemorative album: 10 years – Jaycees in Jamaica / editor and co-ordinator, J.O. Minott. 367.97292

Commercial arbitration in Jamaica / Maurice Stoppi. Heinemann Caribbean. 331.89143

Commercialization of technology and dependency in the Caribbean / Maurice A. Odle and Owen S. Arthur. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $66.00 338.9729

The Commission of enquiry act: commission to enquire into the forced removal of homeless persons from Montego Bay to St. Elizabeth on the 15th day of July 1999: presented September 1, 2000. [s.n.]. 364.15

Commission of Enquiry into The Circumstances Surrounding The Importation and Distribution of Building Material Into Jamaica

Commission of Enquiry into the Explosion at the Old Harbour Power Station, Jamaica
Report of Commission of Enquiry into Explosion at the Old Harbour Power Station, Jamaica, on June 3, 1994. 621.3121


Commission to enquire into the system whereby the Bank of Jamaica purchases foreign exchange from the general public through agents: report of Commissioner / Horace G. Barber. The Commission]. Free 332.112

Commissiong, Elaine
The history of the basic school movement in Jamaica. Bernard van Leer Foundation. 372.97292

Commissiong, Elaine
The practice of public relations: a Caribbean perspective / Elaine Commissiong. Ian Randle Publishers. 659.2

Commissiong, John W
Ganja (marijuana). 616.863

Committee of the Expert Group on Caribbean Food and Nutrition Surveillance System
Recommended dietary allowances for the Caribbean: report of the Committee of the Expert Group on Caribbean Food and Nutrition Surveillance System. Rev. ed. 613.2

Committee of the Expert Group on Caribbean Food and Nutrition Surveillance System
Recommended dietary allowances for the Caribbean: report of the Committee of the Expert Group on Caribbean Food and Nutrition Surveillance System. 613.28

Committee for the Review of Children's Homes and Places of Safety

Committee on Labour Market Reforms. Jamaica.
Interim report. The Committee. 331.12042

Committee to Examine National Symbols and Observances

A common-sense look at education in Jamaica today / by John Haughton. Teachers for a Democratic J.T.A. Coop. 370.97292

The Commonwealth: a simply written booklet / Karl Phillpotts. JAMAL Foundation. 909.0971242
Commonwealth Caribbean anticorruption strategies: the new institutional framework / Derrick V. McKoy. [s.n.] 353.46

Commonwealth Caribbean Lawn Tennis Championships
Scotia Bank Jamaica presents 1975 Commonwealth Caribbean Lawn Tennis Championships, July 8th - 19th /organized by the Jamaica Lawn Tennis Association. JLTA. $0.50. 796.342

Commonwealth Education Conference (6th June 1974 Kingston)
Sixth Commonwealth Education Conference report / Commonwealth Secretariat. The Secretariat. 370

Commonwealth Law Conference (8th: 1986. Ocho Rios, Jamaica)
Proceedings and papers of the 8th Commonwealth Law Conference. The Commonwealth Law Conference Foundation. 340.060

Communicating Now Limited
Cancer: the new approach / written, produced and edited by Communicating Now Limited. 616.994

Communication studies: the practical discipline: essays and research for the "enquiring mind"/ by Mark A. Wellington. [s.n.]. 302.2


Communication tasks for GSAT examination grade 4-6 / Shawn Johnson. 2nd ed. Shawn Johnson Associates. 372.623

Communications Corporation of Jamaica Limited
The Jamaica Daily News prospectus: an issue in Jamaica of ordinary shares. 332.6722


Community brigade / Milton Smalling. First Class Publications. $521.42 812


Community development in Trinidad and Tobago: 1943-1973: from welfare to patronage / Susan E. Craig. Institute of Social and Economic Research. 309.26

Community toolbox for disaster preparedness: guidelines for community based organizations, groups householders in the Caribbean / editor Joan Ross-Frankson. Association of Development Agencies. 363.347
Comoke King / by Hazel D. Campbell. Caribbean Images Ltd. for Unesco.  
813.6

Companion success / by Maxine M. Cummings. A.C.L. Art Desktop. No price  
158.1

The Company Dance Theatre 
Tenth anniversary season of dance "Rose Hall"/ The Company Dance Theatre. The Company. $100.00. 792.8097292

A compendium of charges delivered to the annual synod of the church in Jamaica in the province of the West Indies over the years 1980-2000 / by the 12 Lord Bishops of Jamaica Rt. Rev'd Dr. the Hon Neville DeSouza presented to him on the occasion of his retirement on the 8th day of October in the year of our Lord 2000. 252.03

Compensation paid to public sector entities. Jamaica Printing Service. 351.123

Competitiveness in small developing economies: insights from the Caribbean / Alvin G. Wint. University of the West Indies Press. 330.9729

The complete formula for success / by Desmond B. Wood. Wood's Success Motivation Institute. No price 158.1

Complete poems / Claude McKay. University of Illinois Press. $4,870.00 811

A complete statistical history of Shell Shield Cricket 1966-1987 / compiled by Carl Bell. MRC Services. 796.35822

Components of life / Denise Palomino. Sorrentino and Palomino. 811.54

Comprehension for grades 5 & 6 / Val Chambers. Eureka Press. 372.412

Comprehension for grade 9 / Val Chambers. Eureka Press. 372.412


No price. 004

No price. 004

No price. 004

No price. 004

No price. 004
Computer studies workbook(s) / Lisa N Hibbert. Book(s) 1-5. L. N. Hibbert. $250.00 372.35

Computerization handbook: a guide to our computer system for all Island Life Employees. Island Life Insurance Company. The Company. Gratis 368.32002854

Concannon, T.A.L.
Restoration of 18th and early 19th century builders at Port Henderson. Jamaica National Trust Commission. 720.9

Concentration and competition in Jamaica commercial banking / by Nugent Miller. Institute of Social & Economic Research, University of the West Indies. 332.12

The concise Bob Marley / compiled by Peter Evans Wise Publications. $600.00 782.42164

Conducting public consultations: a consultative document / Office of Utilities Regulation. OUR. 351.870097292

Conference in Climatology and related fields in the Caribbean. Mona, U.W.I. 1966
Proceedings of a conference held at Mona by the Division of Geography, Department of Geology and Geography, University of the West Indies in association with the Scientific Research Council of Jamaica, September 20-22, 1966; editor Barry Floyd. 551.5

Conference of Caribbean Economists (1st 1987 July Jamaica Conference Centre)

Conference of Caribbean Economists (2nd: 1990 Bridgetown, Barbados)
Integration and participatory development: selected papers and proceedings of the Second Conference of Caribbean Economists / edited by Judith Wedderburn. 337.1729

Conference of Caribbean Water Engineers (8th 1977))

Conference of Latin Americanists (1st 1977 Kingston)
Spanish Caribbean narrative: proceedings of the First and Fourth Conferences of Hispanists, University of the West Indies. Department of Spanish, UWI, $5.00 863.09
Conference of Latin Americanists (5th 1982 Kingston)
Myth and superstition in Spanish-Caribbean literature: Conference papers Fifth Conference of Hispanists, University of the West Indies, Mona Campus, Jamaica 6-9 July, 1982. Department of Spanish, UWI. $5.00 860.93337

Conference of Special Libraries (1999: Kingston)
Special libraries in the Caribbean on the threshold of the new millenium: papers. Arawak Publications. $39.98 026.60916365

Conference on adult education in Jamaica held 6th and 7th December 1971 at the Social Welfare Training Centre (UWI). [s.n.] 374.0097292

Conference on Economic and Social Development Planning (2005: Kingston)


Conference on “Everybody’s Ann” held at the headquarters of the Jamaica Federation of Women . . . on Tuesday, 30th September, 1969. Jamaica Federation of Women. 396

Conference on Food Science and Technology (1980: Kingston, Jamaica)

Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology (25th 1992 Kingston Jamaica)
500 years of change: contact and the consequences of interaction 25th Annual Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Kingston, Jamaica 1992. Society for Historical Archaeology. s.n. 970.01

Papers from the University of the West Indies Mona Academic Conference 2000 on Human Resource development for competitive advantage September 1-3, 2000. UWI. 658.3

Conference on Partnership in Tertiary Education and Training Articulation for Quality and Relevance (7th 1998 Kingston, Jamaica)
Conference on Slave Route (1999: Mona, Jamaica)
Theme: "The African diaspora: language, religion, artistic expression", February 24-27, 1999, Mona Campus, UWI. University of the West Indies. 382.44096

Conference on Spanish Caribbean Literature (8th 1985 Kingston)
Caribbean literature in comparison : papers presented at VIII Conference on Spanish Caribbean Literature 9-11 April 1985 /J.R. Pereira. Institute of Caribbean Studies, University of the West Indies. $240.00. 810.9

Conference proceedings of Jamaica Baptist Union Mission Conference held November 27 - 30, 2003 at Jamaica Grande, Ocho Rios, Jamaica. Jamaica Baptist Union. No price. 286


Confessions of Anansi / David Brailsford. LMH Publishing Limited. 398.2

Conflict solving for Jamaican children / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman. Rev. ed. PALS Jamaica. 372

Conflict solving for Jamaican children: grade 1 student workbook. / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman. PALS Jamaica. 372.2

Conflict solving for Jamaican children: grade 2 student workbook / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman. Rev. ed. PALS Jamaica. 372.2

Conflict solving for Jamaican children: grade 3 student workbook / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. Rev. ed. PALS Jamaica. 372.2

Conflict solving for Jamaican children: grade 4 student workbook / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. Rev. ed PALS Jamaica. 372.2

Conflict solving for Jamaican children: grade 5 student workbook / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. Rev. ed. PALS Jamaica. 372.2

Conflict solving for Jamaican children: grades 1 and 2 teachers' manual / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. Rev. ed. PALS Jamaica. 372.2

Conflict solving for Jamaican children: grades 3 and 4 teachers' manual / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. Rev. ed. PALS Jamaica. 372.2

Conflict solving for Jamaican children: grades 5 and 6 Teachers' manual / Fran Schmidt and Alice Friedman; original illustrator Teresa Solotoff. Rev. ed. PALS Jamaica. 372.2
The conflicting eye. Paul Breman. 821

Confronting challenges, maximizing opportunities: a new diplomacy for market access / Kenneth Hall and Myrtle Chuck-a-Sang, editors. Ian Randle Publishers. 330.9729

Confronting gender-based violence in the Caribbean / by Desiree Bernard. Centre for Gender and Development Studies, UWI. 305.42

Confronting power, theorizing gender: interdisciplinary perspectives in the Caribbean / edited by Eudine Barritteau. University of the West Indies Press. $3,555.00 155.333


Confronting the color crisis in the African diaspora: emphasis Jamaica / Louise Spencer-Strachan. Afrikan World InfoSystems. $197.75 305.80899607292

Confronting the don: the political economy of gang violence in Jamaica / by Glaister Leslie. Small Arms Survey. 364.106097292

Conolley, Bridget St. V. A generation apart / Ivor Courtney Conolley [and] Bridget St. V. Conolley. Taishi (Jamaica) Ltd. 811

Conolley, Ivor Courtney A generation apart / Ivor Courtney Conolley [and] Bridget St. V. Conolley. Taishi (Jamaica) Ltd. 811

Connolly, Michael B. Adjustment to interest rate and oil price shocks in developing countries: Latin America and the Caribbean / Michael B. Connolly and Dean Taylor. Bank of Jamaica. 336.3409729


The conqueror's quest / Charmaine (Dianna) Wright. Library of Congress. 811

The conquest of new pain / Bernal Diaz. Penguin Books. 972.02

The conscious awakening / by Marcia A. Linton. M. Linton. 811.6

Consequences of structural adjustment: a review of the Jamaican experience / edited by Elsie Le Franc. Canoe Press, UWI. $320.00 338.97292

Conservation and travelling exhibitions / by Elisabeth Cornu. UNESCO Caribbean Office, 1994? 069.53

The conservation workshop and environmental control at National Library of Jamaica / Patrick Peart. 025.84

Considering woman / Velma Pollard. Women Press. $230.80. 813

Constant Hope. Hurst Blackett. 813.6

The constitution of the People's National Party / signed by Ken Chin Onn. 329.97292

The constitution and rules and regulations of the Jamaica Library Association. Rev. ed. No price. 020.6


The constitutional law of Jamaica / Lloyd G. Barnett. Published for the London School of Economics and Political Science by Oxford University Press. J$48.15 342.729206

The construction and representation of race and ethnicity in the Caribbean and the world / Mervyn C. Alleyne. University of the West Indies Press. $1,300.00 305.8009729

Construction costs in the housing sector / by Brian L. Goldson. Department of Economics. Free. 690.8

The construction of gender development indicators for Jamaica: sector studies / edited by Patricia Mohammed. PIOJ. 305.3097292

The Consultative Assembly of Presbyterian Churches in the Caribbean (1963; Kingston) Reports and records of proceedings, also record of proceedings of meetings held August 21-30, 1957; August 23 - September 1, 1960. The Assembly. No price 285.1729

Consumer Affairs Commission Eating right when money is tight / Consumer Affairs Commission. CAC. 641.552


Consumer price indices: percentage movements 1970-1978 / Department of Statistics. The Department. 338.528

Consumer price indices, urban and rural, September 1973 / The Department. 338.528
Consumers' expenditure in Jamaica: an analysis of data from the national account (1832-1960) and from the household budget surveys (1939-1958) / Leroy Taylor. Institute of Social and Economic Research. U.W.I. 339.4

Consumers' preference for minisett yellow yam / by Veronica Williamson. IICA. 635.23670296

Contemporary Caribbean cultures and societies in a global context / Franklin W. Knight and Teresita Martinez-Vergne. University of the West Indies, Press. $1,800.00. 972.9053

The contemporary union movement in Jamaica / Carl Stone. Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 331.88

Contempt of court: Council's opinion on the application of the subjudice principle in relation to freedom of discussion and enquiry. Farquharson Institute of Public Affairs. 364.134

Contending with destiny: the Caribbean in the 21st Century / edited by Kenneth Hall, Dennis Benn. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,800.00 338.9729

Contentious liberties: American abolitionists in post-emancipation Jamaica, 1834-1866 / Gale L. Kenny. University of Georgia Press. 972.92034


Contraceptive prevalence survey, Jamaica 1993: executive summary / Carmen P. McFarlane, Jay S. Friedman, Leo Morris. National Family Planning Board. $200.00 363.96

Contrary voices: representations of West Indian slavery, 1657-1834 / Karina Williamson. University of the West Indies Press. 821.008

The contribution of the building societies to the development of the Jamaican Society / by Joseph Woolcock. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. 332.32

Control of human fertility in Jamaica / J. Stycos. Cornell University Press. 301.42

Controlled vocabulary on disaster information = Vocabulario controlado sobre desastres / edited by Beverley Lashley and Houple Henry. Caribbean Disaster Information Network. No price. 025.4
Controlling the silver: poems / by Lorna Goodison. University of Illinois Press. 811.6

Convention on the Jamaican Constitution (1986 Kingston)
Convention on the Jamaican Constitution, Saturday, October 18, 1986 at the Government Conference Centre / held by the Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs. The Institute. 347.292022

The conversation between statistics and social policy: when we listen, when we don't / Patricia Anderson, Colin Williams. Planning Institute of Jamaica. 361.61

Cook it my way / by Elsa Miller. E. Miller. J$3.00. 641.5

Cook up Jamaican style / by Novlette C. Jones. A.I.S. The Agricultural Information, Ministry of Agriculture. J$5.00. 641.5

Cook up Jamaican style. RADA, Ministry of Agriculture. 641.5

A cook-book with Jamaica run-dung: over 100 recipes / printed by Al Cleary for Brain buster Publications. 641.5

Cooking with Red Stripe / Tony Gambrill. Blue Mountain Press. 641.62

Cooke, Earl
Love is a treasure / Earl Cooke. E. Cooke. 811.6

Cooke, Mel
11/9 / Mel Cooke. Blouse and Skirt Books. 811

Cooke, Michael
The guinep readers / Peggy Campbell, Eric King, Phillip Supersad and Michael Cooke. Collins and Sangster in association with the Jamaica Reading Association. $2.70. 813

Cooke, Michael

Cooke, Novelette
Carlong economics for CSEC with SBA, study guide exercises / Karlene Robinson, Novelette Cooke. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd. 330.76

Cooke, Trish
Hoorah for Mary Seacole / Trish Cooke and Anni Axworthy. Franklin Watts. 813.6


Coope, Michael
Get out the yard! / Phillip Supersad and Michael Coope. Jamaica Reading Association. 372.412

Cooper, Carolyn
Sound clash: Jamaican dancehall culture at large. Palgrave Macmillan. 306.4846097292

Cooper, Afua
Memories have tongue: poetry / by Afua Cooper. Sister Vision. 811.54

Cooper, Carolyn
Noises in the blood: orality, gender and the ‘vulgar’ body of Jamaican popular culture / Carolyn Cooper. Macmillan Caribbean. $660.00 809.8997292

Cooperation in the greater Caribbean: the role of the Association of Caribbean States / Norman Girvan. Ian Randle Publishers. 337.1729


Constitutional reform: some basic facts / compiled by the Constitutional Reform Division, Ministry of Justice. Agency For Public Information. Gratis. 342.7292

Co-operative education: a partnership with the workplace / University of Technology. University of Technology. 373.28

Coote, Belinda
Debt and poverty: a case study of Jamaica. OXFAM Public Affairs Unit. $8.00. 339.46

Coote, Lawrence
Testing democracy through elections: a tale of five elections / by Lawrence Coote, John Hearne, Lynden Facey. Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs. Gratis 324.9729

Cop killer / Gerald Brown. Xpress Litho Ltd. 920

Copeland-Blake, Lona
I give you wings with which to fly. Faith Publishing. $900.00. 248.2

Copney, Claudette V.
Jamaican culture and international folklore, superstitions, beliefs, dreams proverbs and remedies. Pentland Press. US$29.00. 306.097292

Copper in Chile: a study in conflict between corporate and national economy / Norman Girvan. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. $160.00. 338.2743

Copyright and musicians / issued by Copyright Unit, Information Division, Office of the Prime Minister. JIS. $30.00. 346.0482
Copyright and you / Copyright Unit, Information Division, Office of the Prime Minister. The Unit. 346.0482

Cordelia finds fame and fortune / by Diane Browne. Heinemann Caribbean. 813

Core vocabulary, structures and form of Jamaican dance Theatre / Cheryl Ryman. African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica. 793.31

Cornerstones: a study and revision guide: multiple choice questions and answers for CAPE History unit II / Lillieth Ledford. L. Ledford. 972.9076

Cornish, Gracie
Radiant woman of color: embrace, enhance, and enjoy the beauty of your total being / by Gracie Cornish. Kola Pub. $322.56. 646.72082

Cornu, Elizabeth
Conservation and travelling exhibitions. UNESCO Caribbean Office, 1994? 069.53

Corporate strategy 2005-2008: developing the JCF for the 21st century / prepared by the Office of the Commissioner of Police. Corporate Strategy Coordination Unit, CP's Office. 363.2068

Cost and management accounting: multiple choice revision questions / Joan Lewis. J. Lewis. 657.4

Cost of production of food crops, Clarendon / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Hanover / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Kingston & St. Andrew / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Manchester / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Portland / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, St. Ann / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, St. Catherine / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, St. Elizabeth / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13
Cost of production of food crops, St. James / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute of Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, St. Mary / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, St. Thomas / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Trelawny / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Westmoreland / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Costs and returns under different technology packages for fruit trees / A. Shaun-Marie Grant. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.16

Cotter, Graham

Cotterrell, Adrian A

Council of Voluntary Social Services

Council of Voluntary Social Services
CVSS connecting / executive editor Janet Cupidon. CVSS. 361.006

Council of Voluntary Social Services

Council of Voluntary Social Services
Jamaica, land we love / prepared by Mrs. H.R. Ballysingh. 917.292

The Councillor's handbook / a guide for Jamaican councillors. The Communications Unit, Office of the Prime Minister. 320.8

Counter-hegemony and foreign policy: the dialectics of marginalized and global forces in Jamaica/ Randolph B. Persaud. State University of New York Press. $8,220.00 327.7292

Country profile: Jamaica 1988-89. The Economist Intelligence Unit. 330.97292

Countryman Karl Black / by Neville Farki. Bogle-L'Ouverture Publications. 813.54
Courage and commitment / Edmund Davis. University of the West Indies Publishers' Association. No price 261.1

Courting the high road: a compilation of pastoral counsels / Denton Rhone. Lithomedia Printers Ltd. No price 248.834

Cousins, Jacqueline

Cover, Judith
Daphne Rowena Douglas, Caribbean lady of librarianship: a biographical overview / Judith E. Cover and Tereza Richards. 920

Cowans, Gordon
Spirituality and emancipation. Churches Emancipation Committee. 326

Coward, Brandon
Cellphone marketing strategy : Claro lifestyle Claro daily menu / Brandon M. Coward. Island Hospitality Entertainment. 658.872

Cowell, Noel M.
A summary of test cases in Jamaican labour law. Joint Trade Unions Research Development Centre. 347.292041

Cox, Alfred
Jamaica independence: souvenir booklet, August 6th, 1962. 972.9206

Cox Alomar, Rafael
Revisiting the transatlantic triangle: the constitutional decolonization of the Eastern Caribbean. Ian Randle Publishers. 325.34109729

Cox, Jean
The naval hospitals of Port Royal, Jamaica / Jean and Oliver Cox. Faculty of the Built Environment, University of Technology, Jamaica. 972.92

Cox, Oliver
The naval hospitals of Port Royal, Jamaica / Jean and Oliver Cox. Faculty of the Built Environment, University of Technology, Jamaica. 972.92

Cox, Oliver
Port Royal, Jamaica / Oliver Cox. 711.409

Cox, Oliver
Upgrading and renewing a historic City: Port Royal, Jamaica / Oliver Cox. 711.409

Coy, Phyllis
Other times, other places, other people / Don Wilson, Phyllis Coy, Ivy Mitchell. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd. 372.412
The coyaba chronicles: reflections on the black experience in the 20th century / Peter Abrahams. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,080.00. 920.5

Craig, Christine
The bird gang / by Christine Craig. Heinemann Caribbean. 813

Craig, Christine
Everything but the ring. JIS and the Bureau of Women's Affairs. 347.29206134

Craig, Christine
I can be a - / By Christine Craig. Women's Bureau, Office of the Prime Minister. Gratis. 331.702

Craig, Christine
Mint tea and other stories / Christine Craig. Heinemann. $869.00. 813

Craig, Christine
Quadrille for tigers / by Christine Craig. Mina Press. $24.00. 811

Craig, Dennis

Craig, Dennis

Craig, Dennis
Go. Year 1, term 3 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Education. J$2.75. 372.412

Craig, Dennis
My work book / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational Books. 372.4

Craig, Dennis
On your marks Year 1, term 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational Books. J$2.75 372.412

Craig, Dennis
Ready. Year 1, term 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational Books. J$2.75. 372.412

Craig, Dennis
Stories about us. Year 2, term 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational Books. $3.20. 372.412

Craig, Dennis
Craig, Dennis

Craig, Dennis

Craig, Dennis
Story time / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational. J$7.00 372.412

Craig, Dennis
Story time / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of Ministry of Education, Jamaica. J$2.50 372.412

Craig, Dennis
Story time. Year 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell; Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica. $2.50 372.412

Craig, Dennis
Teacher's book: Year 1 Term 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational. 372.4

Craig, Dennis
Teacher's book: Year 1 Term 2 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann EducationalBooks. J$12.50. 372.4

Craig, Dennis

Craig, Dennis
Teacher's book: Year 2, Terms 2 & 3 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational. 372.4

Craig, Dennis
Teacher's book: Year 3 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational. 372.4

Craig, Dennis
Up the road Year 2, term 2. / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education. J$3.30 372.412

Craig, Dennis
Workbook / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann. 372.4147
Craig, Dennis R.
Teaching language and literacy to Caribbean students: from vernacular to standard English. 428.00710729

Craig, Dennis Roy
Social class and the use of language in young Jamaican children. 427.97292

Craig, Ian
A manual translation for the Caribbean (English-Spanish) = Un Manual de traduccion para el Caribe (Ingles-Espanol) / Ian Craig and Jairo Sanchez. 428.0261

Craig, Susan E.
Community development in Trinidad and Tobago: 1943-1973: from welfare to patronage / Susan E. Craig. Institute of Social and Economic Research. 309.26

Crane, M.D.
Arthur Broughton, a late eighteenth century botanist in Bristol and Jamaica / M.D. Crane. 920

Craton, Michael
Empire, enslavement and freedom in the Caribbean / Michael Craton. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.903

Craton, Michael
Founded upon the seas: a history of the Cayman Islands and their people / Michael Craton and the New History Committee. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,890.00 972.921

Craton, Michael

Craton, Michael
Searching for the invisible man: slaves and plantation life in Jamaica. Harvard University Press. £22.00 301.4493097292

Crawford, Joy
If love should come / Joy Crawford. Kingston Publishers. 813

Crawford, Vivian
From Miss Etty's bankra / Vivian Crawford. V. Crawford. 920

Crawford, Wynter

Crawford-Brown, Claudette P. J.
Children in the line of fire: the impact of violence and trauma on families in Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago. Arawak Publications. 362.88083
Crawford-Brown, Claudette
Who will save our children?: the plight of the Jamaican child in the 1990s / Claudette Crawford-Brown. Canoe Press. 362.7097292

Creary, Joanne
Museums of the Institute of Jamaica / by Hilary-Ann Wheatle and Joanne Creary JAMAL. Unpriced. 069.09


Creating understanding through literature: an exhibition. Kingston and St. Andrew Parish Library. Gratis 011.3

Creative Caribbean cooking and menus: with special barbecue recipes / by master chefs Elsa Miller [and] Leonard 'Sonny' Henry. LMH Publishing. 641.59

Creative Common Entrance multiple choice papers in Mathematics / Neville Ying and Claude Packer. Caribbean Authors Publishing Co. $6.00 372.1262

Creative Jamaican cooking and menus: real Jamaican cooking with authentic jerk recipes / the late Master Chef Leonard 'Sonny' Henry, Mike and Dawn Henry. LMH Publishing. 641.59; 641.59729

Creative Jamaican cooking and menus: with jerk, barbecue and selected menus / by master chef Leonard 'Sonny' Henry and Mike Henry. LMH Publishing. 641.59; 641.59729


Creative management for clergy lay people / Edmund Davis. E. Davis. 268.1

Credences at the altar of cloud / Anthony McNeill. Institute of Jamaica. 811

The Credit Union story / prepared by Karl Phillipotts in collaboration with the Credit Union League; edited by M. Gammon. JAMAL Foundation. Gratis. 334.2

Credit unions in Jamaica / Jamaica Co-op Credit Union League. 7th rev. ed. The League. 334.2

Crespi, Jess
Exploring Jamaica with the five themes of geography / by the Jess Crespi. Rosen Publishing Group. US$21.25. 917.29206

Cresser, Julian
A history of cricket in Jamaica: 1870 to the present / Julian Cresser. Social History Project, Department of History and Archeology, University of the West Indies. 796.358
Crichlow, Michaeline A.
Negotiating Caribbean freedom: peasants and the state in development. Lexington Books. $3,540.00. 306.364097292

Crick crack monkey: a workbook / Lorna A. Fraser. L. A. Fraser. 820.76

The cricket match / by Nasser Khan. Heinemann Educational Publishers. $311.20. 796.358

Cricket nurseries of colonial Barbados: the elite schools, 1865-1966 / Keith A.P. Sandiford. The Press. $650.00 796.3580972981

Cricket profiles 1989 / by Michael Holding and Bobby Fray. [s.n.] 796.358

Cricket's brightest summer / Lawrence Donovan ("Strebor") Roberts. United Printers Ltd. 796.358

Crime and development: the Jamaican experience / by Alfred Francis... [et al]. SALISES. 364.97292

The cries of men: voices of Jamaican men who have been raped and sexually abused / O’Brien Dennis. iUniverse. $3,290.00. 364.153

A crime-solving toolkit: forensics in the Caribbean / edited by Basil A. Reid. University of the West Indies Press. 363.256

Crime and criminal justice in the Caribbean / editors Anthony Harriott, Farley Brathwaite, Scot Wortley. Arawak Publications. 364.9729

Crime and punishment in Jamaica: a quantitative analysis of the Assize Court Records, 1756-1856/ Jonathan Dalby. The Social History Project, Department of History, U.W.I. $1,300.00. 364.97292


Criminal practice and procedure in the Magistrates' Courts in the Commonwealth Caribbean / by George Belnavis. The Caribbean Law Publishing Company. 345.05

Crisis in the Caribbean / edited by Fitzroy Ambursley and Robin Cohen. Heinemann. $42.00. 972.9

The critical tradition of Caribbean political economy: the legacy of George Beckford / Kari Levitt and Michael Witter. Ian Randle Publishers in association with the George Beckford Foundation. 972.92

Critics on Caribbean literature: readings in literary criticism / Edward Baugh. Allen & Unwin. $15.40. 820.9
Croaking Johnny and Dizzy Lizzy / by Linda Gambrill. Heinemann Caribbean. 813

Crocodile / Anthony C. Winkler. Macmillan Education. $2090.00 813.6

Cronberg, Gertrud
Plankton of the Negril and Black River morasses, Jamaica / by Gertrud Cronberg. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. 333.7845

Cronon, Edmund David

Cronon, Edmund David, ed
Marcus Garvey. Prentice-Hall. 920

The Cross and the machete: Native Baptists of Jamaica: identity, ministry and legacy / Devon Dick. Ian Randle Publishers. 286.17292

Crosses to bear, love to share: 'a dedication to single mothers' / Nina Hart. Six Hearts. $650 813.54

Crossing the eighties: the autobiography of Pastor Henry Alexander White and history of the Associated Gospel Assemblies / Alexander White. Henry A. White. 920

Crouch, Howard E.
Her name is Grace / Howard E. Crounh. The Damien-Dutton Society for Leprosy Aid Inc. US$20.00. 813.6

Crouch, Howard E.
Two hearts, one fire: a glimpse behind the mask of leprosy / by Howard E. Crouch and Sister Mary Augustine. The Damien-Dutton Society for Leprosy Aid. US$12.00. 362.196998

Crown point and other poems / Velma Pollard. Peepal Tree Press. $789.00 811; 811.6

Crown points: other poems / Velma Pollard. Peepal Tree. $55.00. 811

Cruising around Jamaica: a guide to the bays, coves, and harbours / Michael Christine Nunes; M. Nunes. 917.29206

Cruz, Maria Caridad
Agriculture in the city: a key to sustainability in Havana, Cuba / Maria Caridad Cruz [and] Roberto Sanchez Medina. 630.724

Cry freedom / by Delrose Bramwell Patterson. Carlton Press, $262.35 811


CSEC past papers: food and nutrition, home economics management, clothing and textiles 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 640

CSEC past papers: social studies 2009 / Caribbean Examinations Council. Ian Randle Publishers. 300.76

Cuba and Jamaica. Macmillan. 972.91

Cuban festivals: a century of Afro-Cuban culture / edited by Judith Bettelheim. Ian Randle Publishers. $855.00 394.2697291

The Cuban Jamaican connection / Lee R. Duffus. Kingston Publishers. 813.54

Cudjoe of Jamaica: pioneer for black freedom in the new world / Milton C. McFarlane. Ridley Enslow Publishers. 972.9203

Cuentos y actividades: stories and activities / Anne-Maria Bankay and Susan Hitchener Arawak Publications. 468.2

Cuff, Patricia
A taste of the old home place: select Jamaican recipes / by Patricia Cuff. Pat Cuff Publications. 641.59

Cultural DNA: gender at the root of everyday life in rural Jamaica / Diana J. Fox. University of the West Indies Press. 305.4

Cultural expression in the quest for emancipation/ by Olive Lewin. Emancipation Commemoration Committee. Free 305.8729

A cultural playground for Jamaica's children / Rebecca Tortello. Latin American Program Woodrow Wilson International Centre for Scholars. 370.1934

Cultural power, resistance and pluralism: colonial Guyana 1838-1900 / Brian L. Moore. The Press. $210.00. 988.1

Culture and customs of Jamaica. Greenwood Press. US$49.50 972.92

Culture in education manual with guidelines for Jamaica Day and other activities. Ministry of Education. 306.43

Culture, race and class in the Commonwealth Caribbean / by M. G. Smith; with a foreword by Rex Nettleford. Department of Extra-Mural Studies, UWI. 305.509729
Cummings, Christine
   The ideology of West Indian cricket / Christine Cummings. Free 796.358

Cummings, Maxine M.
   Companion success. A.C.L. Art Desktop. No price 158.1

Cummins, Alissandra

Cummins, Alissandra
   Report on the status of Caribbean museums and recommendations for upgrading museums to ICOM standards. UNESCO Caribbean Office]. No price 069.09729

Cumper, George E. (Edward)
   The evaluation of the national health systems. Oxford University Press. $2,825.75. 362.17292

Cumper, George Edward
   Looking at figures: an introductory survey of statistical sources for West Indian students. Department of Extra-Mural Studies, University of the West Indies. 310

Cumper, George Edward
   The social structure of the British Caribbean. Kraus Reprint. 307.2

Cumper, Gloria
   Planning and implementing the Family Court Project, Jamaica. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. J$4.50. 346.015

Cumper, Gloria
   Survey of social legislation in Jamaica. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI, $67.75 347.29204; 347.6

Cumper, Patricia
   One bright child / Patricia Cumper. Black Amber Books. $525.00 F

Cundall, Frank
   Bibliography of the West Indies (excluding Jamaica). Johnson Reprint Corp. Originally published in 1909 in Kingston, Jamaica by the Institute of Jamaica. 015

Cundall, Frank
   Jamaica proverbs and sayings / Izett Anderson and Frank Cundall. Irish Universities Press. 398.9

Cunningham, O.J. [Oswald Joffres]
   Tombstone / O.J. Cunningham. Kingston Publishers. 813

Curator's eye III ceremony in space, time and sound / curated by Keith Morrison. The National Gallery of Jamaica. 709.7292

Currency convertibility and financial institutions. Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation. 336

Current economic position and prospects of Jamaica. 339.2

Current process of registration for births, deaths and stillbirths / Registrar General's Department. 3rd ed. RGD. 353.59097292

Current themes in social psychology / edited by Derek Chadee and Jason Young. University of the West Indies Press. 302

A curriculum for parents of adolescents. 649.125

Curtin, Marguerite R.
    The story of Hanover: a Jamaican parish / Marguerite R. Curtin. M. R. Curtin. 972.92

Curtin, Marguerite R.

Curtin, Marguerite R.
    Tryall, Hanover Jamaica / Marguerite R. Curtin. M. R. Curtin. 972.92

Customs Department Citizens charter: a charter to help us serve you better / Jamaica Customs Department. The Department. Free 351.7246

Cuthbert, Robert


CVSS, the first fifty years: the story of the Council of Voluntary Social Services in Jamaica / Elsie Sayle. Kingston Publishers Limited. 361.763

CXC see also Caribbean Examinations Council

CXC English A: study guide exercises / Keith Noel, Sheilah Garcia-Bisnott, Milton Drepaup. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd. 428.2

CXC English B: study guide exercises / Keith Noel, Sheilah Garcia-Bisnott, Milton Drepaup. Carlong. 820.76
CXC lecture series: principles of business with practice questions and answers / Karlene Robinson. Jamaica Observer. 650.076

CXC principles of accounts the easy way: worked solutions to past questions (June 2002 - 2006) plus specimen exams and worked solutions for paper 1 (multiple choice) / Raffic K. Shaw. R.K. Shaw. $450.00 657.076

CXC principles of business with SBA study guide and exercises / Karlene Robinson, Sybile Hamil. Carlong Publishers. 650.07

Cycle: a selection of poems / by Reginald Fraser, Jr. Deryck Roberts Consultant. 811

Cynthia Schloss: an inspiration of love and friendship / Errol D. Bean. Bean-3. 781.646092

Cyrus, Karen Headlam

Cyrus, Karen Headlam

Cyrus, Karen Headlam
I want to teach music!: methods, materials and management for kindergarten and elementary teachers. K. Headlam Cyrus. 372.87044

Cyrus, Karen Headlam
Music for big ants and little ants: first stage. Eureka. 372.87044

CXC social studies essentials with SBA, study guide exercises / Mervyn C. Sandy, Stephenson C. Grayson. New ed. Carlong Publishers. 300
DaCosta, Jacqueline
   Population, housing and settlement / by Jacqueline DaCosta. [s.n.] 363.5

Daddy Sharpe: a narrative of the life and adventure of Samuel Sharpe, a West Indian Slave written by himself, 1832 / by Fred W. Kennedy. Ian Randle Publishers. 813.6

Dadzie, Benjamin K.
   A guide to banana production in Jamaica: a reference manual. Natural Resources Institute. $30.00 338.174772

Dagnini, Jeremie Kroubo

The Daily Gleaner index, 1989 / compiled and edited by Robert C. McIntire. White Sound Press. No price 071.72

Daily reflections (scriptural) / Clyde Everton Brodber. C.E. Brodber. No price 242.5

Dairy Development in the Caribbean (1992 Ocho Rios, Jamaica)
   Seminar on Dairy Development in the Caribbean, Ocho Rios, Jamaica 30 November - 3 December 1992: conclusions and recommendations, presentations from the opening ceremony. CARDI. 636.2142

Dalby, Jonathan
   Crime and punishment in Jamaica: a quantitative analysis of the Assize Court Records, 1756-1856. The Social History Project, Department of History, U.W.I. $1,300.00 364.97292

Dale-Dillon, Verona H.
   The measure of a marriage / Verona M. Dale-Dillon. V. Dale-Dillon. No price 261.83581

Dale's mango tree / Kim Robinson. LMH Publishing. 813

Daley, Jenifer A.
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I want to teach music!: methods, materials and management for kindergarten and elementary teachers / Karen Headlam Cyrus. K. Headlam Cyrus. 372.87044

"I was a teacher too" : the figure of the school teacher in West Indian literature / Edward Baugh. Shortwood Teachers' College. $30.00. 810

I will survive: poems / by Louise Frazer-Bennett and George Frazer. Kingston Publishers. 811


Ian Fleming introduces Jamaica. Andre Deutsch. 917.292

ICC Cricket World Cup West Indies 2007: Jamaica - Sabina Park 2006 January 06 progress print/ Jamaica Cricket 2007 Ltd. Jamaica Cricket. 720.22
ICC cricket World Cup West Indies 2007: Jamaica - Trelawny Stadium 2006
January 06 progress print / Jamaica Cricket 2007 Ltd. Jamaica
Cricket 2007 Ltd. 720.22

ICC Cricket World Cup. West Indies 2007
New Zealand v. Sri Lanka, Sabina Park, Jamaica, Tuesday April 24,
2007. ICC Cricket World Cup, West Indies. 796.35822

ICC Cricket World Cup. West Indies 2007
The ninth ICC Cricket World Cup hosted by the West Indies, Sunday
March 11, 2007. ICC Cricket World Cup, West Indies. 796.35822

The I.D. Matts book of shorty stories. The author. 820

Ideas and illustrations in economic history / Douglas Hall. Holt, Rinehart
and Winston. 330

Ideas in pictures / edited by M. Gaynor-Daley. University of the West
Indies/Bernard van Leer Foundation Centre for Early Childhood
Education. 370.7122

Identifying crime correlates in a developing society: a study of
socio-economic and socio-demographic contributions to crime in
Jamaica, 1950-1984 / Hyacinthe Ellis. Peter Lang. US$55.00 364.97292

Identities / Elombe (Elton Deighton Mottley). Fatpork Ten-Ten Productions.
972.98

Identity and secession in the Caribbean: Tobago versus Trinidad, 1889-1980
/ Learie B. Luke. University of the West Indies Press. 972.983

Identity, race and protest in Jamaica / [by] Rex M. Nettleford. William
Morrow & Company. US$2.95. 323.17292

Identity in the Jamaican context: personality and attitudes of tertiary
students / Mary F. Richardson. Faculty of Education, University of the
West Indies. $50.00 371.81

Ideology and Caribbean integration / Ian Boxill. Consortium Graduate
School of Social Sciences, University of the West Indies. $400.00
337.1729

Ideology and change: the transformation of the Caribbean Left / Perry
Mars. The Press, University of the West Indies. 950.00 320.9729

Ideology and class conflict in Jamaica: the politics of rebellion /
Abigail B. Bakan. McGill-Queen's University Press. $6,032.00 972.92

Ideology and political development: the growth and development of
political ideas in the Caribbean, 1774-1983 / Denis Benn. Institute
of Social and Economic Research. $89.95 320.509729

The ideology of West Indian cricket / Christine Cummings. Free 796.358
If caterpillars can fly so can I: master the 7 universal laws to achieve and prosper / Alvin Day. 158.1

If love should come / Joy Crawford. Kingston Publishers. 813

"If love's so nice, why does it hurt?" / Jennifer Mamby-Alexander. J. Mamby-Alexander. 306.815

If the Irish ran the world Montserrat 1630-1730 / Donald Harman Akenson. The Press, McGill-Queen's University Press. $900.00. 972.975

Ifill, E.L.V.
The public library movement in Barbados and Jamaica from the middle of the 19th century to the present day. Tylers Green, High Wycombe, U.K. : Univ. Microfilms. £10.98 027.47292

Ifill, Max
Slavery, social death or communal victory: a critical appraisal of "Slavery and social death" by Orlando Patterson. Economics and Business Research. 306.362

Ignoring hurts: Poems / John Figueroa. Three Continents Press. 821


il Verme presidente i super squali / Elizabeth Mann Borgese; illustrations di Laura Facey. Inippo Ugo Mursia. $304.81 813

Illuminations: miracles still happen / Carmel Christie. Limited Run Pub. $275.00 362.175

The illustrated Anansi / Philip Sherlock. Macmillan Caribbean. $300.00 398.245

ILO/Ministry of Labour Tripartite Seminar on Industrial Relations (1980 Kingston)

I'm deaf too: stories of inspiring deaf Jamaicans book one / by the Deaf Culture Facilitators and Shoshana Sullivan, Shirley Reid and Antoine Birch. Jamaica Association for the Deaf. 305.9082

I'm deaf too: stories of inspiring deaf Jamaicans. Book 2 / by the Deaf Culture Facilitators and Shoshana Sullivan, Shirley Reid, Antoine Birch. Jamaica Association for the Deaf. 305.9082

I'm deaf too: stories of inspiring deaf Jamaicans book 3 / by the Deaf Culture Facilitators and Shoshana Sullivan, Shirley Reid, Antoine Birch. Jamaica Association for the Deaf. 305.9082
Images in print: bias and prejudice in Caribbean textbooks / Ruby King
Mike Morrissey. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. 371.32

Images of psychiatry: the Caribbean / editors, Frederick Hickling, Eliot Sorel. $1,500.00 616.89

Imbert, Ignatius D.C.
The metric system of weights and measures and its adoption in the English-speaking Caribbean. I. Imbert. 389.152

The IMF and the Jamaican labour sector 1977-1990: a study of the impact of wage guidelines / [by Seymour Douglas]. Joint Trade Unions Research Development Centre. 331.21

Immanuel-I, Java

Immortal youth. Souvenir edition. [n.p.]. No price 243

The impact of the Haitian revolution on the emancipation of slavery in Jamaica / Dave St. A. Gosse. Churches' Emancipation Committee. 326.8


The import export services handbook / Fabian F. Stewart. Crowne Enterprise Ltd. 382.6

The importance of doctrine / Ivan W. Evans. 2nd ed. International Apostolic Ministries. 248.4

Impossible flying: poems / Kwame Dawes. Peepal Tree Press. US$19.95 811


Improving food and nutritional status at the community and household levels in Jamaica: a plan of action. Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. 363.8525


Improving quality and increasing access in 2000: the role of distance education in EFA / Dianne Thurab-Nkhosi. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 374.26

Improving the organization of elections: a 2006 perspective / by Carl W. Dundas. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,035.00 324.1
In a nutshell the Jamaica Constitution, 1962. [s.n]. 342.0202638

In another's house / Basil Lopez. The author. 822

In commemoration of the 60th Anniversary of Workers' Week. 331.097292

In green pastures: theological essays, sermons, addresses and reviews / by K.D. Carnegie. Golding Printing Services. 252.03

In his time he hath made all things beautiful: a memoir / by Rosemarie L. Benjamin. R. L. Benjamin. 248.86

In Jamaica where I live and other stories. Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture. 372.412

In miserable slavery: Thomas Thistlewood in Jamaica, 1750-86 / Douglas Hall. The University of the West Indies Press. 920

In old St. James, Jamaica: a book of parish chronicles containing the story of the Jamaica Ancestry of Mrs. Barrett Browning; the true tale of Rose Hall; what an estate slave-book tells, etc. / Joseph Shore. Sangster’s Book Stores Ltd. 972.92

In Portland's valley of beauty / Festus Amtac Campbell. F.A. Campbell, 821

In praise of Jamaica: natural wonders, heroes and achievements / George Meikle. G. Meikle. 917.292

In search of a better life: perspectives on migration from the Caribbean / Ransford W. Palmer Praeger. $1,429.80. 811; 304.8

In search of an objective chronological scheme for analysis and interpretation of the history and archaeology of the Caribbean / E. Kofi Agorsah. 972.9


In search of the buccaneers / Anthony Gambrill. Macmillan Publishers. 910.45

In the ackee! / Jamaica Reading Association. The Association. 372.412

In the business of finance: an overview of the Ministry of Finance and Planning. Jamaica Information Service. 332.097292

In the hills where her dreams live: poems for Chile, 1973-1980 / Andrew Salkey. Black Scholar Press. $11.10. 811

In the light of the sun: the story of Wolmer's Girls School / Marguerite Curtin ... [et al]. Wolmer's Girls' Alumnae. 373.7292
In the mountains, [and] Richie's pet / Diane Browne. Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports Publications Section. 813

In the palace of the Gods: meditations of Ku-Soonogo / Basil Lopez. Bazba/Theatrical Players. 811.6

In the room we share / Louis Simpson. Paragon House. $399.00 811

In the service of the public: articles and speeches 1963-1993, with commentaries / J.R.P. Dumas. Canoe Press, UWI. $450.00. 972.9

In the shadow of the plantation: Caribbean history and legacy / Alvin O. Thompson. Ian Randle Publishers. $2,160.00 972.9

In tribute to David Boxer: twenty years at the National Gallery of Jamaica, 1975-1995 / edited by Leeta Hearne. Institute of Jamaica Publications and National Gallery of Jamaica. 708.97292

In the valley He restoreth my soul: a collection of inspirational poems / Jennifer Anderson-Leung. J. Anderson-Leung. 811


Independence and the people of Jamaica: a statement of policy. People’s National Party. 324.23

The Independence anthology of Jamaican literature / A.L. Hendriks, Cedric Lindo The Arts Celebration Committee of the Ministry of Development and Welfare. 820.8


Independence souvenir / Thos. L. Graham. Everrod Williams Publications. 917.292

Independent United Order of Mechanics Friendly Society, W.H. Inc. Loyal Providence Lodge No. 4: 100 years: August 1897-August 1997 souvenir journal. The Lodge. 366.1

An index of names of authors of articles which have been published in the Jamaica Historical Society Bulletin vol. I, no. 1 & vol. II, no. 5, August 1952 – April. Kenneth E. Ingram. No price. 016.97292

Index to "community health workers manual" 1983 edition. Department of Social and Preventive Medicine, University of the West Indies. 362.1

An index to select Jamaican serials 1868 - 1980 / prepared by Barry Higman with the assistance of Carl Campbell ... [et al]; using a computer program by Graham Chan. Department of History, University of the West Indies. No price 050
An index to the annals of Jamaica by Rev. George Wilson Bridges, Rector of the St. Ann, Jamaica / by Carolee P. Mitchell. 972.92


Indigo Rose / Susan Beth Miller. Bantam Dell. US$13.00 813

Indo-Caribbean indenture: resistance and accommodation, 1838-1920 / Lomarsh Roopnarine. University of the West Indies Press. 972.9


Industrial minerals / Jamaica National Investment Promotion. 3rd ed. Ritch Associates. 338.2


Industrial relations law and practice in Jamaica / George Kirkaldy. Caribbean Law Publishing. 331.097292

Industrial relations mirrored / Hazel V. I. Gibbon. H.V.I. Gibbon. 331

Industries and consumers: the real regulators of industries / Rudolph A. Peart. R. A. Peart. 381.33


Infant integrated workbook: fun where I live / M. McLean, L. Fearon, R. Blair. Rev. ed. Mid-Island Educators. 372.21

Inflation - its cause - its cure / by Horace E. DeLisser. H. E. DeLisser. J$1.00. 332.41


The influenza pandemic of 1918-1919 in the British Caribbean / by David Killingray. The Society for the Social History of Medicine. 972.9205

Informal finance and microfinance in Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago: an institutional study / Akhil Malaki. Stockholms Universitet. US$79.50

The informal sector in Jamaica. Inter-American Development Bank. 338.7
**Information and communication technology: shaping our lives** / Kenneth Sylvester. Grace Kennedy Foundation. 303.4833097292

**Information flow, research and training in science broadcasting in the English-speaking Caribbean: a proposal in four phases presented to the International Development Research Centre, Ottawa, Canada** / by Alma Mock Yen. Caribbean Institute of Mass Communication: University of the West Indies. 384.1407

The information system within the agricultural enterprise reflects the level of management expertise within the organization: a discussion showing different aspects of the information system / Valerie E. Tate. 026.63

**Information technology 2009.** Ian Randle Publisher. Caribbean Examinations Council. No price. 004.076

**Information technology made simple** / George King. No price. 004.076

**Inglan is a bitch** / Linton Kwesi Johnson. Race Today Publications. J$8.05. 821; 811

**Inglan is a bitch, voices of the living and the dead: dub poems in English—England ist'ne Hure, Stimmen der lebenden und der totendub poems in deutsch** / Linton Kwesi Johnson; aus dem Englischen übertragen von Almuth Carstens. Knoblauch/Edition Kalter Schweiss. 811

**Ingram, Kenneth E.**

An index of names of authors of articles which have been published in the Jamaica Historical Society Bulletin vol. I, no. 1 & vol. II, no. 5, August 1952 - April [s.n.]. No price. 016.97292

**Ingram, K.E. (Kenneth Everard), 1921-2007**

Jamaica / K.E. Ingram, compiler. Rev. ed. CLIO Press. No price 016

**Ingram, K. E.**

The Q.C. and the middleman; including a reprint of the Report of the Cases Ingram vs Lowry (1868) and some account of the parental background of Thomas Ingram / K. E. Ingram. Pentland Press. 972.92

**Ingram, Kenneth E.**

Sources of Jamaican history, 1655-1838: a bibliographical survey with particular reference to manuscript sources. Inter Documentation Co. Unpriced. 016.97292

**Ingram, K. E.**

Sources for West Indian studies: a supplementary listing, with particular reference to manuscript sources. K. E. Ingram. Inter Documentation Company. No price. 011.31

**Inikori, J. E.**

The chaining of a continent: export demand for captives and the history of Africa South of the Sahara, 1450-1870. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. 380.1440967
Inikori, Joseph E.
Slavery and the rise of capitalism. Department History, University of the West Indies. 331.11734

Initiatives in low income housing: a resource manual / edited by
Suzanne Francis-Hinds from information compiled by Jennifer Jones; cover design and illustrations Angela Stuart-Worton. Association of Development Agencies. 363.58

Inna di dancehall: popular culture and the politics of identity in Jamaica / Donna P.Hope. University of the West Indies Press. 781.646

Inner-city girl / Colleen Smith-Dennis. LMH Publishing. 813.6

Inner city housing programme phase 1: report / Kingston Restoration Company. KRC. 711.45

Inniss, W. LeRoy
Civics for Barbados / W. LeRoy Inniss. 2nd ed. Kingston Publishers. 320.472981

Inside Customs: taxpayer assistance and information. Revenue Board; Customs Department 351.7246

Inside Hillview High School: an ethnography of an urban Jamaican school / Hyacinth Evans. University of the West Indies Press. $1,500.00 370.97292

Inside out and outside in: factors in the creation of contemporary Jamaica / Patrick Bryan. Grace, Kennedy Foundation. 972.92

Inside slavery: process and legacy in the Caribbean experience / Hilary McD. Beckles. Canoe Press. $350.00 972.9

The insider's Jamaica: vacations at the small hotels and inns of Jamaica. Jamaica Tourist Board. 917.292

Inspiration reflection recollection: Victoria's précis, poetry and drawings reflecting 80 years of goodness and mercy / Laurice V. Hunter-Scott. AuthorHouse. 811

The inspirations of God to his servant: Pastor M. Tenn / Marcia Tenn. Catawba Publishing. $550.00 242

Inspired: listening for God's call / Jacinth Wright. Fairway Press. $250.00 811

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Jamaica: the first twenty five years 1965-1990 / editor Jasper N. Burnett. The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Jamaica. 657

Institute of Jamaica. P.I.O.J. 338.97292
Institute of Jamaica management audit / Management Services Division, Ministry of the Public Service. Ministry of the Public Service.

Institute of Jamaica. West India Reference Library
Notes on the racial origins of the people of Jamaica / compiled by Daphne Douglas for the Institute's Independence Exhibition. Institute of Jamaica. 325.7292

The Institute of Social and Economic Research 50 years 1948-1998. ISER.

Institutional food service: a guide for supervisors / [Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute]. Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. 641.3


Institute of Jamaica. The Art Gallery
An exhibition of seventy-six paintings, drawings and objects / by David Wayne Boxer. 707.4

Instituto de Bolivar y de Bello
Homage to Andres Bello, Kingston, Jamaica, the 29th November, 1973; Instituto de Bolivar y de Bello. 920

Instructional technology in education / Randolph N. Watson. Randolph N. Watson. 371.3078

Instructions to returning officers, assistant returning officers, enumerators and scrutineers / issued by the Director of Elections. Director of Elections. 324.6097292

Insurgent Cuba: race, nation, and resolution, 1868-1898 / Ada Ferrer. The Press University of the West Indies. 972.9105


Integrate or perish: perspectives of leaders of the integration movement 1963-1999 / edited by Kenneth O. Hall. Office of the Principal University of the West Indies. 337.1729


An integrated approach to writing, workbook 3 / J. McFarlane. Mid-Island Educators. 372.623


Integrated reader 1 / L. Fearon, ... [et al]. Rev. ed. Mid-Island Educators. 372.412


Integrated readers / Maureen McLean, Lunett Fearon. Rev. ed. Mid-Island Educators. 372.412

Integrated studies for primary schools. Book 3: teacher's guide / Bethune McLaughlin. Garvis School Supplies. 372.8

Integrated studies for primary schools (formerly religious education for primary schools: Book 3 / Bethune McLaughlin. Garvis School Supplies. 372.8


Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture
A report on the contribution of the Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture to the agricultural sector in Jamaica during 1999 / IICA Office in Jamaica. 630.601

Interim / Neville Dawes. Institute of Jamaica. J$6.00 813.54

Interim report / Committee on Labour Market Reforms. The Committee. 331.1; 331.12042

Interim report of Commission of Enquiry into incidents of fire and violence at Orange Street and Western Kingston and Saint Andrew, Commissioner R. H. Small / Ministry of Justice. The Ministry. Gratis 364.164097292


Interlude: Vol. 1: a collection of poetry / by Gina Rey Forest. Forest Fire Publications. 811.54

Internal migration in Jamaica / Tekse Kalman. Department of Statistics. 325.1

International Association of School Librarianship Conference (15th 1985 Kingston, Jamaica)
Libraries and information: towards a policy for schools; proceedings of the 15th Annual Conference International Association of School Librarianship, Jamaica Conference Centre, Kingston, Jamaica, July 22 - August 2, 1985 / compiled by Katie Mungo. IASL. 020.621

International auditing guidelines, nos. 1-26 / reproduced with the permission of the International Federation of Accountancy. CFM Publicators. 657.4509729


International Conference of Journalists (1989 Jamaica)
'A time for dialogue': International Conference of Journalists, Kingston, Jamaica. Press Association of Jamaica. 070.4

International Fund for Agricultural Development
Jamaica: a strategic proposal for rural development / International Fund for Agricultural Development [and] Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. IICA. 307.112

International Labour Office
Expanded programme of Technical Assistance: report to the Government Of Jamaica on the proposed social insurance scheme. ILO. 368.4

International Labour Office
Report to the Government of Jamaica on a proposed Social Security Scheme. International Labour Office (ILO). 368.4

International Labour Office
Report to the Government of Jamaica on co-operative development. I.L.O. 334

International Labour Office
Report to the Government of Jamaica on the first actuarial review of the National Insurance Scheme / International Labour Office. ILO. 368.4

International Library Conference (1972: Kingston, Jamaica)
A brief review of presentations, resolutions adopted and citations of references to Virgin Islands Librarianship / compiled by Robert V. Vaughn. R.V. Vaughn. US$2.50. 021
International Library Conference (1972 Kingston, Jamaica)
Libraries and the challenge of change: papers of the International Library Conference held in Kingston, Jamaica, 24 - 29 April 1972 / edited by K. E. Ingram and Albertina A. Jefferson. Mansell Information Publishing Ltd. £5.95 021

International literacy year 1990 souvenir magazine. JAMAL Foundation. 374.29097292

International Peat Society Symposium on tropical peat resources: prospects and potential. 553.21

International Proxy Parents
International Proxy Parents, Kingston, Jamaica presents a collection of recipes by its members: cooking by proxy / edited by Beryl Wille and Nilofer Kalra; International Proxy Parents. 641.59

International scheme for the co-ordination of dairy development: Jamaica: final report / Food and Agriculture Organization. FAO. 636.234

International Seabed Authority
Biodiversity, species ranges and gene flow in the abyssal Pacific nodule province: predicting and managing the impacts of deep seabed mining / prepared for International Seabed Authority by Craig R. Smith ... [et al]. International Seabed Authority. 333.95164

International Seabed Authority
Environmental management of deep-sea chemosynthetic ecosystems: justification of and considerations for a spatially-based approach. International Seabed Authority. 333.916416

International Seabed Authority

International Seabed Authority
A geological model of polymetallic nodule deposits in the clarion clipperton fracture zone / International Seabed Authority. 551.46

International Seabed Authority
Marine benthic nematode molecular protocol handbook (nematode barcoding) / International Seabed Authority. 577.77

International Seabed Authority Workshop (3rd: 2000: Kingston)
Minerals other than polymetallic modules of the International Seabed Area / International Seabed Authority. 553.09162

International Seabed Authority Commemorative Session (2004)
International Seabed Authority Workshop (5th: 2002: Kingston)

Prospects for international collaboration in marine environmental research to enhance understanding of the deep sea environment: proceedings of the International Seabed Authority’s workshop held in Kingston, Jamaica, 29 July to August 2, 2002 / prepared by Office of Resources and Environmental Monitoring, International Seabed Authority. The Authority. 333.916416

International Seabed Authority

Rules of procedure of the Assembly (Adopted by the Assembly at its 15th Meeting, on 17 March 1995). International Seabed Authority. 341.762

International Seabed Authority

Rules of procedure of the Council. International Seabed Authority. 341.7621

International Seabed Authority

Seleccion de decisiones y documentos del decimo periodo de sesiones. International Seabed Authority. 341.450262

International Seabed Authority

Seleccion de decisiones y documentos del duodécimo periodo de sesiones (7-18 Agosto 2006). International Seabed Authority. 341.450262

International Seabed Authority

Selected decisions and documents of the tenth session. International Seabed Authority. 341.450262

International Seabed Authority

Selected decisions and documents of the thirteenth session (9-20 July 2007) / International Seabed Authority. International Seabed Authority. 341.450262

International Seabed Authority

Selected decisions and documents of the twelfth session (7-18 August 2006). International Seabed Authority. 341.450262

International Seabed Authority

Selection de decisiones et documents de la dixième session Kingston. International Seabed Authority. 341.450262

International Seabed Authority

Selection de decisions et de documents de la douzième session (7 -18 aout 2006). International Seabed Authority. 341.450262

International Seabed Authority

Selected decisions and documents of the sixth session / International Seabed Authority. International Seabed Authority. $465.00 341.7621


Report of the ... seminar ... / edited by Sonia Latibeaudiere. [Social Development Commission]. 361.6
International slavery an indictment against Europe / by Lema June 'Becca. Lema Rebecca Foundation. 306.362

Interpersonal relationship: key to organisational effectiveness / Lloyd A. Stanley. Mona Graphic Printers. 658.3145

Interrogating Caribbean masculinities: theoretical and empirical analyses / edited by Rhoda E. Reddock. University of West Indies. $4,000.00 155.332

Inter-territorial freight rates and the federal shipping service / B S Keirstead and Kari Levitt. Institute of Social and Econonic Research, UWI. 387.54

Intervention, border and maritime issues in CARICOM / Kenneth Hall and Myrtle Chuck-A-Sang. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.905

Intint schemes / Ezra Carnegie. Wosift Scrolls Publication. 811.54


Introducing geography: a Caribbean focus / Jennifer O'Sullivan-Sirjue, Vincent George, Darcy Wright. Carlong. 910

Introduction of information technology to schools in Jamaica / Paula Daley-Morris. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 371.334

Introduction to Caribbean politics / by Cynthia Barrow-Giles. Ian Randle Publishers. 320.9729

Introduction to civics for Jamaican schools / Vivien Carrington. Longman Caribbean. 342.7292

An introduction to company law in the Commonwealth Caribbean / Rambarran Mangal. Canoe Press. $900.00 346.066729

Introduction to computer hardware. Infotech Trainers Consultants. 004

Introduction to health development: an essay on current concepts and practices in the context of health for all by the year 2000 / G. L. Monekosso. PAHO/ WHO. 362.1

An introduction to industrial, relations and labour law in Jamaica / by S.G. Kirkaldy. Trade Union Education Institute, Department of Extra-Mural Studies, UWI. $6.50 331.097292

An introduction to JIS / Jamaica Information Service. Jamaica Information Service. 353.8

Introduction to politics. University of the West Indies. $288.00 320
An introduction to politics: lectures for first year students / Trevor Munroe. Department of Government, University of the West Indies. $35.00 320

An introduction to politics lectures for first year students / Trevor Munroe. 2nd. ed. Canoe Press. 320

Introduction to programming for CXC information technology / Howard Campbell. Nutcracker Books. 005.1

Introduction to social research with applications to the Caribbean / Ian Boxill, Claudia Chambers, Eleanor Wint. Canoe Press. $1,020.00. 300.7

Intuitives III, National Gallery of Jamaica, July 23rd - November 4th, 2006 / foreword by Dr. Jonathan Greenland. The Gallery. 709.7292

An inventory of the hardwoods and other pine plantations on FIDCO's estate in eastern Jamaica / by O. B. Evelyn. Forest Industries Development Company. 634.98


Investing in Manchester / prepared and edited by Glenn Bowen. Manchester Parish Investment Committee Limited. 332.6

Investing in Jamaica. Caribbean-Central American Action. 332.678

Investment in Jamaica / Jamaica National Investment Promotion Limited. JNIP. Gratis. 332.673

Investment in Jamaica / KPMG Peat Marwick. KPMG Marwick. 332.673097292


The investor's guide to Jamaica / prepared by Paul Chen-Young and Associates. Jamaica National Investment Promotion. 332.673

The invited intruder / E. Martin Noble. Doctor Bird Books. US$15.00 813

Inward stretch, outward reach: a voice from the Caribbean / Rex Nettleford. Macmillan Caribbean. $985.00 306.08

Ira Rowe, Caribbean lawyer: materials, tributes and cases / David P. Rowe. Garaibooks, US$17.95. 920

Iremonger, Susan A guide to plants in the Blue Mountains of Jamaica / Susan Iremonger. 581.97292
**Irie morning** / Alison Moss-Solomon. Blue Moon Publishing. 813

**Irish potato production** / by Wesley Nelson and Winston G. Samuels. Rev. ed. / Phillip Chung. Rural Agricultural Development Authority. 635.21

**The iron thorn: the defeat of the British by the Jamaican Maroons** / Carey Robinson. Kingston Publishers. 972.92

**Irrigation development: Jamaica: project findings and recommendations** / report prepared for the Government of Jamaica by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, acting as the executing agency for the United Nations Development Programme. 627.52

**Irvine, D.H.**

The polytechnic of Jamaica. Irvine. 378

**Irvine, D. H. (Dennis H.)**

Profiles of some eminent Jamaican scientists / Dennis H. Irvine. 509.227292

**Irvine, D.H.**

Report of a visit to some Caribbean countries and regional organizations, and examination of the possibilities for regional cooperation in science and technology / by Dennis Irvine. 609.729

**Irving, Jermaine**

Tom, the tip-top trainer /Jermaine Irving, Recardo Pinnock, Rosey Thomas Palmer; D.E.L.A. Children's Workshop. 813

**'Is English we speaking' and other essays** / Mervyn Morris. Ian Randle Publishers. 814

**'Is English we speaking': West Indian literature: a lecture** / by Mervyn Morris. British Library, Centre for the Book. 810.9

**Isaacs, R. A.**


**Isaacs, R. A.**


**Isaacs, R.A.**


**Isaacs, R.A.**

Island at the crossroads: politics in the non-independent Caribbean / Aaron Gamaliel Ramos and Angel Israel Rivera. Ian Randle Publishers. 900.00 320.972

Island girls poetry / Vernon Films. Cinemagraphic Books. 811.6

Island heat: love in Jamaica / Andrea Oliver-Ruiz. iUniverse. US$14.95 813.6

Island interlude: a memoir /Joycelyn Loeffelholz. LEGAS. 811.54

Island Life Insurance Company
Computerization handbook: a guide to our computer system for all Island Life Employees. The Company. Gratis 368.32002854

The island of Cuba: a political essay / by Alexander von Humboldt. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,012.50 972.91

The island of one people: an account of the history of the Jews in Jamaica / Marilyn Delevante and Anthony Alberg. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92004924

Island Special Constabulary Force
Jamaica silver anniversary 1950-1975 / Island Special Constabulary Force, Jamaica. The Force. 363.2

The Islanders and other poems / by A. L. Hendricks. Savacou Co-operative. 811

Ismond, Patricia
Abandoning dead metaphors: the Caribbean phase of Derek Walcott's poetry / Patricia Ismond. University of the West Indies Press. 811.54

Issa, Suzanne
Mr. Jamaica, Abe Issa: a pictorial biography / Suzanne Issa. S. Issa. 920

Issues in food security in Jamaica / by Omar Davies and Michael Witter. National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica. 338.19

Issues of critical social concern: some investigations: selected papers from the research component of the Poverty Monitoring and Social Policy Analysis Programme / Policy Research Unit, Planning Institute of Jamaica. PIOJ. 361.25

It a come: poems / by Michael Smith. Race Today. 811

It begins with tears / Opal Palmer Adisa. Heinemann. $515.00 813

It takes a mighty fire: poems / by H. D. Carberry; selected and edited with an introduction by Edward Baugh. Ian Randle Publishers in association with Drumblair Centre. 811
Itations of Jamaica and I Rastafari [art] icanographics Millard
Faristzaddi: and the poetry of Iyawata Farika Birhan ... [et al.].
Rogner Bernhard. 305.6996

Iton, Sybil
A survey into the reading habits of the Jamaican people: users and
potential users of the public library service. UNESCO. 028.9

It's a funny game / by Nasser Khan. Heinemann Educational. $311.20 796.358

It's a matter for you and me / by Ev Thompson. E. Thompson. 811

It's a matter of choice: a book about saving. National Savings Committee. 332.0415

It's a whole new world of living - Greater Portmore: a city within itself
/ West Indies Home Contractors Limited . The Company. 728.102227292

It's about thyme: Jamaican recipes from the heart / Mary Rocto. Word
Association Publishers. US$24.85 641.597292

"It's not about me": working with communities: processes and challenges
the Grace and Staff Community Development Foundation experience /
Frances Madden. Grace Kennedy Foundation. 307.14

Ivwurie, Wisdom
The mysteries of God, creation and science revealed/ Wisdom Ivwurie.
Ivwurie. No price 231

Iyapo, Anum A.
Man of the living, women of life / Anum A. Iyapo. Akira. $40.00 811
J.D.B. reference book for agricultural credit officers / compiled and edited by Hugh Miller. J$30.00 630

J.J. Mills: his own account of his life and times / edited by R.N. Murray. William Collins and Sangster (Jamaica) Ltd. 920

Jaccarino, Pamela Lerner
All that's good: the story of Butch Stewart, the man behind Sandals Resorts/ Pamela Lerner Jaccarino. Sandow Media Corporation. US$49.95. 920

Jacket or full suit?: paternity testing from a Jamaican perspective /
Sonia King. Sonchester Publishing House. 346.01757292

Jacko Jacobus / Kwame Dawes. Peepal Tree, $500.00 811

Jackson, S.
The new integrated GSAT language arts workbook / L. Channer, V. Dixon, S. Jackson. Mid-Island Educators. 372.62

Jackson, S.
The new integrated GSAT mathematics workbook / L. Channer, V. Dixon, S. Jackson. Mid Island Educators. 372.7

Jacob, Debbie
Brother man / Debbie Jacob. Macmillan Education. $507.09 820.76

The Jacob ladder / by Gerald Hausman and Utan Hinds. Orchard Books. US$19.95 813.6

Jacobs, Aubrey Shervington
Jacob's ladder: one man's climb in freemasonry/ by Aubrey Shervington Jacobs. A. S. Jacobs] 366.1

Jacobs, Headley Powell
The Colbeck Papers / H.P. Jacobs. Kings Bros Potts Ltd. 972.9203

Jacobs, Headley Powell

Jacobs, Hedley Powell
Sixty years of change, 1806-1866 : progress and reaction in Kingston and the countryside /H. P. Jacobs. Institute of Jamaica. 972.92

Jacob's ladder: one man's climb in freemasonry/ by Aubrey Shervington Jacobs. A. S. Jacobs] 366.1

Jacobs, Lenworth and Jacobs, Beth
The family and family planning in the West Indies. 613.943
Jaffe, Lee
One love: life with Bob Marley and the Wailers / words and photographs by Lee Jaffe. W. W. Norton, US$40.00; $2,225.00 782.421646092

Jagan, Cheddi

Jah Bones
One love: history, doctrine and livity / by Jah Bones. Voice of Rasta Publishing House. $15.00 305.6996


Jahmona.
A history of Rastafari. Rastafari Publishing. 305.6996

Jahn, Brian
Reggae island : Jamaican music in the digital age / Brian Jahn, Tom Weber. Da Capo Press. US$18.95 782.42164

Jah one /Farika Birhan. Issemble of Elders Theocratic Central. 821

Jah pickney : children of Jamaica. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,200.00 305.23

Jah revenge : Babylon revisited / Michael Thomas, Adrian Boot. Eel Pie, $37.45. 972.9206

Jamaica / by A.R. Carnegie. - Dobbs Ferry. Oceana Publications. 342.729206

Jamaica / Alison Brownlie. Raintree Steck-Vaughn Publishers. $854.28. 972.92

Jamaica / Andrew Salkey. Bogle L'Overture. $22.10 811; 821

Jamaica / Ann Heinrichs. Children's Press. US$7.52. 972.92

Jamaica. British Society for International Understanding. 972.92

Jamaica... - Brussels : Arab Group. 330.9

Jamaica / by Christopher P. Baker. AA Publishing. $500.00 917.292


Jamaica / Frances Wilkins. Chelsea House Pub. 917.292

Jamaica / Francis Stoppelman. Ernest Benn. 917.292

Jamaica / Hans Hofer. Houghton Mifflin. $708.60. 917.29204
Jamaica / by Hans W. Hannau. Wilhelm Andermann Verlag. 917.292

Jamaica / Henry Pluckrose. Franklin Watts. $720.00. 972.92


Jamaica / K.E. Ingram, compiler. - Rev. ed. CLIO Press. 016


Jamaica / Mark Sullivan. Fodor's Travel Publications, US$10.95 917.292

Jamaica / by Mary Berendes. The Child's World. US$20.51 917

Jamaica / Michael Capek. - Minneapolis : Carolrhoda Books, US$22.60 972.92

Jamaica / Michael Read. Lonely Planet. US$17.98. 917.29204

Jamaica / Oliver Hill. Avalon Travel Publishing. US$17.95. 917.292

Jamaica / produced and edited by Paul Zach. Apa Productions.$60.00. 917.292


Jamaica / Simon Scoones. Waylan. 917.292

Jamaica / [by Sonia Gordon]. APA Publications. $380.00. 917.29204


Jamaica absolutely /Arif Ali. Hansib Publications. 917.292

Jamaica : absolutely : out of many, one people / Rex Nettleford. s.n. 917.292

Jamaica : accelerating access to care and support for Jamaicans living with HIV/AIDS : a strategic initiative of the Government of Jamaica, the United Nations, the non-governmental organisations and the private sector. 616.9792

Jamaica after NAFTA: trade options and sectoral strategies / edited by Ann Weston and Usha Viswanathan. Ian Randle Publishers. Critical issues in Caribbean development; no. 4. $900.00 382.097292

Jamaica. Agricultural Information Service
Vegetable growers' handbook / Agricultural Information Service. A.I.S., 635
Jamaica. Agricultural Planning Unit
Sample survey of the Fishing Industry in Jamaica, 1973 / Agricultural Planning Unit. Agricultural Planning Unit. 639.2097292

Jamaica Agricultural Society
Background to the formulation of a national plan for agriculture and rural reconstruction in Jamaica, volume 1 / Jamaica Agricultural Society. J.A.S. 338.1097292

Citrus / prepared and published with the help and collaboration of the Department of Agriculture and Lands. JAS, printed by University Press, Glasgow, 634.3

Cocoa / prepared and published with the help and collaboration of the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands and the Cocoa Industry Board. J.A.S., printed by University Press, Glasgow. 633.74

Coffee. - Kingston : prepared and published with the help and collaboration of the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands by the Jamaica Agricultural Society 633.73

The flower gardener : a survey of flowering trees, shrubs and plants suitable for the gardens of Jamaica and how to grow them. Jamaica Agricultural Society. 635

Insect pest and disease control / prepared and published with the help and collaboration of the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. 632.9

JAS 75th anniversary souvenir programme / Jamaica Agricultural Society. 630.61

Soil in the Christiana area / prepared and published with the help and collaboration of the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. 631.47

Jamaica Agricultural Society. Central Information Services
Clean rich milk pays. Published by the Jamaica Agricultural Society with the collaboration of the Ministry of Health. 637.13

A market for the farmer: Jamaica. Jamaica Agricultural Society. 338.14

War against rats : kill 'em. 632.6


The Jamaica Airports Development Project: drawings for Terminal 2
Sangster's International Airport, Montego Bay / Ministry of Works and Communications and Airports Authority of Jamaica. 387.736


Jamaica. Auditor General's Department

Jamaica : the aviation story / Patrick E. Bryan. Publications. 387.7097292

Jamaica : Babylon on a thin wire / Adrian Boot; [and] Michael Thomas. Thames and Hudson. $5.85 301.4097292

Jamaica. Banana Board Research Dept.
Bodles Altafort, a new banana for Jamaica / by R.E. Osbourne. Banana Board Research Depart. 634.772

Jamaica. Banana Board Research Department
Boxing bananas for export / by Egbert Tai. Banana Board Research Department, 634.772

Jamaica Banana Producers' Association, Ltd.
The story of a great Jamaican enterprise. Jamaica Banana Producers' Association. 338.17, 338.76

Jamaica Baptist Union Mission Conference (2003: Ocho Rios)

Jamaica Baptist Women's Federation
Forty glorious years, 1922-62. Jamaica Baptist Women's Federation. 267.446

Jamaica Baptist Women's Federation 60th anniversary 1922-1982 / Jamaica Baptist Women's Federation. The Federation]. 267.446

Jamaica Bauxite Institute
The bauxite/alumina industry and the environment / The Jamaica Bauxite Institute. 338.274926

Jamaica : the beauty and the soul of the land we love / Ray Chen.
Periwinkle. $950.00 917.292
Jamaica betrayed: institutional failure in a Caribbean setting / Locksley I. Lindo. Arawak Publications. $1,200.00. 972.9206


Jamaica blood / Franz L. Kessler. Dorrance Publishing Co. Inc. US$13.00 813

Jamaica Broilers Group first annual "Excellence in Media" lecture Forum. Jamaica Broilers Group of Companies. 070.4

Jamaica bruckin's / Al Cleary. Brainbuster Publications. 827

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Draft Jamaican standards specification for heavy duty safety boots (other than all-rubber types). 658.562

Draft Jamaican standard specification for toothbrushes / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.562

Draft Jamaican standard specification for vinegar / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.562

A Jamaican standard code of practice for packaging / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.564

A Jamaican standard code of practice for packaging / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.564

Jamaican standard code of practice for packaging. Part 5: storage and handling of metal containers for food and drink / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 658.564


Jamaican standard environmental management systems: general guidelines on principles, systems and supporting techniques / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.4080218

Jamaican standard environmental management systems: general guidelines on principles, systems and supporting techniques / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.4080218

Jamaican standard environmental management systems: specification with guidance for use / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.4080218

Jamaican standard environmental management systems: specification with guidance for use / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.4080218
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican Standard for ceramic tiles. Part 1 : sampling and basis for acceptance / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.60218

Jamaica Standard for ceramic tiles. Part 2 : determination of dimensions and surface quality / Bureau of Standards The Bureau. 666.60218

Jamaican standard for ceramic tiles. Part 3 : determination of water absorption, apparent porosity, apparent relative density and bulk density / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.60218


Jamaican standard for ceramic tiles. Part 5 : determination of impact resistance by measurement of coefficient of restitution / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.60218

Jamaican standard for ceramic tiles. Part 6 : determination of resistance to deep abrasion for unglazed tiles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.60218

Jamaican standard for ceramic tiles. Part 7 : determination of resistance to surface abrasion for glazed tiles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.60218


Jamaican standard for ceramic tiles. Part 10 : determination of moisture expansion / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.60218

Jamaican standard for ceramic tiles. Part 11 : determination of crazing resistance for glazed tiles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.60218

Jamaican standard for ceramic tiles. Part 12 : determination of frost resistance / Bureau of Standards. 666.60218


Jamaican standard for ceramic tiles. Part 15: determination of lead and cadmium given off by glazed tiles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.60218
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard for ceramic tiles. Part B: determination of linear thermal expansion / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.60218

Jamaican standard for cosmetics. Pt.4: Microbiological test methods / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 668.5502187292


Jamaican standard glossary of terms relating to non-destructive testing. Pt.1: liquid penetrant / Bureau of Standards. 620.11270218

Jamaican standard guide to the assessment of garment quality / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.0218

Jamaican standard guide to the assessment of garment quality / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.0218

Jamaican standard guidelines for auditing quality systems Pt.1: Auditing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.560218

Jamaican standard guidelines for auditing quality systems Pt.2: Qualification criteria for quality systems auditors / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5620218

Jamaican standard guidelines for auditing systems. Pt.3: Management of audit programmes / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.560218

Jamaican standard guidelines for developing quality manuals / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5030218

Jamaican standard guidelines for environmental auditing: audit procedures: auditing of environmental management systems / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.4080218

Jamaican standard guidelines for environmental auditing: audit procedures: auditing of environmental management systems / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.4080218

Jamaican standard guidelines for environmental auditing: general principles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.4080218

Jamaican standard guidelines for environmental auditing: general principles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.4080218

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard guidelines for environmental auditing :
qualification criteria for environment auditor / Bureau of Standard. The Bureau. 658.4080218

Jamaican standard method for designation of ticket numbers of industrial sewing threads / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.02862

Jamaican standard method of tension testing of metallic materials / Bureau of Standards. 620.160287

Jamaican standard method of test for animal feeding stuffs determination of ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid / Bureau of Standards. Kingston (6 Winchester Rd., Kgn. 10) : The Bureau, 664.76


Jamaican standard method of test for animal feeding stuffs determination of calcium content. Part 2 : atomic absorption spectrometric method / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 664.76

Jamaican standard method of test for animal feeding stuffs determination of crude ash / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 664.76

Jamaican standard method of test for animal feeding stuffs determination of free and total gossypol / Bureau of StandardsThe Bureau, 664.76

Jamaican standard method of test for animal feeding stuffs determination of total phosphones content spectrophotometric method / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 664.76

Jamaican standard method of test for detection and enumeration of Escherichia coli / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 664.001579

Jamaican standard method of test for flameproof materials / Jamaican Bureau of Standards $3.00 620.112

Jamaican standard method of test for leakage of metal containers for food and drink by pressure testing / Bureau of Standards. 620.160287

Jamaica standard methods of test for paints and surface coatings / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 667.6


Jamaica Bureau of Standards


Jamaican standard method of test for rubber condoms. Part 7: oven conditioning / Bureau of Standards. 678.3


Jamaican standard method of test for weight of coating on zinc-coated (galvanized) iron or steel articles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 672.7330287

Jamaican standard methods of test for the flammability of fabrics / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $4.50. 677.689

Jamaican standard quality management and quality assurance standards. Pt. 1: Guidelines for selection and use / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.5620218

Jamaican standard quality systems: model for quality assurance in design, development production, installation and servicing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.5620218

Jamaican standard quality systems: model for quality assurance in final inspection and test / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5620218

Jamaican standard quality systems: model for quality systems assurance in production, installation and servicing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.5620218

Jamaican standard quality management and quality systems elements / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5620218


Jamaican standard specification: definition of terms relating to zippers / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$3.00. 687.8

Jamaican standard specification: definition of terms relating to zippers / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.00 687.8

Jamaican standard specification for Agapanthus Africanus / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 635.9343240218

Jamaican standard specification for aggregates for bituminous mixtures. 620.1910287
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for aggregates for concrete / Bureau of Standards. 620.1910287

Jamaican standard specification for animal feeds (General) / Bureau of Standards. - Kingston : Jamaica Bureau of Standards J$2.50 664.76

Jamaican standard specification for animal feeds (general) / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.76

Jamaican standard specification for ankle boots for general purposes (leather sole) / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.562


Jamaican standard specification for baby skin care products. Pt.2 : baby powder / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 668.5502187292


Jamaican standard specification for baby skin care products. Pt.5 : baby skin lotions and creams / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 668.5502187292

Jamaican standard specification for bird of paradise (Strelitza reginae) / Bureau of Standards. (JS 223 : 1994) 584.210218

Jamaican standard specification for bituminous materials / Bureau of Standards. (JS 268 : 1999) 625.85

Jamaican standard specification for bread and rolls / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 664.7523

Jamaican standard specification for brown sugar / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.1225


Jamaican standard : specification for children's leather outdoor footwear (materials and workmanship / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$2.00 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for cloth : denim, cotton / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $4.00 677.21
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard : specification for Commercial Butane and Commercial Propane - Butane mixtures. The Bureau. 658.516

Jamaican standard : specification for concrete and terrazzo flooring tiles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$4.50 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for continuously hot-dip zinc coated steel sheet, strip and plate / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 672.7330287

Jamaican standard specification for cosmetics. Pt.6 : hair conditioners and rinses / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 668.5502187292

Jamaican standard specification for cosmetics. Pt.8 : skin lotions and creams. The Bureau. 668.5502187292


Jamaican standard : specification for cotton thread / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$3.50 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for cut foliage / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 635.9750218

Jamaican standard specification for dendrobium sprays / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 635.934150218

Jamaican standards : specification for direct moulded rubber sole (DMS) ankle boots for general purposes / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, (Draft Reference: LFC 6c/2) 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for energy labelling of appliances and products / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.5640218

Jamaican standard specification for expanded vinyl coated fabrics for upholstery / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.4744

Jamaican standard specification for fabrics from cellulosic fibers, synthetic fibers and blends / Bureau of Standards. 677.40287

Jamaican standard specification for facial tissue / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 676.22

Jamaican standard specification for flush wooden doors / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, $8.00. 694.6

Jamaican standard specification for flush wooden doors / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 1975. - 19p. ; 30cm. - (Draft reference; Bam 9/3 UDC) 658.562
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification glossary of terms relating to leather / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $2.00. 675.0321

Jamaican standard specification: glossary of terms relating to textiles and clothing / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. Bureau of Standards, J$2.00. 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for anthurium andraeanum / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 635.933687

Jamaican standard specification for anthurium andraeanum / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 635.933687

Jamaican standard specification for ballasts for tubular fluorescent lamps / Bureau of Standards. (JS 253 : 1993) 621.3274

Jamaican standard specification for coffee / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $2.00 663.93

Jamaican standard specification for dry-type transformers / Bureau of Standards. (JS 247 : 1992) 621.3124240218

Jamaican standard specification for electrical installations / Jamaican Bureau of Standards (JS 21 : 1976) $10.00 621.31042

Jamaican standard specification for electrical installations / Jamaican Bureau of Standards $10.00 621.31042

Jamaican standard specification for Ficus abijan and Ficus robusta / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 633.890218

Jamaican standard specification for flush wooden doors / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. : $8.00. 694.6

Jamaican standard specification for gerberas / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau, 635.93355

Jamaican standard specification for grades of beef carcasses / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 664.92907

Jamaican standard specification for grapefruit juice / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 664.80432

Jamaican standard specification for grapefruit segments / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.50. 664.82

Jamaican standard specification for hardware for furniture : terms for furniture fittings. Pt.1 : assembly fittings / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 684.1002187292
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification for hardware for furniture: terms for furniture fittings. Pt. 2: hinges and flap hinges / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 684.1002187292

Jamaican standard specification for hardware for furniture: terms for furniture fittings. Pt. 3: drawer slides and sliding door gears / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 684.1002187292

Jamaican standard specification for hardware for furniture: terms for furniture fittings. Pt. 5: height adjusters, furniture legs, under frames / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 684.1002187292

Jamaican standard specification for hardware for furniture: terms for furniture fittings. Pt. 7: handles, knobs, escutcheons, escutcheon insets / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 684.1002187292

Jamaican standard specification for hardware for furniture: terms for furniture fittings. Pt. 8: castors and glides. The Bureau. 684.1002187292

Jamaican standard: specification for heavy duty safety boots (other than all-rubber types) / Jamaican Bureau of Standards Bureau of Standards. 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for heliconias / Bureau of Standards. (JS 220: 1992) 584.210688

Jamaican standard specification for hermetically sealed metal cans for food and drink: terms, designations and test methods / Bureau of Standards. 620.160287

Jamaican standard specification for hot-dip zinc and hot-dip aluminium/zinc coated profiled steel sheets for roofing. The Bureau. 672.7330287

Jamaican standard specification for hot-dip zinc coated corrugated steel sheets for general purposes / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 672.7330287

Jamaican standard: specification for Hot Rolled Bars for the reinforcement of concrete / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$2.00 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for industrial gloves / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $5.00. 685.43


Jamaican standard specification for industrial sewing threads made from linen (flax) or cotton / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.02864
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification for industrial sewing threads made wholly or partly from synthetic fibers / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.02862

Jamaican standard of specification for inspection, retesting and use of transportable gas containers / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 671.840218


Jamaican standard specification for interlinings Part 2 : nonwoven fusible interlinings / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard specification for interlinings Part 2: nonwoven fusible interlinings / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard specification for jams, jellies and marmalades / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.152

Jamaican standard specification for ketchup / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau 664.58

Jamaican standard specification for labelling of adhesives for wood, synthetic resin, phenolic and amino-plastic, and polyvinyl acetate / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $2.50. 668.5502187292


Jamaican standard specification for labelling of commodities Pt.24 : labelling of fruit juices / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5640218

Jamaican standard specification for labelling of toys and playthings / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for labelling of toys and playthings / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.50 688.72

Jamaican standard specification for labelling of toys and playthings / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.50 688.72

Jamaican standard : specification for lead-batteries of the automobile type. 658.516

Jamaican standard specification for lead-acid batteries of the automobile type / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $2.00. 629.2542
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification for lead-acid batteries of the automobile type / Jamaican Bureau of Standards (JS 22 : 1972). $2.00. 629.2542

Jamaican standard specification for lead-acid batteries of the automobile type / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $2.00. 629.2542

Jamaican standard specification for leaded petrol (gasoline) for motor vehicles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 665.538270218

Jamaican standard specification for liqueurs/cordials / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 641.2550218

Jamaican standard specification for liqueurs/cordials / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 641.2550218

Jamaican standard specification for liqueurs/cordials / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 641.2550218

Jamaican standard specification for liqueurs/cordials / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 641.2550218

Jamaican standard specification for liquid penetrant inspection : general principles / Bureau of Standards. 620.110287

Jamaican standard specification for liquid polish for furniture / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 667.720218


Jamaican standard specification for manufacture of steel wire rope slings / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. (JS 42 : 1975) $2.00 621.862


Jamaican standard specification for meter mounting devices / Bureau of Standards. (ICS; 91.140.50) (JS 219 : 1992) 621.3730218

Jamaican standard of specifications for chain-link fence fabric / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 674.8420218

Jamaican standard : specifications for methods of manufacture and test of welded steel cylinders for containing liquified petroleum gases. The Bureau. 658.562

Jamaica Bureau of Standards


Jamaican standard specification for milk replacers / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau, 664.768

Jamaican standard specification for minimum requirements for wooden and upholstered accommodation furniture / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 684.104

Jamaican standard specification for minimum requirements for wooden and upholstered accommodation furniture intended for export / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 684.104

Jamaican standard specification for motor vehicle brake fluid / Bureau of Standards. 629.246

Jamaican standard specification for motor vehicle brake fluid / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 629.246

Jamaican standard specification for motor vehicle brake fluid / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 629.246

Jamaican standard specification for nylon thread (continuous multifilament) / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.00 677.02862

Jamaican standard specification for orange juice / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.80431

Jamaican standard specification for paint : emulsion type, interior, low sheen and semi-gloss / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 667.6

Jamaican standard specification for paint : interior and exterior, emulsion type flat / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 667.6

Jamaican standard specification for panel board enclosures. The Bureau, 658.516

Jamaican standard specification for paper table napkins / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 642.70218

Jamaican Standard specification for paper : toilet tissue /Bureau of Standards. J$2.00. 676.22
Jamaica Bureau of Standards


Jamaican standard specification for performance requirements of fabrics described as of low flammability / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $3.00. 677.689

Jamaican standard specification for philodendron / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. 635.975

Jamaican standard specification for philodendron scandens (variety cadartum) and pothos (epipremium aureus) / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 635.975

Jamaican standard specification for pneumatic tyres for passenger cars / Bureau of Standards Jamaica. The Bureau. 678.32

Jamaican standard specification for pneumatic tyres for passenger cars / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 678.32

Jamaican standard specification for pneumatic tyres for vehicles other than passenger cars / Bureau of Standards Jamaica. Bureau of Standards. 678.32

Jamaican standard specification for pneumatic tyres for vehicles other than passenger cars / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 678.32

Jamaican standard specification for polyester thread (continuous multifilament) / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.00 677.02862


Jamaican standard specification for pothos / Jamaica Bureau of standards. The Bureau. 635.975

Jamaican standard specification for poultry rations / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. 664.768

Jamaican standard specification for poultry rations / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 664.768

Jamaican standard specification for powdered (icing) sugar / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.1225

Jamaican standard specification for prepared stone and gravel ballast / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. 625.1410287
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification for processed food / Bureau of Standards. Bureau, J$1.00 664

Jamaican standard specification for profiled aluminium sheet for building / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 691.8722

Jamaican standard specification for profiled aluminium sheet for building / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 691.8722

Jamaican standard specification for puppy rations / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.66

Jamaican standard specification for PVC insulated cables (non-armoured) for electric power and lighting / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 671.840218

Jamaican standard : specification for PVC plastic pipe, [SDR- PR] and schedule 40, 80, and 120 / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. Bureau of Standards, J$2.00 658.562


Jamaican standard specification for quality assurance systems. Generic criteria / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for ready-mixed concrete / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.893

Jamaican standard specification for retesting, inspection and use of welded steel cylinders for containing liquefied petroleum gases / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $2.00 665.773

Jamaican standard specification for reusable rubber contraceptive diaphragms : packaging and labelling / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 678.3

Jamaican standard specification for rice - specification, sampling, tests and analysis / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 664.7250218

Jamaican standard specification for rice / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.7250218

Jamaican standard specification for rubber condoms : packaging and labelling condoms in consumer packages / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 678.3

Jamaican standard specification for ruminant rations other than starters / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.76
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for ruminant rations other than starters / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **664.768**

Jamaican standard specification for ruminant starter rations / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **664.768**

Jamaican standard specification for rumiant starter rations / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **664.768**


Jamaican standard specification for safety of toys and playthings / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **688.72**

Jamaican standard specification for safety of household and similar electrical appliances. Pt.2 : particular requirements for electric irons / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **683.83**

Jamaican standard specification for safety of household and similar electrical appliances. Pt.3 : particular requirements for vacuum cleaners / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **683.83**

Jamaican standard specification for safety of household and similar electrical appliances. Pt.3 : particular requirements for vacuum cleaners / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau **683.83**

Jamaican standard specification for safety of toys and playthings / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **688.72**

Jamaican standard specification for safety requirements for electric fans and regulators / Bureau of Standards. (JS 216 : 1992) **621.610218**

Jamaican standard specification for salt / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **664.4**

Jamaican standard specification for sanitary pads / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **677.80218**

Jamaican standard specification for sealer for wooden furniture / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **684.1043**

Jamaican standard specification for sealer for wooden furniture / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **684.1043 ds**

Jamaican standard specification for silk thread / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.00 **677.02862**
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification for single cold-reduced tinplate and single cold-reduced blackplate / Bureau of Standards. 669.1420218

Jamaican standard specification for single-phase and three-phase distribution transformers / Bureau of standards. (JS 263 : 1992) 621.3140218

Jamaican standard specification for sizing of children's clothing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.083

Jamaican standard specification for sizing of children's clothing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.083

Jamaican standard specification for sizing of men's clothing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.081

Jamaican standard specification for sizing of men's clothing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.081

Jamaican standard specification for sizing of women's clothing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.082

Jamaican standard specification for sizing of women's clothing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.082


Jamaican standard specification for standard hollow concrete blocks / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.894

Jamaican standard specification for standard hollow concrete blocks / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 666.8940218

Jamaican standard specification for sugar for canning / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau 664.1225

Jamaican standard specification for swine rations other than starters / Bureau of StandardsThe Bureau. 664.76

Jamaican standard specification for swine rations other than starters / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.768

Jamaican standard specification for swine starter rations / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. 664.768

Jamaican standard specification for swine starter rations / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.7680218

Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification for synthetic laundry detergent powder / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 668.140218

Jamaican standard specification for synthetic liquid detergents / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 668.124

Jamaican standard specification for tagged boot and shoe laces (cotton) / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.00. 677.76

Jamaican standard specification for testing of energy performance of household refrigerators and freezers / Bureau of Standards. 621.57

Jamaican standard specification for toothbrushes / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.50 679.6

Jamaican standard specification for the care and use of portable metal ladders / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $4.00. 690.028

Jamaican standard specification for the construction of portable metal ladders / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $8.00. 690.028

Jamaican standard specification for the construction of portable metal ladders / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $8.00 690.028

Jamaican standard specification method for the determination of dimensional stability of warp knitted and woven fabrics made from nylon 6.6 (boiling water test) / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.00. 677.4

Jamaican standard specification method for the determination of seam slippage of woven fabrics / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$3.00 677.02824

Jamaican standard : specification for the determination of thickness of textile fabric. 658.516

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of animal feed Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.50 664.76


Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Part 2 : labelling of footwear / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $4.00. 685.3
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Part 2: labelling of footwear / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. [Rev. ed.]. The Bureau. $4.00 685.3


Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities, part 4: labelling of household electrical appliances / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 683.83

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities, part 4: labelling of household electrical appliances / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 683.83

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Pt. 9: Labelling of toys and playthings / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5640218

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Part 11: labelling of furniture / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 684.1

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Pt. 13: Labelling of phonograph records, tapes, cassettes and sheet music / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. 621.3893


Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Part 15: Labelling of household chemicals / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau, 658.5640218

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Pt. 16: labelling of garments / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Pt. 16: labelling of garments / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Part 17: the precautionary labelling of hazardous industrial chemicals / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 661.00212

Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. 

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. 
Part 26 : the labelling of tissue products / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 676.22

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. 
Part 27 : labelling of retail packages of pesticides / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 668.65

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. 
Part 29 : labelling of products and equipment containing or manufactured using ozone depleting substances and/or their substitutes / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5640218

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of footwear / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $1.00 685.31

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of footwear/ Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $1.00. 685.31

Jamaican standard of specification for labelling of footwear / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5640218

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of household electrical appliances / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $1.00 683.83

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of panty hose / Bureau of Standards. Jamaican Bureau of Standards. J$2.00. 646.42


Jamaican standard : specification for Manhole Step Irons / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$1.00 658.562

Jamaican Standard specification for the manufacture of boys and girls school clothing. / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.00 687.13

Jamaican Standard specification for the manufacture of boys and girls school clothing. / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.00 687.13

Jamaican Standard specification for the manufacture of boys and girls school clothing. / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.00 687.13
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican Standard specification for the manufacture and testing of portable welded aluminium alloy cylinders for containing liquefied petroleum gases / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. J$4.00. 665.74

Jamaican standard : specification for the manufacture of steel wire rope slings / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$2.00 658.562

Jamaican standard : specification for the methods of test for the weight per unit length and per unit area of woven or knitted fabrics... 658.516

Jamaican standard : specification for the methods of testing the strength of yarns from packages. Determination of breaking load and extension. 658.516

Jamaican standard specification for the performance requirements of flameproof materials for clothing and other purposes / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau. $4.00. 677.689

Jamaican standard specification strength tests for the protective toe-caps of footwear used for industrial purposes / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $2.00.

Jamaican standard specification strength tests for the protective toe-caps of footwear used for industrial purposes / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau $2.00. 685.31

Jamaican standard : Specification for the sizing of boy's and men's pants / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$3.50 658.562

Jamaican standard : Specification for the sizing of boy's and men's shirts / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$3.50 658.562

Jamaican standard: specification for the sizing of boys' school clothing. The Bureau. 658.516


Jamaican standard : specification for the sizing of girls school clothing. The Bureau. 658.516

Jamaican standard specification for the sizing of girl's and women's blouses / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.50.687.1

Jamaican standard specification for the sizing of girl's and women's blouses / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.50 687.1

Jamaican standard specification for the sizing of industrial uniforms / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$5.00 687.16
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard specification for the sizing of industrial uniforms / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$5.00 687.16


Jamaican standard specification for the use and installation of standby and emergency power equipment / Bureau of Standards. 621.31210218

Jamaican standard specification for varnish : general purpose, interior gloss and stain / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 667.79

Jamaican standard specification for vinegar / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.55

Jamaican standard of specification for water used in the preparation of cosmetics / Bureau of Standards. Bureau of Standard. 668.5502187292

Jamaican standard specification for white sugar / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.1225

Jamaican standard specification for wines / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 641.220218

Jamaican standard specification : methods of sampling and physical testing of leather / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.562

Jamaican standard for textiles : tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to bleaching hypochlorite / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard for textiles test for colour fastness : colour fastness to domestic and commercial laundering / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard for textiles : tests for colour fastness. Part X05 : colour fastness to hot pressing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard for textiles : tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to hot water / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard for textiles : tests for colour fastness. Part X05 : colour fastness to organic solvents / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard for textiles : tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to rubbing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard for textiles : tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to steaming / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287
Jamaica Bureau of Standards

Jamaican standard for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to washing. Test 1 / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to washing. Test 2 / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to washing. Test 3 / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to washing. Test 4 / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to washing. Test 5 / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: determination of mass vocabulary / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: determination of mass vocabulary / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: domestic washing and drying procedures for textile testing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: domestic washing and drying procedures for textile testing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to chlorinated water (swimming pool water) / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to chlorinated water (swimming pool water) / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to dry cleaning / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to dry cleaning / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287
Jamaica Bureau of Standards
Jamaican standard test method for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to light: daylight / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to light: daylight / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to perspiration / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to perspiration / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to sea water / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: tests for colour fastness, colour fastness to sea water / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard Test method for textiles: woven fabrics determination of mass per unit length and mass per unit area / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

Jamaican standard test method for textiles: woven fabrics determination of mass per unit length and mass per unit area / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 677.0287

The Standards mark, #001 / Bureau of Standards. Bureau of Standards, Gratis 658.562

Jamaica Bureau of Women's Affairs
National policy statement on women/ Bureau of Women's Affairs. Jamaica Information Service. 305.42097292

Jamaica Business Council on HIV/AIDS

Jamaica by air: a bird's eye view of paradise / Robert Davis. Aerial Photography Ltd. 917.292

Jamaica Cancer Society
Souvenir Magazine. 362.196
Jamaica. Chancery of the Orders of the Societies of Honour

Jamaica. Child Month Organising Committee.
Remember our children's rights: child month. The Committee. 362.7


Jamaica. Coconut Industry Board
The Malayan dwarf supersedes the Jamaica tall coconut. Kingston. 634.61


Jamaica Committee in Solidarity with the Independence of Puerto Rico
Free Puerto Rico: solidarity with the people of Puerto Rico/Jamaica Committee in Solidarity with the Independence of Puerto Rico. The Committee. 972.95053

Jamaica. Committee to Examine the Role of the Bank of Jamaica
Report of the Committee appointed by the Government of Jamaica to examine the role of the Bank of Jamaica. The Committee. 332.11

Jamaica. Committee to Investigate Reports on Child Abuse

Jamaica Computer Society
Programme to improve the quality of computer education and training in secondary and technical schools in Jamaica. Jamaica Computer Society 004.097292

Jamaica: condominiums, hotels and villas. Caribrac Villas. 338.47917292

The Jamaica Conference Centre: Centro de Conferencias de Jamaica. s.n. Gratis. 725.1

Jamaica Confederation of Trade Unions
Jamaica: a policy for trade / the Jamaica Confederation of Trade Unions. The Confederation. 382.3

Jamaica conservation and development of sites and monuments, September 1968-April 1969 / by C. Tunnard and J.C. Pollaco. Unesco. 711
Jamaica Constabulary Force
Corporate strategy 2005-2008: developing the JCF for the 21st century / prepared by the Office of the Commissioner of Police. Corporate Strategy Coordination Unit, CP's Office. 363.2068

Jamaica Constabulary Force. Anti-Corruption Branch
JCF anti-corruption strategy 2010 to 2012: working together for a valued and trusted JCF. JCF. 363.2

Jamaica Constabulary. Traffic Department
Make courtesy your code of the road. - 1961 ed. 614.862

Jamaica. Constitution (1962)

Jamaica. Constitution (1962)
The Jamaica (Constitution) Order in Council. [n.p.]. 4th print. 342.7292


Jamaica. Constitution (1962)
The Jamaica (Constitution) Order in Council. [n.p.]. 342.7292

Jamaica. Constitutional Commission
Final report of the Constitutional Commission, Jamaica. The Commission. 342.0202646

Jamaica. Constitutional Commission

Jamaica Coalition on the Rights of the Child


Jamaica Co-op Credit Union League
Credit unions in Jamaica / Jamaica Co-op Credit Union League. 7th rev. ed. The League. 334.2

Jamaica Co-operative Credit Union League
Aim - act - achieve: with your credit union youth savings account the sky is the limit. The Jamaica Co-operative Credit Union League. 334.22
Jamaica country environmental profile / prepared by Government of Jamaica, Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Division and Ralph M. Field Associates, Inc. on behalf of International Institute for Environment and Development. [Natural Resources Conservation Division?]. 333.7

Jamaica : country and people / by Marieke Clarke. OXFAM Education Department. 972.92


Jamaica Cricket Association
1971 Indian tour: West Indies vs. India in Jamaica. Official souvenir programme / Robert S. Dabdoub. JCA, 796.358

Jamaica Cricket Association
The 1974 M.C.C. Tour : official souvenir programme, West Indies vs England in Jamaica / Robert S. Dabdoub. 796.358

Jamaica Cricket Association
Official programme of the Jamaican section of the Indian tour of the West Indies, Thursday 22nd February to March 12th 1962 / Produced by Alva Ramsay ... artwork by Bill Melville. 796.358

Jamaica Cricket 2007 Ltd.

Jamaica Cricket 2007 Ltd.

Jamaica Cricket 2007 Ltd.

Jamaica. Criminal advisory Committee
Felonies and misdemeanours / Criminal Advisory Committee. [Government Printer]. 347.29205

Jamaica Cultural Development Commission

Jamaica Cultural Development Commission
The National Visual Arts Competition and Exhibition 2007/ Jamaica Cultural Development Commission The National Gallery of Jamaica. JCDC. 707.4
Jamaica Cultural Development Commission
Jamaica Festival of foods and traditional folk forms : central region
Manchester, Clarendon, St. Elizabeth. Jamaica Cultural Development
Commission. 394.2697292

National Visual Arts Competition : 2006 promotional information
booklet/ Jamaica Cultural Development Commission. JCDC. 707.4

The national visual arts competition and exhibition 2008 : a
collaboration between the Jamaica Cultural Development Commission and
the National Gallery of Jamaica. : JCDC. 707.4

The national visual arts competition and exhibition 2008 : a
collaboration between the Jamaica Cultural Development Commission and
the National Gallery of Jamaica. JCDC. 2008.707.4


The Jamaica Daily News prospectus : an issue in Jamaica of ordinary
shares. 332.6722

Jamaica : the death penalty report of an Amnesty International mission to
Jamaica. Amnesty International Publications. $120.00 345.077302642

Jamaica: the death penalty/ Amnesty International Publications. - Amnesty
International Publications. 364.66097292

Jamaica and the debate over reparation for slavery : a discussion paper /
prepared by The Jamaica National Bicentenary Committe, 2007. 326

Jamaica : debt and poverty / Claremont Kirton. Oxfam. $739.20 336.34097292

Jamaica Defence Force.
3rd Batallion (National Reserve) 25 years of service, 1962-1987 /
3rd Battalion the Jamaica Regiment (National Reserve)/ editor Capt.
Winston Marshall, Jr. The Battalion. 355.370097292

Jamaica Defence Force. 3rd Battalion (National Reserve)
Tenth anniversary 1962-1972. 355.1

Jamaica. Department of Statistics
Agricultural census 1961-62 : changes in numbers and size
distribution of farms. (Bulletin no. 1) 630

Agricultural census 1961-62 : changes in numbers and size
distribution of farms. 630

Agricultural census 1961-62 : changes in levels of production of
selected items. (Bulletin no.4. Provisional) 630

Agricultural census 1961-62 : changes in levels of production of
selected items. The Department, 1963. - (Bulletin no.4.
Provisional) 630
Jamaica. Department of Statistics
Agriculture census 1961-62 : land utilization, number of farms reporting cattle by size of herd and size of farm. (Bulletin No.5, Provisional) 630

Agriculture census 1961-62 : land utilization, number of farms reporting cattle by size of herd and size of farm. - Department of Statistics.(Bulletin No.5, Provisional) 630

Building activity in Jamaica, 1965-1972. 338.4769


Consumer price indices : percentage movements 1970-1978 / Department of Statistics. The Department 338.528

Consumer price indices, urban and rural, September 1973 The Department. 338.528

Continuous Social and Demographic survey : the sample design, by Richard Platek, Carmen McFarlane [and] Dexter Rose. 309.1


Mineral production/ Department of Statistics. The Department. 338.26

Organization and contents of the reports on the census of Jamaica, 7th April 1960. Department of Statistics. 317.29

Population census, 1960 : some notes on the union status, marital status and number of children of the female population of Jamaica. 317.292

Trade and price indices / Department of Statistics. The Department. 338.528
Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Agricultural Census Unit
Census of agriculture 1968-69, Jamaica: final report. 630

Census of agriculture, 1968-69, Jamaica: final report. 630

Census agriculture, 1968-69, Jamaica: preliminary report. 630


Census of agriculture 1968-69, Jamaica: final report / Agricultural Census Unit. (vol. 11, part A) J$0.60 630.20112

Census of agriculture 1968-69, Jamaica: final report / Agricultural Census Unit. - (vol. 11, part B) J$0.60 630.20112

Census of agriculture 1968-69, Jamaica: final report / Agricultural Census Unit. (vol. 111, part A) 630.20112

Census of Agriculture 1968-69, Jamaica: final report / Agricultural Census Unit. - (vol. 111, part B) 630.20112


Survey of agriculture, 1961-62. 630

Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys.

Jamaica : parish of Clarendon/ Division of Censuses and Surveys. Department of Statistics. 317.292

Jamaica : parish of Manchester / Division of Censuses and surveys. Department of Statistics. 317.292

Jamaica : parish of Portland / Division of Censuses and Surveys. Department of Statistics. 317.292

Jamaica : parish of St. Mary / Division of Censuses and Surveys. Department of Statistics. 317.292

Jamaica : parish of Trelawny/ Division of Censuses and surveys. Department of Statistics. 317.292

Jamaica : parish of Westmoreland / Division of Censuses and Surveys. Department of Statistics. 317.292
Jamaica. Department of Statistics. Division of Censuses and Surveys.
Jamaica population census 1970/ Division of Censuses and Surveys.
Department of Statistics. 312.9

Production costs and output in construction and installation and
real estate, 1964-66. The Department. 338.4

Summary of liabilities and assets in private non-corporate
establishments, 1964-66. The Department. 339.23

Jamaica. Development Finance Corporation
Development Finance Corporation. Offset Printing Co., Ltd. 332.11

Jamaica development of secondary education. Unesco. 373

Jamaica directory of educational institutions 1998-99. Ministry of
Education and Culture. Planning and Development Division Statistics
Section. 371.0025

Jamaica directory of educational institutions 1999-2000. Ministry of
Education and Culture. 371.0025

The Jamaica directory of personalities 2007-2008. Selectco Publications. 920

The Jamaica directory of personalities; in commemoration of Jamaica’s 50th
anniversary of independence. 10th ed. Selectco Publications. 920

Jamaica : economic issues for environmental management. World Bank.
$347.50 338.97292

Jamaica in 1850 : or, the effects of sixteen years of freedom on a slave
colony. Westport, Conn., Negro Universities Press. 917.292

Jamaica. Electoral Advisory Committee
Interim report. Part 2: Recommendations for legal reform. The
Committee. Free 342.07

Jamaica. Electoral Office
General election, 1962 / report of the Chief Electoral Officer.
Government Printing Office. 324.26

General elections 1967 : report of the Chief Electoral Officer
Electoral Office. 324.26

General Election 1972: report of the chief Electoral Officer. 324.26

Instructions to returning officers, assistant returning officers,
enumerators and scrutineers / issued by the Director of Elections.
Director of Elections. 324.6097292
Jamaica. Electoral Office
Kingston and St. Andrew Corporation and Parish Councils general elections, 1969 : report of the Chief Electoral Officer. Electoral Officer. 324.26

Tables showing voting by electoral divisions compiled from the results of the general election, 1962 / prepared by the Chief Electoral Officer. 324.26

Jamaica Employers' Federation
Employers' handbook : your business reference / compiled by Research and Development Cooperation Unit. The JEF, 658.3044

The factors affecting employee loyalty : a situational analysis. The Jamaica Employers' Federation. 658.314

How to be an employer of choice. The Jamaica Employers' Federation. 658.3

The performance manager : your guide to effective performance appraisal systems / Jamaica Employers' Federation. Jamaica Employers' Federation. 658.3125

Ready for work and business handbook / Jamaica Employers' Federation. JEF. 331.114

Salary and benefits survey for executive and managerial staff, 2005. The Federation. 658.32


Salary and benefits survey for supervisory, technical, clerical and hourly paid employees, 2005. The Federation, 658.32

State of the industry report 2002 : contract labour / conducted and compiled by Christopher Campbell. Jamaica Employers' Federation. 331.542


2007 annual salary and benefits survey of chief executive officers, executives and managers, vol. 1 / compiled and conducted by Research and Development Cooperation Department. The Federation. 658.32

Jamaica Employers' Federation wage, salary and benefits survey: executive staff 1990 / conducted and compiled by Copeland A. Brown. Jamaica Employers Federation. 658.32
Jamaica Employers' Federation wage, salary and benefit: supervisory, clerical and production staff, 1993 / conducted and compiled by Copeland A. Brown. The Federation, 658.32

Jamaica Export Credit Insurance Corporation Guide to export credit insurance / Jamaica Export Credit Insurance Corporation. The Corporation. Gratis 368.87

The Jamaica Export Credit Insurance Corporation: its role and operations / prepared by E.G. Goodin. E.G. Goodin. Gratis. 368.87

Jamaica Export Credit Insurance Corporation scope and functions: the Jamaica Export Credit Insurance Corporation. JECIC. Gratis 368.87

Jamaica: factors affecting its capacity to import food / H. Christine Bolling. Dept. of Agriculture, Economic Research Service. Foreign agriculture economic report; no. 176. 382.413

Jamaica. Family Law Committee
Proposals of the Family Law Committee interim report. Ministry of Justice. 347.2920615

The Jamaica farmer's guide / administrative editor Heather Hope Royes; technical editor Gillian Royes Baccus. 630.9

Jamaica Federation of Women
The 25th Anniversary of the Jamaica Federation of Women. The Federation. 396

Jamaica fertility survey 1975/76 / Department of Statistics. Department of Statistics. 312.1

Jamaica fertility survey 1975/76 / Department of Statistics. Department of Statistics. 312.1

Jamaica Festival Commission
Festival 10. Times Printers and Lithographers. 790

Music syllabus, 1973: rules and regulations for entries in various categories of music. 394.26

Jamaica Festival Commission. Field Services Department
Guide to Parish and Zone Festival Committees/ Field Services Department,Jamaica Festival Commission. The Commission]. Free 791.6

Jamaica Festival fine art exhibition: juried competitive exhibition. - s.n]. 709.7292

Jamaica Festival of foods and traditional folk forms: central region Manchester, Clarendon, St. Elizabeth. Jamaica Cultural Development Commission. 394.2697292
The Jamaica festival story : 25th anniversary souvenir magazine.
Jamaica Cultural Development Commission. 394.2697292

Jamaica finest taste for all seasons : sweet and savoury dishes, cocktails and desserts / Laurel Hepburn. Laurel Hepburn and Associates. 641.59

Jamaica fi real : beauty, vibes and culture / Kevin O'Brien Chan. Ian Randle Publishers. 917.292

Jamaica five year development plan 1990 – 1995 / prepared by The Planning Institute of Jamaica. PIOJ. 338.97292

Jamaica five year development plan 1990 – 1995 : agriculture / prepared by the Task Force on Agriculture and Planning Institute of Jamaica. Planning Institute of Jamaica. 338.18
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Jamaica. Income Tax Department
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Jamaica. The Revenue Board
White paper on comprehensive tax reform. Part 1 / The Revenue Board. The Board. 336.205

White paper on comprehensive tax reform. Part II / The Revenue Board. The Board. 336.205

Jamaica : a review of the nation’s postal history and postage / Alfred Johnson. American Philatelic Society. 383.2

Jamaica: the right to vote : universal adult suffrage and how it came about / prepared by the National Committee for the Commemoration of the 50th Anniversary of Universal Adult Suffrage and the Jamaican National Heritage Trust. Jamaica Information Service. 324.62097292

Jamaica: the road to France: 1997 CONCACAF World Cup qualifying round. Jamaica Football Federation. 796.334

Jamaica rum book. Macmillan Caribbean. $192.50 641.874

Jamaica run-dung : from T.C.'s kitchen. 33rd Anniversary ed. Brainbuster Publications 641.59
**Jamaica Save the Children Fund**  

**Jamaica. Scientific Research Council**  
Basic water quality report, 1962 / by V.G. Hill, W.A. Taylor 543.3

The economics of good nutrition : budgeting / Scientific Research Council. S.R.C. 640.73


The rainfall of Jamaica. 551.5733

Scientific Research Council in retrospect : 1960-79 achievements. Gratis 606

A statement from Jamaica on the organization of scientific activities. 506.6


**The Jamaica scout handbook** /The Scout Association of Jamaica. Paschal Press. 369.43

**Jamaica : the search for an identity.** Oxford University Press. 917.292

**Jamaica : a select bibliography 1900-1963.** Jamaica Library Service  
Jamaica Independence Festival Committee. 015

**Jamaica silver anniversary 1950-1975 / Island Special Constabulary Force,**  
Jamaica. The Force. 363.2

**Jamaica silver anniversary 1950-1975 / Island Special Constabulary Force,**  
Jamaica. The Force. 363.2

**Jamaica in slavery and freedom : history, heritage and culture / edited by**  
Kathleen E.A. Monteith and Glen Richards. University of the West Indies Press. $1,600.00 972.92

**Jamaica small hillside farmer project.: findings of the socio-economic survey / by A. Carloni.** Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. 338.16

**Jamaica. Social Development Commission**  
Social development in action: a pictorial review of community development. Social Development Agency. 361.6

**Jamaica Social Policy Evaluation**  
Citizen's feedback : local forum on education and skills goal/ Jamaica Social Policy Evaluation. JASPEV. 361.61
Jamaica Social Policy Evaluation

Jamaica Social Policy Evaluation (JASPEV) Project

Jamaica Social Policy Evaluation. Technical Working Group
National progress report 2004-2006 on Jamaica's social policy goals / prepared by the JASPEV Technical working group (TWG) with Nicole A. Brown. JASPEV. 361.61

Jamaica social studies: a book for Grade 5 students / Sybil Leslie. Longman, Jamaica. 300

Jamaica social studies: a book for grade 5 students/ Sybil Leslie. Collins Educational. 300

Jamaica social studies atlas. Macmillan Education. $1100.00 917.292

Jamaica Society for the prevention of cruelty to children
Bringing up your children / by Angela Waterlow and Cicely Williams; revised by the Council of Voluntary Social Services, Jamaica. Council of Voluntary Social Services. 301.427

Jamaica Stock Exchange 25th Anniversary Seminar
Gearing the Jamaican securities market for the 21st century: [papers] / Jamaica Stock Exchange 25th Anniversary Seminar. 332.6427292

Jamaica: a strategic proposal for rural development / International Fund for Agricultural Development [and] Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. IICA. 307.112

Jamaica: struggle in the periphery / Michael Manley. Third World Media Ltd. in association with Writers and Readers Publishing Cooperative Society. J$20.00 972.9206


Jamaica. Supreme Court
Supreme Court of Jamaica : civil procedure rules 2002. revised, as at September 18, 2006. The Caribbean Law Publishing. $3,000.00. 347.03551

Jamaica surveyed : plantation maps and plans of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries / B.W. Higman. University of the West Indies Press. 333.3

Jamaica Task Force Committee for Comprehensive Sexuality Education
Jamaican guidelines for comprehensive sexuality education : preschool through age 24 / developed by The Jamaican Task Force Committee for Comprehensive Sexuality Education. 613.9071

Jamaica. Task Force on Educational Reform
A transformed education system 2004 : report presented to the most Hon. P.J. Patterson, ON, PC, QC, MP / by Dr. Rae Davis, Jamaica Information Service. 370.97292

Jamaica. Task Force on Tertiary Education

Jamaica Task Force on Work Attitudes
Report. JIS. S. G. Kirkaldy. 331.11

Jamaica. Task Force to Reduce Waste in the Public Sector
Report of the Task Force to reduce waste in the public sector. The Task Force. 351.0075


Jamaica Teachers Association
Education week guide for schools, D.A.s (District Associations) and P.A.s (Parish Associations) / by Jeet Khullar. 372


Jamaica Telephone Company Limited
Terms and conditions of service. The Company. Gratis. 384.6065

Jamaica Theological Seminary
Jamaica Theological Seminary 1960-1984. The Seminary. 207

Jamaica Theological Seminary 1960-1984. The Seminary. 207
Jamaica 30 Anniversary Symposium (1992 Kingston)
Jamaica: preparing for the twenty-first century / edited by Patsy Lewis. Published for the Planning Institute of Jamaica by Ian Randle Publishers, $720.00 338.97292

Jamaica. Tobacco Industry Control Authority. Agronomy Staff
Growing of cigar-type tobacco in Jamaica. Agricultural Information Service. 633.71

Jamaica Tourist Board
Our tourist industry / by the Jamaica Tourist Board and the Jamaica Information Service. 338.4

Jamaica Tourist Board

Jamaica Tourist Board
Tourism and careers: a general perspective of the industry and of the career opportunities it offers. 338.4

Jamaica Trade and Invest (JAMPRO)
Jamaica's national export strategy. Jamaica Trade and Invest (JAMPRO). 382.6097292


Jamaica transportation survey stage II, phase II. Final report / LaMarre Valois International Limited. 388.1068

Jamaica. Treaties, etc. Gt. Britain (March 25, 1970)
Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of Jamaica for Air Services between and beyond their respective territories. H.M.S.O. 341.46

Jamaica. Treaties, etc (March 25, 1971.)
Exchange of notes between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of Jamaica concerning officers designated by the Government of Jamaica. H.M.S.O. 341.48

Jamaica. Treaties, etc. Gt. Britain (March 29, 1971.)
Exchange of notes between the Govt. of the United Kingdom of Gt. Britain and Northern Ireland and the Govt. of Jamaica concerning Officers designated by the Govt. of the United Kingdom in the service of specified organizations or institutions in Jamaica. H.M. S.O. 341.484

The Jamaica triangle: a novel / Donald James Black. LMH Publishing. 813.54


Jamaica under Manley: dilemmas of socialism and democracy / Michael Kaufman. Zed Books : Lawrence Hill and Co. $40.00. 972.9206
Jamaica/UNICEF Mid-term Review (1993 Kingston, Jamaica)


Jamaica vibes : poems / Nalda Taylor-Wright. Creative Links. 811.54

Jamaica : the way we were / introduction by Sir Phillip sherlock. Jamrite Publications. 917.292

Jamaica : we make it easier for you to sell : travel agent reference guide 2002. s.n. 917.292

Jamaica at the wicket: a study of Jamaican cricket and its role in shaping the Jamaican society / Arnold Bertram. Research and Project Development Ltd. 796.358

Jamaica woman : an anthology of poems / Pamela Mordecai and Mervyn Morris. Heinemann Educational. 811

Jamaica Women's Political Caucus

Jamaica in the world aluminium industry, 1938-1973 / Carlton E. Davies. Jamaica Bauxite Institute. $275.00 338.274926


Jamaica in world trade. 4th rev. ed. Jamaica National Investment Promotion Limited. 382.097292

Jamaica - the welcoming society, myths and realities / Frank Taylor. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $1.50 338.47


The Jamaican alphabet. 421.1

Jamaican American/ Heather A. Horst and Andrew Grant. Chelsea House. US$30.00 305.89697292073

Jamaican art 1922-1982 / Organized by the National Gallery of Jamaica and the Smithsonian Institute Travelling Exhibition Service. Smithsonian Institute and National Gallery of Jamaica. $45.00. 709.7292

Jamaican art, 1922-1982 : [gallery guide/ written by Deborah Lerne Goodman and Vera Hyatt]. Smithsonian Institution. 709.7292
Jamaican art : an overview with a focus on fifty artists / by Petrine Archer Straw and Kim Robinson. Kingston Publishers. $455.00 709.7292

Jamaican art : an overview with a focus on fifty artists / by Petrine Archer Straw and Kim Robinson. Kingston Publishers. $455.00 709.7292

Jamaican Art since the Thirties Catalogue of an exhibition presented by [Spelman College of Atlanta University Center in Association with the Contemporary Jamaican Artist Association November 9 – December 10, 1969. Atlanta, Georgia] Spelman College. 708

Jamaican art : then and now / text by Petrine Archer Straw and Kim Robinson. LMH Publishing Ltd. 709.7292

Jamaican Artists' and Craftsmen's Guild
25th Anniversary catalogue / Jamaican Artists' and Craftsmen's Guild; produced by Dawn Vaz; edited by Viv Logan. JACG Secretariat. 706

Jamaican athletics: a model for the world/ Patrick Robinson. P. Robinson, 796.42

The Jamaican bauxite industry : present situation and prospects/ Carlton E. University of the West Indies. $5.00 338.274926

Jamaican by birth American by choice: Third World roots & character meet first world opportunity and contradiction / Owen Everard James. - O. E. James.920

Jamaican blood and Victorian conscience : the Governor Eyre controversy/ Bernard Semmel. Houghton Mifflin Company. 972.92034

Jamaican books in print, May 1993/ compiled by Samuel B. Bandara. Caribbean Books in Print Project. $75.00 017.4

Jamaican Canadians : a commitment to excellence. Jamaican-Canadian Association. 920.0092969

The Jamaican censuses of 1844 and 1861 : a new edition derived from the manuscript and printed schedules in the Jamaica Archives/ edited and with an introduction by B. W. Higman. Social History Project, Dept. of History, UWI. 312

Jamaican children's songs / John Barton. Society for Ethnomusicology. 784.624

Jamaican cocktails and mixed drinks / selected and edited by Mike Henry. LMH Publishing. 641.87

The Jamaican constitution : basic facts and questions / Lloyd G. Barnett. Sangsters Book Stores Ltd. 342.03

Jamaican cooking: 140 roadside and homestyle recipes / written and photographed by Lucinda Scala Quinn. Macmillan. $750.00 641.597292

The Jamaican crime scene: a perspective / Bernard D. Headley. Eureka Press. 364.2

Jamaican culture and international folklore, superstitions, beliefs, dreams, proverbs and remedies / Claudette V. (Peggy) Copney. Pentland Press, US$29.00 306.097292

Jamaican day / Penny Hoare. Cambridge University, $4.40 813.54


The Jamaican economy in a changing world: the way forward 1993/4 and beyond: policy perspective for growth with stable prices / Headley Brown, editor. Headley Brown Co. $350.00 338.97292

The Jamaican economy: how it works / by A.S. Johnson. University of the West Indies, Department of Extra-Mural Studies. 330.9

The Jamaican Economy: inflation / by Asgar Ally. University of the West Indies, Department of Extra-Mural Studies. Gratis 332.41

The Jamaican economy 1985 / The Statistical Institute of Jamaica. The Institute. 330.97292

The Jamaican economy since independence: a working paper. 338.9

The Jamaican family: continuity and change / Dr. Elsa Leo-Rynie. Grace Kennedy Foundation. 306.85

Jamaican folkart. Institute of Jamaica. 709.7292.

Jamaican folk customs and beliefs. Jamaica Information Service. 398.2097292

The Jamaican Folk Singers 1978 concert season / The Jamaican Folk Singers. The Folk Singers. 784.497292


Jamaican folk tales and oral histories / by Laura Tanna. Institute of Jamaica Publications. $50.00 398

Jamaican food: history, biology, culture / B. W. Higman. University of the West Indies Press. 394.1

Jamaican Foundations and Corporate Donors

Jamaican GCT : a business by business guide / Philmore Ogle. Chartermagnates Ltd. $690.00 343.08302638

Jamaican gold, Jamaican sprinters / edited by Rachael Irving and Vilma Charlton. University of the West Indies. 796.427292

Jamaican hands across the Atlantic/ Elaine Bauer and Paul Thompson. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,485.00 305.85097292

Jamaican heritage in architecture / Berger Paints Jamaica Ltd
In association with Jamaica National Heritage Trust. Berger Paints Jamaica. 724


Jamaican honey and sauce / Denise 'Defy' Fyffe. D. Fyffe. $1,250.00 811


Jamaican immigrants in the United States and Canada: race, transnationalism, and social capital/ Terry-Ann Jones. LFB Scholarly Publishing. 305.89697292073

Jamaican interlude / R. Gerallt Jones. Christopher Davies Ltd. 920

Jamaican intuitive: visionary paintings and sculpture direct from Jamaica/ foreword by David Boxer. Commonwealth Institute. Gratis. 709.7292

Jamaican jams, marmalades and jellies : made from your own backyard / Annemarie Troeder. LMH Publishing. 641.853

Jamaican labour migration : white capital and black labour, 1850-1930 / Elizabeth McLean PetrasWestview Press. 331.62

Jamaican leaders : political attitudes in a new nation/ Wendell Bell,. University of California. 320

The Jamaican learner driver's guide with 114 road code questions and answers incorporating how to pass your driving test / by Cliff Hylton. Rev. ed. J.S.M. Press. J$1.50 388.312

Jamaican letters from nineteenth-century Australia /Barry Higman. Caldwell Press. 919.403
Jamaican Maroons / A.D. Dridzo. The Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., Institute of Ethnography. 972.9203


Jamaican migrant / Wallace Collins. Routledge Kegan Paul. 301.451


Jamaican Nightingale [Mary Seacole] / George Cadogan. Williams-Wallace Publishers. $74.75. 920

Jamaican paleface: the hilarious observations of one of Jamaica's top comedians / Tony Hendriks. Zone. 792.23

The Jamaican people 1880-1902 : race, class and social control / Patrick Bryan. University of the West Indies Press. $800.00. 972.92034

Jamaican place names / B. W. Higman and B. J. Hudson. University of the West Indies Press. 917.292


Jamaican politics : a Marxist perspective in transition / Trevor Munroe. Heinemann Caribbean; Lynne Reinner Publishers. $185.00 320.5315

Jamaican primary education : a review of policy-relevant studies / Errol Miller. Green Lizard Press. $400.00 372.24

Jamaican proverbs / Al Cleary. Brainbuster Publications. 398.9

Jamaican religions : a study in variations / by Donald William Hogg. University Microfilms. 200.97292

The Jamaican road user's guide. $180.00 629.283

The Jamaican road user's guide. 2nd. ed. 629.283


Jamaican school songs dedicated to the students of Mico and the teachers of Jamaica. Poetry League of Jamaica. 784.6
Jamaican society and high schooling. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. **373**

Jamaican sportsman and sportswoman of the year 1961-2010 : celebrating excellence in sports / Alvin Campbell, Clare Forrester, Louis Marriot. RJR Sports Foundation. **796.092**

The Jamaican stage, 1655-1900: profile of a colonial theatre / Errol Hill. University of Massachusetts Press. **792.097292**


Jamaican standard code of practice for packaging. Part 3 : addressing, marking and identifying packages / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, **658.5640218**

Jamaican standard code of practice for packaging. Part 5: storage and handling of metal containers for food and drink / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **658.564**

Jamaican standard environmental management systems : general guidelines on principles, systems and supporting techniques / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **658.4080218**

Jamaican standard environmental management systems : general guidelines on principles, systems and supporting techniques / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **658.4080218**

Jamaican standard environmental management systems : specification with guidance for use / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **658.4080218**

Jamaican standard environmental management systems : specification with guidance for use / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **658.4080218**

Jamaican standard guide to the assessment of garment quality / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **687.0218**


Jamaican standard guidelines for auditing quality systems Pt.2: qualification criteria for quality systems auditors / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **658.5620218**


Jamaican standard guidelines for developing quality manuals / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. **658.5030218**

Jamaican standard guidelines for environmental auditing: audit procedures: auditing of environmental management systems / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.4080218

Jamaican standard guidelines for environmental auditing: general principles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.4080218

Jamaican standard guidelines for environmental auditing: general principles / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.4080218


Jamaican standard guidelines for environmental auditing: qualification criteria for environment auditor / Bureau of Standard. The Bureau, 658.4080218

Jamaican standard method of test for detection and enumeration of *Escherichia coli* / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 664.001579

Jamaican standard of specification for labelling of footwear / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.5640218

Jamaican standard quality management and quality assurance standards. Pt. 1: Guidelines for selection and use / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.5620218

Jamaican standard quality management and quality systems elements / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5620218


Jamaican standard quality systems: model for quality assurance in design, development production, installation and servicing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5620218

Jamaican standard quality systems: model for quality assurance in final inspection and test /Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5620218

Jamaican standard quality systems: model for quality systems assurance in production, installation and servicing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5620218

Jamaican standard specification: definition of terms relating to zippers / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.00 687.8

Jamaican standard specification for *Agapanthus Africanus* / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 635.9343240218

Jamaican standard specification for *Agapanthus Africanus* / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 635.9343240218
Jamaican standard specification for ankle boots for general purposes (leather sole) / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. \textit{658.562}

Jamaican standard specification for anthurium andraeanum / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. \textit{635.933687}

Jamaican standard specification for anthurium andraeanum / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. \textit{635.933687}


Jamaican standard specification for the care and use of portable metal ladders / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $4.00 \textit{690.028}

Jamaican standard : specification for children's leather outdoor footwear (materials and workmanship / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.00 \textit{658.562}

Jamaican standard specification for coffee / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $2.00 \textit{663.93}


Jamaican standard specification for the construction of portable metal ladders / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $8.00 690.028

Jamaican standard : specification for cotton thread / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$3.50 \textit{658.562}

Jamaican standard specification for cut foliage / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. \textit{635.9750218}

Jamaican standard specification for cut foliage / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. \textit{635.9750218}

Jamaican standard specification for dendrobium sprays / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. \textit{635.934150218}

Jamaican standard specification for dendrobium sprays / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. \textit{635.934150218}

Jamaican standards : specification for direct moulded rubber sole (DMS) ankle boots for general purposes / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. (Draft Reference: LFC 6c/2) \textit{658.562}

Jamaican standard specification for energy labelling of appliances and products / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, \textit{658.5640218}
Jamaican standard specification for Ficus abijan and Ficus robusta / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 633.890218

Jamaican standard specification for flush wooden doors / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $8.00. 694.6

Jamaican standard specification for flush wooden doors / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for gerberas / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 635.93355

Jamaican standard specification for gerberas / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 635.93355

Jamaican standard specification for heavy duty safety boots (other than all-rubber types) / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. Bureau of Standards. 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for Hot Rolled Bars for the reinforcement of concrete / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.00 658.562


Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of footwear / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $1.00 685.31

Jamaican standard specification for labelling of toys and playthings / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for labelling of toys and playthings / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.50 688.72

Jamaican standard specification for labelling of toys and playthings / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$2.50 688.72

Jamaican standard specification for lead-batteries of the automobile type. 658.516

Jamaican standard specification for lead-acid batteries of the automobile type / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $2.00. 629.2542

Jamaican standard specification for liqueurs/cordials / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 641.2550218

Jamaican standard specification for liqueurs/cordials / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 641.2550218
Jamaican standard: specification for Manhole Step Irons / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$1.00 658.562

Jamaican Standard specification for the manufacture of boys and girls school clothing. / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau: J$3.00 687.13

Jamaican standard: specifications for methods of manufacture and test of welded steel cylinders for containing liquified petroleum gases. The Bureau, 658.562

Jamaican standard specification: methods of sampling and physical testing of leather / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.562


Jamaican standard specification for minimum requirements for wooden and upholstered accommodation furniture intended for export / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 684.1002187292

Jamaican standard specification for motor vehicle brake fluid / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 629.246

Jamaican standard specification for panel board enclosures. The Bureau, 658.516

Jamaican standard specification for paper table napkins / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 642.70218

Jamaican standard specification for philodendron / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 635.975

Jamaican standard specification for philodendron / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 635.975

Jamaican standard specification for philodendron scandens (variety cadartum) and pothos (epipremium aureus) / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 635.975

Jamaican standard specification for philodendron scandens (variety cadartum) and pothos (epipremium aureus) / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 635.975

Jamaican standard specification for pothos / Jamaica Bureau of standards. The Bureau. 635.975

Jamaican standard specification for pothos / Jamaica Bureau of standards. The Bureau. 635.975


Jamaican standard specification for processed food / Bureau of Standards. Bureau, J$1.00 664

Jamaican standard specification for profiled aluminium sheet for building / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 691.8722

Jamaican standard specification for profiled aluminium sheet for building / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 691.8722

Jamaican standard : specification for PVC plastic pipe, [SDR-PR] and schedule 40, 80, and 120 / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. Bureau of Standards, J$2.00 658.562


Jamaican standard : specification for Safety Matches / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$2.00 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for safety of household and similar electrical appliances. Pt.3 : particular requirements for vacuum cleaners / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau 683.83

Jamaican standard specification for safety of toys and playthings / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$3.50 658.562

Jamaican standard specification for safety of toys and playthings / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 688.72

Jamaican standard specification for safety of toys and playthings / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 688.72

Jamaican standard specification for sealer for wooden furniture / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 684.1043

Jamaican standard specification for sealer for wooden furniture / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 684.1043
Jamaican standard specification for sizing of children's clothing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.083

Jamaican standard specification for the sizing of girl's and women's blouses / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.50  687.1

Jamaican standard specification for the sizing of industrial uniforms / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$5.00 687.16

Jamaican standard specification for sizing of men's clothing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.081

Jamaican standard specification for sizing of women's clothing / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687.082

Jamaican standard specification for sulphuric acid, battery electrolyte grade / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 661.22

Jamaican standard specification for the care and use of portable metal ladders / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $4.00 690.028

Jamaican standard specification for the construction of portable metal ladders / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $8.00. 690.028

Jamaican standard specification for the determination of thickness of textile fabric. 658.516


Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Part 2: labelling of footwear / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. [Rev. ed.]. The Bureau. $4.00 685.3

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities, part 4: labelling of household electrical appliances / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 683.83

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Pt.9 : Labelling of toys and playthings / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.5640218

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Pt. 14 : labelling of staples and nails / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, 658.5640218

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Part 15 : Labelling of household chemicals / Bureau of Standards. - The Bureau, 658.5640218

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Pt.16 : labelling of garments / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 687
Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Part 17: the precautionary labelling of hazardous industrial chemicals / Jamaica Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 661.00212


Jamaican standard specification for labelling of commodities Pt.24: labelling of fruit juices / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5640218


Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of commodities. Part 29: labelling of products and equipment containing or manufactured using ozone depleting substances and/or their substitutes / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 658.5640218

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of footwear / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. $1.00 685.31

Jamaican standard specification for the labelling of panty hose / Bureau of Standards. Jamaican Bureau of Standards. J$2.00. 646.42

Jamaican Standard specification for the manufacture of boys and girls school clothing. / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau: J$3.00 687.13

Jamaican standard : specification for the manufacture of steel wire rope slings / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$2.00 658.562

Jamaican standard : specification for the methods of test for the weight per unit Length and per unit area of woven or knitted fabrics... 658.516

Jamaican standard : specification for the methods of testing the strength of yarns from packages. Determination of breaking load and extension. 658.516

Jamaican standard : Specification for the sizing of boy's and men's pants / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau, J$3.50 658.562


Jamaican standard: specification for the sizing of boys' school clothing. The Bureau, 658.516

Jamaican standard : specification for the sizing of footwear. The Bureau, J$2.00 658.562
Jamaican standard specification for the sizing of girl's and women's blouses / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$3.50 687.1

Jamaican standard : specification for the sizing of girls school clothing. The Bureau. 658.516

Jamaican standard specification for the sizing of industrial uniforms / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. J$5.00 687.16


Jamaican standard specification for wines / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 641.220218

Jamaican standard specification for wines / Bureau of Standards. The Bureau. 641.220218


Jamaican standard specification strength tests for the protective toe-caps of footwear used for industrial purposes / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau $2.00. 685.31

Jamaican standard specification strength tests for the protective toe-caps of footwear used for industrial purposes / Jamaican Bureau of Standards. The Bureau $2.00. 685.31

A Jamaican storytellers tale / Lorrimer A. Beckford. LMH Publishing. 398.25


Jamaican Tax Structure Examination Project

The Jamaican theatre: highlights of the performing arts in the twentieth Century / Wycliffe Bennett and Hazel Bennett. UWI Press. 792.097292

The Jamaican tradition of greatness in sports / by Jimmy Carnegie. Agency for Public Information. J$0.50 796.097292

Jamaican village / John and Penny Hubley. Adam and Charles Black. $26.25. 972.9206


Jamaican witchcraft: the reluctant obeah man and other stories / David Brailsford. LMH Publishing. 813.6

The Jamaican woman: a celebration / Joanne Simpson. Kingston: Creative Links 305.4097292

The Jamaicans / Victor Stafford Reid. J$6.00 813.54

Jamaica's banana industry / researched and compiled by Theodore Sealy and Herbert Hart; edited by Clinton V. Black, Herbert Hart. Jamaica Banana Producers Association. $12.00 338.174772

Jamaica's bauxite-alumina industry. JIS. Gratis 338.274926

Jamaica's business directory / editor Robert L. Ulrich. Published for the Jamaica Hotel Tourist Association by Ulrich Communications. 338.4791029

Jamaica's economic turn-around. Jamaica Information Service. Gratis. 338.9

Jamaica's energy: old prospects, new resources / Raymond M. Wright. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. 333.79097292


Jamaica's e-readiness report. Central Information Technology Office. 303.4833097292

Jamaica's ethnomedicine: it's potential in the healthcare system / by Henry Lowe ... [et al.]. 2nd ed. 615.321

Jamaica's export economy: towards a strategy of export-led growth / Donald J. Harris. Ian Randle Publishers in Association with Jamaica Exporter's Association. US$11.16 382.6097292


Jamaica's financial system: its historical development / prepared by Gail Lue Lim. Bank of Jamaica. 332.1097292

Jamaica's gifts to the world / Lloyd Eubank-Green Ian Randle Publishers. 920.07292


Jamaica's heroes and patriots / Ray Fremmer. United Printers Ltd. 920

Jamaica's hillside agriculture : an environmental endowment / Armando Reyes-Pacheco. Inter-American Institute for the Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.16


Jamaica's international business performance : managerial mindset and export outcomes / Maxine L. Garvey. Arawak Publications. $1,000.00 382.6097292


Jamaica's Kingston guide : the official publication of the Jamaica Chamber of Commerce / Jamaica Chamber of Commerce. Graphcom Publishing. 917.29

Jamaica's life insurance industry : its growth and development National Savings Committee. 368.32


Jamaica's national export strategy / [Jamaica Trade and Invest (JAMPRO)]. Jamaica Trade and Invest (JAMPRO). 382.6097292

Jamaica's national heroes / Sylvia Wynter. Jamaica National Trust Commission. 972.92

Jamaica's practical pocket guide / Jacqueline Marie; School A Child [distributor]. 917.292046

Jamaica's Reggae Boys: World Cup 1998 / Earl Bailey and Nazma Muller. Ian Randle Publishers and Creative Communications Inc. 796.334

Jamaica's relationship with the International Monetary Fund. Nethersole Place. 332.152

Jamaica's tourism industry: a diagnosis with strategic options : results of the first phase in the development of the Master Plan for Sustainable Tourism in Jamaica / prepared by Office of the Prime Minister (Tourism). Office of the Prime Minister (Tourism). 338.47917292
Jamaica's wildlife treasures / National Environment and Planning Agency. NEPA. 333.954

Jamaika / Herausgegeben von Hans Hofer; redigiert und gestaltet von Paul Zach; deutsche Übersetzung Dieter Vogel. - München: Nelles Verlag, 917.292

Jamaika / Peter Lukowski. Barbara Rausch Verlag. $1108.80 917.29206

Jamajka. [s.n.]. 917.292

JAMAL / JAMAL Foundation. The Foundation in collaboration with Media Skills Ltd. J$1.00 374.29

The JAMAL bibliography / compiled by The JAMAL Foundation; prepared by Technical Support Services Department. JAMAL Foundation, 016.42862

The JAMAL book of puzzles / Audre'-Jean Bennett-Chang. JAMAL Foundation. 793.73

JAMAL Foundation.
5 year plan 1978-1983. JAMAL. Gratis 374.012

JAMAL / JAMAL Foundation. The Foundation in collaboration with Media Skills Ltd. J$1.00 374.29

The JAMAL bibliography / compiled by The JAMAL Foundation; prepared by Technical Support Services Department. JAMAL Foundation. 016.42862

JAMAL Foundation. Technical Services Department
English exercises / prepared by the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation. Gratis 428.62

English exercises / prepared by the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation; illustrations by Donald Miller. 2nd ed. Gratis 428.62

English exercises, book 1 / prepared by the Technical Services Dept., JAMAL; illustrations by David Black. The Foundation. 372.6

Teacher's guide to English exercises / prepared by the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation. 3rd ed. Gratis 428.62

Teacher's guide to English exercises / prepared by the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation. Gratis 428.62

JAMAL Foundation 10th anniversary souvenir magazine. JAMAL Foundation. 374.012

The Jamerican / J. J. Gumbs. Banana Publishing, Wyatt-MacKenzie. 813.6 22. $1,300.00
James, C. L. R.
Beyond a boundary / C. L. R. James. Ian Randle Publishers. 796.35809729


The making of the Caribbean people : a guest lecture delivered by C.L.R. James. Bogle L'ouverture Publications. 972.92

Walter Rodney and the question of power / by C.L.R.James. Race Today Publications. $5.50. 988.102

James, George
Understanding primary school mathematics. New ed. Heinemann Publishers (Caribbean) ; Castries, Nato's Educational Ltd. 372.1262

James, Marlon
The book of night women / Marlon James. Riverhead Books, $2,950.00 813.6

James, Osmund
Dance tough guys / Osmund James. LMH Publishing. 813.6

Tough girls don't dance. Kingston Publishers. 813

James, Owen Everard
Jamaican by birth American by choice: Third World roots & character meet first world opportunity and contradiction / Owen Everard James. - O. E. James.920

James, Sybil
Thinking, talking and writing for Caribbean primary schools, Introductory workbook 1B/ Sybil James, Etta Ricketts. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.6

Thinking, talking and writing for Caribbean Primary schools. Teacher's book 1 / Sybil James, Etta Ricketts. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.6


James, Winston
A fierce hatred of injustice : Claude McKay's Jamaica and his poetry of rebellion / Winston James. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,071.00 811

The struggles of John Brown Russwurm : the life and writings of a Pan-Africanist pioneer 1799-1851 / Winston James. University of the West Indies Press. 973.7114

James-Reid, Olga

JAMINTEL : a company profile / JAMINTEL; designed and produced by MacMillam Advertising. JAMINTEL. Gratis 384

JAMPRO
Jamaica's national export strategy / [Jamaica Trade and Invest (JAMPRO)]. Jamaica Trade and Invest (JAMPRO). 382.6097292

The Jamrite Cultural Dissemination Committee
The how to be Jamaican handbook / The Jamrite Cultural Dissemination Committee. Jamrite Publications. 817.54

Jane and Louisa will soon come home/ by Erna Brodber. New Beacon, $11.90 813

Jane's career : a story of Jamaica / Herbert G. deLisser Heinemann. £0.60 813.54

Jarrett-Macauley, Delia

Jarry, Gabrielle
The history of Hansen home and of leprosy in Jamaica / with an introductory background of the general medical and social history of leprosy worldwide by Sister Gabrielle Jarry. 616.998

Jason Whyte, Jamaican / Terry Eunice Parris. Oxford Univ. Press. 372.64

Jayasingh, D. B.
Trap-nesting solitary aculeates (insecta: hymenoptora) in St. Catherine Jamaica / D. B. Jayasingh and B. E. Freeman. 595.79

Jaycees of Jamaica
Twentieth State Convention of the Jaycees of Jamaica, Hotel Oceana, Kingston July 26-28, 1995/ Jaycees of Jamaica; hosted by Portmore Jaycees. 361.763

JCF anti-corruption strategy 2010 to 2012: working together for a valued and trusted JCF. JCF. 363.2

Jefferson, Owen
The role of the Bank of Jamaica in formulating and implementing monetary policy in Jamaica. Bank of Jamaica. 332.112

The post-war economic development of Jamaica. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 330.97292


Jeffrey Dujon: an assessment of his contribution to cricket in the West Indies / by Pauline S. Gayle. Institute of Caribbean Studies. 796.358092

Jeffrey, Gary

Jekyll, Walter
Jamaican song and story: Anancy stories, digging sings, ring tunes, and dancing tunes. Dover Publications, Inc. US$17.95 398.21

Jelliffe, Derrick B.

Jendah, Jesse
Rasta talk/ Jesse Jendah. LMH Publishing. 299.676003

Jenkins, Hortense M.
Spirits of the living God / by Hortense M. Jenkins. -Enaz. $1,500.00 813.6

Jennings, Norma
Daughter of the Caribbean: a novel / Norma Jennings. 3L Publishing. $1782.00 813.6

Jennings, Zellynne
Phoenix in the ashes: adult literacy in the Commonwealth Caribbean / Zellynne Jennings. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 1. 374.012

Jensen, Peta Gay
The last colonials: the story of two European families in Jamaica / Peta Gay Jesen. Radcliffe Press. $6,740.00. 972.92040922
Jerdin, Aliceteen L.  
From Jamaican lips : wise words / A. L. Jerdin. Grace, Kennedy, Corporate Affairs Division. 398.9097292

Jerk : barbecue from Jamaica / Helen Willinsky. Crossing Press US$16.95 641.5784

Jerk from Jamaica : barbecue Caribbean style / Helen Willinsky. Ten Speed Press. US$18.95 641.597

Jestina's calypso and other plays / Earl Lovelace. Heinemann. $5.00 811.6


Jesus Christ is not God / Joy Penrose-Davis. [s.n.] No price. 232

Jesus dub : theology, music and social change / Robert Beckford. Routledge. US$125.00 261.578

A jewelled universe : poems, philosophy, and short stories / George B. Le Franc. Vantage Press. $238.50 808.8

Jewels in Jamaica : visions in verse / Clarence Gordon(C. G.) Webb-Harris [s.n], US$15.00 811.6

Jewish pirates of the Caribbean : how a generation of swashbuckling Jews carved out an empire in the New World in their quest for treasure, religious freedom and revenge / Edward Kritzler. Doubleday. US$26.00. 972.9


Jiizas : di buk we Luuk rait bout im / Bible Society of the West Indies. - 1st ed. Bible Society of the West Indies. No price 226.4

Jimmy Carter's odyssey to black Africa / Stan Grant. Courier Press. $12.95 327.7306

Jimmy Whitestrong / written and designed by Eda M. Swaby; illustrated by Courtney Mullings. Scientific Research Council. 372.3


Jimmy's new life / Earl Thompson. Writers Club Press. US$23.49. 813.6

JIS style book. Jamaica Information Service. $50.00 070.4

JLP developing a new political order / [by Rt. Hon. Edward Seaga]. Jamaica Institute of Political Education in association with the Jamaica Labour Party. $140.00
The JLP speaks in articles contributed to The Sunday Gleaner column titled "The Parties Speak" January to December 1994. Jamaica Institute of Political Education. 324.2729204

JNEC
Jamaica National Export Corporation Certificate of Jamaican origin system / Jamaica National Export Corporation. JNEC. 382.63097292


Joab's purge / Clyde Everton Brobder. Clyber Books, 813.6

Joefield-Napier, Wallace


John, Catherine A.
Clear word and third sight : folk groundings and diasporic consciousness in African Caribbean writing / Catherine A. John. University of the West Indies Press, $800.00. 810.98960729

John Crow speaks: earth teachings of the Jamaican elders/ told by Chet Alexander. Monkfish Book Publishing. $2,330.00 299.93

Johnny, Mass Tom, and the fatal error : three short plays for the Jamaican audience /Patricia Whittle. Whitlish. 812

Johns, Vi
When no is not an answer: transform setbacks to beautiful come backs. V. Johns. 158.1

Johnson, Alfred N.
Jamaica : A review of the nation’s postal history and postage American Philatelic Society. 383.2

Johnson, Ann Marie

Johnson, A.S.
The Jamaican economy : how it works / by A.S. Johnson. University of the West Indies, Department of Extra-Mural Studies. 330.9

Johnson, Anthony
Great Jamaicans book II : scientists / Anthony Johnson. 509.227292

Johnson, Anthony
The social market system at work in the Caribbean. Konrad Adenauer Foundation. Free 330.126
Johnson, Anthony (Anthony S.)
Ethical business : the study of business, government and society/ Anthony S. Johnson. ISKAMOL. 338.7

Johnson, Anthony S.
City of Kingston souvenir : commemoration of the bicentennial of the city charter 1802-2002 / Anthony S. Johnson. ISKAMOL. 972.92

Johnson, Anthony S.
History of the Shipping Association of Jamaica 1939-2005 : Jamaica's premier maritime institution / Anthony S. Johnson. ISKAMOL. 387.5

Johnson, Anthony S.
Ocho Rios, St. Ann : portrait of a garden parish /Anthony Johnson. - TEEJAY Ltd. 972.92

Johnson, Catherine

Johnson, Denis
Purple ball : the story of the 1964 and 1965 Kingston College football teams/ Denis Johnson. s.n., 796.334

Johnson, Dennis
The University of Technology Jamaica : road to Olympic glory from the Dennis Johnson diaries / Dennis Johnson. Pelican Publishers. 796.48

Johnson, Desmond
Deadly ending season / Desmond Johnson. Akira Press, $40.00. 811

Johnson, Edward R.
A morality of and societal structure for responsibility, usefulness and graciousness from the Caribbean isle of Jamaica. E. R. Johnson. $1,327.00 241.2

Johnson, Effium
Great white clouds / Effium Johnson. Jamaica Publishing House. 813.6

Johnson, H. Earl
Shadow of myself / by H. Earl Johnson. AAFAM Ltd. 920

Johnson, Hedley R.
The Holy Gospel : the final crisis, a new earth and a new heaven / by Hedley R. Johnson. World Gospel Mission. 248.8

Johnson, Howard
The Bahamas in slavery and freedom / by Howard Johnson. Ian Randle Publishers ; James Currey. 331.11097296

Johnson, Howard
Reggae: Deep roots music/ by Howard Johnson and Jim Pines. Porteus in Association with Channel Four Television, $41.35. 781.7
Johnson, Irving E.
IICA's adaptive research projects on hillside agriculture in Jamaica / by Irving E. Johnson. 630.072

Johnson, Joseph S.
Improving the food and nutrition situation in Belize : some suggested programmes and projects with particular reference to the agricultural sector / Joseph S. Johnson. Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, 641.1

Johnson, Joyce

Johnson, Kim
Descendants of the dragon : the Chinese in Trinidad 1806-2006 / Kim Johnson. - Ian Randle Publishers. $2,880.00 972.983

Johnson, Laura
A soldier never cries : a novel / Laura E. Johnson. Lyrical Soldier, Inc. 813

Johnson, Laura E.
Born as sufferer / Laura E. Johnson. Morris Publishing. US$15.00 813.6

Johnson, Linton Kwesi


Inglan is a bitch / Linton Kwesi Johnson. Race Today Publications. J$8.05. 821

Mi revalueshanary fren : selected poems / Linton Kwesi Johnson. Penguin. 811

Tings an times : selected poems / Linton Kwesi Johnson. Bloodaxe Books. $500.00 811

Johnson, Michelle A.
Neither led nor driven : contesting British cultural imperialism in Jamaica, 1865-1920 / Brian L. Moore and Michele A. Johnson. University of the West Indies Press. $1,500.00. 972.92

Johnson, Michelle A.
"Squalid Kingston" 1890-1920 : how the poor lived, moved and had their being /Brian L. Moore and Michele A. Johnson. Scial History Project, Department of History, University of the West Indies. $1,200.00. 972.92
Johnson, Michele A.
"They do as they please" : the Jamaican struggle for cultural freedom after Morant Bay / Brian L. Moore and Michele A. Johnson. University of the West Indies Press. 972.92034

Johnson, Pamela
Heart of a pirate : a novel of Anne Bonny / Pamela Johnson. Stone Harbour Press. $2,180.00 813.6

Johnson, Shawn
Communication tasks for GSAT examination grade 4-6. 2nd ed. Shawn Johnson Associates. 372.623
Discovering literacy grade 4 : test prep / Shawn Johnson, Ewan Williams. - Shawn Johnson Associates. 372.6
Discovering numeracy grade 4 : test prep / Shawn Johnson, Janice Roswess-Chambers. 513
Essential vocabulary for GSAT: systematic, sequential vocabulary development / Shawn Johnson. 428.2
Head start integrated mathematics grades K-1 / Shawn Thompson. Shawn Johnson Associates. 372.7
Head start integrated studies through shapes and colours grades K-1 / Shawn Johnson. Shawn Johnson Associates. 372.21
Head start writing practice book grades K-1 / Shawn Johnson. Shawn Johnson Associates. 372.634
Teacher's attendance and record role book. Shawn Johnson Associates. 371.294
Test prep : language arts. Shawn Johnson and Associates. 372.6
Test prep : Mathematics / Shawn Johnson. 513
Test prep : science. Shawn Johnson and Associates. 372.3
Test prep social studies. Shawn Johnson and Associates. 300

Johnson-Billet, Yasmin
The earth before Adam's earth. The Ancient Restorers Apostolic Church. 235.47

Johnston, Curtis Payman
A letter home from a Jamaican in Cuba. Socialist Party of Jamaica. 917.291
Johnston, Neville
Songs of my seasons. Besancourt Publishers. 821

Joint Committee for Tertiary Education Conference (1st 1992 Kingston)
Adult education: challenges and opportunities / the Joint Committee for Tertiary Education First Annual Conference, October 1992. JCTE. 374.4729

Joint Committee for Tertiary Education Conference (2nd 1993 Kingston)
New directions in tertiary education / Joint Committee for Tertiary Education Second Annual Conference, April 1993; edited by Ethley London. - JCTE. 378.729

Joint Consultative Committee for the Building Industry of Jamaica
A code of procedure for selective tendering for use in Jamaica / Joint Consultative Committee for the Building Industry of Jamaica. The Committee. 692.5

Joint Meeting of the Clay Minerals Society and the International Committee for the Study of Bauxites, alumina and Aluminium (1977 Sheraton Hotel, Kingston)
General programme, technical programme, abstracts of papers Joint Meeting of the Clay Minerals Society and the International Committee for the Study of Bauxite Alumina and Aluminium Sheraton Kingston Hotel 14th-20th August 1977. 553.6

Jojo's treasure hunt / Cherrell Shelley-Robinson. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Limited. 813.6

Jonah: a picture of the modern Christian / Carlton A. Dennis. SRI Press, 248

Jones, Andrew
How weird can it get? / Andrew Jones. Sonedge Inc. 920

Jones, Doreen
Wee ones ABC: workbook for 3 year olds / Doreen Jones. s. n. 372.21


Wee ones 123: workbook for 3 year olds / Doreen Jones. D. Jones. 372.72

Wee ones reading book. Activity 1 / Doreen Jones. 428.6

Wee ones workbook for 3 year olds. - Rev. ed. D. Jones. 372.72

Jones, Edwin
Coalitions of the oppressed. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $150.00 320.9729
Jones, Edwin
Development administration : Jamaican adaptations. - CARICOM Publishers Ltd. 350.097292

Jones, Edwin
Employee morale in the Jamaican Civil Service : report of island-wide survey / Phyllis A. Green, Derek Gordon, Edwin Jones. Administrative Staff College, Ministry of the Public Service. $25.00 (set) 354.729200147

Jones, Evan
Alonso and the drug baron / Evan Jones. Macmillan Education. $823.00. 813

Jones, Evan

Jones, Evan
Skylarking / Evan Jones. Longman. $300.00 813

Jones, Evan
Stone Haven / Evan Jones. Institute of Jamaica Publications. 813

Jones, Evan
Tales of the Caribbean: stories from history/Ginn. $120.00 398.22

Jones, Evan
Tales of the Caribbean: witches and duppies / told by Evan Jones. - Ginn, $120.00 398.25

Jones, Hettie
No woman no cry: my life with Bob Marley / Rita Marley with Hettie Jones. Hyperion. $1,200.00 782.421646092

Jones, Hortense
The children’s choruses / by Hortense Jones. Author House. 782.7

Jones, Ken
Justice delayed : Lewis Ashenheim's defence of Marcus Garvey / Ken Jones ; foreward by Richard Ashenheim. K. Jones. $495.00 305.896

Jones, Loveda
The student smart planner 2010-2011 / prepared by Loveda Jones. L. Jones. 371.805

Jones, Lucien

Jones, Mark A.
Where the I.C.C. has failed : cricket in 35 countries : 1999 and 2003 World Cup I.C.C. Champions Trophy 2002 / by Mark A. Jones. 796.35822
Jones, N.C. (Novelette C.)
Let's eat bananas / prepared by N.C. Jones. Ministry of Agriculture. J$1.00 641.64

Jones, Noel
Battle for the mind : how you can think the thoughts of God / Noel Jones with Dr. Georgianna Land. Destiny Image Publishing. $1,360.00 248.2

Jones, Noel
God's gonna make you laugh : understanding God's timing for your life. Destiny Image Publishers. $960.00 248.86

Jones, Novlette C.
Cook up Jamaican style / by Novlette C. Jones. A.I.S., The Agricultural Information - Ministry of Agriculture, J$5.00 641.5

Jones, R. Gerallt
Jamaican interlude / R. Gerallt Jones. Christopher Davies Ltd. 920

Jones, Sonia O.
Cases on issues and problems in educational management. Canoe Press. $1,500.00 371.2

Jones, Terry-Ann
Jamaican immigrants in the United States and Canada: race, transnationalism, and social capital. LFB Scholarly Publishing. 305.89697292073

Jones Town redevelopment plan / prepared by College of Arts, Science and Technology for Kingston Restoration Company Limited. 711.4

The jonkonnu mask and other survival stories / Al Campbell. SunZone Books. 813.6

Jonkuno vol. 1, no. 1, 2008 / Storm Tango. Bazba Theatrical Players. 813.6

Joseph, Cuthbert
The life I recall : other pathways to human development / Cuthbert Joseph. Arawak Publications. 972.98304

Joseph, E.L.
Warner Arundell : the adventures of a creole / E.L. Joseph. University of the West Indies Press. 813

Joseph Ruhomon's India : the progress of her people at home and aboard, and how those in British Guiana may improve themselves / Clem Seecharan. University of the West Indies Press. 988.1004914

Journal of a West India proprietor, kept during a residence in the island of Jamaica / Matthew Gregory Lewis. Negro Universities Press. US$49.95. 917.292; 972.9203092

Journal of William McLaren Knight. W. M. Knight]. $210.00. 920

Journey by 9: my artistic thoughts and expressions / Joel McGowan. S. Marks. 811


Journey poem / Pamela Mordecai. Sandberry Press. 811

A journey through sun, salt and snow: memoirs of a travelling teacher / R.E. Dodd. R.E. Dodd. 920

Journeys and missions at home and away / Don Mills. Arawak Publications, 972.92

The joys of healthy cooking in the Caribbean / Manuelita Zephirin...[et al]. Ian Randle Publishers. 641.59729


JPH social studies for primary schools: an integrated approach, Grade 5/ Claudia McLean; Millicent Tulloch-Singh. Jamaica Publishing House. 300


JTA National Primary, All Age and Junior High Schools' Athletic Championship 19th JTA National Primary, All Age and Junior High Schools' athletic championship: nurturing young athletes, May 16-17,2002, G.C. Foster College. Blue Cross of Jamaica, 796.42

Jules, Vena
Lighting the way forward: sub-regional summary and action plan / Vena Jules and Aignald Panneflek. The Office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 370.9729

The state of education in the Caribbean in the 1990s: sub-regional synthesis and annexes / Vena Jules and Aignald Panneflek. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 370.9729

Students' affective reactions to their early secondary schooling experiences in Trinidad and Tobago. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 371.81
Jules, Vena  
Survivors of the experience; the first three years of secondary schooling in Trinidad and Tobago. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 373.32913

Jungfernbraun: Gedichte / Lorna Goodison; aus dem jamaikanischen Englisch übersetzt und mit einem Nachwort versehen von Wolfgang Binder. Hammer. 811

Junior songs for the Caribbean: words and melody / Lloyd Hall. Jamaica Publishing House. 784

Junique, Kelleyana  


The Jury and the citizen. JIS. Free 347.0752

Justice delayed: Lewis Ashenheim's defence of Marcus Garvey / Ken Jones. K. Jones. 305.896

Juxinseason / O. G. Yello. Da-Order. 813.6
Kallen, Start A

Kambon, Asha
Education and its impact on poverty equity or exclusion / Asha Kambon and Lancelot Busby. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 370.19

Karagiannis, Nikolaos
A new economic strategy for the Bahamas; with special consideration of the international competition and the FTAA. University of the West Indies Printers. 330.97296

Karagiannis, Nikolaos
A new economic strategy for Jamaica : with special consideration of international competition and the FTAA/ Dillon Alleyne and Nikolaos Karagiannis. Arawak Publications. $500.00 330.97292

Karl : Velma Pollard / traducción by Felipe Cunill. Casa de lar American. $150.00

Karras, Alan L.
Sojourners in the sun : Scottish migrants in Jamaica and the Chesapeake 1740-1800 / Alan L. Karras. Cornell University Press, US$55.00 972.92

Kastens, Theana
Green gold in Jamaica / by Theana Kastens. Author House. $US19.99. 813

Kates, Peat, Markwick and Company

Kates, Peat, Markwick and Company

Katz, David
People funny boy/ David Katz. Payback Press. $1,200.00 781.64092,
Katz, David
Solid foundation: an oral history of reggae / David Katz. Bloomsbury Publishing. $2,195.00 781.646

Kaufman, Michael
Jamaica under Manley: dilemmas of socialism and democracy / Michael Kaufman. Zed Books; Lawrence Hill and Co. $40.00. 972.9206

Kavanagh, Rosemary
Report on the microfilming requirements of the West India Reference Library / by Rosemary Kavanagh. Institute of Jamaica. No price 025.84

Kazembe, Courtney A.
Authentic power: principles, strategies, tools for achieving full human potential. Quantum Ventures Inc., $800.00. 158.1

Keane, David
The promise prevails/ by David Keane. Royal Publishing. 248.4

Keane-Dawes, Jennifer
Embodying the postcolonial life: immigrant stories of resistance/ Maurice L. Hall, Jennifer Keane-Dawes, Amardo Rodriguez. Humanity Books. $1,752.00 305.868729073

The Kebra Nagast: the lost bible of Rastafarian wisdom and faith from Ethiopia and Jamaica/ edited by Gerald Hausman; introduction by Ziggy Marley. St. Martin's Press. US$19.95 299.676

The Keenotes card collection / K. Eleanor Earle. K. E. Earle. 811.6

Keep on pushing: hot lessons from Cool Runnings / Devon Harris. Waterhouse Publishing. $1,999.00 920

Keep on running: the story of Island Records / edited by Chris Salewicz. The Island Trading Company. 781.640266

Keep your child safe. Jamaica Information Service. Free 649.1

Keeping company with Jamaica / Philip Sherlock. MacMillan Caribbean. $25.00. 917.292

Keith, Nelson W.
The social origins of democratic socialism in Jamaica / Nelson W. Keith, Novella Z. Keith. Temple University Press. $1662.84 338.97292

Keith, Novella Z.
The social origins of democratic socialism in Jamaica / Nelson W. Keith, Novella Z. Keith. Temple University Press. $1662.84 338.97292

Kellier, Myrtle
Kellier, Myrtle
Longman revision guide for Common Entrance English / Dorothy Noel, Keith Noel, Myrtle Kellier. Longman Jamaica. 372.1262

Longman revision guide for junior English / Dorothy Noel, Keith Noel, Myrtle Kellier. Longman Jamaica. 372.1262

Kelly, Derek A.
Documenting computer application systems : Concepts techniques / Derek A. Kelly. Petrocelli. 808.066001

Kelly, Grace A.
Grieve if you must : a 21 day plan for personal grieving, healing and restoration. G. A. Kelly. 152.4

Kelly, Michael J.
Education and HIV/AIDS in the Caribbean / Michael J. Kelly and Brendan Bain. 614.599392

Kelsen in the 'Grenada Court' : essays on revolutionary legality / Simeon C. R. McIntosh. Ian Randle Publishers. 342.729845

Kemetba, Rahu Imhotep

Kennaway, Guy
One people / Guy Kennaway. Payback Press. $400.00 813

Kennedy, Aisha
This journey called life. A. Kennedy? 158.1

Kennedy, Fred W.
Daddy Sharpe : a narrative of the life and adventure of Samuel Sharpe, a West Indian Slave written by himself, 1832 / by Fred W. Kennedy. Ian Randle Publishers. 813

Kenny, Gale L.
Contentious liberties : American abolitionists in post-emancipation Jamaica, 1834-1866 / Gale L. Kenny. University of Georgia Press. 972.92034

Keren, Carl
A national library and information service system in Barbados : report of a consultancy mission (September 1981). IDRC. No price 027.072981

Kerr, Madeline
Personality and conflict in Jamaica. [Rev. ed.] Collins; Sangster's Book Stores, 1963. 301.4

Kerr, Vindell L.
Effective board stewardship for state-owned enterprises and NGOs : a corporate governance training manual for company directors / by Vindell L. Kerr. LMH Publishing. 658.4
Kerr, Vindell L.
Effective corporate governance: an emerging market (Caribbean) perspective on governing corporations in a desperate world / Vindell L. Kerr Centre for Corporate Governance and Competitive Strategy. 658.4

Kessler, Franz L.
Jamaica blood / Franz L. Kessler. Dorrance Publishing Co. Inc. US$13.00 813

Khan, Aisha
Callaloo nation: metaphors of race and religious identity among South Asians in Trinidad. University of the West Indies Press. $1,560.00 305.8914072983

Khan, Nasser
It's a funny game by / Nasser Khan; illustrated by Andy Cooke. Oxford : Heinemann Educational. $311.20 796.358

The cricket match / by Nasser Khan. Heinemann Educational Publishers. $311.20 796.358

Khan, Ursula
Recent personal injury awards made in the Supreme Court of Judicature of Jamaica, vol.4 / compiled by Ursula Khan. Ursula Khan. 347.07702643

Recent personal injury awards made in the Supreme Court of Judicature of Jamaica Vol.6 / compiled by Ursula Khan. U. Khan. 347.07702643

Khare, Mukesh
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   How the foreign exchange market works. The Bank. 332.45609
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   The raid / Margaret McIntosh Heinemann Educational Books. 813.54
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Complete poems / Claude McKay. University of Illinois Press, $4,870.00 811.6
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Harlem glory : a fragment of Aframerican life / Claude McKay. Charles H. Kerr Publishing. $85.00 813.54
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Sociology and policy : problems and possibilities / by Hermoine McKenzie. 301.729
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Carlong revision guide junior mathematics / Joyce McKenzie, Yvonne Solomon-Nelson. 2nd ed. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) 372.7

McKenzie, Richard A.
A miraculous recovery : look what the Lord has done. R. A. McKenzie. 248.29


To reach a new dimension in God you must embrace your suffering / Richard A McKenzie. R. A. McKenzie. 248.86
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Marketing and Credit Division Ministry of Agriculture standard for grades of carcass beef / [prepared by the Marketing Credit Division, Ministry of Agriculture]. JIS Press. 641.36232

Marketing and Credit Division Ministry of Agriculture standard for grades of cucumbers / prepared by Marketing Credit Division, Ministry of Agriculture. JIS Press. 635.6367

Marketing and Credit Division Ministry of Agriculture standard for grades of dasheen / prepared by the Marketing Credit Division, Ministry of Agriculture. JIS Press. 635.2

Marketing and Credit Division Ministry of Agriculture standard for grades of plantains / prepared by Marketing Credit Division, Ministry of Agriculture. JIS Press. 634.7736

Marketing and Credit Division Ministry of Agriculture standard for grades of pumpkins / prepared by the Marketing Credit Division, Ministry of Agriculture. JIS Press. 635.6267

Marketing and Credit Division Ministry of Agriculture standard for grades of sweet pepper / prepared by the Marketing Credit Division, Ministry of Agriculture. JIS Press. 635.64367
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Mitchell, Sonia  
Distance voices from within / Sonia Mitchell. XLibris Corporation. $1,300.00. 811

Mitchelmore, M.C.  
Some experiments in probability / M.C. Mitchelmore. 519.2

Mittoo, Yolanda Nadia  
Falmouth of my childhood / Yolanda Nadia Mittoo. Y. N. Mittoo, 972.92

Mobilising people for positive change / Sharon Ho-Sang. Creative Links. 658.314

Mock Yen, Alma
Mock Yen, Alma
Hearing and preparing / by Alma Mock Yen. CARIMAC. UWI. 791.44024

Mock Yen, Alma
Information flow, research and training in science broadcasting in the English-speaking Caribbean: a proposal in four phases presented to the International Development Research Centre, Ottawa, Caribbean Institute of Mass Communication: University of the West Indies. 384.1407

Mock Yen, Alma
Potted versions : people, places and things / Alma Mock Yen; with a foreword by Rex Nettleford. Classic Graphics. $60.00 811

Mock Yen, Alma
Rewind : my recollections of radio and broadcasting in Jamaica. Arawak Publications. $1,500.00 384.54097292

Mock Yen, Alma
Sound advice: a quartet of handbooks (book one)/ by Alma Mock Yen, William "Billy" Hall, Gladstone Wilson. Radio Education Unit, School of Continuing Studies. $230.00 302.2

Mock Yen, Alma
Tools of production/ by Alma Mock Yen. CARIMAC, UWI, 791.440232

Mock Yen, Alma

Moder, Rosina
Tu tu tu tu : Caribbean beginner's workbook for soprano (descant) recorder. Pt. 1. RCM Music. 372.87044
Modern black nationalism: from Marcus Garvey to Louis Farrakhan / edited by William L. Van Deburg. New York University Press. $1,200.00 323.1196073

Modern blackness: nationalism, globalization and the politics of culture in Jamaica /Deborah A. Thomas. University of the West Indies Press. US$84.95 972.92


Modern Jamaican art / David Boxer, Veerle Poupeye-[Rammerlaere]. - Ian Randle Publishers on behalf of The University of the West Indies Development and Endowment Fund. 709.7292

Modern political culture in the Caribbean/ edited by Holger Henke and Fred Reno. University of the West Indies, Press. 320.9729


Modern Small Scale Enterprise Development Project / Premier Investment Corporation. The Corporation. 332.1753

A modern translation of the Kebra Nagast (The glory of kings) / compiled, edited and translated by Miguel F. Brooks. LMH Publishing. No price 231.760963

Modernity disavowed: Haiti and the cultures of slavery in the age of revolution / Sibylle Fischer. University of the West Indies Press. 972.9403

Modernizing the state: public sector reform in the Commonwealth Caribbean /Paul Sutton. Ian Randle Publishers. 352.36719729

Mohamed, Paloma
A man called Garvey: the life and times of the great leader Marcus Garvey / Paloma Mohamed. The Majority Press. $829.00. 920

Mohammed, Patricia
Caribbean women at the crossroads: the paradox of motherhood among women of Barbados, St. Lucia and Dominica / Patricia Mohammed and Althea Perkins. Canoe Press. $600.00 305.4

Mohammed, Patricia
Gender-aware policy-making in the Caribbean: a manual prepared by Patricia Mohammed, Cecelia Babb, Judith Wedderburn. Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 305.4209729

Mohammed, Patricia
Gender-sensitive policy making in the Caribbean: a manual / prepared by Patricia Mohammed; with Judith Wedderburn and Cecilia Babb. Caribbean Policy Development Centre/ Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 305.4209729
Moments : motivational inspirational thoughts / Charmaine E. Gooden Montieth. - C. E. Gooden Montieth. 158.1


Mona : past and present : the history and heritage of the Mona Campus, University of the West Indies / Suzanne Francis Brown. University of the West Indies Press. 378.7292

Mona Heights Chapel Mona Heights Chapel : celebrating 50 years / Mona Heights Chapel. The Church. 289.9

Monekosso, G.L. Introduction to health development : an essay on current concepts and practices in the context of "Health For All by the Year 2000" / G.L. Monekosso. 614.44

Monekosso, G. L. Introduction to health development : an essay on current concepts and practices in the context of health for all by the year 2000. PAHO/WHO. 362.1

Monetary integration in Caricom / Karl M. Bennett. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 337.19729

Monetary policy, central banking and economic performance in the Caribbean / Derrick Boyd and Ron Smith. University of the West Indies Press. 332.112

Monetary policy management in Jamaica / Claney Lattie. The Bank. 332.497292


Money and finance in Trinidad and Tobago/ Compton Bourne. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. $95.00 332.0972983

Money basics for kids : financial literacy for children, your child's guide to understanding money and entrepreneurship/ Sharryn S. Dawson. 332
Money boyz and the antichrist: an introduction to the secrets of world power / Jayson Whyte. J. Whyte. 261.85

Money Matters/ National Savings Committee. NSC. 332.0415

Monkey liver soup and other tales from Trinidad / Eaulin Ashtine. Nelson Caribbean. 398.21

Montego Bay and its environs / Beverly Carey. Public Relations Advisory Service. 972.92

Montego Bay Chamber of Commerce and industry 60th anniversary 1932-1992 / compiled and edited by L. Emile Martin. Unlimited Exposures. 380.106

Montego Bay Chamber of Commerce Manual / Montego Bay Chamber of Commerce. Chamber of Commerce. 332.678

Montego Bay coastal development: land-use study viability report on recreational-cultural complex: Carib-world / Lambie and Co. for Urban Development Corporation. The Company. 711.409


Montieth, James
Dentistry in Jamaica 1905-2009: a history / James Montieth Kingston 617.6097292

Monteith, Kathleen E. A.
Depression to deconolization: Barclays Bank (DCO) in the West Indies, 1926-1962. University of the West Indies Press. 332.109729

Montpelier, Jamaica: a plantation community in slavery and freedom 1739-1912 / B.W. Higman; The Press University of the West Indies. $1,000.00. 972.92

Monumental inscriptions of Jamaica/ Philip Wright. Society of Genealogist. 929.5

The mood / by Carol Robertson. C. Robertson $80.00. 811

Moods of Jamaica: a photographic essay of Jamaica in all its moods. Moods of Mann. $3,600.00 917.292

Moore, Brian L.
Cultural power, resistance and pluralism: colonial Guyana 1838-1900 / Brian L. Moore. The Press. $210.00. 988.1

Moore, Brian L.
Neither led nor driven: contesting British cultural imperialism in Jamaica, 1865-1920 / Brian L. Moore and Michele A. Johnson. University of the West Indies Press. $1,500.00. 972.92
Moore, Brian L.
"They do as they please" : the Jamaican struggle for cultural freedom after Morant Bay / Brian L. Moore and Michele A. Johnson. University of the West Indies Press. 972.92034

Moore, Euna A.
A review of tertiary level courses in Barbados relevant to sustainable development in the Caribbean / Euna A. Moore. University of the West Indies, Centre for Environment and Development. Insights in Environment and development working paper series; no.3. $100.00 378.1993

Moore-Gordon, Davia
Hold my hand activity book : pre writing / by Davia Moore-Gordon. s.n. 652.1

Moore Keys Lodge No. 2519
Order of the centenary celebration of the Moore Keys Lodge no. 2519 of the Ancient Fraternity of Free and Accepted Freemasons of England. The Lodge. 366.1

Moral responsibility : issues in church and society / Neville G. Callam, editor. Tarrant Baptist Church. 261.7

Morales Padron, Francisco
Spanish Jamaica /Francisco Morales Padron. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92

A morality of and societal structure for responsibility, usefulness and graciousness from the Caribbean isle of Jamaica / Edward R. Johnson. E. R. Johnson. $1,327.00 241.2

Morant Bay High School
Morant Bay High 21st anniversary magazine 1961-1982. the School. 373

Morant Bay High 21st anniversary magazine 1961-1982. the School. 373

The Morant Bay Rebellion / by Mary Dixon. JAMAL Foundation. Gratis 972.92034

Mordecai, Jeffrey S.
The fault is ours : a collection of articles on constitutional reform / by Jeffrey S. Mordecai. J.S. Mordecai. 342.7292

Mordecai, Martin
Culture and customs of Jamaica. Greenwood Press. US$49.50 972.92

Mordecai, Pamela
Certifiable / Pamela Mordecai. – Goose Lane Editions. $900.00. 811

Mordecai, Pamela
Mordecai, Pamela
Ezra's goldfish and other story poems / by Pamela Mordecai; illustrated by Shirley Maynier Burke. National Book Development Council of Jamaica. $195.00 811

Mordecai, Pamela
Journey poem / Pamela Mordecai. Sandberry Press. 811

Mordecai, Pamela
New Caribbean junior reader / Pamela Mordecai, Grace Walker Gordon. Ginn. 372.412

Mordecai, Pamela
Pink icing and other stories / Pamela Mordecai. Insomniac Press. 811

Mordecai, Pamela
The True blue of islands / Pamela Mordecai. Sandberry Press. $94.35 811.6

Mordecai, Sir John
The West Indies: the federal negotiations; epilogue by W. Arthur Lewis. George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 321.021

Morgan, Alex
Coaching Christine / by Alex Morgan. LMH Publishing. 813

Morgan, Alex
Sugar cane / Alex Morgan. LMH Publishing. 813

Morgan, Hortense
Essential science for the Caribbean / Hortense Morgan and Dorothy Pottinger with Gillian Allen. 500
Morgan, Hortense
First steps in science. Activity book 5 / Hortense Morgan, Vilma McClenan, Dorothy Pottinger. 500

Morgan, Jacqueline
The story of Jamaica's currency. 332.497292

Morgan, Kenneth

Morgan, Patricia
The battle for the seed: spiritual strategy to preserve our children / Patricia Morgan. Vincom. $140.00 248.845

Morgan, Patricia
Disaster preparedness / compiled by Patricia Morgan, Audre-Jean Bennett Chang and Owen Ned Shand JAMAL Foundation. 363.34

Morgan, Patricia
Train up a child: an introduction to the management of child behaviour / prepared by Patricia Morgan. JAMAL. 649.7

Morgan, Paula
Writing rage: unmasking violence through Caribbean discourse / Paula Morgan and Valerie Youssef. University of the West Indies Press. 810.90803552

Morgan's daughter / Herbert G. deLisser. Published by Macmillan Caribbean for Novelty Trading Company. J$7.00. 813.54

Morris, Bob

Morris, Bob

Morris, Dennis

Morris, Dennis
Bob Marley: rebel without a cause/ Dennis Morris. Epoch Production. 920

Morrison, Dennis
The citizen and the law: perspectives old and new / G. Dennis Morrison. Grace, Kennedy Foundation. 342.7292

Morris, Kerry-Ann
Jamaica / Kerry-Ann Morris. Gareth Stevens Publishing. US$31.64. 972.92
Morris, Leo
  Contraceptive prevalence survey, Jamaica 1993: executive summary / Carmen P. McFarlane, Jay S. Friedman, Leo Morris. National Family Planning Board. $200.00 363.96

Morris, Lillet
  Tropical fruits, vegetables, root crops and spices: a select bibliography / compiled by Lillet C. Morris. Grace Kennedy. $140.00 016.634

Morris, Margaret
  Tour Jamaica / by Margaret Morris. Gleaner. $545.00. 917.29204

Morris, Mervyn
  Examination centre: poems / Mervyn Morris. New Beacon Books. $312.10 811

Morris, Mervyn
  I been there, sort of: new and selected poems / Mervyn Morris. Carcanet Press, 811

Morris, Mervyn
  'Is English we speaking' and other essays / Mervyn Morris. Ian Randle Publishers. 810.9; 814

Morris, Mervyn
  Making West Indian literature / Mervyn Morris. Ian Randle Publishers. 810.9

Morris, Mervyn
  On holy week: a sequence of poems for radio / Mervyn Morris. Dangaroo Press. $160.00 811; 821

Morris, Mervyn

Morris, Mervyn
  Seven Jamaican poets: an anthology of recent poetry / illustrations by Anne Weinholt. Bolivar Press. 821

Morris, Mervyn

Morris, Mervyn
  A study guide to Old Story Time / Mervyn Morris. Longman. $187.50 811

Morris, Pam

Morris-Brown, Vivien
  The Jamaica handbook of proverbs; with Standard English translations and explanations / Vivien Morris-Brown. Island Heart Publishers. 398.9
Morrissey, Michael Patrick
A spatial analysis of the 1967 and 1972 general elections in Jamaica. 324.2

Morrissey, Mike
Book 1: living in a changing Caribbean / Mike Morrissey and Pansey Robinson. Nelson Caribbean. 309.1729

Morrissey, Mike
Our island, Jamaica / Mike Morrissey. Collins Educational. $13.10. 972.9206

Morrish, Ivor
Obeah, Christ and Rastaman: Jamaica and its religion. $33.30 200.9

Morrison, Errol Y. St. A.
Essentials of biochemistry for medical students / E. Y. St. A. Morrison. $6.00 612.0158

Morrison, Errol Y. St. A.
Essentials of biochemistry for medical students / by Errol Y. St. A. Morrison and Eric V. Ellington. - 2nd ed. $37.50 612.0158

Morrison, Erroll Y. St. A. (Erroll York St. Aubyn)
Life's like that: facts and fiction about your health / Erroll York St. Aubyn Morrison. 616.024

Morrison, Errol York St. Aubyn
Touched by sugar: a life's work in diabetes / Errol York St. Aubyn Morrison. 616.462092

Morrison, G. Everald
Techniques for dealing with conflicts: confrontation and mediation skills. Supreme ADR Services. 303.69

Morrison, Lloyd Joseph
Teach me a better way to live / Lloyd Joseph Morrison. G. M Associates. 920

Moseley, Harley S.
Analgesia in labour / Harley S. Moseley; and S. James Boyce. $3.00 618.4

Moskovitz, David V.

Moskovitz, David V.
Caribbean popular music: an encyclopedia of reggae, mento, ska, rock steady and dancehall / David V. Moskovitz. Greenwood Press. US$85.00, $8,845.00 781.640972903
Moskowitz, David
The words and music of Bob Marley / David Moskowitz. Praeger Publishers., US$44.95 782.421646092

Moss-Solomon, Alison
Irie morning / Alison Moss-Solomon. Blue Moon Publishing. 813

Moss-Solomon, James
Jamaica and GraceKennedy dreams converging, roads diverging / James Moss-Solomon. GraceKennedy Foundation. 338.709

The mote in God's eye? / Lloyd Gordon. L.G. Esta Ltd. 814

"The mother of us all" : a history of Queen Nanny Leader of the Windward Jamaican Maroons / Karla Lewis Gottlieb. Africa World Press. $813.00. 972.92033092

Mother Jackson murders the moon / Gloria Escoffery. Peepal Tree. $400.00 811

Mother Seacole : a short story / Jason Young. History and Social Action Publications. US$20.00 813

The Mother’s Union in the Diocese of Jamaica : the Christian family : 100th anniversary souvenir magazine. Church of England, Jamaica. Mothers’ Union 283.7292

Motorists guidebook / Samuel Fisher. S. Fisher. Free 629.28

Mottley, Wendell
Trinidad and Tobago industrial policy 1959-2008 : a historical and contemporary analysis. Ian Randle Publishers. 338.9729

The mountain of inheritance / Carol A. N. Dunn. C. Dunn. 813.6

Mouser, Bruce L.
A slaving voyage to Africa and Jamaica : the log of the Sandown, 1793-1794. Indiana University Press. $3,145.00 380.144094

A mouthful of Granny Tulu's wisdom : a collection of Jamaican proverbs / Winnifred Davis. Naazima Inc. $800.00 398.9


Movements towards independence and regional integration up to 1985 / Doris Hamilton-Willie. Jamaica Publishing House. 972.90076

Movie and TV show treatments: vol. 1 / Earl A. Green. E.A. Green. 791.4

Moving forward : the work, realities and visions of women's organizations in Jamaica 1985-1995/ prepared by Carol Narcisse in association with Maureen Rowe and Sonia Bennett. AWOJA. 305.4206
Moving into the light / Eintou Pearl Springer. Ian Randle Publishers. $648.00 811.54

Moving on / Ralph Thompson. Peepal Tree Press. 811

Moving to Jamaica. Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation. 917.292

Mr. Jamaica, Abe Issa : a pictorial biography / Suzanne Issa. S. Issa. 920

Muet / A.L. Hendriks. Outposts Publications. 811

Mulchansingh, Vernon C.
Some industries outside the Kingston metropolitan area, Jamaica/ by Vernon C. Mulchansingh. (c/o Geography Dept. U.W.I.) The Author. 338

Mulina the little lioness / Asha Boxill. ECR Limited. 813.6

Mulleady, Jose Tomas
Cost of production of food crops, Clarendon / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Hanover / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Kingston & St. Andrew / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Manchester / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Portland / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, St. Ann / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, St. Catherine / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, St. Elizabeth / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, St. Mary / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, St. Thomas / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Cost of production of food crops, Trelawny / Jose Tomas Mulleady. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13
Mulready, Jose Tomas
Cost of production of food crops, Westmoreland / Jose Tomas Mulready. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Environmental impact of present land use: the Rio Cobre watershed case study. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 333.7314

Muller, Nazma
Jamaica's Reggae Boys: World Cup 1998 / Earl Bailey and Nazma Muller. Ian Randle Publishers and Creative Communications Inc. 796.334

Mullerleile, Christoph
CARICOM integration: progress and hurdles: a European view. Kingston Publishers. $900.00 337.11729

Mullerleile, Christoph
CARICOM integration: progress and hurdles: a European view. 2nd ed. LMH Publishing. 337.11729

Mullings, Seymour
Policies for stability and economic growth / Seymour Mullings. Jamaica Information Service. 338.97292

Multiple choice papers for Common Entrance in mathematics, practice English and mental ability / Joan Delapenha; Jean Roseliz Scholefield. Heinemann. $8.50 372.1262

Mulvaney, Rebekah Michele
Rastafari and reggae: a dictionary and source book / Rebekah Michele Mulvaney. 299.67

Munguia, Norma
Goat revolving scheme: project model / by Norma Munguia and Byron Lawrence. Ministry of Agriculture and IICA Jamaica, 1982. 636.39083

Municipal manual, 1962. K.S.A.C., Department of Public Relations and Information. 352.07292

Municipal solid waste management. Conservation Authority. 363.7285

Munnings, Sean R. E.
Deep waters / Sean R. E. Munnings. LMH Publishing. 811.6

Munroe, Trevor
ABC of scientific socialism: a series of lectures / by Trevor Munroe. [s.n.]. J$4.00 335.4

Adult suffrage and political administration in Jamaica, 1944-2002 / Trevor Munroe, Arnold Bertram. Ian Randle Publishers. 324.62097292

Capitalism or communism: questions and answers. Vanguard Press. 335.437
Munroe, Trevor


An introduction to politics lectures for first year students / Trevor Munroe. 2nd. ed. Canoe Press. 320

An introduction to politics: lectures for first year students / Trevor Munroe. Department of Government, University of the West Indies. $35.00 320

The Marxist 'left' in Jamaica, 1940-1950 . Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 335.4


Renewing democracy into the millennium : the Jamaican experience in perspective. The Press, University of the West Indies. 320.97292

The role of the media in the development of the labor movement / by Trevor Munroe. Free 331.88097292

Scientific socialism and democratic socialism: two talks to workers / by Trevor Munroe. Vanguard Publishers. 324.27292075

Struggles of the Jamaican people /Trevor Munroe and Don Robotham. Workers' Liberation League. 972.92

The Workers Party: what it is? why it is necessary/ by Trevor Munroe. The Workers Liberation League. 329.97292

The working class party : principles and standards. Vanguard Publishers. 324.27292075

Murder in school, boy! an adventure into higher learning / by Carol George Campbell. 1st Books. US$17.95 813.6

Murphy, Delaura
Poetic visions / by Delaura Murphy. Delaura Murphy. 811

Murray, Edel
My experience / Edel Murray. Pelican Publishers. 811

Murray, Edel
Speaking the mind through poems : vol.1 / by Edel Murray. Northern Caribbean University Press, 811

Murray, Millie
Kiesha / Millie Murray. The Women's Press. $64.55 813.6
Murray, R.
Some pests and diseases of selected tree crops / R. Murray. 632

Murray, R.
Some pests and diseases of selected tree crops / R. Murray. 632.9

Murray, Reginald N.
Foundations of education in the Caribbean / Reginald N. Murray and G. L. Gbedemah. Hodder and Stoughton. $22.10 370.1

Murray, Reginald N.
Non-formal education / R.N. Murray. U.W.I. School of Education. 370.19

Murray, Reginald N
Teacher education : rationale and process, with special reference to cognitive issues. Institute of Education Publications, UWI. 370.7

Murray, Roy C.
Macraspis tetradactyla L : an old and occasional pest / Roy C. Murray. 632.76

Murray, Tom
Three Jamaican folk-songs. Oxford University Press. 784.406

Murray, Tom
Twelve folk song from Jamaica, edited and arranged by Tom Murray and John Gavall. Oxford University Press. 784.4

The Murray report [on] primary education / R.N. Murray. Ministry of Education. 3 pts. 372.97292

Murthy, N.V.A
Physiology of a body fluids : a self-instructional programme / N.V.A. Murthy and G. Norris Melville. $3.00 612.01522

Musa, Said
Belize, a Caribbean nation in Central America : selected speeches of Said Musa/ edited by Godfrey P. Smith.: Ian Randle Publishers. 330.97282

Muscular learning : cricket and education in the making of the British West Indies at the end of the 19th century / Clem Seecharan. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.904

Museum administration : an introductory manual for entry level museum practitioners in Caribbean museums / [Vera Hyatt]. UNESCO Caribbean Office. 069.068


Museums in Jamaica / Milton Grace. M. Grace?, Gratis 069.09
Museums of the Institute of Jamaica / by Hilary-Ann Wheatle and Joanne Creary JAMAL. Unpriced. 069.09

The music and song-words of Jamaica, no.3 / Astley Clerk. A. Clerk. 784

Music is fun / edited by M. Gaynor-Daley. UWI/Bernard van Leer Foundation Centre for Early Childhood Education. 370.7122

Music for big ants and little ants : first stage / Karen Headlam Cyrus. Eureka. 372.87044

Music, media adolescent sexuality in Jamaica/ Marcia Forbes. Arawak Publications. 302.2308097292

Music, memory, resistance: calypso and the Caribbean literary imagination / Sandra Pouchet Paquet, Patricia J. Saunders and Stephen Stuempfle. Ian Randle Publishers. 781.64


Mustapha, Nasser
   Sociology for Caribbean students/ Nasser Mustapha. Ian Randle Publishers. 301

Mustapha, Nasser
   Sociology for Caribbean students : development and social change. Ian Randle Publishers. 301

Mustard Seed Communities: rebuilding programme / Mustard Seed Communities. M.S.C. 307.340607292

Mutabaruka
   The first poems / Mutabaruka; Gedichte au Jamaica herausgegeben von Christian Habekost. Michael Schwinn. Paul Issa Publications. 811

Mutabaruka, Allan
   'Outcry'... Swing Publishers Ltd., 821

Mutabaruka, Allan
   Sun and moon /Mutabaruka and Faybiene. S. Harrison. J$2.00 821

The Mutual Life collection : an auction of important Jamaican paintings and sculptures. D.C. Tavares Finson Reality, 709.7292

Muzzles / by Patricia E. Lyew. Muzzles. 372.87044

My American journey / Colin L. Powell with Joseph E. Persico. Random House. $1,000.00. 920

My experience / Edel Murray. Pelican Publishers. 811

My father, Sun-Sun Johnson / C. Everard Palmer. Macmillan Caribbean. 813
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My freedom voice</td>
<td>Michael Parchment</td>
<td>M. Parchment</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My first ABC book</td>
<td>illustrated by Jepheth Campbell; designed by Bridgette Owen and Jepheth Campbell.</td>
<td>B B Owen Books.</td>
<td>372.412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My first Bahamian counting book</td>
<td>Christine Aylen</td>
<td>LMH Publishing.</td>
<td>372.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My first Caribbean counting book</td>
<td>Christine Aylen</td>
<td>LMH Publishing.</td>
<td>372.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My first step in computing</td>
<td>SRMS.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;My generation will make the change&quot;</td>
<td>proceedings of the launching of Rastafari and politics: sixty years of development perspection at the Creative Arts Centre, September 2, 1991</td>
<td>E.S.P. McPherson. Black International Iyahbinghi Press.</td>
<td>323.17292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My God is truth and truth is my God: a rational view of spirit, and</td>
<td>Bartholomew. A. Hall.</td>
<td></td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>certain Christian constructs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My grandmother could see : poems</td>
<td>Gregory Wilson</td>
<td>Gregory Wilson.</td>
<td>811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My green hills of Jamaica and five Jamaican short stories</td>
<td>Claude McKay.</td>
<td>Heinemann Educational Book (Caribbean) Ltd.</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My inkwell of prayers and poems</td>
<td>Marie Hall-Fray.</td>
<td>Xulon Press.</td>
<td>$1,300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Jamaican ABC</td>
<td>by Rebecca Tortello; illustrations by Sebastian Ogden. Jamile Publications.</td>
<td>372.414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My life as a boy in Jamaica</td>
<td>by Baba Shuku Beh.</td>
<td>Author House.</td>
<td>US$11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My money - I'm not too young to grow it : statistical analysis of</td>
<td>report of the financial literacy project in 12 Jamaican schools 2008 volume 2</td>
<td>editors Roderick Sanatan, Tavia Tomlinson, Gina Porter. Caribbean Institute of Media and Communication.</td>
<td>332.0240083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My mother who fathered me: a study of the family in three selected</td>
<td>communities in Jamaica</td>
<td>Edith Clarke. George Allen Unwin.</td>
<td>US$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My mother's last dance</td>
<td>by Honor Ford-Smith.</td>
<td>Sister Vision.</td>
<td>$375.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My name is Eva : a biography of Eva Smith</td>
<td>William Manning.</td>
<td>Natural Heritage/Natural History.</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
My 67 years of God's goodness, grace and miracles in Jamaica, England and America / Dr. Nehemiah Martin Palmer. Author House, US$15.50 248.8


My unexpected journey: lessons learned in the valley of pain, volume one. Elloraine Lothian. 248.86

My wedding, my invitations reflect me - how? / Jacquelin F. Grant. J. F. Grant. 306.81

My work book / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational Books. 372.4

My world and I: poems: strategies for grades 1-3; an integrated approach / Keisha Kae Tomlinson Xpress Litho (Printers. 372.6

Myal: a novel / by Erna Brodber. New Beacon Books. $226.80. 813.6

The mysteries of God, creation and science revealed / Wisdom Ivwurie. Ivwurie. 231

The mystery of the golden table / Suzanne Francis Brown. Arawak Publications. 398.2

The myth of independence: middle class politics and non-mobilization in Jamaica / Louis Lindsay. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI, J$1.50 329.02
NACOLADS and libraries in Jamaica / by Peter Espeut. 027.07292

NAFTA and the Jamaican agricultural sector / prepared by Deloitte Touche Management Consultants. The Consultants. 382.917

Nagashima, Yoshiko S.
Rastafarian music in contemporary Jamaica : a study of socio-religious music of the Rastafarian Movement in Jamaica / Yoshiko S. Nagashima. Institute for the study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa. 781.7

Names and numbers : a Baha'i history reference guide / by Elias Zohoori. 2nd ed. E.Zohoori?]. No price 297.9309

Names, styles and titles in Jamaica : a guide to the proper forms of address of public officials. Jamaica Information Service. $100.00. 929.709

Names, styles and titles in Jamaica : a guide to the proper forms of address of public officials. Jamaica Information Service. $100.00. 929.709

Nanny / Karl Phillpotts. JAMAL Foundation. Gratis. 972.92034

Nanny-Town / Vic Reid. Jamaica Publishing House. $16.55 813.54

Nanny's Asafo warriors : the Jamaican Maroons' African experience / Werner Zips; Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92

Naked frailties: short stories, poetry, and articles / Linda M. Brissett. Briss Books. 811

A narrative of events, since the first of August, 1834 by James Williams an apprenticed labourer in Jamaica / Diana Paton. Duke University Press. 972.92034

A narrative of the Wesleyan Mission to Jamaica ; with occasional remarks on the state of society in that colony / by the Reverend Peter Duncan. Keesinger Publishing. US$34.94 287

Narratives of resistance : Jamaica, Trinidad, the Caribbean / Brian Meeks. University of the West Indies Press. $800.00 972.9

Nathan, Evelyn
Train to skaville / Evelyn Nathan. Publishing Works. $795.00 811; 811.6

Nation building : a businessman's perspective / Carlton Alexander; edited Grace Kennedy. $15.00 972.92
Nation dance: religion, identity and cultural difference in the Caribbean / edited by Patrick Taylor. Ian Randle Publishers. $855.00 306.09729

Nation language poetry / Edward Kamau Brathwaite. Savacou Publications. $9.40 811.54

National atlas of Jamaica / Town Planning Department, Ministry of Finance and Planning. Ministry of Finance and Planning. 330.97292; 912.7292


National Committee in Jamaica for the 18th International Conference on Social Welfare


National Conference on Science and Technology (1st. Kingston, Jamaica)

National Conference on Science and Technology (5th 1991 Kingston)

National Conference on Science and Technology (6th 1996 Kingston)
Science and technology in food and nutrition: proceedings of the Sixth Annual National Conference on Science and Technology November 9-12, 1992. Kingston, Jamaica / editors Merline E. Bardowell, Angela R. Vassel. Information and Coordination Services Division, Scientific Research Council. 641.3006972

National Conference on Science and Technology (7th 1994 Kingston)
National Conference on Science and Technology (8th 1994 Kingston)

Agro-industry: competitive edge through science and technology: proceedings . . . / editors Angela Vassel, Andrew Woods. Information and Coordination Services Division, Scientific Research Council. 338.16016365

National Conference on Science and Technology (10th: 1996 Kingston)

Science and technology: an investment: proceedings . . . Information and Coordination Services Division, Scientific Research Council. $600.00 338.09729

National Conference on Science and Technology (11th 1997 Kingston, Jamaica)


National Conference on Science and Technology (14th: 2000 Nov. 23-24 Kingston, Jamaica)

Programme: 14th National Conference on Science and Technology: genes and their impact / Scientific Research Council, Environmental Foundation of Jamaica and Jamaican Society of Scientists and Technologists. 609.7292


National Consultation on Values and Attitudes (Jamaica)

Report on the National Consultation on Values and Attitudes. Jamaica Information Service. 303.38

National Consultations on Culture


National Council on Drug Abuse

Fishing for cocaine: the impact of the cocaine trade on selected Jamaican fishing villages. National Council on Drug Abuse. 364.177

National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (NCTVET)

Automotive services and repair industry: occupational standards: autoparts sales and distribution NVQ-J levels I, II III / produced for National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. 629.287

Beauty services industry occupational standards: beauty therapy NVQ-J levels I, II and III / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET. 646.7
National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (NCTVET)

Building, construction and related engineering services industry occupational standards: tiling NVQ-J levels I, II and III / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET. 698.9

Building, construction and related engineering services industry: occupational standards: scaffolding NVQ-J levels I - III / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET. 693.710218


Building, construction and related engineering services industry: occupational standards: scaffolding NVQ-J levels I - III / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET. 693.710218

Building, construction and related engineering services industry: occupational standards: tiling NVQ-J levels I, II and III / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET. 698.9


Early childhood services occupational standards: early childhood care, education and development NVQ-J levels I, II, & III. NCTVET. 362.712


National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training (NCTVET)


Metalwork engineering occupational standards: metal machining NQJ levels I, II, III / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. 670.423


The national cultural policy of Jamaica: towards Jamaica the cultural superstate. Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture. 306.097292

National Dance Theatre Company of Jamaica

The National Dance Theatre Company of Jamaica thirtieth anniversary, 1962-1992. 792.809; 792.8097292; 793.3; 793.319

National Democratic Movement

Policies for a better tomorrow / National Democratic Movement. 324.23097292

National directory of agricultural professionals. 630.922


The national energy outlook 1985-1989 / prepared by Avril Germaine Shirley. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. $30.00 333.823212

The national energy outlook 1988-1992 / prepared by Energy Economics Department, Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. $30.00 333.823212
National Environment and Planning Agency
Jamaica's wildlife treasures / National Environment and Planning Agency. NEPA. 333.954

National Environment and Planning Agency

A national environmental education action plan for sustainable development in Jamaica, 1998-2010 / National Environmental Education Committee. The Committee. $500.00. 363.70525097292

National Environmental Education Committee (Jamaica)
A national environmental education action plan for sustainable development in Jamaica, 1998-2010 / National Environmental Education Committee. The Committee. $500.00. 363.70525097292

National export census / prepared for the Jamaica National Export Corporation by Mistflora. Jamaica National Export Corporation. 382.6


National Fire Protection Association (NFPA). National Electrical Code (NEC)
Jamaica application document for the International Code Council electrical code and national electric code 621.31042

National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica
Inaugural review and evaluation of the National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica. NFNCCJ. 641.1

National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica
Directory of the National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica. NFNCCJ. 641.1025

National forest management and conservation plan. Forestry Department. 634.9068

National forest management and conservation plan : draft. Forestry Department, 2004. 634.92097292

National forest management and conservation plan : expanded summary. Forestry Dept. 333.7516

National Gallery of Jamaica

Art and dance / National Gallery of Jamaica. The Gallery, $5.00 793.319

Aspects 1 / National Gallery of Jamaica. The Gallery, exhibition held June 27-Aug. 11, 1983
National Gallery of Jamaica

Five centuries of art in Jamaica ... July 19 - September 19, 1976 / National Gallery of Jamaica. The National Gallery of Jamaica, 709.7292


Gifts for the nation: the donations of Aaron and Marjorie Matalon/ National Gallery of Jamaica. National Gallery of Jamaica. 709.7292

Jamaica national biennial 2002 : of paintings, drawings, original prints, collage, sculpture, assemblage, ceramics, fibre art, photography / National Gallery of Jamaica. The Gallery. 709.7292

Male and female created He them/ National Gallery of Jamaica. The Gallery, $10.00 704.942

The National Gallery of Jamaica bulletin/ National Gallery of Jamaica. The Gallery. 708.97292

The passion of Christ : exhibition compiled by the National Gallery of Jamaica. The Gallery. 704.94853

Recent acquisitions including gifts in honour of the Twentieth Anniversary of the National Gallery of Jamaica. National Gallery of Jamaica. 709.7292

The Royal Bank collection of Jamaican art exhibition /compiled by the National Gallery of Jamaica. The Gallery. $2.50 709.7292

Theme and variations: March 3rd-March 31st, 1981/ exhibition compiled by the National Gallery of Jamaica. The Gallery. $2.50 709.7292


Young talent '95, National Gallery of Jamaica. National Gallery of Jamaica, 709.7292

National Health Insurance Plan for Jamaica/ Ministry of Health. [Ministry of Health] 368.42

National Hotels and Properties Limited
The Government of Jamaica hotel leasing programme / National Hotels and Properties Limited. NHP. 332.6722

National Housing Trust (Jamaica)
A socio-economic profile of schemes in Hanover / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

A socio-economic profile of schemes in Hanover / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5
National Housing Trust (Jamaica)
A socio-economic profile of schemes in Manchester / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

A socio-economic profile of schemes in St. Ann / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

A socio-economic profile of schemes in St. Elizabeth/ Clement Mason. Research and Planning Division, National Housing Trust. 333.33822

A socio-economic profile of schemes in St. Mary / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

A socio-economic profile of schemes in St. Thomas / Research and Planning Division, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

A socio-economic profile of schemes in Westmoreland / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

10th anniversary magazine 1976-1986 / National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

National Housing Trust's 20th Anniversary Housing Symposium (1996 Kingston)
Affordable housing : the continuing search for solutions / Andrea Francis, Vincent George and Marlene Smith, editors. Planning Research Department, National Housing Trust. 363.507292

National industrial policy : growth and prosperity. Jamaica Information Service. $500.00 338.9

National Insurance: how it works, whom it covers, what you must do. Jamaica Information Service on behalf of the Ministry of Labour and National Insurance. 368.4

National Investment Bank of Jamaica

National Library of Jamaica
Bob Marley : a bibliography / National Library of Jamaica. The Library. $15.00 016.7845

From caves to castles : a look at housing in Jamaica / National Library of Jamaica. JIS Press. 363.5

From obeah to roots of Rastafari : traditional and indigenous religions in Jamaica : a select annotated bibliography of Afro-Jamaican spirituality. NLJ. 016.2996

National Library of Jamaica
Report for the five year period April 1, 1979 - March 31, 1984 / National Library of Jamaica. NLJ. No price 027.57292

Slave trade : a selected bibliography in commemoration of the 200th anniversary of the Abolition of the Slave Trade / compiled by Nicole Bryan ... [et al]. National Library of Jamaica. 016.306362


A national library and information service system in Barbados : report of a consultancy mission (September 1981) / Carl Keren. IDRC. 027.072981

The National Literacy Board
The National literacy programme: a brief introduction / by The National Literacy Board. The Board. 374.29097292

The National literacy programme: a brief introduction / by The National Literacy Board. The Board. 374.29097292

National Meteorological Service, Jamaica mission statement : acquisition, management and interpretation of meteorological data. 551.5


National physical plan 1978-1988 / Town and Country Planning Department, Ministry of Finance and Planning. The Department. 330.97292


National policy on children: we must care for them and guide them. Child Support Unit, Ministry of Health. 362.7097292

National policy statement on women / Jamaica Bureau of Women's Affairs. Jamaica Information Service. 305.42097292


National Savings Committee
Budget and beat inflation / National Savings Committee. N.S.C. 640.42

A guide to savings and investment. NSC. 332

A guide to savings and investment / comp. by National Savings Committee. 2nd. ed. NSC. 332.1

Household savings survey, 1972. NSC. 332.0415

It's a matter of choice : a book about saving. National Savings Committee. 332.0415

Managing your money : food and other household supplies / National Savings Committee. NSC. Gratis. 640.42

Methods and techniques to mobilise savings in Jamaica: papers and proceedings/ National Savings Committee. National Savings Committee. 332.0415

Money Matters / National Savings Committee. NSC. 332.0415

Ownership within the Jamaican Economy. NSC. 330.9729206

Prices and incomes / National Savings Committee. NSC, 1980. 339.41

Prices and incomes / National Savings Committee. NSC. Gratis. 339.41

Proceedings of the seminar on savings in Jamaica, September 1973. National Savings Committee. 332.0415

Regain control of your money through money management / National Savings Committee. National Savings Committee. 640.42

Shopping for credit / National Savings Committee. NSC. Gratis. 332.743

A study of the partner system of saving in Jamaica/ National Savings Committee. NSC. 332.0415

Superannuation schemes. - Jamaica : an appraisal of their role and performance.N.S.C. 368.43

Using money wisely / National Savings Committee. NSC. 640.73

Your money does more when you plan it before / National Savings Committee. NSC. 640.42

Your money planner : 52 weeks of ideas on how to save and use your money wisely / National Savings Committee. NSC. Gratis 640.42


National Task Force on Crime (Jamaica) Report of the National Task Force on Crime / National Task Force on Crime. Gleaner Company]. $40.00 \(363.23\)

National Visual Arts Competition : 2006 promotional information booklet/ Jamaica Cultural Development Commission. \(707.4\)

The National Visual Arts Competition and Exhibiton 2007/ Jamaica Cultural Development Commission The National Gallery of Jamaica. JCDC. \(707.4\)

The national visual arts competition and exhibition 2008 : a collaboration between the Jamaica Cultural Development Commission and the National Gallery of Jamaica. JCDC. \(707.4\)


Nationalism and identity : culture and the imagination in a Caribbean diaspora / Stefano Harney. UWI. $350.00 \(809.93358\)

Native daughter : the life and times of a Jamaican woman of the soil / Z. Nia Reynolds. Macmillan Education. $730.00. 920

Native dawta : poems / by Ivy Claudette Armstrong. Kingston Publishers. \(811\)

Native soul / Barbra Zencraft. Sangster's Book Stores. J$4.50 \(821\)

Natural hazards and hazard management in the Greater Caribbean and Latin America : proceedings of the Second Caribbean Conference on Natural Hazards and Disasters held in Kingston, Jamaica, 9-12 October, 1996 / [edited by] Rafi Ahmad. Unit for Disaster Studies, Department of Geography and Geology, U.W.I. US$40.00 \(363.348068\)
Natural mystic: the legend lives on: Bob Marley and the Wailers. Hal Leonard Corporation. $1,500.00 782.42164

Natural mysticism: towards a new reggae aesthetic in Caribbean writing / Kwame, Dawes. Peepal Tree Press. $1160.20 306.484

Natural Resources Conservation Authority
Caring for the St. Elizabeth area: lands, water and resources: a community information and discussion booklet / Natural Resources Conservation Authority and Development of Environmental Management Organizations Project. NRCA. 333.7

Natural Resources Conservation Authority
Palisadoes-Port Royal: protecting our natural and cultural Heritage: a community discussion booklet / Natural Resources Conservation Authority. NRCA, Free. 917.292

Natural Resources Conservation Authority. Coastal Zone Management
Jamaica's coastal resources: a reconnaissance report / prepared by Division of Coastal Zone Management, Natural Resources Conservation Authority. 551.457

Natural Resources Conservation Authority mariculture national policy.
NRCA. US AID Development of Environmental Management Organizations Project. 639.08097292

Natural resource management for sustainable development in the Caribbean/edited by Ivan Goodbody and Elizabeth Thomas-Hope. - Canoe Press. 333.715016365

Natural Science Centre Sub-Committee
Natural Science Centre in Jamaica: report / Natural Science Centre Sub-Committee. 508

A natural scientist and a social scientist explore the dilemma of science / Arnoldo K. Ventura, Angela B. Ramsay. Ian Randle Publishers. 303.483

Nature poems from the tourist paradise, Jamaica / Stephanie Scott Lloyd. S. Scott Lloyd. 811

Nature speaks: a maskil on love / KEleanor Earle. KEleanor Earle. 811.54

The naval hospitals of Port Royal, Jamaica / Jean and Oliver Cox. Faculty of the Built Environment, University of Technology, Jamaica. 972.92

Naylor, A.G.
Diseases of plants in Jamaica / A.G. Naylor. 632

NDM manifesto 2002: a new way, a new day, a new Jamaica. NDM. 324.272908

Near death experience (NDE): a holographic explanation / Oswald G. Harding. LMH Publishing. 133.9013
Near a far sea: a Jamaican odyssey / Don Noel. Author House. US$18.49 813

NCRA guidelines pertaining to marinas and small craft harbours.
627.38097292

Needham, Merrick

Needs analysis study of private voluntary organizations in Jamaica: final report and recommendations from the study conducted for CVSS/United Way / by the staff tutor in Social Work, Social Welfare Training Centre, Dept. of Extra Mural Studies, UWI. 361

Needs for social assistance - a Jamaican inventory for 1974 / by M.G. Smith. M.G. Smith. 368.40972922

Negotiating Caribbean freedom: peasants and the state in development / Michaeeline A. Crichlow. Lexington Books. $3,540.00 306.364097292


Negril environmental protection plan /prepared by the Negril Area Environmental Protection Trust... [et al]. NRCA. 333.716

Negro cross over. Michael Parchment. 811

Negro with a hat: the rise and fall of Marcus Garvey and his dream of Mother Africa / Colin Grant. Jonathan Cape. US$27.95. 920

"Negus": majestic tradition of Ethiopia / Miguel F. Brooks. LMH Publishing. 231.760963

Neil, Janet
Documentation, Indexing and Control System (DICS) user manual. 025.04

Neil, Orville K.
A thirst for the river of God / Orville K. Neil. O. K. Neil. 204.4

Nielsen, K F

Neita, Hartley
Hugh Shearer: a voice for the people / Hartley Neita. Ian Randle Publishers. 920

Neita, Hartley
The search. Jamaica College Foundation. 362.8297
Neither led nor driven: contesting British cultural imperialism in Jamaica, 1865-1920 / Brian L. Moore and Michele A. Johnson. University of the West Indies Press. $1,500.00. 972.92

Nelson, Barbara

Nelson, Cynthia
Tastes like home: my Caribbean cookbook / Cynthia Nelson. Ian Randle Publishers. 641.59729

Nelson, Dwayne L.
The omniscient one - all he does is think about you / Dwayne L. Nelson. D. L. Nelson. 248

Nelson, Lilieth H.
Angles of reflection: poems / by Lilieth H. Nelson. L.H. Nelson. 811

Nelson, Lilieth
Handbook on energy management for the energy co-ordinator. Ministry of Mining, Energy and Tourism. 333.7917

Nelson, Wesley
Irish potato production / by Wesley Nelson and Winston G. Samuels. Rev. ed. / Phillip Chung. Rural Agricultural Development Authority. 635.21

Nemhard, Beryl
The fishing industry in Jamaica: a report on 1968 sample survey. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 338.3

Nembhard, Ralston B.
You and your neighbour in a broken world. $6.00 248.4

Nembhard, Winston
Christian stewardship: roots and fruits. Faith Works Press. 248.6

A nest full of stars: poems / by James Berry. Macmillan Children's Books, $610.00 811.6

Nettleford, Rex

Dance Jamaica: cultural definition and artistic discovery: the National Dance Theatre Company of Jamaica 1962-1983/ Rex Nettleford Grove Press. $175.00 793.32

Nettleford, Rex

Emancipation : the lessons and the legacy. Emancipation Commemoration Committee. 286

From the heart : eulogies / by Rex Nettleford. The Office of the Vice-Chancellor, The University of the West Indies. 920


Inward stretch, outward reach: a voice from the Caribbean. Macmillan Caribbean. $985.00 306.08

Jamaica : absolutely : out of many, one people / Rex Nettleford. s.n. 917.292


Political leadership in the Commonwealth Caribbean : responsibilities, options and challenges at and of century. School of Continuing Studies, UWI. $120.00 324.22

Rex N : Rex Nettleford, selected speeches / edited by Kenneth O. Hall. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92

Rex N : Rex Nettleford, selected speeches /Kenneth O. Hall. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92

Roots and rhythms : Jamaica’s National Dance Theatre / Rex Nettleford. André Duetsch. 793.31

The University of the West Indies : a Caribbean response to the challenge of change / Philip Sherlock, Rex Nettleford. MacMillan Caribbean. $149.05 $220.00. 378.729

Never far from nowhere / Andrea Levy. Review. $660.00 813.6

New and selected poems 1994-2002 / Kwame Dawes. Peepal Tree Press. $2130.00 811

New Caribbean junior reader / Diane Brown, Peggy Campbell. Ginn. 372.412

New Caribbean junior reader / Pamela Mordecai, Grace Walker Gordon. Ginn. 372.412


New Caribbean thought : a reader / edited by Brian Meeks and Folke University of the West Indies Press. 972.905
New Civics for young Jamaicans / L.C. Ruddock. 2nd. ed. rev. Collins and Sangsters. $1.95 320.4

New civics for young Jamaicans / L. C. Ruddock, Sonia Robinson-Glanville. New ed. Carlong. 320.47292

New day / V.S. Reid. Heinemann. 813.54

A new day / Peter Shakes. P. Shakes 248

New directions in technical and vocational education in the Caribbean / by Alfred Sangster. College of Arts Science and Technology. Gratis 373.729


A new economic strategy for the Bahamas; with special consideration of the international competition and the FTAA / Nikolaos Karagiannis. University of the West Indies Printers. 330.97296

A new economic strategy for Jamaica : with special consideration of international competition and the FTAA/ Dillon Alleyne and Nikolaos Karagiannis. Arawak Publications. $500.00 330.97292

The New Europe, The New World Order, Jamaica and the Caribbean / Don Mills. Grace Kennedy Foundation. 337.40729

New horizons in teacher education : report of the Conference of the Institute Board of Teacher Education, 6th-10th September. University of the West Indies, Jamaica. Institute of Education 370.7


The new integrated approach : religious education workbook 4 / C. Campbell, M. Miller. Mid-Island Educators. 200

The new integrated approach : religious education workbook 5 / C. Campbell, M. Miles. Mid-Island Educators. 200


The new integrated GSAT language arts workbook / L. Channer, V. Dixon, S. Jackson. Mid Island Educators. 372.62

The New integrated GSAT mathematics workbook / L. Channer, V. Dixon, S. Jackson. Mid Island Educators. 372.7
The new integrated GSAT science workbook / L. Channer, G. Hacker. - Rev. ed. Mid Island Educators. 372.3

The new Jamaica, informative political thought / an Everrod Williams souvenir publication. Everrod Williams, 972.92


New mathematics for the Caribbean. Book two. Part one / written by a panel of experienced mathematics teachers. 513

New mathematics for the Caribbean. Book three / written by a panel of experienced mathematics teachers. Metric ed. 513

New Mathematics for the Caribbean. Book four / written by a panel of experienced mathematics teachers. Metric ed. 513

New mathematics for the Caribbean. Book five / written by a panel of experienced mathematics teachers. Metric ed. 513

New mathematics for the Caribbean. Book six / written by a panel of experienced mathematics teachers. Metric ed. 513

New register of Caribbean English usage / edited by Richard Allsopp. 427.972903


New ships : poems of West Indies for the Junior Secondary Schools. Teacher's guide... / Donald G. Wilson. Savacou Publications. 821

New Testament Church of God (Jamaica) District Overseers' Leadership Seminar. The Church. 253

The new voting system : make sure you can vote. JIS for the Ministry of Home Affairs. 324.24

The new way to reading : an integrated pre-reader workbook age 4 / edited by Eugena Robinson. 428.6

The new way to reading and mathematics book 3 : an integrated activity book for 4 to 5-year-olds / edited by Eugena Robinson. 428.6

The new way to reading for beginners book 1 : an integrated pre-reader activity book for 3 year-olds / edited by Eugena Robinson. 428.6

New Zealand v. Sri Lanka, Sabina Park, Jamaica, Tuesday April 24, 2007 / ICC Cricket World Cup. West Indies 2007. ICC Cricket World Cup, West Indies. 796.35822

Newcomb, Kerry
Mad Morgan / Kerry Newcomb. St. Martin's Press, US$24.95. 813

Newman, Arthur James
Jamaica : the island and its people; the Times geography and history. 7th ed. Jamaica Times. 372.891

News for Babylon : the chatto book for West Indian British poetry / James Berry. Chatto and Windus. 821

Newton, Earl H.
Combermere School and the Barbadian society / by Keith A. P. Sandiford and Earle H. Newton. The Press, UWI. $250.00 373.72981

Newton, Velma
The silver men: West Indian labour migration to Panama 1850-1914. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 331.6272907287

Nicholas, Maria T.
Thousands of tears : a true story of international abduction and miraculous rescue. Author House. US$14.95 362.8297092

Night of the indigo / Michael Holgate. Macmillan Education. 813.6

Night out of town / Evon Blake. JAMAL Foundation. 813

Niles, Bradley
Beginning again : approaches to education for rehabilitation in Caribbean prisons/ Bradley Niles and Ayodeji Bernard. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 365.66

1938 : an account of the struggles of the Jamaican workers in 1938 / prepared by Workers Week Education Committee for the Agency for Public Information. Agency for Public Information. "Prepared for Workers Week 1977". 331.097292


The 1974 M.C.C. Tour : official souvenir programme, West Indies vs England in Jamaica / Robert S. Dabdoub. 796.358

1974-81/ Don Robotham. Vanguard Publishers. 324.27292075

1976 Election Manifesto of the People's National Party / People's National Party. The Party. 329.97292

1978 concert season / The Jamaican Folk Singers. The Folk Singers. 784.497292


The 1996 *micro and small enterprise (MSE) survey of Jamaica: a comprehensive description of the Jamaican micro and small enterprise sector* / study conducted by Carmen McFarlane of McFarlane Consultants. - Ministry of Industry, Investment and Commerce. 338.97292

The 1997 *general elections in Jamaica: the establishment of CAFFE and its role in the electoral process* / Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections (CAFFE). CAFFE. $1,000.00 324.72


1997 *Manifesto of the National Democratic Movement: providing vision, hope and leadership for a new Jamaica*. NDM]. 324.2729204

The ninth ICC Cricket World Cup hosted by the West Indies, Sunday March 11, 2007/ ICC Cricket World Cup. West Indies 2007. ICC Cricket World Cup, West Indies. 796.35822

*Nix* / by Penny McKnight. BJU Press. US$8.99 813

NLJ

Libraries and the access to information act: statement to the Joint Select Committee of Parliament for review of the Access to Information Act (ATI) / by The Jamaica Library Service (JLS), National Library of Jamaica (NLJ) and the Library and Information Association of Jamaica (LIAJA). 363.31

*No bond but the law: punishment, race and gender in Jamaican state formation, 1780-1870.* University of the West Indies Press, $1,450.00 364.97292

*No holding back* / Michael Holding with Edward Hawkins. Weidenfeld Nicolson. $1950.00 920

*No lube: I'm telling it like it is* / by Gina Ray Forest. Forest Fire Productions. 811

*No more 'smalling up' of me* / Jean Wilson. Ian Randle Publishers. US$999.98. 811; 811.6

*No pit too deep* / Michael McIntosh. Henriville Advertising and Communications Ltd. 813
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No room for neutrality : human rights and Christian ecumenism in Jamaica and the Caribbean</td>
<td>Jimmy Tucker</td>
<td>Reliance Education Production.</td>
<td>No price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No telephone to heaven</td>
<td>Michelle Cliff</td>
<td>Plume</td>
<td>$960.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No woman no cry: my life with Bob Marley</td>
<td>Rita Marley, Hettie Jones</td>
<td>Hyperion</td>
<td>$1,200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble, E. Martin</td>
<td>The burden of illegitimacy: a struggle against prejudice and bigotry</td>
<td>Doctorbird Books</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble, E. Martin</td>
<td>The invited intruder</td>
<td>Doctor Bird Books</td>
<td>US$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel, Don</td>
<td>Near a far sea: a Jamaican odyssey</td>
<td>Author House</td>
<td>US$18.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel, Dorothy</td>
<td>Carlong assessment test for GSAT English</td>
<td>Dorothy Noel</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel, Dorothy</td>
<td>Carlong further multiple choice tests for Common Entrance English</td>
<td>Dorothy Noel</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel, Dorothy</td>
<td>Carlong integrated primary test: language arts</td>
<td>Carlong Publishers. Caribbean.</td>
<td>372.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel, Dorothy</td>
<td>Carlong revision guide for Junior English</td>
<td>Keith Noel, Myrtle Kellier.</td>
<td>372.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel, Dorothy</td>
<td>Carlong revision guide for Common Entrance English</td>
<td>Dorothy Noel, Keith Noel, Myrtle Kellier.</td>
<td>372.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel, Dorothy</td>
<td>Carlong revision guide for junior English</td>
<td>Dorothy Noel, Keith Noel, Myrtle Kellier.</td>
<td>372.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel, Keith</td>
<td>Carlong Caribbean drama for the classroom</td>
<td>Keith Noel with plays by Kendel Hippolyte.</td>
<td>808.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel, Keith</td>
<td>Carlong English A for CSEC with study guide and exercises</td>
<td>Keith Noel, Sheila Garcia-Bisnott, Milton Drepaul.</td>
<td>428.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Noel, Keith  
Carlong English A for CSEC with study guide and exercises / Keith Noel, Milton Drepaul, Sheila Garcia-Bisnott. 428.2

Noel, Keith  
Carlong English B for CSEC with study guide exercises / Keith Noel, Carol Hunter-Clarke, Sheila Garcia-Bisnott. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd. 820.76

Noel, Keith  
Carlong revision guide for Junior English / Dorothy Noel, Keith Noel and Myrtle Kellier. 2nd ed. Carlong Publishers. Caribbean. 372.6

Noel, Keith  
CXC English A : study guide exercises / Keith Noel, Sheila Garcia-Bisnott, Milton Drepaul. 428.2

Noel, Keith  
CXC English B : study guide exercises / Keith Noel, Sheila Garcia-Bisnott, Milton Drepaul. Carlong. 820.76

Noel, Keith  
English B for CSEC with study guide and exercises / Keith Noel, Carol Hunter-Clarke and Sheilah Garcia-Bisnott. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Limited. 820.76

Noel, Keith  
Longman revision guide for Common Entrance English / Dorothy Noel, Keith Noel, Myrtle Kellier. Longman Jamaica. 372.1262

Noel, Keith  
Longman revision guide for junior English / Dorothy Noel, Keith Noel, Myrtle Kellier. Longman Jamaica. 372.1262


Noises in the blood : orality, gender and the `vulgar' body of Jamaican popular culture / Carolyn Cooper. Macmillan Caribbean. $660.00 809.8997292


Non-formal education / R.N. Murray. U.W.I. School of Education. 370.19

Normal nutrition and standard hospital diets. $80.00 615.854

Norman, Alma  
Ballads of Jamaica / Alma Norman Twin Guinep (Publishers). 808.8144

Norman Washington Manley Foundation

Norris / Maureen Dominion and Zip Dominion. Sculpture Enterprises. $750.00 813.6

Norris, Glen A.
Voice of Gan Astor / by Glen A. Norris. J$4.00. 811

Norris, Katrin
Jamaica: the search for an identity. Oxford University Press. 917.292

North of Jamaica/ Louis Simpson. Harper Row. 920

North Street United Church

Norton, Anne V.
A bibliography of the Caribbean area for geographers / compiled by A.V. Norton. Geography Department, University of the West Indies. No price 016.9729

Not by sun alone. Andre Deutsch. 917.292

Not for wages alone: eyewitness summaries of the 1938 labour rebellion in Jamaica / Patrick E. Bryan and Karl Watson. Department of History, University of the West Indies, $1,500.00. 972.92

A note on the increasing fertility of Jamaica’s population / K. (Alman) Tekse. Department of Statistics. 312.9

Notable


Notes on the constitutional history of Jamaica / Anne Benewick for the Institute's Independence Exhibition. The Institute. 972.92

Notes on the economic structural adjustment process in Jamaica / A. Reyes Pacheco. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 339.5
Notes on the racial origins of the people of Jamaica / compiled by Daphne Douglas for the Institute's Independence Exhibition. Institute of Jamaica. 325.7292

Notice, E. Stephen
Civil engineering practice : methods of drawing and detailing / by E. Stephen Notice. 604.2

The notorious riot : the socio-economic and political base of Paul Bogle's revolt / by Don Robothom. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. J$4.50 972.92034

Notorious women of the bible : women of influence / Delrose Bramwell-Patterson. $625.00 220.83054

Nottingham, Earle
Trin-Jam calaloo : a collection of Caribbean poetry /Earle Nottingham. XPress Litho (Printers) 811

Nova Scotia and the fighting Maroons : a documentary history / Mavis C. Campbell. Department of Anthropology, College of William and Mary. 971.602

NRCA's project planning and proposal writing manual for environmental projects, December 1996. NRCA. 658.408

Ntououme, Jasmine
Lucille travels at Christmas: a Jamaican child's story /Jasmine Ntououme. LMH Publishing. 813

Nugent, Maria, Lady
Lady Nugent's journal of her residence in Jamaica from 1801 to 1805 / by Philip Wright. University of the West Indies Press. 920

Numbers fun learning. 513

Numbers fun practice sheets. 513

Nunes, F. E.
Plantation to co-operative managerial issues in the Castle Bruce transition 1972-1978. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. J$4.50 334.683

Nunes, Frederick E.
People and organizations: Caribbean cases / Frederick E. Nunes. Caribbean Authors Publishing Co. $80.00 658.3

Nunes, Michael
Cruising around Jamaica : a guide to the bays, coves, and harbours / Michael Christine Nunes. M. Nunes. 917.29206

Nunez-Tesheira, Karen
Nurses Association of Jamaica
What is nursing care? home, clinic, school, casualty, hospital / Nurses Association of Jamaica. 610.73

Nursing Council (Jamaica)
Evaluation of the 21 Nursing Education Programme at Bellevue School of Nursing, Windward Road, Kingston 2 / prepared by the Evaluation Committee appointed by the Nursing Council. Gratis 610.730711

Nursing Council (Jamaica)
Evaluation of the West Indies College Department of Nursing, Mandeville and 27 Hope Road, Kingston: Nursing Council. Gratis 610.730711


Nutrition education handbook for supervisors of day care centres and nursery school / Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. CFNI. 641.109

Nutrition handbook for community workers / Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute and Ministry of Health, Jamaica. 4th ed. 613.2


Nutrition made simple / by Versadie (Sadie) Campbell, Dinesh P. Sinha. Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. 613.2; 641.1

Nuttall Memorial Hospital

Nyam Jamaica : a culinary tour / Rosemary Parkinson. R. Parkinson, $11,400.00 641.597292
Obadiah
    I am a Rastafarian: Obadiah meets Petra Gaynor / photography Chris Fairclough. Watts. $55.70 305.6996

Obeah, Christ and Rastaman : Jamaica and its religion / Ivor Morrish. $33.30 200.9

Obi, or, the history of three-fingered Jack / William Earle. Broadview. US$22.95. 920

Observing elections the Commonwealth's way : the early years / Carl W. Dundas. Ian Randle Publishers. 324.72

Obsidian III : literature in the African diaspora volume 2, number 2/ Afaa M. Weaver North Carolina State University. 810.8

Obstacles to the expansion of the pen-keeping industry in Jamaica in the period of slavery / Verene A. Shepherd. Dept. of History, University of the West Indies. Free. 972.92

O'Callaghan, Evelyn
    Woman version : theoretical approaches to West Indian fiction by women / Evelyn O'Callaghan. Macmillan. $850.30 809.89287

Ocho Rios, St. Ann : portrait of a garden parish / Anthony Johnson. TEEJAY Ltd. 972.92

O'Connor, Delores
    Carlong further multiple choice assessment tests : mathematics Delores O'Connor, Joyce McKenzie. 510.76

O'Connor, Delores
    Carlong further multiple choice assessment tests : mental ability / Delores O'Connor, Joyce McKenzie. 420.7292

O'Connor, Delores
    Carlong integrated practice tests : mathematics / Delores O'Connor, Joyce McKenzie, Andrea Dryden. 513

An ode to optimism / Angela Fairbrace. Forward Press. 821

Odle, Maurice A.
    Commercialization of technology and dependency in the Caribbean / Maurice A. Odle and Owen S. Arthur. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $66.00 338.9729
Odle, Maurice A.
The evolution of public expenditure (the case of a structurally dependant economy: Guyana) / Maurice A. Odle. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 336.7881

Odle, Maurice

Odle, Maurice
Transnational banks and problems of small debtors. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 332.15

Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Relief Co-ordination
Guidebook for developing a school earthquake safety programme / Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Relief Coordination. Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Management Relief Coordination. 363.3495

Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Relief Co-ordination (Jamaica)
Hurricane precautions / produced by the Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Relief Co-ordination. ODPEM. 363.348

Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Relief Co-ordination (Jamaica)
Precautions for hurricane and earthquakes / Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Relief Co-ordination. ODP. 363.347

Office of the Prime Minister
Institute of Jamaica management audit / Management Services Division, Ministry of the Public Service. Management Services Division, Ministry of the Public Service. 658.4013

The official history of the 8th British Empire and Commonwealth games, Kingston - Jamaica. 4-13 August 1996. Organising Committee of the 8th British Empire and Commonwealth games, 796.4

Official visitor's guide to the West Indies / Michael A. Grant. Great House Publishing]. $1,550.00 917.29

Ogle, Philmore
Jamaican GCT : a business by business guide / Philmore Ogle. Chartermagnates Ltd. $690.00 343.08302638

Ogungbesan, Kolawole
The writing of Peter Abrahams / Kolawole Ogungbesan. Hodder and Stoughton. $16.79 813.54

O'Hara, M.
A geotechnical classification of Jamaican rocks / by M. O'Hara and R. Bryce. 552.09
Oh! sing to the Lord. V. 1: 100 liturgical compositions of Fr. Richard Hong, Missionaries of the Poor. Missionaries of the Poor, 1999. $400.00 264.2

Oil exploration opportunities in Jamaica / Jamaica. Ministry of Mining and Natural Resources. The Ministry. Gratis 333.8232

The oil industry: a select reading list highlighting OPEC, Mexico, Venezuela, Nigeria and Jamaica/ prepared by Tereza Richard. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. No price. 016.553282

Oil refinery and associated industrial complex Jamaica : general planning studies : inception report. Shankland Cox Partnership. 711.5524

Old Age Pension. Jamaica Information Service for the Ministry of Labour and National Insurance. 368.4

Old story time and other plays / Trevor D. Rhone. Longman. 822

The "Old village" at Drax Hall Plantation : an archaeology examination of an Afro-Jamaican settlement /Douglas V. Armstrong. Douglas Armstrong. 972.92

Oliver-Ruiz, Andrea
Island heat : love in Jamaica / Andrea Oliver-Ruiz. iUniverse. US$14.95 813.6

Oliviera, Doris M.

Olmstead, Richard

Olympic Gardens : a novel / Andren Bonner. Egwechi Publishing. $1,590.00 813.6

Ombudsman Working Party

O'Meally-Nelson, Blossom
Hazards of entrepreneurship : a guide to business success / by Blossom O'Meally-Nelson. LMH Publishing. 658.11

O'Meally-Nelson, Blossom
Heart song : poems of my transformation / Blossom O'Meally-Nelson. B. O'Meally-Nelson. 811

The omniscient one - all he does is think about you / Dwayne L. Nelson. D. L. Nelson. 248

On dis & dat : essays taken from Ken Maxwell's newspaper columns and radio and television commentaries. Christopher Issa. $10.00 818
On-farm adaptive research in Jamaica: the cropping systems project: the final report / by A. Vivian Chin; edited by L. Van Crowder, Jr. 630.072

On-farm coconut (Cocos nucifera L.) fertilizer trials with small hillside farmers in the parish of St. Catherine / C. Reid, Z. Annakie, J. Mayne. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 634.6189

On-farm fertilizer trials of ackee Blighia sapida Koenig, with small hillside farmers in the parish of St. Catherine / C. Reid, Z. Annakie, J. Mayne. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 634.6

On-farm mango (Mangifera indica L.) cultivar trial for small hillside farmers between 230 and 300 meters elevation in the parish of St. Catherine / C. Reid...[et al]. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 634.447

On-farm trial of traditionally grown cacao (Theobroma cacao L.): comparing farmers cultural practices / C. Reid...[et al]. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 633.74

On Friday night / Luz Argentina Chiriboga. Arawak Publications. 868

On holy week: a sequence of poems for radio / Mervyn Morris. Dangaroo Press, $160.00 811

On housing: essays from the NHT / edited by Marjorie Codnor Vincent George. The Library, Research Dept., National Housing Trust. 363.5


On my honour: a tale of the maroons / C.L.G. Harris. Charles Aarons. s.n. 813.6


On the effective realization of civil and political rights at the national level. United Nations Secretariat]. 323.4


On the treatment and management of the more common West-India diseases (1750-1802): works by James Grainger, MD, 1764, with additional notes by William Wright, MD, FRS, 1802 / edited and annotated by J. Edward Hutson; Griffith Hughes, MA, FRS, 1750; Benjamin Moseley, MD 1789. $2,900.00 614.594
On top of Blue Mountain / by Basil Lopez. B. Lopez. Press Box Printers. J$2.50 821

On your marks Year 1, term 1/ Don Wilson; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$2.75 372.412

Once upon a time in Jamaica/ edited by M. Gaynor-Daley. University of the West Indies; Bernard van Leer Foundation Centre for Early Childhood Education. 370.7122

Once upon a time in Jamaica / Olive Senior, Ministry of Education; Jamaica Tourist Board. 398.22

One bright child / Patricia Cumper. Black Amber Books. $525.00 813

101 millennium honey nuts : creating a culture of life affirming values / by Desmond Green. Oasis Publishing Company Ltd. No price 158

The one hundred and twenty-fifth annual Meeting of the Synod of the Church in Jamaica in the Province of the West Indies. The Church in Jamaica in the Province of the West Indies. 262.4

The one hundred and thirty-second annual meeting of the Synod of the Church in Jamaica and the Cayman Islands in the Province of the West Indies. The Church. 283

100+ practice questions for CAPE computer science: Unit 1 information systems. Campbell, Howard. Nutcracker Books. 004.076

One love / Audvil King. The Bogle-L’Ouverture Publications. 820

One love : dubaretta / by Kwame Dawes. Methuen. $714.00 812

One love: history, doctrine and levity / by Jah Bones. Voice of Rasta Publishing House. $15.00 305.6996

One love: life with Bob Marley and the Wailers / words and photographs by Lee Jaffe. W. W. Norton. US$40.00; $2,225.00 782.421646092

One love: the story of Jamaica's Reggae Boyz and the 1998 World Cup / Robbie Earle and Daniel Davis. Andre Deutsch. $1,090.00 796.334

One love: the very best of Bob Marley & the Wailers. Hal Leonard Corporation. $1,895.00 782.421646

One people / Guy Kennaway. Payback Press. $400.00 813

One people. Pub. by the Government Public Relations Office on behalf of the Independence Celebrations Committee. 917.292

One-pot meals : whole meals at half the cost / Sylvia Leslie. Social Development Agency. 641.55
The one : the story of how the people of Guyana avenge the murder of their pasero with help from Brother Anancy and Sister Buxton / by Andrew Salkey. Bogle-L'Ouverture. 813.54


1000 practice exercises in English for Grades 7, 8, 9 / by C. McGregor. Carmen McGregor Publishers. 372.6

1000 practice exercises in English for NAP (National Assessment Programme) / by C. McGregor. Carmen McGregor Publishers. 372.6


1, 2, 3 stress-free! : your journey to peace / Dr. Jacqueline Chambers, MD. Freedom St. Publishers. No price 158.1

Oneness : a "concordant" reference volume 1 A-H / Wilford B. Brent-Harris 231.04403

Oneness : a "concordant" reference volume 2 H - Z / Wilford B. Brent-Harris. 231.04403

Only as the wind blows : stories / Basil Lopez. Bazba Theatrical Players, 813.54

Ononaiwu, Arlene
The health sciences : a select bibliography. Calvin McKain Library. 016.61

Opebiyi, Aishatu
The gift of lace and other stories / Aishatu Opebiyi. Longman Nigeria. 813

The Open wound: the scourge of racism in Cuba from colonialism to communism/ Ivan-Cesar Martinez. Arawak Publications. 1,500.00 305.897291

Opportunities for investment in the hotel industry. Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation. 338.4
Opportunities in the ethnic market / researched and prepared by Link Consulting for JAMPRO. Caribbean Link. 338.17


Oral testimonies of Jamaican sex workers / Panos Caribbean. Panos Institute Caribbean. 306.74097292

Orane, Marguerite
EMS policy and strategy working group "Benchmark Countries" research / Ira R. Feldman, Robert Wynter and Marguerite Orane. Environmental Management System. 333.7

Orane, Marguerite
Free and laughing : spiritual insights in everyday moments. M. Orane. 158.1

Orchid culture made easy / Ancile Gloudon ; cover design and illustrations by Anya Gloudon. Ancile Gloudon. Phoenix Printery. $30.00 635.933415

The ordeal of integration: progress and resentment in America's "racial" crisis/ Orlando Patterson. - 1st paperback ed. Civitas/Counterpoint. $700.00 305.800973

Order of the centenary celebration of the Moore Keys Lodge no. 2519 of the Ancient Fraternity of Free and Accepted Freemasons of England. The Lodge. 366.1

Organization and contents of the reports on the census of Jamaica, 7th April 1960. Department of Statistics. 317.29

Organisation of American States
Economic analysis of tourism in Jamaica : technical report of the OAS National Program of Technical Cooperation with the Jamaica Tourist Board and the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Commerce. OAS. 338.4791


Organizational challenges : a Caribbean perspective : management cases with issues peculiar to developing countries / Ina Barrett. Arawak Publications. 658

Organized crime and politics in Jamaica: breaking the nexus / Anthony Harriott. Canoe Press. No price 364.97292

Origin of bauxite: selected papers reprinted from Geo notes and the Journal of the Geological Society of Jamaica / [Raymond M. Wright, editor]. $3.00 549.53

Original dance hall dictionary / Joan Williams; [illustrated by] Shawn Grant. [Rev. ed.] Yard Publications. 417.2097292

The origins and consequences of Jamaica's debt crisis, 1970-1990 / Kari Polanyi Levitt. Rev. ed. Consortium Graduate School of Social Sciences, UWI/University of Guyana. $150.00 336.3435097292

Ormrod, Richard Kendall

Ornithological survey of the Negril and Black River morasses Jamaica / by Soren Svensson. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. 333.7845

Osbourne, A.L.
History notes for J.S.C. syllabus. Gallimore's Typing and Duplicating Service. 372.89

Osbourne, Catherine
American-Jamaican Cookery / by Catherine Osborne. Carlton Press Inc. 641.59729

Osbourne, Francis J.
History of the Catholic Church in Jamaica [New ed.]. Loyola University Press. Caribbean Universities Press. $98.00 282

Osborne, Francis J.

Osterhammel, Jurgen
Colonialism: a theoretical overview. Ian Randle Publishers. 325.37292

O'Sullivan and Graham Consulting Engineers
Road Infrastructure Planning and Maintenance Project / O'Sullivan and Graham Consulting Engineers. Draft final report. 625.76

O'Sullivan-Sirjue, Jennifer
Carlong primary social studies: Caribbean neighbours Year 5 / Sybil Leslie, Jennifer O'Sullivan-Sirjue, Sonia Robinson-Glanville. Carlong. 300

O'Sullivan-Sirjue, Jennifer
Introducing geography: a Caribbean focus / Jennifer O'Sullivan-Sirjue, Vincent George, Darcy Wright. Carlong. 910

The other side of tourism: Jamaica re-visited / Myrna Loy. Myrna Loy II. 917.292
The other side: rastaman vibrations / Desmond Lloyd Levene. Black Fan Publishing. $200. 813

Other times, other places, other people / Don Wilson, Phyllis Coy, Ivy Mitchell. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd. 372.412

Other times, other places, other people / Don Wilson, Phyllis Coy, Ivy Mitchell. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd. 372.412

Otto-Hinds, Maureen
God can: a short story long remembered. 248.2

Otusanya, Afolabi
Hope for the hopeless. Jubilee Christian Church International. 153.8

Our archives: six broadcast talks by the government archivist / Clinton V. Black. s.n. Government Printer. 351.7146

Our environment is in serious trouble. Jamaica Association of Public Health Inspectors. 363.73

Our friends of long ago. Pt. 1: Yucca & Anuk / Mareen Bennett Vassall. - [M.D. Bennett Vassall]. $125.00 813

Our heritage/ John Hearne. University of the West Indies, Department of Extra-Mural Studies. 301.2


Our island, Jamaica / Mike Morrissey. Collins Educational. $13.10. 972.9206

Our national heroes / Agency for Public Information. Agency for Publication Information, 920

Our National Heroes. JAMAL Foundation. 920

Our political institutions. JIS. 342.7292

Our times / by Washington King. Washington King. 811

Our tourist industry / by the Jamaica Tourist Board and the Jamaica Information Service. 338.4

Our West African heritage: a teachers' guide to ten radio programmes / June C. Wallace; Allister E. Hinds. African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica. 966

"Out of his skin": the John Barnes phenomenon / Dave Hill. Faber. $153.86 920

Out of many one people: a pageant in ten episodes/ Greta Lyons.
Government Printer. 822
Out of order! : Anthony Winkler and White West Indian writing / Kim Robinson-Walcott. University of the West Indies Press. 813

'Outcry'.../ Allan Mutabaruka. Swing Publishers Ltd., 821

Outreach and Communications Commission lest we forget: the case for general elections/ prepared by the Outreach and Communications Commission of the People's National Party. PNP. 324.27292074


Over the roofs of the world / Olive Senior. Insomniac Press. US$9.95 811.6

Overcoming technological dependency : the case of Electric Arc (Jamaica) Ltd., a small firm in a small developing country/ Norman P Girvan. Pergamon Press. 338.642

Overstanding Rastafari : "Jamaica's gift to the world" / by Yasus Afari. Senya-Cum. 299.67

Overview of marine pollution in Jamaica/ prepared by Yasmin Williams. s.n.] 363.7394097292

Owen, Glenville Hamilton
The customer and you / by Glen Owen. Glen Owen Education Services, J$4.00 658.812

Owens, Joseph

Ownership within the Jamaican Economy/ National Savings Committee. NSC. 330.9729206

Oxamendi Vicet, Elaine
Faice inside out / Elaine Oxamendi Vicet. 811
The P. A. Benjamin centenary book: celebrating 100 years of trust in Benjamin's 1879-1979. ICD Group of Companies. 338.1738

Packer, Claude
Creative Common Entrance multiple choice papers in Mathematics / Neville Ying and Claude Packer. Caribbean Authors Publishing Co. $6.00 372.1262

Packer, Claude
Remedial mathematics: EC 08A study guide / by Claude Packer. $460.00 510

The pagoda: a novel / by Patricia Powell. Harcourt Inc. US$14.00 813

Pagon, Rosemarie

Paint the town red / Brian Meeks. Peepal Tree Press. $1,070.00. 813.6

Paleoecological studies of the past development of the Negril and Black River morasses, Jamaica/ by Gunnar Digerfeldt and Magnus Enell. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. 333.7845

Palisadoes-Port Royal: protecting our natural and cultural Heritage: a community discussion booklet / Natural Resources Conservation Authority. NRCA. 917.292

Palmer, C. Everard
The adventures of Jimmy Maxwell / C. Everard Palmer; illustrated by Barrington Watson. Ministry of Education. 813.6

Baba and Mr. Big / C. Everard Palmer. Macmillan Caribbean. $123.00 813; 813.54

The broken vessel / C. Everard Palmer. Heinemann. $7.50 813.54

Full circle: the Rami Johnson story / C. Everard Palmer. Macmillan Education. $770.00 813.6

Houdini come home / C. Everard Palmer. Deutsch, J$22.55 813.54

My father, Sun-Sun Johnson / C. Everard Palmer. Macmillan Caribbean. 813

A time to say goodbye: Rami Johnson - the final chapter / C. Everard Palmer. Macmillan Education. $918.00 813; 813.6
Palmer, C. Everard
The wooing of Beppo Tate / C. Everard Palmer. Nelson Caribbean. J$5.70 813.54

Palmer, George W.J.

Palmer, Joyce
Greenwichtown / Joyce Palmer. St. Martin's Press. US$23.95 813.6

Palmer, Nehemiah
The dynamic birth of the new testament. AuthorHouse. US$14.95 225

Palmer, Nehemiah Martin
My 67 years of God's goodness, grace and miracles in Jamaica, England and America. Author House. US$15.50 248.8

Palmer, Ransford W.
Caribbean dependence on the United States economy / Ransford W. Palmer. Praeger. $50.45 337.729073

Palomino, Denise
Components of life / Denise Palomino. Sorrentino and Palomino, 811.54

Palumbo, Michael
Health care in Jamaica : quality, outcomes, and labor supply / Victor Lavy, Michael Palumbo, Steven N. Stern. World Bank. $347.50 362.1097292

Pampidou
The baker's dozen and other stories /Pampidou. Jamaica Information Service. $160.00 813

The Pan-African connection: from slavery to Garvey and beyond / by Tony Martin. Majority Press. $229.50 305.89607292

Pan African relays '78 / produced by the Pan African Secretariat Jamaica. Garvey Star Press, 796.42

Pan-Africanism : the struggle against imperialism and neo-colonialism/ Horace Campbell. Better Read Graphics and Dumont Press Graphix and Lynn. 320.54

The Pan-Africanists /Barrington Watson. Ian Randle Publishers. 920.02

Pan American Health Organization

Pan American Health Organization
Technical co-operation program with the Government of Jamaica 1982 / Pan American Health Organization, World Health Organization. 614.44

Pancreatitis : a select bibliography from the material available in the Medical Library, UWI / by Joyce Gordon. Medical Library. No price 016.61637

Panneflek, Aignald
Lighting the way forward : sub-regional summary and action plan / Vena Jules and Aignald Panneflek. The Office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 370.9729

Panneflek, Aignald
The state of education in the Caribbean in the 1990s : sub-regional synthesis and annexes / Vena Jules and Aignald Panneflek. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 370.9729

Panning, Steven
Spanish ruin (?) at Orange Valley, St. Ann : field observations & measured drawing of site / Steven Panning. 972.92

Panton, David

Panton, Vivian G.
The Church and common-law unions : a new response. V. G. Panton. No price 291.563

Pantry, Kent
Prosecuting the corrupt : best practices. National Integrity Action Forum, Centre for Leadership and Governance, Department of Government, UWI. 364.1323

Papaya : a manual for the identification and control of diseases and pests affecting papaya in Jamaica / by Omer S. Lloyd Thomas. JAMPRO. 634.6519

Pape, Hugh
Gooney / by Huge Pape. Jamrite Publications. $50.00 813.54


Papers from the University of the West Indies Mona Academic Conference 2000 on Human Resource development for competitive advantage September 1-3, 2000. - UWI, 658.3

Paprocki, Sherry

Parchment, Dennis
Towards a permitting and licensing system for national parks and protected areas in Jamaica/ prepared by Dennis Parchment for Natural Resources Conservation Authority (NRCA)/ Development of Environmental Management Organizations (DEMO) Project. 333.783

Parchment, Michael
My freedom voice / by Michael Parchment. M. Parchment. $20.00. 811

Parchment, Michael
Negro cross over. Michael Parchment. 811

Parchment, Michael
Serenade of love / Michael Parchment; with illustrations by Keith Walkis. - Michael Parchment. 811.54

Parenting: a child's perspective / Jaslin W. Salmon. Trafford Publishing. J$1,300.00 649.1

Parenting in Jamaica: a study conducted on behalf of the Planning Institute of Jamaica / Heather Ricketts and Patricia Anderson. PIOJ. 649.1

Parenting towards the 21st century ... and beyond / by Anthony L. and Deloris A. Gordon. Anthony L. and Deloris A. Gordon. 649.1

Parenting vibes in the world of sexuality : facilitator's manual / by Joseph E. Robinson. Ashe Caribbean Performing Arts Foundation. 649.1

Parents as Partners in Education (1999 February 24-25)

Pariag, Florence
East Indians in the Caribbean : an illustrated history. Arawak Publications. $1,350.00 305.8914110729

Parker, Tracey
Manual of dendrology : Jamaica / Tracey Parker. 582.16097292

Parkin, Bingham Lloyd
Parkinson, Rosemary
    Nyam Jamaica: a culinary tour / Rosemary Parkinson. R. Parkinson, $11,400.00 641.597292

The Parnell collection: a bibliography / prepared by the Jamaica Library Service, St. Elizabeth Parish Library. Jamaica Library Service. 017.1

Parris, Carl D.
    Capital or labour: the decision to introduce the Industrial Stabilization Act in Trinidad and Tobago, March 1965. Institute of Social and Economic Research, U.W.I J$2.00 331.898

Parris, Terry Eunice
    Jason Whyte, Jamaican / illustrated by Trevor Stubbley. Oxford Univ. Press. 372.64

Parry, Odette
    Male underachievement in high school education in Jamaica, Barbados, and St. Vincent and the Grenadines / Odette Parry. Canoe Press, $650.00 371.823

Parsons-Taylor, Cal A.
    Shares in Jamaica: an introduction to securities ownership. 332.61


A passage through the valley of death: the Anthony 'Fines' Ashwood story / Dawn Vaz-Green. Green Oasis Publications. 920

Passing through: stories / Colin Channer. One World / Balantine Book. US$13.95 813.6

The passion of Christ: exhibition compiled by the National Gallery of Jamaica. The Gallery. 704.94853


Passport to the heart: reflections on Canada Caribbean relations / Trevor A. Carmichael. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,215.00 327.710729

The patchwork queen / by Rhoan Brown ... [et al.] D.E.L.A. Children's Workshop. 813

Paterson, Sydney Eric
    A small corner of the Jamaican tapestry / Sydney Eric Paterson. 920
Pathway to divine favor: how to obtain God's favor for you and your descendants / Tombari Kpobeh Tee. T. Kpobeh Tee. No price 248.4

Pathway to parenting: a Caribbean approach: a facilitator's guide to supporting Caribbean parents and caregivers. Parenting Partners Caribbean. 649.1

Pathways to progress: the people's plan for socialist transformation, Jamaica 1977-78 / by the Jamaican people with the assistance of George Beckford... [et al]. Maroon Publishing House. $20.00 330.9

Paton, Diana
No bond but the law: punishment, race and gender in Jamaican state formation, 1780-1870 University of the West Indies Press, $1,450.00 364.97292

Patriarchy in the Jamaica Constabulary Force: its impact on gender equality / Gladys M. Brown-Campbell. Canoe Press, University of the West Indies. $500.00 352.2

Patrick, St.
Mental earthquakes in diverse places / St. Patrick. Salt and Pepper. 811

Patrick the proud parrot: a story and activity book / Kelle L. Merchant. LMH Publishing. 372.4122

Patriotic Jamaican / by Ricardo Cole. R. Cole. 811


Patterns of substance use and abuse among post primary students in Jamaica: national adolescent students' drug survey 1997-1998 / prepared by Ken-Garfield Douglas. PIOJ. 362.29083

Patterson, Horace Orlando
The children of Sisyphus. The Bolivar Press. 813; 813.54

Patterson, Horace
The Sociology of slavery: an analysis of the origins, development and structure of negro slave society in Jamaica. McGibbon & Kee. 326.97292

Patterson, M. Patricia
Milo Boughton Butler, G. C. M. G., G. C. V. O., Bahamian, 1906-1979: a call to service a biography / M. Patricia Patterson. The New Way Educational and Community Services Ltd. 920

Patterson, Orlando
Freedom / Orlando Patterson. Basic Books. $299.50 323.44
Patterson, Orlando
The ordeal of integration: progress and resentment in America's "racial" crisis. 1st paperback ed. Civitas/Counterpoint. $700.00 305.800973

Patterson, Orlando
Rituals of blood: consequences of slavery in two American centuries/ Orlando Patterson. Civitas/ Counterpoint. $1,320.60 305.800973

Patterson, Orlando
Slavery and social death: a comparative study / Orlando Patterson. Harvard University. $144.00 306.362

Patterson, P.J.
The political process and the new society: inaugural lecture in the Carl Stone Memorial Public Forum Lecture Series/ by P.J. Patterson. Jamaica Information Service. 324

Patterson, P. J.
The transforming landscape of Jamaica: with overview of tenure / by P.J. Patterson; edited by Sandra Graham. Communications Unit, Office of the Prime Minister. 351.7292

Patterson, Richard F.
The fiction of Robert Antoni: writing in the estuary / Richard F. Patterson. University of the West Indies Press Press. 813.19

Pattullo, Polly
Fire from the mountain: The tragedy of Montserrat and the betrayal of its people / Polly Pattullo. Ian Randle Publishers. $828.00 972.975

Pattullo, Polly
Last resorts: the cost of tourism in the Caribbean / Polly Pattullo. Ian Randle Publishers. 338.47917292

Pawson, Michael
Port Royal, Jamaica / Michael Pawson and David Buisseret. Clarendon Press; The University of the West Indies Press, £8.55; $1400.00. 972.92

Payne, Anthony
The political history of CARICOM / Anthony J. Payne. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.9

Payne, Anthony J.
Politics in Jamaica. Rev. ed. - Ian Randle Publishers. 320.97292

Payne, Dana
Follow the swallows / Hugh Payne, Dana Payne and Millicent Payne. s.n. 811

Payne, H.W.
Fertilizer response of groundnuts (arachis hypogaea) on two soils of Jamaica / H.W. Rayne. 4.82 Pound Ster. 631.8
Payne, Hugh
Follow the swallows / Hugh Payne, Dana Payne and Millicent Payne. 811

Payne, Hugh
Leaves from the tree of life poems / by Hugh Payne, Irel Payne and Dana Payne. 811

Payne, Irel
Leaves from the tree of life poems / by Hugh Payne, Irel Payne and Dana Payne. 811

Payne, Millicent
Life's little pleasantries : a voice from the past / Millicent Payne. M. Payne. 813

Payne, Millicent
Life's little pleasantries : a voice from the past / Millicent Payne. M. Payne, 813

Payne-Jackson, Arvilla
Jamaican folk medicine : a source of healing / Arvilla Payne-Jackson and Mervyn C. Alleyne. $950.00 615.882

Peart, Stanley W.
Scope and functions of the Bank of Jamaica. Bank of Jamaica. 332.11

Peart, Allison C.
The Jamaica Observer CXC lecture series. Biology with practice questions and answers / Allison C. Peart. Rev. ed. 510.76

Peart, Allison C.
The Jamaica Observer CXC lecture series. Biology with practice questions and answers / Allison C. Peart. Rev. ed. 570.76

Peart, O. Stephen
Released expressions : the journey begins: a poetic journey into the inner thoughts / O. Stephen Peart. Trafford Publishing. 811

Peart, Patrick
The conservation workshop and environmental control at National Library of Jamaica / Patrick Peart. 025.84

Peart, Rudolph A.
Industries and consumers : the real regulators of industries / Rudolph A. Peart. R. A. Peart. 381.33

Peculiar : UCCF 50th Anniversary 1999. University and College Christian UCCF Mona Fellowship. UCCF. $100.00 267.61

Peenie wallies and silk cotton trees / Olive Senior. Ministry of Education; Jamaica Tourist Board. 398.24
Pells, Carolyn
Caribbean colouring book. Khaleel’s Printing Estab. Ltd. 372.4

Penetrating the barriers / Douglas O.N. Green. CARICOM Secretariat. 920

Penrose-Davis, Joy
Jesus Christ is not God. 232

The people and places of Jamaica / Nicolai Canetti; Peebles Press International. US$12.95 917.292

People and tourism: issues and attitudes in the Jamaican hospitality industry / Hopeton S. Dunn and Leith L. Dunn; with contributions by James Samuels and Chandana Jayawardena. Arawak Publications. $1,200.00 338.47917292

People funny boy / David Katz. Payback Press. $1,200.00 781.64092

The people of modern Jamaica. Department of Statistics. 312

The people of my Jamaican village 1817-1948 / Erna Brodber. Blackspace. $300.00 972.92

The peoples of the Caribbean Commonwealth: an illustrated history of the origins, migrations self-determination / Patrick D. Chen. 972.9

People's National Party
Advancing the quality society: 2002 manifesto of the People's National Party. People's National Party. 324.27292074

All the right moves, 1989-2007: on course to prosperity. The People's National Party. 324.27292074

The constitution of the People's National Party / signed by Ken Chin Onn. 329.97292

Draft principles and objectives of the People's National Party / People's National Party. P.N.P. 329.97292

For a better quality of life in the new millennium: manifesto of the People's National Party. P.N.P. 324.27292074

Foundations for the future: the 1980 election manifesto of the People's National Party. PNP. 324.27292074

Independence and the people of Jamaica: a statement of policy. People’s National Party. 324.23

The man the plan. People's National Party. 324.23

1976 Election Manifesto of the People's National Party / People's National Party. The Party. 329.97292
People's National Party
Outreach and Communications Commission lest we forget: the case for general elections / prepared by the Outreach and Communications Commission of the People's National Party. PNP. 324.27292074

People's National Party manifesto 2007: shaping the future together - on course to the quality society. PNP. 324.27292074

Principles and Objectives/ People's National Party. PNP. 324.27292074

25th anniversary, 1938-1963. 329.97292

Your P.N.P. government. People's National Party. 324.23

People's National Party manifesto 2007: shaping the future together - on course to the quality society. PNP. 324.27292074

People's National Party. Political Education Committee.
Democratic Socialism, the Jamaican model / P.N.P., Political Education Committee. P.N.P. Gratis 335.5

People's National Party. Outreach and Communications Commission
Lest we forget: the case for general elections / prepared by the Outreach and Communications Commission of the People's National Party. PNP. Free 324.27292074

The people's proverbs worship and devotional study Bible/ Milton Maye. Creative Ministry Resources International. 220.5

Peralto, Ryan George Saunders
A fair electoral system: insure your democracy: "one man, one vote - same man, same vote" / Ryan George Saunders Peralto. LMH Publishing, 324.6

Perceptions of Caribbean women: towards a documentation of stereotypes/ Erna Brodber. Institute of Social and Economic Research, (Eastern Caribbean). UWI. $0.50 305.4209729

Perch recipes. Jamaica Information Service for the Ministry of Agriculture, Inland Fisheries Unit. J$0.50 641.692

Percy Junior Hospital

Pereira, J.
Profiles and poemics / J.R. Pereira. Valley Publications. 821

The performance manager: your guide to effective performance appraisal systems / Jamaica Employers' Federation. Jamaica Employers' Federation. 658.3125

557

Periera, Marlene J.

Soil solarization for the control of a slow decline of Breadfruit (artocarpus altilis) Trees / Phyllis L. Coates-Beckford and Marlene J. Pereira. Department of Life Sciences, UWI. 634.398

Periera, Sheila


Perkins, Althea

Caribbean women at the crossroads: the paradox of motherhood among women of Barbados, St. Lucia and Dominica / Patricia Mohammed and Althea Perkins. Canoe Press. $600.00 305.4

Perkins, Cyrus Francis

Busha's mistress or Catherine the fugitive: a stirring romance of the days of slavery / Cyrus Francis Perkins. Ian Randle Publishers. $918.00 813

Persadsingh, N.

Eczema in kids of colour: a manual for parents and grandparents / Dr. N. Persadsingh. 616.51

Persadsingh, Neil

The hair in black women / by Neil Persadsingh. N. Persadsingh. 646.724

Persaud, Bishnodat

The Caribbean in a changing world: we must not fail. Institute of Social and Economic Research., UWI. 337.729
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher/Price</th>
<th>Call Number(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A renewed you</td>
<td>Hame Persaud</td>
<td>H. Persaud. $895.00</td>
<td>362.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tipsy</td>
<td>Pat Persaud</td>
<td>Children's Writers Circle.</td>
<td>813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture and industry</td>
<td>A. Lewars and W. H. Persaud</td>
<td>Department of Extra-Mural Studies, U.W.I.: Gratis.</td>
<td>338.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Jamaica: contribution to the Jamaican economy</td>
<td>Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI.</td>
<td>University of the West Indies.</td>
<td>387.7065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood products in Jamaica and the potential for forestry development.</td>
<td>Department of Economics, University of the West Indies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica melt down: indigenous financial sector crash</td>
<td>Wilberne Haldane</td>
<td>iUniverse, Inc. US$14.95</td>
<td>332.097292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My American journey</td>
<td>Colin L. Powell with Joseph E. Persico.</td>
<td>Random House. $1,000.00</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent poverty: under-development in plantation economies of the Third World</td>
<td>George L. Beckford. 2nd abbreviated ed. Maroon Publishing House; Zed Books. $32.00</td>
<td>330.91724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent poverty: under-development in plantation economies of the Third World</td>
<td>George L. Beckford. - 2nd. ed. The University of the West Indies Press. $850.00 pbk; $1,200.00</td>
<td>330.91724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The person of Christ</td>
<td>Rev. W. Knight</td>
<td>West Indies College Press. No price</td>
<td>232.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal development activities manual.</td>
<td>HEART Trust/National Training Agency.</td>
<td></td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality and conflict in Jamaica</td>
<td>Madeline Kerr. [Rev. ed.] Collins; Sangster's Book Stores, 1963.</td>
<td></td>
<td>301.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Perspective: commemorating the 30th anniversary of the Rotary Club of St. Andrew / editor Webster Edwards. The Club. 369.5; 369.52


Perspectives regarding science education in Jamaica: report of a science education study / commissioned by the Scientific Research Council on behalf of the Science Education Committee of the National Commission on Science and Technology; prepared by Sivone and Associates Limited. 507

Persuasion power: mastering the science of successful selling / Alvin Day. Million Mountain Press, $1,635.30 658.8


Pesticides our friends and foes / prepared for the Jamaica Agricultural Development Foundation by Caribbean Applied Technology Centre Ltd; illustrations by Leroy Stapleton. 632.95

Peterkin, Horace
Why Jamaicans run so fast: facts, fiction, fairytale / by Horace Peterkin. Peterkin Hospitality Services Ltd. 796.42; 796.48

Petras, Elizabeth McLean
Jamaican labour migration: white capital and black labour, 1850-1930 / Westview Press. 331.62

Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. Exploration Division
The geology of Jamaica: a reading list / prepared and compiled by the Exploration Division and the Library, Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. The Corporation. 016.557

Pettersburgh, Fitz Balintine
The royal parchment scroll of black supremacy / by Rev. Fitz Balintine Pettersburgh with prologue by Ras Miguel Lorne. Headstart Printing Publishing. 299.607292

Philanthropy and social welfare in Jamaica: an historical survey / by Patrick E. Bryan. Institute of Social and Economic Research. $400.00 361.8097292

Philipp Brothers
Jamaica National Investment Company: study on potential export markets for Jamaican cement and clinker / Philipp Brothers. Philipp Brothers. 658.83855368
Phillip, George
A-Z of industrial relations practices at the workplace / George J. Phillip. 2nd ed. Kingston Publishers. $400.00 331

Phillip, George J.
A to Z of industrial relations in the Caribbean workplace / George J. Phillip and Benthan H. Hussey. Canoe Press. 331.09729

Phillip, Nicole Laurine
Women in Grenadian society, 1783-1983 / Nicole Laurine Phillip. University of the west Indies Press. 972.9845

Phillip Baptist Church
Re-dedication and 190th anniversary service (1818-2009) on Sunday, June 14, 2009 at the Church. The Church. 286.1

Phillip, James M.
Jamaica its past and present state, with a new introduction by Phillip Wright. Dawsons of Pall Mall. 1843-1969. 972.92

Phillips, Anghelen
Jamaican houses: a vanishing legacy/ drawings by Anghelen Arrington PhillipsDe Sola Pinto Publishers. 724.1

Phillips, Aubrey Sylvester
Adolescence in Jamaica. Jamaica Publishing House Macmillan. US$17.88 301.4315097292

Phillips, Esther
When ground doves fly: poems / by Esther Phillips. Ian Randle Publications. 811.6

Phillips, Fred
The death penalty and human rights. Ian Randle Publishers. 345.0773

Phillips, Grenville W.
The administration and conduct of corporate meetings, with appendixes, precedents and shareholders' questions. Canoe Press. $350.00; $1,200.00 346.06645

Phillips, Leevon
Career choices for children. Institute of Business and Professional Development. 371.425

Phillips, Leevon
Career choices for children / Leevon Phillips. Institute of Business and Professional Development. 371.425

Phillips, Leevon
Choosing a career in Jamaica. - 3rd. ed Trade Training Information Services. 371.425
Phillips, Leevon
   A guide to choosing your ideal career. Rev. ed. Institute of Business and Professional Development. 371.425

Phillips, Leevon
   Thy word : helping you to find important texts. Trade Training and Information Services 220.07

Phillips, Richard
   Heroes of Jamaica : Raglan Phillips, he left his mark / Richard Phillips and Rob Hueniken. 920

Phillips, Samuel C.
   The right side of truth : the truth most Bible teaches and others fail to see. Prophecy Research Publications. 230

Phillpotts, Karl
   The Commonwealth : a simply written booklet / Karl Phillpotts. JAMAL Foundation. 909.0971242

Phillpotts, Karl
   The Credit Union story. JAMAL Foundation. Gratis 334.2

Phillpotts, Karl
   A dream come true and other stories / Karl Phillpotts. Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture. 813

Phillpotts, Karl
   The honest watchman and other stories / Karl Phillpotts. Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture. 813

Phillpotts, Karl
   Nanny / Karl Phillpotts. JAMAL Foundation. Gratis. 972.92034

Phillpotts, Karl
   Teacher's guide. Grade 4 / by Hyacinth Campbell; Diane Browne, Karl Phillpotts. Ministry of Education. 372.4

Phillpotts, Karl
   Teacher's guide. Grade 6 / Hyacinth Campbell; Diane Browne, Karl Phillpotts, consulting editor Henry Bamman. Ministry of Education. 372.4

Phillpotts, Karl
   Travel by land, air and sea/ Karl Phillpotts. Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture. Doctor bird reading series ; 380.509

Philosophical sayings / by Stephanie Scott Lloyd. Arthur S. Stockwell. J$1.55. 821
Philosophy / by Wilvin Wiggins. Wilvin Wiggins. $10.00 109

Philosophy and opinions of Marcus Garvey / edited by Amy Jacques Garvey; with an introduction by Robert A. Hill. Atheneum. 305.89607292

Philosophy in the West Indian novel / Earl McKenzie. University of the West Indies Press. 823.09

Philosophy of art / by Wilvin Wiggins [W. Wiggins?], $10.00 701

Philp, Geoffrey
Uncle Obadiah and the alien / Geoffrey Philp. Peepal Tree. $500.00 813.54

Phoenix in the ashes : adult literacy in the Commonwealth Caribbean / Zellynne Jennings. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 1. 374.012

Phonics, group 1: set 1 (consonants: m d f, vowel: short a) / Mavis McIntosh. JAMAL Foundation. Gratis 372.4145

Phonics, group 1: set 2 (consonants: c b t, vowel: short e) / Mavis McIntosh. JAMAL Foundation. Gratis 372.4145

Phonics / prepared by Mavis McIntosh JAMAL Foundation, 1981. 428.62

Physicians' handbook on medical certification of death in Jamaica / prepared by Registrar General's Department. Registrar General's Department. 353.59

Pickard, John G.
Jamaica land issues in the urban sector: an overview of selected structural problems and issues. Urban Institute. 333.731

Pictorial featuring some aspects of Jamaica's Jewry and community activities / Ernest Henriques deSouza. Ernest H. deSouza, $350.00. 972.92004924

Pig rearing / Neville Farquharson; editor Lorna S. Nembhard; illustrator Wilfred Limonious. JAMAL Foundation. Gratis 636.4

Pig tails 'n breadfruit : rituals of slave food : a Barbadian memoir / by Austin Clarke. Ian Randle Publishers. $756.00 394.120972981

Pineapple growing in Jamaica. Agricultural Information Service. 634.774
Pines, Jim
Reggae: Deep roots music/ by Howard Johnson and Jim Pines. Porteous in Association with Channel Four Television, $41.35. 781.7

Pink icing and other stories / Pamela Mordecai. Insomniac Press. 813

Pinnock, L.M.

Pinnock, L.M.

Pinnock, L.M.

Pinnock, M.A.
Arthropod vector. Pt. 1 : Lice / by M.A. Pinnock. $6.60 614.433

Pinnock, Recardo
Tom, the tip-top trainer / Jermaine Irving, Recardo Pinnock, Rosey Thomas Palmer; D.E.L.A. Children's Workshop. 813

Pioneer preachers in paradise : the legacies of George Liele, Prince Williams and Thomas Paul in Jamaica, The Bahamas and Haiti / Alfred Lane Pugh. North Star Press. $2,260.00 286


Pirate Port, the story of the sunken city of Port Royal / Robert F. Marx. World Publishing Co. 972.92

The pirate's daughter / Margaret Cezair-Thompson. Headline Publishing Group, $1,616.00 813.6

Pirates of the West Indies / Clinton V. Black. Cambridge University Press. 910.45

Pixley, Dick
A brief history and the organization of the Jamaica banana export industry - 1975. Banana Board. 338.174772

A plan for archaeological excavation in Port Royal, Jamaica / John Schofield. John Schofield. 972.9202

Plankton of the Negril and Black River morasses, Jamaica / by Gertrud Cronberg. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. 333.7845

Planning a children's playground / Labour Day Secretariat. The Secretariat 790.1922

Planning and implementing the Family Court Project, Jamaica / Gloria Cumper. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. J$4.50. 346.015

Planning Institute of Jamaica
Mapping poverty indicators : consumption and basic needs in Jamaica, 2001/2002. PIOJ. 362.57

Medium term socio-economic policy framework 2009-2012 : building the foundation for achieving Jamaica's long-term goals / Planning Institute of Jamaica. PIOJ. 338.97292

Planning Institute of Jamaica 50th anniversary 1955-2005 : commemorative publication. Planning Institute of Jamaica. 338.9

Vision 2030 Jamaica : national development plan / Planning Institute of Jamaica. 333.72097292

Planning Institute of Jamaica. Documentation Data Centre
Forty years on : Central Planning Unit to Planning Institute of Jamaica. PIOJ Documentation Data Centre. 016.3

Planning Institute of Jamaica. Policy Research Unit
Issues of critical social concern: some investigations : selected papers from the research component of the Poverty Monitoring and Social Policy Analysis Programme / Policy Research Unit, Planning Institute of Jamaica.: PIOJ. 361.25

Planning Institute of Jamaica 50th anniversary essay writing competition / Planning Institute of Jamaica. PIOJ. 330.9

Planning Institute of Jamaica 50th anniversary 1955-2005 : commemorative publication. Planning Institute of Jamaica. 338.9

Planning the past : heritage tourism and post-colonial politics at Port Royal / Anita M. Waters. Lexington Books. US$18.95. 972.9206


Plantation agriculture and the dynamics of underdevelopment / George Leslie F. Beckford. UWI. 333.7

The plantation heritage in Barbados: implications for food security, nutrition and employment / Christine Barrow. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 972.981

Plantation Jamaica 1750-1850: capital and control in a colonial economy / B. W. Higman. University of the West Indies Press. 972.92


Plantations, peasants and state: a study of the mode of sugar production in Guyana / Clive Y. Thomas. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI; Los Angeles: Centre for Afro-American Studies, University of California. $50.00 338.1763109881

The plantocracy's passion for Porcupine / Roderick Cave. Department of Library Studies: R. Cave 686.2

The plantocracy's passion for Porcupine / Roderick Cave. Department of Library Studies: R. Cave. 686.2

Play activities for disabled children / Marigold J. Thornburn. Caribbean Institute on Mental Retardation and Other Developmental Disabilities. $3.00 649.151

Pluckrose, Henry
Jamaica / Henry Pluckrose. Franklin Watts. $720.00. 972.92

Plummer, Errol
Man in heaven / by Errol Plummer. s.n. J$7.50 821

PNP: facing the challenge of the 90s / editor Manley Bowen. The Party. 324.27292074

PNP 25th anniversary 1938 - 1963. PNP]. 324.27292

Poddar, S.
The anatomy of the inguinal canal and hernia / S. Poddar. Kingston: Medical Learning Resources Unit, UWI, 1982. $3.00 611.96

Poems entitled mother nature, the teacher / Ev Thompson. E. Thompson. 811

Poems entitled rightfully yours / Ev Thompson. E. Thompson. 811

Poems for most Jamaicans / The Minstrel. Fairlance. 811

Poem for Walter Rodney / Edward Kamau Brathwaite. Race Today. $5.80 811

Poems of our times / Raphael Carl Rattray. Ian Randle Publishers. 811.6

Poems written by a dedicated Jamaican poet / Earl Vendryes Campbell. Jamaica Sea-Breeze, Sun-Kissed Press. 811
Poemstorm: an anthology of dub poetry / by Clyde Brooks. JA.M.U.P. Publication, 811


A poetic path / Jesmaine Allimah Brown. J.A. Brown. $2,300.00. 811


Poetic visions / by Delaura Murphy. Delaura Murphy. 811

The poetic zodiac / by D.J. Henry. D.J. Henry. $30.00. 811

Poetry for lovers / by Carleta Blair-Miller. C. Blair-Miller. 811

Poetry from my heart to yours / Pauline S. Ebanks. P.S. Ebanks. 811.6

Poetry in motion 1: an integrated approach / St. Claire Harvey. R. Harvey-Smith. 811

Poetry is knowledge / Olda E. Llewellyn. Benserve Publisher. 811

The poetry of Claudette 'Speckle' Richardson / Claudette Richardson. Earle Publishing. 821

Poetry touches inside / Olda E. Llewellyn. Benserve Publisher. 811

Pointers for parents / by Hazel D. Campbell and Heather R. Caribbean Images for UNESCO. 649.1

Poisoning: an annotated bibliography and manual / prepared by Laxmi Mansingh and Richard Olmstead. Medical Library. 016.6159

Poisonous plants of Jamaica: their toxins and treatments / Henry I. C. Lowe ... [et al]. Rev. ed. 581.659

Police and crime control in Jamaica: problems of reforming ex-colonial constabularies / Anthony Harriott. University of the West Indies Press. 363.2068

Policies for a better tomorrow / National Democratic Movement. 324.23097292

A policy framework for economic development in Jamaica / Private Sector Organisation of Jamaica. PSOJ. 338.97292

Policy guidelines for school library development. Workshop for School Librarians in the Caribbean(1985 Kingston)/ compiled by Katie M. Mungo, Amy Robertson. JLA/COMLA. 027.8068

The polished hoe: a novel / Austin Clarke. Ian Randle Publishers. 813.6

The political ecology of bananas: contract farming, peasants, and agrarian change in the Eastern Caribbean / Lawrence S. Grossman. The Press, University of the West Indies. $950.00 338.174772

The political economy of food and agriculture in the Caribbean / Belal Ahmed and Sultana Afroz. Ian Randle Publishers. 338.1729


The political history of CARICOM / Anthony J. Payne. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.9

Political leadership in the Commonwealth Caribbean: responsibilities, options and challenges at and of century / Rex Nettleford. School of Continuing Studies, UWI. $120.00 324.22

The political process and the new society: inaugural lecture in the Carl Stone Memorial Public Forum Lecture Series/ by P.J. Patterson. Jamaica Information Service. 324

Political realities regarding family planning in Caribbean and adjacent areas/ M.G. Smith. s.n. 363.9
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Ramcharran, Harry
Devaluation: the Jamaican experience. [s.n]. 332.44

Ramesh, Kotti Sree
Claude McKay : the literary identity from Jamaica to Harlem and beyond / Kotti Sree Ramesh and Kandula Nirupa Rani. McFarland. US$35.00. 920

Ramgoat dashalong : magical tales from Jamaica / by Hazel D. Campbell. LMH Publishing. 398.2
Ramnarine, Tina K.
Creating their own space: the development of an Indian-Caribbean musical tradition / Tina K. Ramnarine. University of the West Indies Press. 784.68

Rampersad, Frank
The new world trade order: Uruguay Round Agreements and implications for CARICOM States/ Frank Rampersad. Ian Randle Publishers. $715.50 337.1729

Ramos, Aaron Gamaliel
Island at the crossroads: politics in the non-independent Caribbean / Aaron Gamaliel Ramos and Angel Israel Rivera. Ian Randle Publishers. 900.00 320.972

Ramsay, B.
A natural scientist and a social scientist explore the dilemma of science / Arnoldo K. Ventura, Angela B. Ramsay; consultant editor, Shirley Maynier-Burke. Ian Randle Publishers. 303.483

Ramsay, Geoffrey St. D.
Live thoughts: meditations on the truth / by Geoffrey Ramsay. G. Ramsay. 291.435

Ramsay, Ken
The dream lives on / Ken Ramsay. 1st. ed. Ken Ramsay. 920

Ramsay, Pat

Ramsay, Paulette
Practice papers for CXC Spanish: revised syllabus / Paulette Ramsay, Anne Maria Bankay. Rev. ed. 468.2

Ramsay, Paulette
Practice papers for CXC Spanish: teacher's booklet: revised syllabus / Paulette Ramsay, Anne Maria Bankay. 468.2

Ramsay, Paulette A.
Practice papers for CXC (CSEC) Spanish / Paulette A. Ramsay, Anne Maria Bankay. Rev. ed. 468

Ramsay, Paulette A.
Under basil leaves: an anthology of poems / Paulette A. Ramsay. Hansford Publications. 811

Rance-Reardon, Pearl
Little back room / Pearl Rance-Reardon. LMH Publishing. 813.6

Randle, Dave
A troublesome disorder: being an account of an interviews with Master Francis Barber, servant of the late Doctor Samuel Johnson / Dave Randle. Bank House Books. US$11.99 813
Rani, Kandula Nirupa
Claude McKay: the literary identity from Jamaica to Harlem and beyond / Kotti Sree Ramesh and Kandula Nirupa Rani. McFarland. US$35.00. 920

Rankine, Dorothy M.
The revelations of hidden mysteries of the mountains, rivers and the seas. D. Rankine. 248.4

Rankine, Peggy
Beautiful hospitality plus/ by Peggy Rankine. Rankine. 641

Rankine, Peggy
Busha Benjie / Peggy Rankine. Arawak Publications. 813

Rankine, Peggy
Busha Benjie / Peggy Rankine. Arawak Publications. 813.6

Rankine, Peggy
The story of "Sir Ivan" the knighted hurricane / Peggy Rankine. P. Rankine. $195.00 813

Rankine, Peggy
What a wedd'n / Peggy Rankine. P. Rankine. 813.6

Rankine-Wickham, Grace

Rankine-Wickham, Grace

The ranking game: discourses of belonging in Jamaican history / Verene A. Shepherd. University of the West Indies?}, 972.92

Ranston, Jackie
Behind the scenes at King's House 1873-2010 / Jackie Ranston. Jamaica National Building Society. 725.17

Ranston, Jackie
The founding of Sligoville: a tribute to Howe Peter Browne, 2nd Marquess of Sligo, Governor of Jamaica, friend and protector of the former slaves of Jamaica / Valerie Facey and Jackie Ranston. Mill Press. 972.9204

Ranston, Jamie
The way to numbers: counting and colouring / compiled by Nicola Carter and Jamie Ranston. Twin Guinep. 372.72

Ranston, Jamie
The way to writing, drawing and colouring: 3 years old and older / compiled by Nicola Carter and Jamie Ranston. Twin Guinep. 372.623

Ras Haile, Malekot
Greetings Ethiopia / by Ras Haile Malekot. 811

Rashford, John
Those that do not smile will kill me : the ethnobotany of the ackee in Jamaica / John Rashford. 581.632

Rasta and resistance : from Marcus Garvey to Walter Rodney. Africa World. $453.00 323.1196

The Rasta cookbook : recipes / compiled by Laura Osborne. Africa World Press. US$14.95 641.5636

Rasta heart: a journey into one love / Robert Roskind. One Love Press. $795.00 305.6996

Rasta talk / Jesse Jendah. LMH Publishing. 299.676003

A Rasta's pilgrimage: Ethiopian faces and places / photographs and text by Neville Garrick. Pomegranate Communications. $1,000.00 299.676

Rastafari and other African-Caribbean worldviews / edited by Barry Chevannes. Macmillan in association with the Institute of Social Studies. $2,480.00 299.67

Rastafari and reggae : a dictionary and source book / Rebekah Michele Mulvaney Greenwood Press. 299.67

Rastafari: a universal philosophy in the third millennium / edited by Werner Zips. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,440.00 305.6996

The Rastafari cookbook : ital recipes / by Margaret Ebanks. Antilles Book Company. 641.56796

Rastafari for the healing of the nation / Dennis Forsythe. Zaika Publications. 305.6996

Rastafari: from outcasts to culture bearers / Ennis Barrington Edmonds. Oxford University Press. $5,470.00 299.67

Rastafari-kunst aus Jamaica / Wolfgang Bender. Edition CON. 709.7292

Rastafari meditation in the 21st century / Alfred D. Smith (Prophet Shiloh)
$350.00 305.6996


Rastafari : roots and ideology / Barry Chevannes. The Press, UWI. 299.67

Rastafari : the new creation / Barbara Makeda Blake Hannah. 4th ed. Masquel. 299.67
Rastafari: tri-ivinity idonai / Ras Neville Beckford. [s.n.]. 299.67

Rastafari women: subordination in the midst of liberation theology / Obiagele Lake. Carolina Academic Press. 299.676082097292

Rastafarian art / edited by Wolfgang Bender. Ian Randle Publishers, 709.7292

A rastafarian journey / Clyde Everton Brodber. Janus Publishing Company. 299.676092

Rastafarian music in contemporary Jamaica: a study of socio-religious music of the Rastafarian Movement in Jamaica / Yoshiko S. Nagashima. Institute for the study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa. 781.7

A Rastafarian view of Marcus Mosiah Garvey: patriarch, prophet, philosopher / I. Jabulani Tafari Great Company Ja. Ltd. $598.00 305.89607292

The Rastafarians / K. M. Williams. Ward Lock Educational. $6.00 305.6996

The Rastafarians / Leonard E. Barrett. Beacon Press. US$16.00 299.67

The Rastafarians: the dreadlocks of Jamaica / Leonard E. Barrett. Sangster's Book Stores Ltd. in association with Heinemann. $15.00 305.6996

Rat control in coconuts. Jamaica Information Service. 634.61

Rateau, Loy M.
"David's prayers" : a boy's perseverance of conquering the enemy/ by Loy M. Rateau. RoseDog Books. US$13.60 248

Rattray, Raphael Carl
Poems of our times / Raphael Carl Rattray. Ian Randle Publishers. 811.6

Rawlins, Joan
Factors influencing prenatal care among low-income Jamaican women / Joan Rawlins [and] Carolyn Sargent. 618.24

Rawlins, Joan
Midlife and older women: family life, work and health in Jamaica / Joan Rawlins. University of the West Indies Press. 331.4097292

Reach for the higher. United Printers. 821

Read, Michael
Jamaica / Michael Read. Lonely Planet. US$17.98. 917.29204

A Reader in Caribbean geography /David Barker, Carol Newby and Mike Morrissey. Ian Randle Publishers. 917.29
Reading made easy: short vowel sounds / Glovalin Coburn-Champagnie. P. Coburn. 372.465

Reading made simple : a phonetic integrated approach. Workbook 2 / by Olga E. Richards. 372.465

Reading readiness activity book 1 / Ruby Yorke. Longman Jamaica. 372.414


Readings for writers / Jo Ray McCuen and Anthony C. Winkler. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 808.04275


Readings in government and politics in the West Indies, / A. W. Singham, E.S. Jones, D. Gordon, Catherine Levy, T.G. Munroe, Mona 972.9

Readings in government and politics of the West Indies / Trevor Munroe and Rupert Lewis. Mona, Jamaica, Department of Government, UWI. 972.9

Ready for work and business handbook / Jamaica Employers' Federation. JEF. 331.114

Ready. Year 1, term 1./ Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. JS$2.75 372.412

The real gangsters wife every husband should have one / Macka Diamond. Page TurnER Publishing House. 813.6

Real property valuation / Orville A. Grey. A. O. Grey and CAST. $10.00 333.332

The real taste of Jamaica / Enid DonaldsonIan Randle Publishers. $800.00 641.59

Reaper of souls : a novel of the 1957 Kendal train crash / Beverly East. Great House Omnipedia. 813.6

The Reaper's garden : death and power in the world of Atlantic slavery/ Vincent Brown. Harvard University Press. 306.9086912097292

The reason why / by Inez M. Grant and V.M.B. Elliott; illustrated by Rita Parsons. Publications Branch, Ministry of Education. 428.6

Reay, Judith F.
A description of science education in Jamaica / J.F. Reay and A.D. Turner. 507

The Rebel Woman in the British West Indies during slavery / Lucille Mathurin. Institute of Jamaica; for the African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica. 326.9729
The Rebel Woman in the British West Indies during slavery / Lucille Mathurin. Institute of Jamaica; for the African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica. 326.9729


Rebellion to riot : the Jamaican Church in nation building / Devon Dick. Ian Randle Publishers. 261.8097292

Rebellion to riot : the Jamaican Church in nation building / Devon Dick. Rev. ed. Ian Randle Publishers $855.00 261.8097292

Recent acquisitions including gifts in honour of the Twentieth Anniversary of the National Gallery of Jamaica. National Gallery of Jamaica. 709.7292


Recent personal injury awards made in the Supreme Court of Judicature of Jamaica, vol.4 / compiled by Ursula Khan. Ursula Khan. 347.07702643

Recent personal injury awards made in the Supreme Court of Judicature of Jamaica Vol.6 / compiled by Ursula Khan. U. Khan. 347.07702643


Reckord, Lloyd
Eighteen years - lost / by Llyod Reckord. Reckord Films Ltd. 811.6

[Recommendations for planning and policies to develop George VI Memorial Park] / George VI Park Utilization Committee. The Committee. Gratis. 711.558

Recommendations for planning and policies to develop George VI Memorial Park]/ George VI Park Utilization Committee. The Committee. Gratis. 711.558

Recommended dietary allowances for the Caribbean / Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. CFNI. 641.1

Reckoning with the force : stories of Jamaica Constabulary Force in the 1950s / David Godfrey. The Null. 813

Record of tributes to Doctor Dorothy Collings. Department of Library and Information Studies, University of the West Indies. 020.92273

Records management handbook: disposition of government records / Jamaica Archives and Records Department, Office of the Prime Minister. The Archives. 651.5042
Recreation: a guide to programme material for young people in groups, clubs and associations. Council of Voluntary Social Services. 790.0192

Red: an anthology of contemporary black British poetry / Kwame Dawes. Inscribe, Peepal Press. $1,500.00 821

Red Cross centenary, Jamaica Branch British Red Cross Society, 1863-1963. 361.506


Red seas: Ferdinand Smith and radical black sailors in the United States and Jamaica / Gerald Horne. New York University Press. $5,320.00 331.88113875092

Red Stripe statistics of West Indies cricket 1865-1989 / Jimmy Richards and Mervyn Wong. Heinemann Publishers, $150.00 796.358021

Red stripe, yellow curry and green hotels: sustainable tourism in Jamaica. [s.n]. US$15.99 338.47917292

Re-dedication and 190th anniversary service (1818-2009) on Sunday, June 14, 2009 at the Church. Phillippo Baptist Church. The Church. No price 286.1

Reddock, Rhoda
Women, labour politics in Trinidad & Tobago: a history. Ian Randle Publishers. $680.00 331.40972983

Redemption and refuge: post emancipation Jamaica and Haiti / Matthew J. Smith. s.n 326.8

Red ginger lily / prepared by Jamaica National Investment Promotion Ltd. - 4th ed. JNIP. Gratis 338.17593421


Redwood, S. St. John
Pastoral care in a market economy: a Caribbean perspective / S. St. John Redwood. Canoe Press. $700.00 253.5

Reece-Daly, Cecily
Membea de culcha = Remember the culture: an E-Z reading guide to understanding Jamaican phrases, proverbs, riddles and folkways / by Cecily Reece-Daly. - 1st ed. $466.00 427.97292
Reel from "The Life-Movie" / Anthony McNeil. Savacou Publications. $3.00 821


Reform of the pensions system in Jamaica / Ministry of Finance and Planning. The Ministry. 331.2522

Reforming training governance: the Jamaican experience / by David Atchoarena and Tom McArdle. International Institute for Educational Planning. 374.013

Regain control of your money through money management / National Savings Committee. National Savings Committee. 640.42

Reggae and Caribbean music / Dave Thompson. Backbeat Books, $2900.00 781.646

Reggae and cultural identity in Jamaica / by Erna Brodber and J. Edward Greene. Department of Sociology, UWI. $10.00 306.484

Reggae and our national identity: the forgotten contribution of Peter Tosh/ by Omar Davies. Institute of Caribbean Studies. 782.421646092

Reggae bloodlines: in search of the music and culture of Jamaica / Stephen Davis. DaCapo Press. $877.50 781.64

Reggae: Deep roots music / by Howard Johnson and Jim Pines. Porteus in Association with Channel Four Television, $41.35. 781.7

Reggae island: Jamaican music in the digital age / Brian Jahn, Tom Weber. Da Capo Press. US$18.95 782.42164

Reggae Jamaica: the wailing of a people: Ras Cardo, the man, the legend of reggae music / Ras Cardo. Ras Cardo. US$21.99 781.646

Reggae poet: the story of Bob Marley by/ Calvin Craig Miller. Morgan Reynolds Publishing’s. 782.421646092

Reggae, rastafari, and the rhetoric of social control / by Stephen A. King. University Press of Mississippi. $5,530.00

Reggae, rastafari and popular culture: a bibliography / compiled by Tereza Richards. Caribbean Quarterly, Cultural Studies Initiative, Office of the Vice Chancellor, University of the West Indies, 016.78164
Reggae, rasta, revolution : Jamaican music from ska to dub / edited by Chris Potash. Schirmer Books. $870.00 781.64097292

Reggae, rastafari, and the rhetoric of social control / Stephen A. King; University Press of Mississippi. $5,530.00 781.646

Reggae readers 1 / Louis Fidge and Sue Graves. Macmillan Education $908.00. 372.412

Reggae readers 1 / Louis Fidge and Sue Graves. Macmillan Education. $908.00. 372.412

Reggae readers 2 / Louis Fidge and Sue Graves. Macmillan Education. $908.00. 372.412

Reggae readers 3 / Louis Fidge and Sue Graves. Macmillan Education. $926.00. 372.412

Reggae readers workbook 1 / Louis Fidge. Macmillan Publishers. $792.00 372.412

Reggae readers workbook 2 / Louis Fidge. Macmillan Publishers Ltd $792.00. 372.412


Reggae routes : the story of Jamaican music / Kevin O'Brien Chang, Wayne Chen. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,120.00 781.646


Reggae scrapbook / Roger Steffens [and] Peter Simon; Insight Editions, US$45.00 781.646

Reggae silver / Horane Smith. Bedside Books. $848.00 813.6

Reggae : the rough guide / by Steve Barrow and Peter Dalton. Rough Guides Ltd. $1,379.00 781.646

Reggae : the story of Jamaican music / Lloyd Bradley. BBC Worldwide. $1,980.00 781.646

Reggae wisdom : proverbs in Jamaican music / Sw. Anand Prahlad. University Press of Mississippi. $1,980.00 782.4216460268
Regional Conference on Secondary Education (2001 : Ocho Rios)

Regional Consultation on National Book Policies (1999 Kingston)

Regional Consultation on Values and Attitudes (1st 1994 Mandeville)

Regional Consultation on Values and Attitudes (2nd 1994 Ocho Rios)

Regional Consultation on Values and Attitudes (3rd 1994 Port Antonio)
Report on the Third Regional Consultation on Values Attitudes, Port Antonio, Portland. Jamaica Information Service. 303.38

Regional Consultation on Values and Attitudes (4th 1994 Spanish Town, St. Catherine)

Regional Consultation on Values and Attitudes (5th 1994 Montego Bay, St. James)

Regional footprints: the travels and travails of early Caribbean migrants/ edited by Annette Insanally, Mark Clifford, Sean Sheriff. Latin America - Caribbean Centre in association with the Sir Arthur Lewis Institute of Social and Economic Studies. 331.6272908

Regional four month course in the principles and practice in social work / submitted by Gersham Grant. University of the West Indies. 361.32

Regional health authorities: policy framework document. Ministry of Health. 351.841
Regional Livestock Meeting: 3rd: 1980: Kingston, Jamaica

Papers presented at the third Regional Livestock Meeting with the theme "Diary Cattle production September 23 -25, 1980, Kingston, Jamaica / organized jointly by Research and Development Department, Ministry of Jamaica and Department of Livestock Science, Faculty of Agriculture, UWI, St. Augustine. ISER 636.214

Regional management plan for the West Indian manatee Trichechus monatus. 599.55068

Regis, Louis
Black Stalin : Kaisonian / Louis Regis. Arawak Publishing.782.42164

Registrar General's Department

Current process of registration for births, deaths and stillbirths / Registrar General's Department. - 3rd ed. RGD. 353.59097292

The regular classroom as battleground for inclusive special needs education : an assessment of options of special needs education in the Commonwealth Caribbean / Sijtze Bergsma. The Office of The UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 371.90729

Reid, Alfred
Christ triumphant : reflections on the St. Jude’s Christus / by Alfred Reid. Paschal Press. 729.6

Reid, Aubrey P.
Life interspersed / Aubrey P. Reid. A.P. Reid. 920.

Reid, Audley G.
Community formation : a study of the "village" in post emancipation Jamaica / Audley G. Reid. Canoe Press University of the West Indies. $750.00 307.72

Reid, C.
On-farm coconut (Cocos nucifera L.) fertilizer trials with small hillside farmers in the parish of St. Catherine /C. Reid, Z. Annakie, J. Mayne. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 634.6189

Reid, C.
On-farm fertilizer trials of ackee Blighia sapida Koenig, with small hillside farmers in the parish of St.Catherine / C. Reid, Z. Annakie, J. Mayne. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 634.6

Reid, C.
On-farm mango (Mangifera indica L.) cultivar trial for smallhillside farmers between 230 and 300 meters elevation in the parish of St. Catherine / C. Reid...[et al]. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 634.447

Reid, C. S.
Church, morality and democracy. The Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs. 261.709729
Reid, C.S.
Samuel Sharpe: from a slave to National Hero / C.S. Reid. Kingston: The Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs. 972.92

Reid, Charles
Farming systems research and extension approach / Charles Reid. 630.208; 634.0723

Reid, Crowther & Partners Limited (Canada)
Master plan for sewerage, Kingston and St. Andrew Jamaica: plan of action for accelerated program. 352.6

Reid, Donna Maria
Children's basic sight words: find-a-word puzzle activity book / Donna Maria Reid. $200.00 428.4

Reid, Doreen Patricia
The life of a true father / Doreen Patricia Reid. D.P. Reid. 811

Reid, Heather J. A.
The productivity of the "native" goat / William J. Fielding and Heather J.A. Reid. Research and Development Division, Ministry of Agriculture. $150.00 636.398

Reid, Jane
Trafalgar House: its history and its contents / Jane Reid. Trafalgar House. Gratis. 972.92

Reid, Kennedy
The story of Portmore: an illustrated history of Jamaica's sunshine city / Kennedy Reid. Great House OmniMedia. 972.92

Reid, Una V.

Reid, V. S.
The Jamaicans / Victor Stafford Reid. J$6.00 813.54

The Jamaicans / Victor Stafford Reid. Institute of Jamaica. J$6.00 813.54

The leopard / Victor Stafford Reid; with an introduction by Gregory Rigsby. Collier Books. 813.54

The leopard / V. S. Reid. Heineman. 813.54

Nanny-Town / Vic Reid. Jamaica Publishing House, $16.55 813.54

New day / V.S. Reid. Heinemann. 813.54

Sixty-five / V. S. Reid. Longman Caribbean in association with the Ministry of Education, Jamaica. $5.05 813.54
Reid-Salmon, Delroy A.
Home away from home: the Caribbean diasporan church in the Black Atlantic tradition. Equinox Publishing. $1,700.00 277.3082

Reinterpreting the Haitian Revolution and its cultural aftershocks
/Martin Munro and Elizabeth Walcott-Hackshaw. University of the West Indies Press. $1,500.00 972.9403


Reklaw, S. Egroeg
Cyber trek / S. Egroeg Reklaw. 1stBooks. US$14.50 813
Oneness in a cocoon / by S. Egroeg Reklaw. 1stBooks. US$25.95 813
Time curtain / by S. Egroeg Reklaw. 1st Books, US$14.50 813

Released expressions: the journey begins: a poetic journey into the inner thoughts/ O. Stephen Peart. Trafford Publishing, 811

Religious education for primary schools, Book 4: for grade 4 pupils / Bethune McLaughlin. Garvis School Supplies. No price 200
Religious education for primary schools: an integrated approach. Book 1 / by Bethune McLaughlin; illustrated by Alfred Williams. Samm's Stationery Supplies. 200


Religious education for primary schools. Book 5: for grades 5 and 6 pupils / Bethune McLaughlin. Gravis School Supplies. 207.5

The remarkable whore / Clyde Everton Brodber. Clyber Books. 813.6

Remarks on the conditions of the slaves in the island of Jamaica / by William Sells. Irish University Press. $4.40 306.362


Remember our children’s rights: child month. The Committee. 362.7

Remembering G / Makeda Silvera. Sister Vision. 813.54
Remembrance: an exhibition of Jamaican art / Jamaican High Commission in collaboration with the Commonwealth Institute. :[The High Commission?], 709.7292

Remembering Hurricane Gilbert September 12, 1988 : the CAST experience (now University of Technology UTECH)/ Alfred W. Sangster. A.W. Sangster. 363.3492

Remembering Jamaica's founding fathers :the texts of two lectures commemorating the Rt. Excellent Alexander Bustamante and the Rt. Excellent Norman Manley, National Heroes /Marie Gregory. Bustamante Institute of Public International Affairs. Gratis. 972.9206

Remembering Norman Manley / by Jimmy Tucker. Reliance Educational Productions. 920


A renewed you / Hame Persaud. H. Persaud. $895.00 362.1

Renewing democracy into the millennium : the Jamaican experience in perspective/ Trevor Munroe. The Press, University of the West Indies, 320.97292

Renford A. Shirley, O.D., J.P. retiring principal. Mico Teachers' College. Mico. 371.2

Reparation and emancipation / Vermont M. Satchell. Churches Emancipation Organising Committee. 326.97292

Report for the five year period April 1, 1979 - March 31, 1984 / National Library of Jamaica. NLJ. 027.57292

Report for the Ministries of Education, Youth and Culture and Tourism: an effort to advance the development of a national museums development plan / prepared by Vera H. Hyatt. 069

Report indepth of primary education in Jamaica / Ministry of Education, Jamaica. Ministry of Education. 372.97292

Report. Jamaica Task Force on Work Attitudes. JIS. S. G. Kirkaldy. 331.11


Report of a workshop on evaluation held by the Faculty of Medicine of the University of the West Indies /prepared and edited by the Medical Learning Resources Unit, Faculty of Medicine, UWI. 610.723

Report of Committee to examine ways of strengthening the role and performance of Parliamentarians appointed by the Prime Minister under the chairmanship of Professor Carl Stone. The Committee. 328.331


Report of pre-feasibility study on retirement care facility for Jamaica/ prepared by CEO Innovations. JAMPRO. 362.61068


Report of the Advisory Committee on Worker Participation. The Committee. 658.3152


Report of the Caribbean Archives Conference held at the University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica September 20-27, 1965 under the joint sponsorship of the Government of Jamaica and the University of the West Indies. 025.171


Report of the Commission of Enquiry into the award of contracts, the grant of work permits and licences and other matters. Government Printer. 351.98

Report of the Commission of enquiry into the planning and execution of the Harbour View Housing Scheme. Govt. Print. Off., 711.58

Report of the commission of enquiry into the prices to be paid for cane farmers' cane. Government Printing Office. 338.17361

Report of the Committee appointed by the Government of Jamaica to examine the role of the Bank of Jamaica. The Committee. 332.11

Report of the committee appointed to investigate the decline of the coffee industry. Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. 338.17373

Report of the committee to consider death as a penalty for murder in Jamaica. H. Aubrey Fraser. Chairman 364.1523


Report of the National Committee on Political Tribalism. 1997 July 23. JIS. 364.13


Report of the survey of Library resources for schools of Nursing, Ministry of Health, Jamaica / Una V. Reid. Pan American Health Organization and World Health Organization. 026.61


Report of the Task Force to reduce waste in the public sector. The Task Force. 351.0075

Report on a visit to Cuba by a Nursing Council team to observe and study the nursing curriculum March 8-16, 1978 / The Nursing Council, Jamaica. Gratis 610.73

Report on building research in Jamaica in relation to housing and building / by Edward D. Mills. [s.n 363.5072

Report on comparative study of water supply projects for Kingston and surrounding areas, volume 1 (text) / [prepared by] Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton. 628.1


Report on flexible work arrangement survey/ conducted and compiled by Garfield D. Bryan and Christopher Campbell. The Jamaica Employers' Federation, 331.2572

Report on Jamaica 1981 / by William Sprague Barnes. s.n free . 972.9206

Report on Jamaica's environmental activities / Beverly A. Miller. Natural Resources Conservation Department. 351.82321


Report on marketing feasibility for Jamaican furniture and art / crafts products in the Southern United States of America; Marketing Management Projects Limited. M2P. J$50.00 658.838


A report on 136 children in eight places of safety in Kingston, June 1973 / by D. Picou ... [et. al.] Tropical Metabolic Research Unit, UWI, 364.36

Report on private investment in the Caribbean / Paul L. Chen-Young. Atlas Publishing Co. 332.67253

Report on seminar on an Action Programme for Agriculture at the Golden Head Beach Hotel, 7-9 December, 1973. Jamaica Agriculture Society 630

Report on seminar on an Action Programme for Agriculture at the Golden Head Beach Hotel, 7-9 December, 1973. 630


A report on the children, facilities and administration of Phyllis Court, a place of safety / David Picou et. al... Tropical Metabolic Unit, UWI. 364.36


Report on the microfilming requirements of the West India Reference Library/ By Rosemary Kavanagh. Institute of Jamaica. 025.84

Report on the organizations plan employed in the management of the National Water Authority, Jamaica / J.C.S. Bradbury. The Authority. 658.045


Report on the status of Caribbean museums and recommendations for upgrading museums to ICOM standards/ by Alissandra Cummins. UNESCO Caribbean Office]. 069.09729

Report on the Third Regional Consultation on Values Attitudes, Port Antonio, Portland. Jamaica Information Service]. 303.38

Report on Workshop on Food and Nutrition Security in Jamaica in the 1980s and Beyond / organised by the National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica in association with The Jamaica Agricultural Development Foundation and The Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. CFNI. 338.19

Report : Regional seminar on the Cotonou Partnership Agreement between ACP countries and the European Unions / Lucy Eugene. Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 382.094017


Report to the Government of Jamaica on a proposed Social Security Scheme. International Labour Office (ILO). 368.4

Report to the Government of Jamaica on planning agricultural development / by Rene Dumont. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 338.1

Report to the government of Jamaica on reform of Local Government / Brownstone, M. Ministry of Local Government. 352.07292


Report to the Government of Jamaica on the first actuarial review of the National Insurance Scheme/ International Labour Office. ILO. 368.4

Report to the Minister on the second actuarial review of the National Insurance Scheme/ prepared by Bacon Woodrow and deSouza. s.n. 368.4


Requiem: a lament for the dead / Kwame Dawes. Peepal Tree. $349.00

Research and Development Department. Ministry of Agriculture (Jamaica)
Seminar on Research and Development of fruit trees (citrus excluded)
/ Research and Development Department, Ministry of Agriculture; sponsored
by IICA in collaboration with CARDI & MINAG. The Ministry. 634

Research for a multi-media library in Jamaica / undertaken on behalf of
Kay-Quinton Architects. Patricia Brook Associates. 022

Research for development: recognizing outstanding researchers 2011 /
editor Rose Marie Cameron. Office of the Principal, University of
the West Indies. 378.7292

Research for development 2009 / [edited by Rose Marie Cameron]. Office of
the Principal, University of the West Indies. 378.729

Research for development, vol. II: a bibliography of staff publications,
1998-2002. University of the West Indies. Staff publications. The
Library, University of the West Indies. 011

634.772

Research: the journey from pondering to publishing / edited by Serwan M.
J. Baban. Canoe Press. 001.42

Researching change in Caribbean education: curriculum teaching and
administration / editors Tony Bastick, Austin Ezenne; forward by
Zellynne Jennings. Department of Educational Studies, University of
the West Indies, US$37.65. 371.2009729

Res fabuleuses adventures d'Euiano / Jean-Jacques Vayssieres. Ian Randle
Publishers, $540.00 813

972.9

Resisting the anomie / Kwame Dawes. Goose Lane. $390.00 811

Resource planning & budgeting. Project Analysis & Motoring Co. 658.4012

Resource sustainability and Caribbean development/ edited by Duncan F.M.
McGregor, David Barker and Sally Lloyd Evans. The Press, University
of the West Indies. $999.99 363.7009729

Resources, planning, and environmental management in a changing Caribbean
/ edited by David Barker and Duncan McGregor. - University of the
West Indies, Press. 333.709729

Restoration of 18th and early 19th century builders at Port Henderson/
T.A.L. Concannon. Jamaica National Trust Commission. 720.9
The restoration project of the Kingston Public and Victoria Jubilee Hospital / Lloyd A. Cole. 362.11

Retammar, Robert Fernandez
Revolutionary poems : Cuba, 1959-1974 / Robert Fernandez Retamar; Savacou Publications. 861

Retired Teachers' Association
40th Anniversary of the Retired Teachers' Association 1954-1994. - The Association. $100.00 371.108696

Returning to the source: the final stage of the Caribbean migrant circuit / edited by Dwaine E. Plaza and Frances Henry. University of the West Indies Press. 304.8729041

Revelation of truth : poetry / by Juan Howe. Duhaney Free Press. 811

Revelations : beyond political boundaries / Edward Seaga Edward Seaga Research Institute. 972.92

The revelations of hidden mysteries of the mountains, rivers and the seas / by Dorothy M. Rankine. D. Rankine. 248.4

Revels in Jamaica, 1682-1838 / by Richardson Wright. Bolivar Press. 790.2

Review / analysis of the S T system and its interface with government, with special reference to policy, planning and performance / by Trevor Hamilton and Associates. The Company. 303.483


Review of instruments establishing cultural institutions and recommendations for a cultural policy: Final report. 306.097292

Review of the recent increase in the tax on fuel - fiscal year 1999/2000 / [presented by] the Special Committee appointed by the Prime Minister. The Committee. 339.525097292

Revisiting Caribbean labour: essays in honour of O. Nigel Bolland / edited by Constance R. Sutton. Ian Randle Publishers. $855.00 331.8


Revisiting the transatlantic triangle: the constitutional decolonization of the Eastern Caribbean / Rafael Cox Alomar. Ian Randle Publishers. 325.34109729

Revolutionary poems : Cuba, 1959-1974 / Robert Fernandez Retamar; Savacou Publications. 861

Rewind : my recollections of radio and broadcasting in Jamaica / Alma Mock Yen. Arawak Publications. $1,500.00 384.54097292

Rewriting writing : a rhetoric and handbook / Jo Ray McCuen, Anthony C. Winkler. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 808.02

Rex N : Rex Nettleford, selected speeches / Kenneth O. Hall. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92

Rex Nettleford: his works: an annotated bibliography / compiled by the librarians, University of the West Indies, Mona.; edited by Albertina Jefferson. The Press, University of the West Indies, $950.00 012

Reyes-Pacheco, Armando

Environmental arrears to the impoverished hillside farmers in "Xaymaca" / by Armando Reyes-Pacheco. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.16

Jamaica's hillside agriculture : an environmental endowment / Armando Reyes-Pacheco. Inter-American Institute for the Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.16

Notes on the economic structural adjustment process in Jamaica / A. Reyes Pacheco. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 339.5

A roadbed for Jamaica's agricultural export development / Armando Reyes-Pacheco. 630.209

Reynolds in Jamaica : the activities of Reynolds Mines and its associated companies. 553.492

Reynolds, Phyllis

Carlong integrated practice tests : social studies / Phyllis Reynolds, Zelphya McLaren and Dezmarie Hines. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd., 300

Reynolds, Ras Dennis Jabari

Jabari : authentic Jamaican dictionary of the Jamic language, featuring Jamaican patwa and Rasta iyaric, pronunciations and definitions / compiled and edited by Ras Dennis Jabari Reynolds. US$15.95 427.9

Reynolds, Z. Nia

Native daughter : the life and times of a Jamaican woman of the soil / Z. Nia Reynolds. Macmillan Education. $730.00. 920

Rhodd, A.J.M.

When they'll neither 7 nor 11 try recycling for reading : reading remediation teachers' guidebook / A.J.M. Rhodd. A.J.M. Rodd. $25.00 372.43
Rhodd, Alice
Studio Workshop 4922 broadcasting course: handy pointers on the use of radio. A. Rhodd. 384

Rhodes, Margaret K.
Birds and flowers of Jamaica. 574.97292

Rhone, Denton
Court ing the high road: a compilation of pastoral counsels / Lithomedia Printers Ltd. No price 248.834

Rhone, Trevor
The Gadget. The author. 822

Rhone, Trevor D.
Bellas Gate boy / Trevor D. Rhone with an introduction by Yvonne Brewster. Macmillan Education. $950.00 811.6

Old story time and other plays / Trevor D. Rhone. Longman. 822

Two can play, and, School's out / Trevor D. Rhone. Longman. $28.20 812

Rhule, Elkanah
King Mirodas of Boar Piece / Elkanah Rhule. E. Rhule]. 813.6

Man from Jamaica's hills / Elkanah Rhule. Lithomedia Printers. 813

Come back old iron blue / Elkanah Rhule. Lithomedia Printers. 813

Rhule-Smith, Ava
Roaming roving rolling calves / Elkanah Rhule and Ava Rhule-Smith. Rhule. 398.245

Ribelli, Piero
Jah pickney: children of Jamaica. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,200.00 305.23

A rich heritage / Lorna Halls. United Pentecostal Church of Jamaica. $500.00 289.94

Richards, D.
A review of pasture grass and legume research from 1948-1994 / D. Richards, P. Alfred William J. Fielding. $150.00 633.202

Richards, Dionne
Jamaican marble: a guide to the variety of marbles found in Jamaica / compiled by Dionne Richards, Hugh Elliston; edited by R.G. Shettlewood. 553.512

Richards, E. Karl
Building society liquidity for directors and executives/ by E. Karl Richards. - Victoria Mutual Building Society. 332.32
Richards, Jimmy
Red Stripe statistics of West Indies cricket 1865-1989 / Jimmy Richards and Mervyn Wong; foreword by Michael Manley. Heinemann Publishers, $150.00 796.358021

Richards, Judith Elaine
Directory of Jamaican libraries : part 1; Jamaica Library Service, University of the West Indies, Libraries of Government Departments and Statutory Boards. The Association. 027

Richards, Lionel
Making room for the Caribbean family in the church. Arawak Publications. 261.83585

Richards, Olga E.
Reading made simple : a phonetic integrated approach. Workbook 2 / by Olga E. Richards. 372.465

Richards, Rolf
Understanding diabetes : a guide for the Caribbean / Rolf Richards. 616.462

Richards, Tereza
The oil industry : a select reading list highlighting OPEC, Mexico, Venezuela, Nigeria and Jamaica. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. No price. 016.5953282

Richards, Tereza
Reggae, rastafari and popular culture : a bibliography. Caribbean Quarterly, Cultural Studies Initiative, Office of the Vice Chancellor, University of the West Indies. 016.78164

Richardson, Bonham C.
Economy and environment in the Caribbean : Barbados and the Windwards in the late 1800s. The Press. $700.00 333.70972981

Richardson, Claudette
The poetry of Claudette 'Speckle' Richardson / Claudette Richardson. Earle Publishing. 821

Richardson, Lloyd
Me and I / Lloyd Richardson. L. Richardson. J$1.50 821

Richardson, Mary
Classroom testing and evaluation / Mary Richardson. Rev. ed. Chalkboard Press. 371.26

Richardson, Mary F.
Identity in the Jamaican context : personality and attitudes of tertiary students. Faculty of Education, University of the West Indies. $50.00 371.81

Richmond, Beulah
Anancy and friends : cultural folktales for children / Beulah Richmond. L. M. H. Publishing. 398.245
Richmond, Beulah
Anancy's African adventures. LMH Publishing. 398.245

Ricketts, Etta
Thinking, talking and writing for Caribbean primary schools, Introductory workbook 1B / Sybil James, Etta Ricketts. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.6


Thinking, talking and writing for Caribbean primary schools. Teacher's book 1 / Sybil James, Etta Ricketts. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.6


Ricketts, Heather
Changing the future for Jamaica's children / Sara Cameron and Heather Ricketts. UNICEF. 362.7097292

Ricketts, Heather
Parenting in Jamaica: a study conducted on behalf of the Planning Institute of Jamaica / Heather Ricketts and Patricia Anderson. PIOJ. 649.1

Rickford, John R.
Standard and non-standard language attitudes in a creole continuum / John R. Rickford. $3.00 427.9729

Rigbye, Barbara Ann
Way to go Flash! : the adventures of a horse who would never say never /Barbara Ann Rigbye The Jamaican Epilepsy Association in association with Braco Stables. 813

Riggon, R. George
Life as a Riggan : a journey from enslavement to freedom by a Jamaican family : life as a Riggon /R. George Riggon. Author House. 972.9204092

The Right move: corporate leadership and governance in Jamaica / Delano Franklyn. Arawak Publications. $1,200.00 338.04

The right side of truth : the truth most Bible teaches and others fail to see/ Samuel C. Phillips. Prophesy Research Publications. 230
Right Start alphabet integrated workbook / Valerie Brown.  V. Brown.  
372.414

Right Start beginning 1 2 3 integrated workbook / Valerie Brown.  V. Brown.  
372.72

Right Start counting integrated workbook 1 2 3 / Valerie Brown  
V. Brown. 372.72

Right Start letters and sounds integrated workbook / Valerie Brown.  V. Brown.  
372.465

The right to proud : a brief guide to Jamaican heritage sites / David Buckley. s.n. 972.92

Rights as well as jobs for women in the garment industry / Judith Wedderburn Women's Action Committee/CUSO Caribbean.  
331.119464

Riley, Joan  
A kindness to the children / Joan Riley. Women's Press, $261.30  
813.54

Sie stiea auf den Berg der Limonen: Roman / Joan Riley; aus dem Englischen von Frank Jakubzik und Marianne Schneider.  Wuppertal: Peter Hammer. $767.52 843.914

Sie stiea auf den Berg der Limonen : Roman / Joan Riley.  Peter Hammer, $767.52 813.54

The unbelonging / Joan Riley. Women's Press, $223.90

The ring and the Roaring River / Diane Browne.  D. Brown. 813.6

Ring around the moon / Peggy Henry. Jamaica Reading Association. 372.412


Riot / Andrew Salkey. Oxford University Press. $11.70 813.54

The rise and fall of Falmouth, Jamaica: urban life in 19th century Jamaica / Carey Robinson. LMH Publishing, $14.95. 972.92

The rise and fall of a Jamaican don / Andre M. Porter. s.n US$15.00 813.6

Risk Analysis and the Economic Implications of Design For Wind and Earthquake Risk (1986 Kingston, Jamaica)

A continuing education seminar on Risk Analysis and the Economic Implications of Design For Wind and Earthquake Risk to be held at the Jamaica Conference Centre, Kingston, May 16, 1986 / The Jamaica Institution of Engineers in collaboration with Pan Caribbean Preparedness Project and Office of Disaster Preparedness. 624.176


Rituals of blood: consequences of slavery in two American centuries/ Orlando Patterson. Civitas / Counterpoint. $1,320.60 305.80973

The River/ Basil Lopez. Bazba Theatrical Players. 813.6

River trail guide : an interpretative guide to the Alligator Hole River Canoe Valley, Jamaica / by Larry Hurst and Ann Haynes. College of Arts, Science and Technology Printery. 639.95

Rivera, Angel Israel

Island at the crossroads: politics in the non-independent Caribbean / Aaron Gamaliel Ramos and Angel Israel Rivera. Ian Randle Publishers. $900.00 320.972

Riviere, Bill

State systems in the Eastern Caribbean : historical and contemporary features/ by Bill Riviere. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. 321.10972973

Road from Long Ground : my personal path / Howard Fergus. Arawak Publications, 920

The road not taken : memoirs of a reluctant guerilla / Colin Dennis. Kingston Publishers. $35.00. 920

Roaming roving rolling calves / Elkanah Rhule and Ava Rhule-Smith. Rhule. 398.245

Robb, Alexander

The gospel to the Africans : a narrative of the life and labours of the Reverend Williams Jameson in Jamaica and old Calabar / by Alex Robb. Kessinger Publishing. $45.95 287

Robb, Reive

Socio-economic data structures in the English-speaking Caribbean : Barbados, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago / by J.E. Greene and Reive Robb. - University of the West Indies. Institute of Social and Economic Research, 317.29

Roberts, Donald A.

The amazing life of the disciple of Christ : the life some christians have longed for, but find difficult to achieve. DATEM, 248.4
Roberts, G.W. (George Woodrow)
Fertility and mating in four West Indian populations: Trinidad and Tobago, Barbados, St. Vincent, Jamaica. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. US$60.83 304.632

Roberts, George W.
Women in Jamaica: patterns of reproduction and family / by George W. Roberts and Sonja A. Sinclair. Kraus-Thomson Organization. $32.95 301.412097292

Roberts, H.R.
Introducing job evaluation. - Mona: Trade Union Education Institute UWI, 658.32

Roberts, Jill
A hamper of recipes from Jamaica / Jill Roberts. Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean). $40.00 641.59

Roberts, Lawrence Donovan (“Strebor”)
Crickets brightest summer. United Printers Ltd. 796.358

Roberts, Peter
Writing in English: a course book for Caribbean students / Hazel Simmons-McDonald, Linda Fields, Peter Roberts. Ian Randle Publishers. 421.21

Roberts, Peter A.
From oral to literature culture: colonial experience in the English West Indies / Peter A. Roberts. $950.00 427.009729

Robertson, Amy
Select bibliography of education in the Commonwealth Caribbean 1940-1975 / compiled by Amy Robertson, Hazel Bennett and Jannette White. Documentation Centre, School of Education, UWI, 016.37

Robertson, Carol
The mood / by Carol Robertson. C. Robertson $80.00. 811

Robertson, Glory
Members of the assembly of Jamaica from the general election of 1830 to the final session, January 1866. West India Reference Library, Institute of Jamaica, 1965. 328

Robertson, James
Gone is the ancient glory: Spanish Town, Jamaica, 1554-2000 / James Robertson. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92034

Robertson, James
An untimely victory: re-inventing the English conquest of Jamaica in the late seventeenth century / James Robertson. 972.92032

Robertson, Juliet E.
Robertson, Juliet E.

Let's learn to write. Book 2A : Cursive / Juliet E. Robertson. Carlong. 652.1

Let's learn to write. Book 2B: Joined script / Juliet E. Robertson. Carlong. 652.1

Robertson, Victor L.
The bridge : a collection of poems / Victor L. Robertson. Trailblazer INK. 811

Robertson-Hickling, Hilary
White squall on the land : narratives of resilient Caribbean people. CARIMENSA Press. 155.24

Robinson, Alrick A.
The small business survival guide : insights into the first two years / Alrick A. Robinson. A. Robinson, $1500.00 658.022

Robinson, Carey
Fight for freedom /Carey Robinson. LMH Publishing. 972.92

Robinson, Carey
The iron thorn : the defeat of the British by the Jamaican Maroons / Carey Robinson. Kingston Publishers. 972.92

Robinson, Carey
The rise and fall of Falmouth, Jamaica: urban life in 19th century Jamaica / Carey Robinson. LMH Publishing, $14.95. 972.92

Robinson, Cherrell V.
The school library as a learning resource centre : a course for teacher/librarians. Volume 1 : presenters's guide Department of Library Studies. No price 027.8

Robinson, Cherrell V.
The school library as a learning resource centre : a course for teacher/librarians. Volume 2 : participants' text / written by Cherrell V. Robinson; with contributions by Beatrice Anderson ... [et al]. Department of Library Studies, University of the West Indies. 027.8

Robinson, Dahlia

Robinson, Edward
The peat resources of Jamaica and their potential for fuel supply / by E. Robinson. $40.00 553.21

Robinson, Eugena
Understanding mathematics in the early childhood curriculum. UWI-Bernard van Leer Foundation North Coast Project. 372.72
Robinson, Eugena
The way to reading. Book 2A. Twin Guinep Publishers. 372.4

Robinson, Fedrica
Balance of payments made simple / by Fedrica Robinson. Bank of Jamaica. 382.17

Robinson, Gloria V.

Robinson, Jane
Mary Seacole : the charismatic black nurse who became a heroine of the Crimea / Jane Robinson. 610.730924; 920

Robinson, Jane
Mary Seacole : the most famous black woman of the Victorian Age / Jane Robinson. US$25.00 610.730924; 920

Robinson, Joseph E.
Vives in the world of sexuality / Joseph E. Robinson. 812

Robinson, Joseph E.
Parenting vibes in the world of sexuality : facilitator's manual / by Joseph E. Robinson ; creative and technical assistance by Hally Mahler. Ashe Caribbean Performing Arts Foundation. 649.1

Robinson, Joyce L.
Libraries in Jamaica / by Joyce L. Robinson. 027.097292

Robinson, Karlene
Carlong economics for CSEC with SBA, study guide exercises / Karlene Robinson, Novelette Cooke. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd. 330.76

Robinson, Karlene
Carlong principles of business for CSEC with SBA, study guide exercises / Karlene Robinson, Sybile Hamil. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd. 650.076

Robinson, Karlene
CXC lecture series : principles of business with practice questions and answers / Karlene Robinson. Jamaica Observer. 650.076

Robinson, Karlene
CXC principles of business with SBA study guide and exercises / Kerlene Robinson, Sybile Hamil. Carlong Publishers, 650.07

Robinson, Karlene
The Jamaica Observer CXC lecture series principles of business with practice papers and answers / by Karlene Robinson. Jamaica Observer Ltd., 1998]. $150.00 650.076
Robinson, Kim
   Dale's mango tree / written and illustrated by Kim Robinson. LMH Publishing. 813

Robinson, Kim
   Jamaican art : an overview with a focus on fifty artists/ by Petrine Archer Straw and Kim Robinson. Kingston Publishers, $455.00 709.7292

Robinson, Kim
   Jamaican art : then and now text by Petrine Archer Straw and Kim Robinson. LMH Publishing Ltd. 709.7292

Robinson, Lascelle W.
   Face facts forget fictions : seventh day Adventism vs. the Bible L. Robinson. 286.732

Robinson, Leslie R. B.
   "Has the UWI been elitist?". Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs. (Annual Bustamante lecture, 1991 ; no. 6) 378.729

Robinson, Michael
   Trixie triangle / Michael Robinson. Jackmandora. 813

Robinson, Pansey
   Book 1 : living in a changing Caribbean / Mike Morrissey and Pansey Robinson. Nelson Caribbean. 309.1729

Robinson, Patrick
   Jamaican athletics : a model for the world / Patrick Robinson. P. Robinson. 796.42

Robinson, Patrick
   Ruthless Cathy 2 / by Patrick Robinson. P. Robinson. 813

Robinson, Rupert S.
   Pythagoras theorem proof : concerning the right angle triangle Rupert S. Robinson. 516.22

Robinson-Glanville, Sonia
   Carlong primary social studies : Caribbean neighbours Year 5 / Sybil Leslie, Jennifer O' Sullivan-Sirjue, Sonia Robinson-Glanville. Carlong. 300

Robinson-Glanville, Sonia

Robinson-Glanville, Sonia
   New civics for young Jamaican / L. C. Ruddock, Sonia Robinson-Glanville; New ed. Carlong. 320.47292
Robinson-Walcott, Kim
Out of order! : Anthony Winkler and White West Indian writing / Kim Robinson-Walcott. University of the West Indies Press. 813

Robotham, Don

Robotham, Dan
The notorious riot : the socio-economic and political base of Paul Bogle's revolt / by Don Robotham. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. J$4.50 972.92034

Robotham, Don
Struggles of the Jamaican people /Trevor Munroe and Don Robotham. Workers' Liberation League. 972.92

Robotham, Don
Vision and voluntarism : reviving voluntarism in Jamaica. : Grace, Kennedy Foundation. 302.14097292

"Rock it come over": the folk music of Jamaica with special reference to Kumina and the work of Mrs. Imogene "Queenie" Kennedy/ Olive Lewin. University of the West Indies Press, $980.00 784.4

Rockie's dream comes true / prepared by Leon Dann; for Aelous Valley Special Project Group; illustrated by Dawn Scott and Donald Richards. 629.283

Rocto, Mary
It's about thyme : Jamaican recipes from the heart / Mary Rocto. Word Association Publishers. US$24.85 641.597292

Rodney, Winsome Isabell
Meditation I : affirmations, prayers ; thoughts and sermons for twenty-six weeks of the year. W.I. Rodney) 242.2

Rodney, Winsome Isabell
Short tales for little children / Winsome Isabell Rodney 813

Rodney, Winsome Isabell
"Songs for children" Book 1/by Winsome Isabell Rodney. Printed by Golding Printing Service. 782.421646092

Rodriguez, Amardo
Embodying the postcolonial life: immigrant stories of resistance/ Maurice L. Hall, Jennifer Keane-Dawes, Amardo Rodriguez. Humanity Books. $1,752.00 305.868729073

Rodrigues, Milton
Rodriguez, D.W.
Ginger: a short economic history. Agricultural Information Service. 633.83

Rody and Rena's family / Adlyn White. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.412

Rody and Rene's bus ride / Anne Marie Wint. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.412

Rody and Rene on holiday / Anne Marie Wint. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.412

Rody gets into trouble/ Anne Marie Wint. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.412

Roger Mais: the hills were joyful together and Brother Man / Jean D'Costa. J$16.80. 823

Rogers, Robert Athlyi

Rojany, Lisa
The magic feather: a Jamaican legend /Lisa Rojany. Troll Associates. US$4.95 398.2097292

Role and functions of the Bank of Jamaica / by Michelle Hylton. Bank of Jamaica. 332.11

The role of the Bank of Jamaica in formulating and implementing monetary policy in Jamaica / Owen Jefferson. Bank of Jamaica. 332.112

The role and functions of the central bank in Jamaica / Bank of Jamaica. Economic Information and Publications Department. Bank of Jamaica. 332.11097292

The role and functions of the Central Bank in Jamaica. Research and Development Division, Bank of Jamaica. 332.11

The role of innovations and inventions in building endogenous technological capacity /by Arnoldo K. Ventura. UNDP? 338.064

The role of religion in Caribbean history: from Amerindian, Shamanism to Rastafarianism/ Patrick "Pops" Hylton. Billpops Publications. $1,350.00 200.9729

The role of the media in strengthening the family through adult education / by Wycliffe Bennett and Jennifer Grant. 374.27

The role of the media in the development of the labor movement / by Trevor Munroe. Trevor Munroe. Free 331.88097292
The role of the state in the Commonwealth Caribbean / Patrick A. M. Emmanuel. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University West Indies. 320.1097292

Rolinson, Mary G.
Grassroots Garveyism : the Universal Negro Improvement Association in the rural South 1920-1927. The University of North Carolina Press. US$59.95 305.896073

Roopnarine, Lomarsh
Indo-Caribbean indenture : resistance and accommodation, 1838-1920 / Lomarsh Roopnarine. University of the West Indies Press. 972.9

Rootcrops in the Caribbean : proceedings of the Caribbean Regional Workshop on Tropical Root Crops, Jamaica April 10-16, 1983 / David Dolly, editor. Faculty of Agriculture. 635.2

Roots and blossoms / Edmund Davis. Cedar Press. US$5.00 207.7292

Roots and rhythms : Jamaica’s National Dance Theatre / Rex Nettleford, Andre Duetsch, 793.31

Roots and wings : a legacy of wealth / Dr. Charles A. Royes C. A. Royes. 920


Roots, Levi
Caribbean food made easy with Levi Roots : more than 100 'fabulocious' recipes using easy-to-find ingredients. Mitchell Beazley. $2,410.00 641.59729

Roots of Jamaican culture / Mervyn C. Alleyne. Pluto, $81.80 972.92

The rope and the cross : a dramatization of the Passion / specially written for performance in churches by Easton Lee. Creative Projects Ltd. $15.00 811.6

Roper, Rose
Tyrone Roper : a life worth remembering, November 7th, 1948 to March 13th, 1999/ by Dulce Gunning and Rose Roper. 720.92

Rose, A.

Rose, A. M.
Grade three integrated language arts work-book / M. O. Powell, A. M. Rose. Coast to Coast Integrated Books. 372.62
Rose, A. M.
Grade three integrated language arts workbook / M. O. Powell, K. L. Marks, A. M. Rose. Mid-Island Educators. 372.62

Rose, A. M.
Grade three integrated language arts workbook / M. O. Powell, K. L. Marks, A. M. Rose. Rev. ed. Mid-Island Educators. 372.6

Rose, Adassa
Grade three integrated mathematics workbook / Maxine Powell, Adassa Rose. Coast to Coast Integrated Books. 372.7

Rose, Adassa
Grade three integrated phonics workbook / Maxine Powell, Keri Marks, Adassa Rose. Rev. ed. Mid Island Educators. 372.4145

Rose, Dexter L.
A framework for revising the national accounts of Jamaica. Department of Statistics. 339.3

Rose, Euclid A.
Dependency and socialism in the modern Caribbean: superpower intervention in Guyana, Jamaica and Grenada, 1970-1985. Lexington Books. $10,040.00 335.009729

A rose for your day / Mabel Rose Wood. Trailblazer Ink. 158.1

Rose, Hyacinth
The student teachers' handbook: a guide for effective teaching practice / Hyacinth, Ralston Rose. Chalkboard Press. 370.733

Rose, Philip E.
St. Matthew's Church: a short history / by [Philip E. Rose]. The Church. 283

Rose, Ralston
The student teachers' handbook: a guide for effective teaching practice / Hyacinth Rose, Ralston Rose. Chalkboard Press. 370.733

Rosemarie Lawrence quartet / Hall Anthony Ellis. H.A. Ellis. 821

Rosen, Brian
Brian Rosen's Jamaica wild and scenic. New Market Investments Ltd. 917.29206

Roskind, Robert
Rasta heart: a journey into one love. One Love Press. $795.00 305.6996

Ross, Henry James
Thoughts on the objectionable system of labour for wages in the West Indies Colonies; and on the necessity of substituting a system of tenancy and allotment of the staple cultivation. Ian Randle Publishers. 306.365
Ross, Yazmin
La flota negra / Yazmin Ross. Alfraguara, 863.62

Ross-Brewster, Havelock
Tributaries and all their legacies : an essay on the "Politics of poverty" in honour of George L. Beckford. George Beckford Foundation. 339.46

Rotary Club (Kingston)

Rotary Club (Montego Bay)
Rotary club of Montego Bay 25th anniversary souvenir / compiled and edited by L. Emile Martin. [The Club]. 369.5

Rotary Club (Montego Bay)
Rotary Club of Montego Bay 30th anniversary souvenir / compiled and edited by L. Emile Martin. Unlimited Exposures. 369.5

Rotary Club (St. Andrew)
Perspective: commemorating the 30th anniversary of the Rotary Club of St. Andrew. The Club. 369.52

Roth, Patrice
Emerging Caribbean : a political geography / Monique Bégot, Pascal Buleon and Patrice Roth. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.9

Rothe, Louis
A description of the island of Antigua with particular reference to emancipation's results / Louis Rothe. Social History Project, Department of History, UWI, $100.00 972.974

The Rothmans football handbook: the official ten year statistical handbook record of the Jamaica Football Federation. printed by Golding Printery Service. 796.334

Roueche, Ken
Portland : the other Jamaica : tales of dreamers, schemers and crusaders / Ken Roueche. K. Roueche. $1,200.00 920

Rouse, Ewart
Sticky wicket vol.1 : Watkins at bat / Ewart Rouse. LMH Publishing. 813.6

Sticky wicket vol. 2 : Watkins fights back / Ewart Rouse. LMH Publishing Ltd., 813

Sticky wicket vol. 3 : Watkin's finest inning / Ewart Rouse LMH Publishing Ltd. 813

Watkins, overseas tour : another "sticky wicket" inning / Ewart Rouse. LMH Publishing Ltd. 813
Rousseau, Patrick  

Routh, Jonathan  
The secret life of Queen Victoria: Her Majesty's missing diaries; being an account of her hitherto unknown travels through the island of Jamaica in the year 1871 /Jonathan Routh. Harmony Hall Production. $60.00 828

Roving with Lalah: more slices of everyday Jamaican life / Robert Lalah. Ian Randle Publishers. 917.292

Rowe, David P.  
Ira Rowe, Caribbean lawyer: materials, tributes and cases / David P. Rowe. - Lauderhill, FL : Garaibooks, US$17.95. 920

Rowe, Hal  
Skin, hair and nails nature and care: for people of colour / Denecce Weir, Hal Rowe. Pelican Publishers. 646.72

Rowe, Marcia  
Dramscape: a drama workbook for grades seven to nine / Marcia Rowe. M. Rowe. 792.071
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Seminar on the effective realization of civil and political rights at the national level, Kingston, Jamaica, 25 April-8 May 1967 / organized by the United Nations Division of Human Rights in cooperation with the Government of Jamaica. U.N. 323


The journalist and the free press in the Caribbean : report of the proceedings of the third and final in a series of seminars on "The Free Press in a Free Society" held in Nassau, Bahamas September 26-28, 1986 / by The Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs. -The Institute. 323.445

Seminar on Upgrading the Fruit Juice Industry in Jamaica
Upgrading the fruit juice industry in Jamaica : seminar proceedings/ editorial team . . . National Development Bank of Jamaica. 338.766363

Seminar on Worker Participation (1976 University of the West Indies, Mona)
Papers and findings from Seminar on Worker Participation held at Trade Union Education Institute, UWI, Mona, Kingston July 12-23, 1976. Trade Union Education Institute, UWI. 658.3152

Seminar on Worker Participation (2nd.Kingston)
Second Seminar on Worker Participation, held at Trade Union Education Institute, University of the West Indies, Mona, Kingston, Jamaica, October 31 - November 11, 1977 / co-sponsored by the Trade Union Education Institute...[et al]. The Institute. 331.0112

The seminar portfolio for parenting educators / Anthony L. Gordon. Anthony L. and Deloris A. Gordon. 649.1

Seminar report on labour market information for strategic planning and human resource development/ Labour Market Information System (LMIS) Working Group. PIOJ. $240.00 331.1097292

Seminar Visual Media and The Environment Story(1992 Kingston)
Can television tell the environmental story?: report of the Seminar Visual Media and the Environment. CARIMAC/UNEP. 384.5532068

Seminar Visual Media and The Environment Story(1992 Kingston)
Can television tell the environmental story?: report of the Seminar Visual Media and the Environment. CARIMAC/UNEP. 384.5532068
Senior, Bernard Martin
Jamaica, as it was, as it is, and as it may be: comprising interesting topics for absent proprietors, merchants, &c. and valuable hints to persons intending to emigrate to the island: also an authentic narrative of the negro insurrection in 1831: with a faithful detail of the manners, customs and habits of the colonists, and a description of the country, climate, productions, &c., including an abridgement of the Slave Law, by a retired Military Officer [Bernard Martin Senior]. . . Negro Universities Press. 917.29

Senior, Olive
A-Z of Jamaican heritage / Olive Senior. Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean) [and] the Gleaner. $90.00 972.92

Arrival of the snake woman and other stories / Olive Senior. Longman. $210.00 813.54

Encyclopedia of Jamaican heritage / Olive Senior. Twin Guinep. $4,200.00. 972.92003

First in Jamaica / Olive Senior. Ministry of Education; Jamaica Tourist Board. 398.22

Gardening in the tropics: poems / by Olive Senior. McClelland Stewart. 811.54

The message is change: a perspective of the 1972 general elections. Kingston Publishers Ltd. 324.26

Once upon a time in Jamaica / Olive Senior. Ministry of Education; Jamaica Tourist Board. 398.22

Over the roofs of the world / Olive Senior. Insomniac Press. US$9.95 811.6

Peenie wallies and silk cotton trees. Ministry of Education; Jamaica Tourist Board. 398.24

Shell / Olive Senior. Insomniac Press. 811

Talking of trees / Olive Senior. Calabash. 811

Working miracles: women's lives in the English speaking Caribbean / Olive Senior. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies; James Curry. $1,435.00 305.4209729

Senior songs for the Caribbean words and melody / Lloyd Hall. Jamaica Publishing House. 784.62

Seoul to Beijing / Don Anderson. Don Anderson Publishing. 796.4897292

A separate peace: workbook and notes / Lorna A. Fraser. L. A. Fraser. 820.76
Serenade of love / Michael Parchment; with illustrations by Keith Walkis. Michael Parchment. 811.54

Serjeant, Graham
A guide to sickle cell disease / by Graham Serjeant. 616.1527

Services for the handicapped / [prepared by the Council of Voluntary Social Services. CVSS. Free 362.4

Set in time ... shema / KEleanor Earle. KE. Earle. 811.6

Seven days in Jamaica / by Horane Smith. Publish America. US$27.95 813.6

Seven Jamaican poets : an anthology of recent poetry / illustrations by Anne Weinholt. Bolivar Press. 821

17F : the life of Ian Fleming / Donald McCormick. Owen. $1608.53. 920

75th anniversary of scouting/ The Scout Association of Jamaica. - The Association. 369.43

Sewell, Tony
Garvey's children: the legacy of Marcus Garvey. [2nd. ed.] - Macmillan. $117.30 305.89607292

The sex files / K. Sean Harris. Book Fetish. 813.6

Sex in the church / Winston (Bello) Bell. W. W. Bell. 261.835

Sex, power and taboo : gender and HIV in the Caribbean and beyond / Dorothy Roberts ... [et al]. Ian Randle Publishers. 305.3


Sexually transmitted diseases can kill / sponsored by ACOSTRAD and Ministry of Health, Jamaica. 616.97292

Seymour, Morin
Housing: what price? Department of Economics, University of the West Indies?]. 333.338

The Shades of blue : upgrading coastal resources for the sustainable development of the Caribbean SIDS / compiled by Pedro Monreal. 551.457


Shadow of myself / by H. Earl Johnson. AAFAM Ltd. 920

Shaggy : dogamuffin style/ by Micah Locilento. Ian Randle Publishers. 920
Shaggy Parrot and the reggae band / [writers Jana Bent... [et al];
performers voice, Shaggy ... [et al]; illustrations, John Mendez.
Gypsy Music. 333.7

Shakes, Peter
A new day / Peter Shakes. P. Shakes 248

Shakes, Peter
The thought / Peter N. Shakes. P. N. Shakes. 248

Shand, Owen Ned
Disaster preparedness / compiled by Patricia Morgan, Audre-Jean
Bennett Chang and Owen Ned Shand JAMAL Foundation 363.34

Shane, Michael
Evoluteing Sherman / Michael Shane. LMH Publishing. 813

Shane, Michael
Gingerbread man / Michael Shane. LMH Publishing Limited. 813

Shankland Cox
Montego Bay - Jamaica/ prepared for the Urban Development
Corporation. U.D.C. 711.58

Shankland Cox Overseas
Development plan for the Mona Campus of the University of the West
Indies / [by] McMorris, Sibley and Robinson [and] Shankland Cox
Overseas. 711.57

Kingston waterfront redevelopment : landscape design manual Shankland
Cox. Shankland Cox Overseas. 712.3

Manatee Bay: an outline master plan for Manatee Bay New Town and a
detailed plan for the Waterfront Resort development. 711.409

Shankland Cox Partnership
Westmoreland coast : sub-regional plan. 711.3

Shanties and skyscrapers: growth and structure of modern Kingston / by Ann
Norton. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 711.58

The shanty-town - a reappraisal / L. Alan Eyre. Geography Department, UWI. 917.292

The shaping of the West Indian church, 1492-1962 / Arthur Charles Dayfoot.
The Press, University of the West Indies. University Press of Florida. $1,200. 280.409729

Shar / Edward Kamau Brathwaite. Savacou Publications 811

Shares in Jamaica: an introduction to securities ownership. 332.61

The shark hunters / Andrew Salkey. Nelson Caribbean. 813.54
Sharon's song / by Hazel D. Campbell. Published by Caribbean Images Ltd. 813.6

Shaw, Raffic K.
CAPE mathematics the easy way: worked solutions to past paper questions: pure mathematics Unit 1 - paper 1 and paper 2 June 1999 - 2005 / by Raffic K. Shaw. $450.00 510.76

CXC mathematics the easy way: multiple choice specimen exams and worked solutions for paper 1 exams / by Raffic K. Shaw. $270.00 510.76

CXC Principles of accounts the easy way: worked solutions to past questions (June 2002 - 2006) plus specimen exams and worked solutions for paper 1 (multiple choice) / Raffic K. Shaw. R.K. Shaw. $450.00 657.076

She devils and sex demons: a guide to pastors, husbands and wives / C. Ray Campbell. Pelican Publishers. 233

She who sleeps with bones / Tanya Shirley. Peepal Tree Press. 811

She's gone / Kwame Dawes. Akashic Books. US$15.95 813.6

Shearer, Hugh Lawson

Shearer, Hugh Lawson
The voice of Shearer - speaking out for the Jamaican worker / editor David Gordon-Rowe. Jamaica Confederation of Trade Unions. 331.097292

Shell / Olive Senior. Insomniac Press. 811

Shell street-smart booklet / by Kerida McDonald; illustrations by Clive Wallace. Shell Co., 363.1207

Sheller, Mimi
Democracy after slavery: black publics and peasant radicalism in Haiti and Jamaica / Mimi Sheller. Macmillan Education Ltd. 972.904

Sheller, Mimi

Shelley-Robinson, Cherrell
Jojo's treasure hunt / Cherrell Shelley-Robinson. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Limited. 813.6

Shelley-Robinson, Cherrell
The strange fisherman and other stories. Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture. 372.412
A shelter in our car /Monica Gunning. E. Pedlar. 2004. US$16.45 813.6

Shepherd, Alair P.

The Law on police powers in Barbados / Alair P. Shepherd and Kareen C. Cole. Arawak Publications. 342.0418

Shepherd, Verene A.

Caribbean slavery in the Atlantic World : a student reader / Verene A. Shepherd, Hiliary McD. Beckles. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,890.00 305.56709729


 Freedoms won : Caribbean emancipations, ethnicities and nationhood / Hilary McD Beckles, Verene A. Shepherd. Cambridge University Press. US$15.95. 972.9

From rural plantations to urban slums: the economic status and problems of East Indians in Kingston, Jamaica, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Frank Cass. 305.891411

Liberties lost : the indigenous Caribbean and slave systems / Hilary McD. Beckles, Verene A. Shepherd. The Press Syndicate, University of Cambridge. 972.9

Livesock, sugar and slavery : contested terrain in colonial Jamaica / Verene A. Shepherd. - Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92

Livesock, sugar and slavery : contested terrain in colonial Jamaica / Verene A. Shepherd. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92

Maharani's misery : narratives of a passage from India to the Caribbean / Verene A. Shepherd. University of the West Indies, Press. 988.102

Obstacles to the expansion of the pen-keeping industry in Jamaica in the period of slavery /Verene A. Shepherd. Dept. of History, University of the West Indies. Free. 972.92

The ranking game : discourses of belonging in Jamaican history / by Verene A. Shepherd. University of the West Indies?], 972.92

Saving souls : the struggle to end the transatlantic trade in Africans : a bicentennial Caribbean reflection/ Hilary McD. Beckles, Verene A. Shepherd. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,035.00 326.8

Sheridan, Maureen

Sheridan, Maureen

Sheridan, Richard B.

Sherlock, Hilary
Ears and tails and common sense: more stories from the Caribbean by Philip M. Sherlock and Hilary Sherlock. Deutsch. $7.10 398.2

Sherlock, Hilary
Ears and tails and common sense: more stories from the Caribbean / by Philip M. Sherlock and Hilary Sherlock. Macmillan Caribbean. 398.2

Sherlock, Philip
The illustrated Anansi. Macmillan Caribbean. $300.00 398.245

Jamaica the fairest isle: a visitor's guide / Philip Sherlock and Barbara Preston. Macmillan Caribbean. $300.00 917.29204

This is Jamaica: an informal guide / by Philip Sherlock. Hodder and Stoughton. 917.292


Sherlock, Philip M.
Anansi the spiderman: Jamaican folk tales. Macmillan Education. $1,010.00 398.21

Ears and tails and common sense: more stories from the Caribbean / by Philip M. Sherlock and Hilary Sherlock. Macmillan Caribbean. 398.2


Jamaica: a junior history. Collins. 972.92

Keeping company with Jamaica / Philip Sherlock. MacMillan Caribbean. $25.00. 917.292

The story of the Jamaican people / Philip Sherlock and Hazel Bennett. Ian Randle Publishers in collaboration with the Creative Production and Training Centre Ltd., 972.92

Three finger Jack's treasure / Philip M. Sherlock. Jamaica Publishing House. 813
Sherlock, Philip M.
The University of the West Indies: a Caribbean response to the challenge of change/ Philip Sherlock, Rex Nettleford. MacMillan Caribbean. $149.05 $220.00. 378.729

West Indian folk-tales. Oxford University Press. 398.2

Sherlock, Philip Manderson
General knowledge for Caribbean schools: test papers and answers. - Macmillan Co. Ltd. 371.32

Sherlock, Philip M[anderson]
Anansi the spider man: Jamaican folk tales / told by Philip M. Sherlock; illustrated by Marcia Brown. Macmillan Co. Ltd, 1956. 398.21

Sherlock, Philip M[anderson]
Anansi the spider man: Jamaican folk tales / told by Philip M. Sherlock; illustrated by Marcia Brown. Thomas J. Crowell, 398.21

Sherlock, Sir Philip Manderson
Shout for freedom: a tribute to Sam Sharpe / Philip Sherlock. Macmillan Caribbean 822

Sherman, Elizabeth
Carlong primary religious education year 4. / Elizabeth Sherman, Rachele Evelyn Vernon and Brendalee Cole. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Limited. 200

Shifting homelands, travelling identities: writers of the Caribbean diaspora / Jasbir Jain and Supriya Agarwal. Ian Randle Publishers. 810.99729

Shippey, Noel
The central bank's role as regulator. Courtney Christie-Weitch. - The Bank. 332.11

Shipping Association of Jamaica


Shirley, Avril G.
Practice questions (including past papers, sample answers for CXC - CSEC IGCSE Spanish oral examinations / Avril G. Shirley. 1st ed. 468.2

Shirley, Tanya
She who sleeps with bones / Tanya Shirley. Peepal Tree Press. 811

Shoesmith, David
KPH: long range planning proposal/ David Shoesmith. Environmental Planning Group. 725.51
Shook foil / Kwame Dawes. Peepal Tree. $302.00 811

Shopping for credit / National Savings Committee. NSC. 332.743


Shore, Joseph,
In Old St. James, Jamaica : a book of parish chronicles containing the story of the Jamaica Ancestry of Mrs. Barrett Browning; the true tale of Rose Hall; what an estate slave-book tells, etc.,/Joseph Shore. Sangster’s Book Stores Ltd. 972.92


A short history of education in Jamaica / Millicent Whyte. 2nd ed. – Hodder and Stoughton. $24.35 370.9

A short history of Jamaica's port computer operations / by Donald Petgrave Gray. Port Computer Services Ltd. 387.10972920285


Short stories by Stephen M. Lindo : the great fish and the lord's day / Stephen M. Lindo. C. Lindo. 813

Short tales for little children / Winsome Isabell Rodney 813

Shout for freedom : a tribute to Sam Sharpe /Philip Sherlock. Macmillan Caribbean. 822

Shower posse : the most notorious Jamaican criminal organisation / Duane Blake. Diamond Publishing. $1,900.00 364.106

Shub down small-up yuself! : diaries of Jamaica by bus /Susan Lowe. Polar Bear Press. 388.41322

Si mi yah : a life story / Dorritt Bent. Arawak Publications, 920

Sibley, Inez Knibb
The Baptists of Jamaica. The Jamaica Baptist Union. 286

Sibley, Inez Knibb
Dictionary of place-names in Jamaica / by Inez Knibb Sibley. Institute of Jamaica, 917.292
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sickle cell disease: the clinical care guidelines of the Sickle Cell Unit</td>
<td>TMRI, UWI Jamaica / editor Susanna Bortolusso Ali</td>
<td>616.1527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sie stiea auf den Berg der Limonen: Roman</td>
<td>Joan Riley</td>
<td>Peter Hammer, Wuppertal</td>
<td>813.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sie stiea auf den Berg der Limonen: Roman</td>
<td>Joan Riley; von Frank Jakubzik und Marianne Schneider</td>
<td>843.914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siewewright, Owen</td>
<td>Do unto others. Jamaica Reading Association</td>
<td>372.412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign painting [i.e. painting]</td>
<td>by James Lee</td>
<td>[James Lee]</td>
<td>667.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver and pewter items recovered from the sunken city of Port Royal: May 1, 1966 - March 31, 1968</td>
<td>Robert F. Marx. Caribbean Research Institute, College of the Virgin Islands</td>
<td>972.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The silver men: West Indian labour migration to Panama 1850-1914.</td>
<td>Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI</td>
<td>331.6272907287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvera, Althea</td>
<td>Tourism: a reading list compiled from the collection of the West India Reference Library / Althea Silvera. W.I.R.L. Institute of Jamaica</td>
<td>016.338479179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvera, Makeda</td>
<td>The heart does not bend: a novel / Makeda Silvera. Vintage Canada, US$12.95</td>
<td>813.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvera, Makeda</td>
<td>Remembering G / Makeda Silvera. Sister Vision</td>
<td>813.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestrini, Blanca G.</td>
<td>Women and resistance: her story in contemporary Caribbean history. Department of History, University of the West Indies</td>
<td>323.3409729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Simmons, William K.
Anaemia in the Caribbean: its prevalence and causes / by W.K. Simmons. 616.152

Simmons-McDonald, Hazel
Writing in English: a course book for Caribbean students / Hazel Simmons-McDonald, Linda Fields, Peter Roberts. 421.21

Simon, Peter
Reggae scrapbook / Roger Steffens [and] Peter Simon; Insight Editions, US$45.00 781.646

Simons Brown, Joy A.
Mathematics for life book 1: a guide to practicing the principles / Joy A. Simons Brown. 510.76

Simons-Brown, Joy A.

Simplified rehabilitation aids and techniques: a booklet for parents of the handicapped child / compiled and edited by Sultana Fitzpatrick and Geraldine Maison-Hall. Caribbean Association of Rehabilitation Therapists. 362.4048

Simpson, Denise Antoinette
The light dark I am: reflections in poetic expressions on love, life and something in between / Denise Antoinette Simpson. Wordography Publishers Ltd., 811

Simpson, Joanne
Smooth runnings: a practical guide to enjoy Jamaica. Creative Links. 306.4097292

Simpson, Joanne M.
The Jamaican woman: a celebration/ Joanne Simpson. Kingston: Creative Links 305.4097292

Simpson, Joanne M.
Why heritage?: a guide to the importance of our Jamaican story / Joanne M. Simpson. Creative Links. 972.92

Simpson, Louis
Adventures of the letter I / Louis Simpson. Oxford University Press. 811
At the end of the open road. Wesleyan University Press. 811
Simpson, Louis
The best hour of the night : poems / Louis Simpson. Ticknor Fields. $51.80 811
Caviare at the funeral / poems by Louis Simpson. Franklin Watts. $7.95 811
Collected poems / Louis Simpson. Paragon House. $164.65 811
In the room we share / Louis Simpson. Paragon House. $399.00 811
North of Jamaica. Harper Row. 920
Searching for the ox / Louis Simpson. William Morrow. $13.30 811
Selected prose / Louise Simpson. Paragon House. $170.35. 818.54


Singerman / Hazel D. Campbell. Peepal Tree. $198.00 813


Singh, B.
Drug abuse in Jamaica : a study on patterns of drug-abuse by regional socio-economic and urban rural characteristics / B. Singh. 362.29

Singh, Kelvin
British-controlled Trinidad and Venezuela : a history of economic interests and subversion, 1830-1962 / Kelvin Singh UWI Press. 337.9

Singh, Kelvin
Race and class struggles in a colonial state : Trinidad 1917-1945 / Kelvin Singh. The Press ; University of Calgary Press. $490.00. 972.983

Singh, Leroy M.
Live happily forever/ Leroy M. Singh. Pelican Publishers. 248

Singh, Millicent Tulloch
JPH social studies for primary schools : an integrated approach, Grade 5/ Claudia McLean; Millicent Tulloch-Singh. Jamaica Publishing House. 300
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food, nutrition and health in the Caribbean: a time for re-examination</td>
<td>Dinesh P. Sinha.</td>
<td>613.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary health care in Jamaica: a situational analysis of the</td>
<td>Dinesh P. Sinha; Ann O. Diloreto, Isabel Rojas-Aleta.</td>
<td>614.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit and seed morphology of acacia nilotica</td>
<td>S. C. Sinha.</td>
<td>583.748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphology of the vegetative structures of Acacia nilotica</td>
<td>S. C. Sinha.</td>
<td>583.321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Arthur Lewis: an economic and political portrait</td>
<td>Ralph Premdas and Eric St. Cyr, editors. Regional Programme of Monetary Studies, Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies.</td>
<td>330.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Hans Sloane and ethnography</td>
<td>H. J. Braunholtz. The Trustees of the British Museum.</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir John Peter Grant, Governor of Jamaica, 1866-1874: an administrative history</td>
<td>Vincent John Marsala. Institute of Jamaica.</td>
<td>972.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlong primary social studies: Caribbean neighbours Year 5</td>
<td>Sybil Leslie, Jennifer O' Sullivan-Sirjue, Sonia Robinson-Glanville. Carlong.</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Sista single': poetry</td>
<td>Carla Barrett. Rebaki Christian Publishing.</td>
<td>811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two hearts, one fire: a glimpse behind the mask of leprosy</td>
<td>Howard E. Crouch and Sister Mary Augustine. The Damien-Dutton Society for Leprosy Aid. US$12.00</td>
<td>362.196998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site investigations for an O.T.E.C. power plant in Jamaica for Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. A/S Geoteam.</td>
<td>333.7915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site planning for the Caribbean: an introduction</td>
<td>David Gregory-Jones. College of Arts, Science and Technology.</td>
<td>720.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situation analysis of children and women in Jamaica</td>
<td>Planning Institute of Jamaica, United Nations Children's Fund. UNICEF in association with the PIOJ.</td>
<td>362.7097292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Publisher/Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six runs / by Diane Browne.</td>
<td>Heinemann Educational Publishers. $518.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixty years of change, 1806-1866 : progress and reaction in Kingston and the countryside / H. P. Jacobs.</td>
<td>Institute of Jamaica. 972.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixty-five / V. S. Reid. Longman Caribbean in association with the Ministry of Education, Jamaica.</td>
<td>$5.05 813.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size, self-determination and international relations : the Caribbean / edited by Vaughan A. Lewis.</td>
<td>Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $13.50 327.710729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin, hair and nails nature and care: for people of colour / Deneece Weir, Hal Rowe.</td>
<td>Pelican Publishers. 646.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylarking / Evan Jones.</td>
<td>Longman. $300.00 813</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylarking / Evan Jones.</td>
<td>Longman. $300.00 813</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skywriting the anthology of a Jamaican christian / Neville McFarlane. Christian in Action.</td>
<td>818</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave population and economy in Jamaica, 1807-1834 / B.W. Higman.</td>
<td>Cambridge University Press. 326.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave populations and Economy in Jamaica 1807-1834 / B.W. Higman with a new introduction.</td>
<td>The Press, UWI. $990.00. 306.362097292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave populations of the British Caribbean, 1807-1834 / B. W. Higman.</td>
<td>The Press, UWI. $450.00 306.362097292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The slave ship Fredensborg / Leif Svalesen. Ian Randle Publishers.</td>
<td>$1,080.00 327</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave society in the city : Bridgetown, Barbados 1680-1834 / Pedro L. V. Welch. Ian Randle Publishers.</td>
<td>306.3620972981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Slave society in the Danish West Indies: St. Thomas, St. John and St. Croix/ Neville A. T. Hall. University of the West Indies Press. 305.56709729722

Slave trade: a selected bibliography in commemoration of the 200th anniversary of the Abolition of the Slave Trade/ compiled by Nicole Bryan ... [et al]. National Library of Jamaica, 2007. 016.306362

Slavery and African ethnicities in the Americas: restoring the links/ by Gwendolyn Midlo Hall. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,485 306.362

Slavery and social death: a comparative study/ Orlando Patterson. Harvard University. $144.00 306.362

Slavery and the rise of capitalism/ Joseph E. Inikori. Department History, University of the West Indies. 331.11734

Slavery and the transformation of society in Cuba 1511-1760: from settler society to slave society/ Franklyn Knight. Department of History, The University of the West Indies. 306.362097291


Slavery, social death or communal victory: a critical appraisal of "Slavery and social death" by Orlando Patterson/ Max B. Ifill. Economics and Business Research. 306.362

Slavery without sugar: diversity in Caribbean economy and society since the 17th century/ edited by Verene A. Shepherd. University Press of Florida. $6,393.00 306.362

Slaves and missionaries: the disintegration of Jamaican slave society 1787-1834/ Mary Turner. - 2nd. ed. The Press. $850.00 305.567097292

Slaves who abolished slavery: Blacks in the rebellion/ Richard Hart. - University of the West Indies Press. $900.00 306.362; 305.567

A slaving voyage to Africa and Jamaica: the log of the Sandown, 1793-1794/ Bruce L. Mouser. Indiana University Press. $3,145.00 380.144094

Slipstream: a daughter remembers/ Rachel Manley. Ian Randle Publishers. $972.00 320.97292092

Sluby, Paul E.
The Duany family register: a genealogical history of the Duany family .../ by Paul E. Sluby. P. Sluby. 929.37292

Small, Geoff
Ruthless: the global rise of the yardies. Warner Books, 364.106
Small Business Association of Jamaica
Small Business Association of Jamaica souvenir magazine, 1974-1999. SBAJ. 338.642097292

Small Businesses Association of Jamaica directory. SBA $50.40 338.64206

The small business survival guide : insights into the first two years / Alrick A. Robinson. A. Robinson, $1500.00 658.022

A small corner of the Jamaican tapestry / Sydney Eric Paterson. 920

Small farmers and the protection of the watersheds : the experience of Jamaica since the 1950s / David T. Edwards. Canoe Press, University of the West Indies. $175.00. 630

The small farmers in Jamaican agriculture : an assessment of constraints and opportunities. 630.9729


A small gathering of bones / Patricia Powell. Beacon Press. 813.6
A small gathering of bones / Patricia Powell. Heinemann, $485.70 813

Small island / Andrea Levy. Picador. US$14.00 813.6

Small scale hydropower projects : feasibility study on phase 2 projects: Great River, Rio Cobre, Laughlands Great River, Cave River / [prepared by] Lahmeyer International. 627.8

"Small talk" : communication for the child with speech and hearing problems / edited by M. J. Thorburn. Caribbean Institute on Mental Retardation and Other Development Disabilities. $4.00 649.151

Smalling, Milton
The battlefield / Milton Smalling. First Class Publications. $609.50. 811

Smalling, Milton
Community brigade / Milton Smalling. First Class Publications. $521.42 812


Smit, Jennifer
Arte : Dutch Caribbean art = Beeldende kunst van de Nederlandse Antillen en Aruba/ Adi Martis and Jennifer Smit. Ian Randle Publishers. 709.72986
Smith, Alfred D. (Prophet Shiloh)
Rastafari meditation in the 21st century. $350.00 305.6996

Smith, Ashley
Emerging from innocence : religion, theology and development / Ashley Smith. Eureka Press. No price 261.1

Smith, Ashley
Real roots and potted plants : reflections on the Caribbean Church / Ashley Smith. Mandeville Publishers. J$30.00 261.1

Smith, Carol D.
Literary dimension : poems / by Carol D. Smith. C.D. Smith. 811

Smith, D. A.
A technical guide to rice production / D.A. Smith. 633.18

Smith, Desmond
The mistaken assumption : God's existence denied. D. Smith. No price 211.3

Smith, Desmond T.

Smith, Desmond T.

Smith, E. Lloyd
Believe in you / E. Lloyd Smith. Infotech Trainers and Consultants Ltd. 155.2; 972.92

Smith, Franklyn
A visitor's guide to Port Royal / Franklyn Smith and Dorrick Gray. - Creative communications Inc. 972.92

Smith, Franklyn
A visitors guide to Port Royal/ Franklyn Smith Derrick Gray. Communications Incorporated. $12.00. 917.292

Smith, Hopeton
Vineyard Town residential buildings survey/ Hopeton Smith. Research and Planning, National Housing Trust. 728

Smith, Horane
Dawn at Lover's Leap : the Jamaican legend continues / by Horane Smith. Publish America. 813

The lynching stream / by Horane Smith. PublishAmerica. 813

Port Royal : a novel / Horane Smith. Boheme Press. $848.00 813.6
Smith, Horane
Reggae silver / Horane Smith. Bedside Books. $848.00 813.6

Seven days in Jamaica / by Horane Smith. Publish America. US$27.95 813.6

Underground to freedom : a novel / Horane Smith. Hollis Books. 813.6

Smith, Jennie M.
When the hands are many : community organization and social change in rural Haiti. Arawak Publications. 303.4097294

Smith, John O.
Study to learn to pass. Speedy Prints Ltd. $6.55 371.30281

Smith, M.G. (Michael Garfield)
Needs for social assistance - a Jamaican inventory for 1974 / by M.G. Smith. M.G. Smith. 368.40972922

Political realities regarding family planning in Caribbean and adjacent areas s.n. 363.9

Poverty in Jamaica. University of the West Indies, Institute of Social and Economic Research. $40.00 362.58097292

Smith, Marlene
Life style sacrifices and changes made by new beneficiaries, Yallahs Phase 2: a comparative analysis. Research and Planning Division, National Housing Trust. 333.33822

Smith, Matthew J.
Redemption and refuge : post emancipation Jamaica and Haiti / Matthew J. Smith. 326.8

Smith, Michael Garfield
Culture, race and class in the Commonwealth Caribbean/ by M. G. Smith; with a foreword by Rex Nettleford. Department of Extra-Mural Studies, UWI, 305.509729

Smith, Mickey (Michael)
It a come : poems / by Michael Smith. Race Today. 811

Smith, Phillip John
Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone : addressing the subject of "divorced and remarriage" : how do we minister to this group of people? Morris Publishing. 261.8358

Smith, Raymond T.
Kinship and class in the West Indies : a genealogical study of Jamaica and Guyana. Cambridge University Press. US$27.99 306.83097292
Smith, Ricardo
CXC mathematics made simpler : past paper questions and solutions (topical) / Ricardo Smith. 510.76

Smith, Ricardo
English in our time : the universal resource book for all English students / Ricardo Smith. 428.62

Smith, Ricardo
Reggae Jamaica : the wailing of a people : Ras Cardo, the man, the legend of reggae music / Ras Cardo. Ras Cardo, US$21.99 781.646

Smith, Ricardo
Shaping young minds through Mathematics : past CXC questions and solutions / Ricardo Smith. 510.76

Smith, Richard

Smith, Ron
Monetary policy, central banking and economic performance in the Caribbean / Derrick Boyd and Ron Smith. University of the West Indies Press. 332.112

Smith, Ronald
Psychology in education. Vautage Press. $567.62 370.15

Smith-Dennis, Colleen
For her son / Colleen Smith-Dennis. LMH Publishing. 813.6

Smith-Dennis, Colleen
Inner-city girl / Colleen Smith-Dennis. LMH Publishing. 813.6

Smith-Irvin, Jeannette
Footsoldiers of the Universal Negro Improvement Association : their own words. Africa World Press. US$12.95 305.89607292

Smoker, Debbie
Turn on your magic eyes : a metaphysical love story / by Debbie Smoker. Promotion Publishing, $352.50 813

Smooth runnings: a practical guide to enjoy Jamaica / by Joanne Simpson; with illustrations by Clovis Brown. Creative Links. 306.4097292

Smythe, Joseph E.

Snakes, ladders and skyways : a book of poems and illustrations / Joycelyn Loeffelholz. Legas. 811.54

Snapshots from Istanbul : poems / Jacqueline Bishop. Peepal Tree Press, $1,570.00 811
Snow job / Donal James Black. LMH Publishing. 813.6

So much is going your way / Ev Thompson. 811.6

So much things to say : over 100 poets from the first ten years of the Calabash International Literary Festival /Kwame Dawes, Colin Channer. Akashic Books. $2,000.00 811

Soares, Judith
Breaking down the walls : an evolution of the Extra-Mural Department. The University of the West Indies, 1974-2000 / Howard Fergus, Lennox Bernard, Judith Soares. School of Continuing Studies, University of the West Indies. 378.7292

Soares, Judith
Social change : Christian and social science perspectives / edited by Mark Figueroa and Judith Soares. Department of Economics, University of the West Indies. 303.4

Sober, Yvonne McCalla
Delicious Jamaica! : vegetarian cuisine / Yvonne McCalla-Sober. Book Publishing Co. $400.00. 641.5636097292

The social and political thought of the colonial intelligentsia / John Gaffar La Guerre. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $12.00 325.3

Social change : Christian and social science perspectives / edited by Mark Figueroa and Judith Soares. Department of Economics, University of the West Indies. 303.4

Social Development in Action: a pictorial review of community development. Social Development Agency. 361.6

Social Leadership Course (Jan. 6 – March 26, 1970, Kingston, Social Action Centre).
Report ... an intensive twelve week – forty six lecture series on an invitation to involvement. Social Action Centre. 361

Social life in the Caribbean, 1838-1938 / Bridget Brereton. Heinemann, $8.50 972.9

The social market system at work in the Caribbean / Anthony Johnson. Konrad Adenauer Foundation. 330.126

The social origins of democratic socialism in Jamaica / Nelson W. Keith, Novella Z. Keith. Temple University Press. $1662.84 338.97292

Social origins of the Rastafari movement / by Barry Chevannes. Institute of Social and Economic Research. 301.452

Social policy : economic analysis and public policy V / written and published by The Private Sector Organization of Jamaica. PSOJ. 361.25
Social protection policy in the Caribbean: from social assistance to social development/ edited by Farley Brathwaite. Ian Randle Publishers. 361.61

"Social renewal and economic modernization in 21st century Jamaica : a public lecture delivered by the Hon. Arnold Bertram Minister of Local Government and Community Development. Jamaica Information Service. 972.9206

The social structure of the British Caribbean/ Cumper, George E. Kraus Reprint. 307.2


Social studies curriculum and methods for the Caribbean / Anthony D. Griffith and James L. Barth. University of the West Indies Press. $1,200.00 372.83

Social studies essentials for CSEC with SBA, study guide and exercises / Mervyn Sandy. Carlone Publishers (Caribbean). 300

Social studies for Jamaican schools with revision questions / by C. McGregor. 300

Social studies in Caribbean schools : some challenges for instruction and assessment / Anthony D. Griffith. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean, Education for all in the Caribbean : assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 2. 372.8309729

Social studies workbook: a guide to G.S.A.T. / Fredricka Fairclough. -F. Fairclough. 372.83

Social toxins and our children : can the pollution be stopped / Elsa Leo-Rhynie. Environmental Foundation of Jamaica. 362.7

The social work reality / Department of Sociology and Social Work. Faculty of Social Sciences. $10.00 361.32

Social work reality, No.2 : illustrative case studies / edited by Eleanor Wint and Lynne Healy. Canoe Press. $700.00 361.32

Societies at risk?: the Caribbean and global change/ Norman Girvan. UNESCO. 337.729

Society of Friends
The Society of Friends in Jamaica. American Friends Board of Missions. 289.6

Society of Radiographers (Jamaica)
21st anniversary souvenir magazine 1963-1984 / Society of Radiographers (Jamaica). 616.075706
Society of Radiographers (Jamaica)
25th anniversary souvenir magazine / Society of Radiographers (Jamaica). 616.075706

Society, schools and progress in the West Indies/ John Joseph Figueroa. Pergamon. 372

Socio-economic data structures in the English-speaking Caribbean: Barbados, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago/ by J.E. Greene and Reive Robb. University of the West Indies. Institute of Social and Economic Research. 317.29

A socio-economic profile of schemes in Hanover / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

A socio-economic profile of schemes in Manchester / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

A socio-economic profile of schemes in St. Ann / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

A socio-economic profile of schemes in St. Elizabeth/ Clement Mason. Research and Planning Division, National Housing Trust. 333.33822

A socio-economic profile of schemes in St. Mary / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

A socio-economic profile of schemes in St. Thomas / Research and Planning Division, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

A socio-economic profile of schemes in Westmoreland / Research Unit, National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

Sociology for Caribbean students/ Nasser Mustapha. Ian Randle Publishers. 301

Sociology for Caribbean students : development and social change/ Nasser Mustapha. Ian Randle Publishers. 301


Socio-political aspects of the sugar co-operatives / by Carl Stone. Dept. of Government, UWI, J$0.75 334.683361
Soil solarization for the control of a slow decline of Breadfruit (artocarpus altilis) Trees / Phyllis L. Coates-Beckford and Marlene J. Pereira. Department of Life Sciences, UWI. 634.398

Sojourner / Fitzroy Jagga Cole. 811

Sojourners in the sun: Scottish migrants in Jamaica and the Chesapeake 1740-1800 / Alan L. Karras. Cornell University Press, US$55.00 972.92

A soldier never cries: a novel / Laura E. Johnson. Lyrical Soldier, Inc. 813


Solid waste management: critical issues for developing countries / edited by Elizabeth Thomas-Hope. Canoe Press, University of the West Indies. $999.99 363.728

Solomon-Nelson, Yvonne

Solomon-Nelson, Yvonne
Carlong revision guide junior mathematics / Joyce McKenzie, Yvonne Solomon-Nelson. 2nd ed. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) 372.7

Some aspects of early printing and the book trade in the West Indies / Roderick Cave. Department of Library Studies, UWI: R. Cave. 686.209729


Some basic aids / edited by M. Gaynor-Daley. University of the West Indies/Bernard van Leer Foundation Centre for Early Childhood Education. 370.7122

Some industries outside the Kingston metropolitan area, Jamaica / by Vernon C. Mulchansingh. The Author. 338

Some Jamaican folk songs / Olive Lewin. The Oxford Group Publishers. 784.4

Some real yardie issues: a brief summary of some real Jamaican experiences and also words of courage to those who may need upliftment / Nadine E. Brown McIntosh. N.E. Brown McIntosh. 811

Song of Jamaica / by Hector Grant. LMH Publishing. 813.6
Song of the Syrian: a chapter in the Jamaican story / Clyde Hoyte. 784.4


"Songs for children" Book 1 / by Winsome Isabell Rodney. Printed by Golding Printing Service. 782.421646092

Soon come: a Ptolemy Turtle adventure / by Melisande Potter Hall. Kingston Publishers. $395.00. 813

Soon come: Jamaican spirituality, Jamaican poetics / Hugh Hodges. University of Virginia Press. US$59.50 811.009382

Soul rebel: an intimate portrait of Bob Marley / David Burnett. Insight Editions. $4,312.00 782.421646092

Sound advice: a quartet of handbooks (book one) / by Alma Mock Yen, William "Billy" Hall, Gladstone Wilson. Radio Education Unit, School of Continuing Studies. $230.00 302.2

Sound advice: a quartet of handbooks (book 4) / by Alma Mock Yen, William "Billy" Hall, Gladstone Wilson. Radio Education Unit, School of Continuing Studies. $230.00 302.2

Sound clash: Jamaican dancehall culture at large / Carolyn Cooper. Palgrave Macmillan. 306.4846097292

Sources of Jamaican history, 1655-1838: a bibliographical survey with particular reference to manuscript sources / [by] K. E. Ingram. Inter Documentation Co. 016.97292

Sources for West Indian studies: a supplementary listing, with particular reference to manuscript sources. K. E. Ingram. Inter Documentation Company Ag. 011.31

South West Coast Development Plan / prepared by Urban Development Corporation. Rev. ed. UDC. 307.1407292

A souvenir album / Ferdinand Campbell. The Poet's Press. 821

Souvenir and parish directory of the 139th anniversary of the church of Sts. Peter and Paul 120 Old Hope Road, 1850-1989. The Church. 282.7292

Souvenir magazine to mark the 125th Anniversary of Bryce United Church, 1873-1998. The Church. 285

Souvenirs: reservoir of memories / Tony Becca. T. Becca. 796.358

Souza, Patricia
   Coming back to the source / Patricia Souza. P. Souza. 811
The sovereignty of the imagination/ George Lamming. Arawak Publications. 320.15

Spacing coconut palms. Agricultural Information Service, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 634.61

A spade is still a spade: essays on crime and the politics of Jamaica/ Headley, Bernard D. LMH Publishing. $595.00 364.97292

Spady, James G.
Marcus Garvey, Africa and the Universal Negro Improvement Association: a UMUM perspective on concentric activity in the Pan African world. Marcus Garvey Memorial Foundation. 305.868729073; 305.89607292

Spanish Caribbean narrative: proceedings of the First and Fourth Conferences of Hispanists, University of the West Indies. Department of Spanish, UWI, $5.00 863.09

Spanish Jamaica / Francisco Morales Padron. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92

Spanish ruin (?) at Orange Valley, St. Ann: field observations & measured drawing of site / Steven Panning. 972.92

The Spanish Town historic district: the untold story: how residents feel about their community/ a report by the TOB Student Researchers at St. Jago High School on behalf of the residents of Spanish Town historic district, St. Catherine, Jamaica. 307.1407292

A spatial analysis of the 1967 and 1972 general elections in Jamaica/ Michael Patrick Morrissey. 324.2

Speak love to me / Desmond Rutherford. Akira. $40.00 811

Speaking the mind through poems: vol.1 / by Edel Murray. Northern Caribbean University Press. 811

Special libraries in the Caribbean on the threshold of the new millenium: papers/ presented at the Conference on Special Libraries in the Caribbean. Arawak Publications. $39.98 026.60916365

Special studies on financial literacy in Jamaica, vol. 2/ edited by Roderick Sanatan. CARIMAC. 332.4

Spence, Harris
21st century hymns [and] spiritual songs: reflections on the human condition / Harris Spence. Arawak Publications. 782.27

Spence, Harris
The woman I married is not my wife, the man I married is not my husband / Arawak Publications. 248.844

Spence, Wenton O.
Spencer, Jewell
   How to pass mathematics at CXC/CSEC / Jewel Spencer; D. Granille Dowie. 510.76

Spencer-Strachan, Louise
   Confronting the color crisis in the African diaspora : emphasis Jamaica/ Afrikan World InfoSystems. $197.75 305.80899607292

Spencer-Strachan, Louise
   The struggle and triumph of Africans in the diaspora/ Louise Spencer-Strachan. Spenchan press. 305.896

A spirit of dominance : cricket and nationalism in the West Indies : essays in honour of Viv Richards on the 21st Anniversary of his Test debut / edited by Hilary McD. Beckles. Canoe Press. $600.00 796.358092

Spirits of the living God / by Hortense M. Jenkins. Enaz. $1,500.00 813.6

Spiritual enrichment : a collection of poems and spiritual thoughts /Chevonese Wallace. C. Wallace. 811

Spiritual reflections / Etheline Aiken. E. M. Aiken. 252.03

Spiritual vitamins : a daily devotional to challenge the inner man to holy living / by Winston Wilson. W. Wilson. 242.2


Spiritual warfare and intercession / by Grace O. Ade-Gold. G.O. Ade-Gold. 235.4

Spirituality and emancipation / Gordon Cowan. Churches Emancipation Committee, 326


Sport in Jamaica: a local and international perspective / Dealno Franklyn. Grace Kennedy Foundation. 796

Sport, play and gender-based success in Jamaica / Beverley J. Anderson. 796.01

Sports in Jamaica: a directory of some of our popular recreational sports. Jamaica Information Service, 796

Springer, Eintou Pearl
   Moving into the light / Eintou Pearl Springer. Ian Randle Publishers. $648.00 811.54
Springer, Rita G.

Caribbean cookbook / Rita G. Springer. Ian Randle Publishers $378.00

641.50972

"Squalid Kingston" 1890-1920 : how the poor lived, moved and had their being / Brian L. Moore and Michele A. Johnson. Social History Project, Department of History, University of the West Indies. $1,200.00. 972.92


Squires, Maria Roberts

Little Island - big adventures. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean). 813.6

Staff appraisal report. Jamaica Social Investment Fund project. 339.43


A stage for victory: drama at Sabina / William A. A. Foster. Zodiac Worldwide Int. Co. 796.35822

Stakeholders workshop on "Human Resource Development and Science And Technology Education in Jamaica" held on 1999 February 19 at the Hylton Kingston Hotel, New Kingston. 507

Standard Building Products Ltd.

New concepts in housing with bagasse board. 691.97


Standard terms and conditions applying to electric service and rates in the entire territory served by the Company / Jamaica Public Service Company. The Company. Free 333.7932

The Standards mark, #001 / Bureau of Standards. Bureau of Standards, 658.562

Standing, Guy

Unemployment and female labour : a study of labour supply in Kingston, Jamaica. MacMillan. $60.00 331.4

Standing Review Committee on the Building Code (Jamaica)


Standing tall: affirmations of the Jamaican male : 24 self portraits / by Erna Brodber. Sir Arthur Lewis Institute of Social and Economic Studies, University of the West Indies. 305.31097292
Stanigar, Patrick  
Kingston's future : the eleventh annual Bustamante Lecture. [s.n.].  
307.76

Stanley, Lloyd A.  
Interpersonal relationship : key to organisational effectiveness /  
Lloyd A. Stanley. Mona Graphic Printers. 658.3145

Stanley, Lloyd A.  
Teachers making a difference: promoting the rights of the child /  
Lloyd A. Stanley. Jamaica Coalition on the Rights of the Child. 323.352

Stanley, V.G.  
A guide to broiler meat production / prepared by V.G. Stanley.  
Agricultural Information Service. 636.513

Stanley, V.G.  
Managing the laying flock / by V.G. Stanley. Agricultural  
Information Service. 636.514

Stanley Niaah, Sonjah  
Dancehall : from slave ship to ghetto. University of Ottawa Press.  
306.484246097292

Starting a business in Jamaica / by Kimala Bennett. The Business Lab.  
338.717292

Starting a new citrus orchard : things to consider. [Citrus Growers  
Association]. 634.355

Starting an environmental stewardship programme. GOJ/CIDA Environment  
Action Programme 363.7

Starting and operating a business in Jamaica / JAMPRO/JNIP. JAMPRO/JNIP.  
Free 332.678/658.114

Starting out right : my money and my financial choices, vol. 1 / edited by  
Roderick Sanatan and Karlene Duffus. CARIMAC. 332.4

The state in Caribbean society/ edited by Omar Davies. Dept of Economics,  
University of the West Indies. 320.9729

The state of education in the Caribbean in the 1990s : sub-regional  
synthesis and annexes / Vena Jules and Aignald Panneflek. The office  
of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 370.9729

The state of emergency/ Agency for Public Information. API. Gratis.  
344.053

State of the environment report 2010 / National Environment and Planning  
Agency. The National Environment and Planning Agency. 363.7068


State systems in the Eastern Caribbean: historical and contemporary features / by Bill Riviere. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. 321.10972973

A statement of National Population Policy / prepared by Population Policy Task Force, Ministry of Health; revised by Population Policy Coordinating Committee, National Planning Agency Ministry of Health, 304.6

A Statement of National Population Policy Jamaica / prepared by the Population Unit, Planning Institute of Jamaica on behalf of the Population Policy Coordinating Committee. - Rev. ed. Planning Institute of Jamaica. $100.00 363.9097292

Statement of the Council of the Farquharson Institute of Public Affairs on the Labour Relations and Industrial Dispute Act / Farquharson Institute of Public Affairs. The Institute. 331.097292

Statistical Institute of Jamaica
The Jamaican economy 1985 / The Statistical Institute of Jamaica. - The Institute. 330.97292

Statistical Institute of Jamaica

Statistical report of manufacturing enterprises operating under industrial incentive laws. Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation. 338.4

Status and power in rural Jamaica: a study of educational and political Change / Nancy Foner. Teachers College Press. 370.193

Status group formation in small communities: a case study of a Dominican small-farming village / E.R.M. LeFranc. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. 305.8

Steckles, Garry
Bob Marley/ Garry Steckles. Signal Books. $1,109.70. 920

Steele, Godfrey A.
Communication and education about AIDS: a study of medical students' view in the context of actual strategies adopted in Trinidad and Tobago / Godfrey A. Steele. 616.979207
Steer, Edgar S.
A select bibliography of reference material providing an introduction to the study of Jamaican agriculture. Division of Economics and Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. 016.63

Steffens, Roger
Bob Marley and the Wailers: the definitive discography / Roger Steffens and Leroy Jodie Pierson. LMH Publishing, $1,495.00 782.42164

Steffens, Roger
Reggae scrapbook / Roger Steffens [and] Peter Simon; Insight Editions, US$45.00 781.646

Stein, Judith
The world of Marcus Garvey: race and class in modern society. Louisiana State University Press. 305.896

Stella she / Barbara Gloudon. Institute of Jamaica Publications. 070.444

Stennett, Robert
Your guide to the Jamaican consumer price index / by Robert Stennett. Bank of Jamaica. 338.528

Stephen, Evelyne Huber

Stephen Maria Miles, Sister

Stephens, Gregory

Sterling, Monica
Lover's leap and other folk stories / written by Peggy Campbell and Monica Sterling. JAMAL Foundation. History/cultural patterns ; 3. Gratis. 398.2

Stern, Steven N.
Health care in Jamaica: quality, outcomes, and labor supply / Victor Lavy, Michael Palumbo, Steven N. Stern. World Bank. $347.50 362.1097292

Steve and me: my friendship with Stephen Lawrence and the search for justice / Duwayne Brooks. Abacus. US$42.47 364.1523

Stevenson, Jonah David
Dr. Stevenson's novel: the truth of untrue love / Jonah David Stevenson. Jonah David Stevenson. 813.6
Stevenson, Jonah David
Dr. Stevenson's book on preventive nutrition / Jonah David Stevenson. 613.2

Dr. Stevenson's solution to A to Z problems in life : most problems in life are discussed and the possible solutions are recommended. UPCL. 158

Stewart, Dianne M.

Stewart, Fabian F.
The import export services handbook. Crowne Enterprise Ltd. 382.6

Stewart, Rosemarie E.
The United States in the Caribbean. Heinemann. $370.40 327.730729

Stewart, Thelma
The elderly / by Thelma Stewart. s.n. $80.00 362.6

Stewart, Thelma
The elderly / by Thelma Stewart. - New ed. - T. Stewart. 362.6

Stewart, Thelma M.
Family life education project: source book for teachers. Ministry of Education. 306.8507

Sticky wicket vol.1 : Watkins at bat / Ewart Rouse. LMH Publishing. 813.6

Sticky wicket vol. 2 : Watkins fights back / Ewart Rouse. LMH Publishing Ltd. 813

Sticky wicket vol. 3 : Watkin's finest inning / Ewart Rouse LMH Publishing Ltd. 813; 813.6

The stock market / Jamaica Information Service. Jamaica Information Service. 332.6427292

Stokes, Nelson Christian

Stokes, Nelson Christian
Stories about us. Year 2, term 1. / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. $3.20. 372.412

Stolberg, Claus F.
Land distribution without development : the land settlement schemes of the 1930's and 1940's in Jamaica. Stolberg. 333.317292

Stolzoff, Norman C.
Wake the town and tell the people : dancehall culture in Jamaica. Duke University Press. 306.484
Stone, Carl
Class, state and democracy in Jamaica / Carl Stone. Praeger. $33.00 972.9206

The contemporary union movement in Jamaica / Carl Stone. Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 331.88

Democracy and clientelism in Jamaica / Carl Stone. Transaction Books, J$33.40 320.97292

Electoral behaviour and public opinion in Jamaica / Carl Stone. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. 324.26; 324.729206


Power in the Caribbean Basin : a comparative study of political economy. Institute for the Study of Human Issues. $33.00 330.91821

Public opinion perspectives on the University of the West Indies. Stone. Department of Government, UWI. 378.729

Socio-political aspects of the sugar co-operatives. Dept. of Government, UWI. J$0.75 334.683361


Understanding Third World politics and economics / by Carl Stone. Earle Publishing. 330.91716


Stone Haven / Evan Jones. Institute of Jamaica Publications. 813

Stoneheart blues and other poems / by Allen J.D. Foreman. J.D. Foreman, 811.54

Stoppi, Maurice
Commercial arbitration in Jamaica / M.J. Stoppi. Heinemann Caribbean. 331.89143

Stoppelman, Francis
Jamaica. Benn. 917.292

Stories from nearby and far away. Year 3, term 1. / Don Wilson; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$4.20 372.412

Stories from nowadays and long ago. Year 3, term 3. / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$4.20 372.412
Stories of fun and adventure. Year 3, term 2. / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig
Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$4.20 372.412

The story of a great Jamaican enterprise. Jamaica Banana Producers' Group.
The Jamaica Banana Producers' Association Ltd. $3.30. 338.17; 338.76

The story of four schools. University of the West Indies. The findings of
the change from within project initiated at the University of the
West Indies. 370.193

The story of Hanover : a Jamaican parish / Marguerite R. Curtin. M. R.
Curtin. 972.92

The story of Hanover parish : a Jamaican parish during the unhappy years
of 1821-1839 / Dudley Heslop. D. Heslop. 972.92034

The story of Jamaica's currency / [by Jacqueline Morgan]. 332.497292

The story of money in Jamaica / Royal Bank Jamaica Ltd. The Bank. 332.49

The story of Portmore : an illustrated history of Jamaica's sunshine city
/ Kennedy Reid. Great House OmniMedia. 972.92

The story of salvation / Robert A. Ellis. R. A. Ellis. $200.00 234
338.76

The story of "Sir Ivan" the knighted hurricane / Peggy Rankine. P.
Rankine. $195.00 813

The story of Westmoreland : a Jamaican parish / Marguerite R. Curtin.
Jamaica National Building Society Foundation. 972.92

$1,242.00 972.9

The story of The Gleaner : memoirs and reminiscences / edited by Linda D.
Cameron. The Gleaner Company. $800.00 079.7292

The story of the Jamaican people / Philip Sherlock and Hazel Bennett. Ian
Randle Publishers in collaboration with the Creative Production and
Training Centre Ltd. 972.92

Storyteller : three award winning Jamrock stories /Gwyneth Harold. Xpress
Litho. 813.6

Story time / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell; Heinemann
Educational. J$7.00 372.412

Story time / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann
Educational Books on behalf of Ministry of Education, Jamaica.
J$2.50 372.412
Story time. Year 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell;
Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education,
Jamaica. $2.50 372.412

Strachan, O. M.
Inter-American Institute for Co-operation on Agriculture Office in
Jamaica. 338.1

Strachan, Olivia Marie
Far from the crowd: a collection of poems / by Olivia Marie
Strachan. M. Strachan? 811

Strategic Planning Group, Inc.
Vision 2020: a master plan for the redevelopment of downtown
Kingston, Jamaica, W.I. / prepared by Strategic Planning Group, Inc.,
Technical Enterprises Ltd. The Planning Group. 711.45

Strategies / Dennis Scott. Sandberry Press. $120.00 811

Strategies for organization of small farm agriculture in Jamaica
/ edited by Harvey Blustain and Elsie LeFranc. Institute of Social
and Economic Research, UWI, and Rural Development Committee for
International Studies, Cornell University, $35.00 338.16

A strategy for the control of anaemia in the English-speaking Caribbean.
616.152

Straw, Petrine
Jamaican art: an overview with a focus on fifty artists/ by Petrine
Archer Straw and Kim Robinson. Kingston Publishers, $455.00 709.7292

Straw, Petrine Archer
Jamaican art: then and now text by Petrine Archer Straw and Kim
Robinson. LMH Publishing Ltd. 709.7292

Street preachers, faith healers, and herb doctors in Jamaica, 1890-1925 /
W. F. Elkins. Revisionist Press. US$25.00 200.97292

Strengthening Jamaica's conflict of interest rules / Carol Bernard-Madden.
National Integrity Action Forum, Centre for Leadership and
Governance, Department of Government, UWI. 172

Strengthening public sector financial management: the emerging role of
accountants/Accounting Conference 2008(Kingston). Kingston, March
6th 2008. 658.1511

Strike or struggle? unrest on the Mona campus of the University of the
West Indies / Maurice St. Pierre. New World. 331.89

Strike the iron: a colony at war, Jamaica 1939-1945 / by Ken Post.
Humanities Press in Association with the Institute of Social
Studies, J$75.00. 972.92
Stronger, surer, bolder: Ruth Nita Burrow: social change and international development / edited by Eudine Barriteau and Alan Cobley. University of the West Indies Press. 972.981

Structural adjustment of the Jamaican economy 1982-1987 / prepared by the National Planning Agency. NPA. 338.9

The struggle and triumph of Africans in the diaspora / Louise Spencer-Strachan. Spenchan press. 305.896


The struggle for the old international: the Caribbean Basin Plan and Jamaica / by Richard L. Bernal. Department of Economics, UWI. Gratis 337.729073

The struggles of John Brown Russwurm: the life and writings of a Pan-Africanist pioneer 1799-1851 / Winston James. University of the West Indies Press. 973.7114

Struggles of the Jamaican people / Trevor Munroe and Don Robotham. Workers' Liberation League. 972.92

The stud / K. Sean Harris. Book Fetish. 813.6

The student smart planner 2010-2011 / prepared by Loveda Jones. L. Jones. 371.805

The student teachers' handbook: a guide for effective teaching practice / Rose Hyacinth, Ralston Rose. Chalkboard Press. 370.733

Students' affective reactions to their early secondary schooling experiences in Trinidad and Tobago / Vena Jules. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 371.81

Student's guide to multiple choice tests / Elizabeth M. Halcrow. Heinemann. $5.60. 972.9

Students' handbook: economics / Statistical Institute of Jamaica. Statistical Institute of Jamaica. 330

Student's handbook: geography / Statistical Institute of Jamaica. Statistical Institute of Jamaica. 910

Students' handbook: sociology / Statistical Institute of Jamaica. Statistical Institute of Jamaica. 301

Studio Workshop 4922 broadcasting course: handy pointers on the use of radio / Alice Rhodd. A. Rhodd. 384

Studio Workshop 4922 Institute in ten years, 1986-1996 yearbook / Studio Workshop 4922 Institute. Studio Workshop, 791.440607292

A study guide to Old Story Time / Mervyn Morris. Longman. 187.50 811

A study of control for Jamaica’s system of teacher preparation in relation to social progress, 1944-1966 / Bingham Lloyd Parkin. University Microfilms. 370.71

A study of secondary education in Jamaica: improving quality and expanding access. World Bank. 373.7292

A study of the partner system of saving in Jamaica / National Savings Committee. NSC. 332.0415


Study to learn to pass / John O. Smith. s.n.. Speedy Prints Ltd. $6.55 371.30281

Stycos, J. Control of human fertility in Jamaica. Cornell University Press. 301.42

Submission to the Commission of Enquiry into the collapse of financial institutions in Jamaica in the 1990s / Paul Chen-Young. Aardvark Global Publishing. 332.097292

Sub-Regional Workshop on Out of School Activities in Science and Technology for Young People (1985: Scotia Bank Centre, Kingston). Final report/Sub-Regional Seminar Workshop on Out of School Activities in Science and Technology for Young People, held at Ministry of Public Service Training Rooms, Scotia Bank Centre, Kingston, Tuesday April 23–Friday April 26, 1985. 507.2

Subscriber (cable) television policy / P.J. Patterson. Jamaica. Office of the Prime Minister. JIS. Free 343.099460262


Such as I have / Garfield Ellis. Macmillan Education. $610.00. 813.6

Sugar and Jamaica / Ian Sangster. Nelson. 338.17361

Sugar and power in the Caribbean: the South Porto Rico Sugar Company in Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic 1900-1921 / Humberto Garcia Muniz. La Editorial Universidad de Puerto Rico. 338.76336097295
Sugar and slate : Charlotte Williams. Ian Randle Publishers. 920


Sugar and slavery, family and race : the letters and diary of Pierre Dessalles, planter in Martinique, 1808-1856 / Elborg Forster and Robert Forster. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.982

Sugar and slaves : the rise of the planter class in the English West Indies 1624-1723 / Richard S. Dunn. University of the West Indies Press. $800.00 972.9203

Sugar cane / Alex Morgan. LMH Publishing. 813

The Sugar industry / by Everal Edwards. JAMAL. 338.17361

The Sugar Industry Authority of Jamaica : the sugar industry rehabilitation programme / prepared by Minster Agriculture. Oxfordshire, England : Minster Agriculture. 338.17361

The Sugar Industry in Jamaica / produced by The Agency for Public Information. A.P.I. 338.17361

The sugar industry today : a pictorial look at the oldest industry in Jamaica / by Marc Hilton. Media Projections Limited for the Sugar Industry Authority. 338.17361

Sugar mummies by / Tanika Gupta. Oberon Books. US$18.95 811.6

Sugar, slavery and technological change, Jamaica 1760-1830 / Veront Satchell. VDM Verlag Dr. Muller Gmblt. US$106.00 338.1736

Sullivan, Caroline
   Classic Jamaican cooking: traditional recipes and herbal remedies / Caroline Sullivan. Serif. $580.00 641.59729

Sullivan, Kay
   Land we love/ by Kay Sullivan. K. Sullivan. 917.292

Summary of Jamaica's third national report to the Convention on
   Biological Diversity 2003-2004 / prepared by National Environment and Planning Agency. NEPA. 333.95

Summary of labour laws / by E. H. A. Grell and S. G. Kirkaldy. Rev. ed. The Jamaica Employers' Federation. 347.292041

A summary of test cases in Jamaican labour law / by Noel M. Cowell. Joint Trade Unions Research Development Centre. 347.292041

Summers, Alison
   Leprosy for field staff / by Alison Summers; illustrations by Judith Cole. 616.998
The summit: an amazing journey to the Blue Mountain Peak / DuBois. 917.292

Sun and moon / Allan Mutabaruka and Faybiene. S. Harrison. J$2.00 821


Sunscapes : a select bibliography of Caribbean literature for children and young adults. Jamaica Information Service. 016.81

Sunscapes: a select bibliography of Caribbean literature for children and young adults / compiled by Cherrell Shelley-Robinson; with the assistance of Samuel Bandara and Rosemarie Runcie. Jamaica Information Service. 016.81

Sunsong / Pamela Mordecai and Grace Walker Gordon. Longman. $105.00 821

Sunsong 2 / Pamela Mordecai and Grace Walker Gordon. Longman. $182.80 811

Sunsong 3 / Pamela Mordecai and Grace Walker Gordon. Longman. 811

Sunsong tide rising / Pamela Mordecai and Grace Walker Gordon. Longman. 811

Superannuation schemes. Jamaica : an appraisal of their role and performance / National Savings Committee. N.S.C. 368.43

Supersad, Phillip
Get out the yard!/ Phillip Supersad and Michael Coope. Jamaica Reading Association. 372.412

Supersad, Phillip
The guinep readers / Peggy Campbell, Eric King, Phillip Supersad and Michael Cooke. Collins and Sangster in association with the Jamaica Reading Association, $2.70. 813

Supreme Court of Jamaica: civil procedure rules 2002. revised, as at September 18, 2006. The Caribbean Law Publishing. $3,000.00 347.03551

The sure salvation / John Hearne. Faber. $28.40. 813.54

Surgeon-Rogers, Tonna-Marie
An assessment of the UN system response to major disasters within the Caribbean in 2004 / The United Nations Development Programme Jamaica Country Office. UNDP Jamaica Country Office. 363.34

Suriname the economy : prospects for sustainable development / edited by Piton Van Dijck. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,035.00 338.9883

A survey into the reading habits of the Jamaican people : users and potential users of the public library service/ by Sybil Iton. - Caracas : UNESCO. 028.9


A survey of pig farmers in Jamaica / Jamaica. Ministry of Agriculture. Data Bank and Evaluation Division. - The Division. 636.4

Survey of social legislation in Jamaica / Gloria Cumper. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI, $67.75 347.29204; 347.6

Survey of the impact of illiteracy on productivity in commerce and industry/ prepared by KPMG Peat Marwick. KPMG; JAMAL. 302.2244072


Survey of the school feeding programme : report no.1 / survey by Ministry of Education. 371.71

A Survey on the attitude of Jamaicans to tourists and tourism / Jamaica Tourist Board. The Board. 338.47917292


Surviving small size : regional integration in Caribbean ministates/ Patsy Lewis. University of the West Indies Press. $3,119.00 320.97297

Survivors of the experience; the first three years of secondary schooling in Trinidad and Tobago/ Vena Jules. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. Education for all in the Caribbean: assessment 2000 monograph series; no. 6. 373.32913

Sustainable agricultural development for small hillside farmers in Jamaica / L. Van-Crowder. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture, 338.16


A sustainable development profile for the parish of Portland / prepared with the participation of Portland Parish Council; Portland Parish Development Committee. 338.9
Sustainable interventions for Negril fisher families / by Kjella A. Christophersen, Floyd Homer S., Jacqueline Grant. NRCA. 331.76392097292

Sustainable rural development: a strategy for national advancement: a select reading list / prepared by Thelma White. Planning Institute of Jamaica. 016.3389

Sustainability assessment: Jamaica agricultural research program / by Guy B. Baird... [et al.] 630.724

Sutherland, Mavis
Gardening with Mavis: the reflections of a Jamaican gardener / Mavis Sutherland; with illustration by Juliet Thorburn. Sangsters Book Stores Ltd. $400.00 635.9

Sutnick, Mona
Nutrition and oral health: a manual for dietary management, education and counselling / by Mona Sutnick in collaboration with Manuelita Zephyr; Illustrations by Donald Jackson. 613.2

Sutton, Paul K.
Modernizing the state: public sector reform in the Commonwealth Caribbean / Paul Sutton ; with contributions from Ann Marie Bissessar, Philip Osei, Michael Scott. Ian Randle Publishers. 352.36719729

Svalesen, Leif
The slave ship Fredensborg. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,080.00 327

Svensson, Soren
Ornithological survey of the Negril and Black River morasses Jamaica / by Soren Svensson. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. 333.7845

Swaby, Eda
Your child / prepared by Eda Swaby and Marjorie Gammon JAMAL Foundation. 649.1

Swaby, Eda M.
Breadfruit for economy / Eda M. Swaby. Agency for Public Information. 641.6439


Foods our bodies need / prepared by E.M. Swaby ... ; National Literacy Board. 641.1

Foods we eat. Rev. ed. Scientific Research Council. 372.3

Jimmy Whitestrong. Scientific Research Council. 372.3

Swaby, Gertrude
The profession of nursing : with special reference to Jamaica and the Caribbean / by Gertrude Swaby. 610.73

Swearing by the past, swearing to the future : sacred oaths, alliances, and treaties among the Guianese and Jamaican Maroons / Kenneth Bilby. 305.896

Sweet and sour love : a collection of short stories / by Melda Graham. Trailblazer Ink. 813.6

Sweet home, Jamaica. Vol. 1 / Claudette Beckford-Brady. Vanguard Press. US$30.00 813.6

Sweet home, Jamaica. Vol. 2 / Claudette Beckford-Brady. Vanguard Press. US$30.00 813.6

Sweet orange: 16 Jamaican folk-tunes arranged for use in schools /by Lyndel Bailey. Jamaica School of Music, Cultural Training Centre. $6.50. 784.4

Sweet, sweet mango tree and other stories. Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture. 372.412

Sweeting 'bitter sugar' : Jack Campbell, the Booker reformer in British Guiana 1934-1966 / Clem Seecharan. Ian Randle Publishers. 338.1763109881

Sylvester, Ditta
Puss food and other Jamaican stories / Ditta Sylvester. Sagicor Industrial Park. 813.6

Sylvester, Kenneth
Information and communication technology : shaping our lives. Grace Kennedy Foundation. 303.4833097292

Symposium on Liberation Theology (1991 Kingston)
The tabernacle of the lord / by Ivan W. Evans G. Dennis. International Apostolic Ministries. 362.7

Tacky / Mary Dixon. JAMAL Foundation. 972.9203

Tafari, Danijah

Tafari, I. Jabulani
A Rastafarian view of Marcus Mosiah Garvey : patriarch, prophet, philosopher / I. Jabulani Tafari. Great Company Ja. Ltd., $598.00 305.89607292

Tafari, Levi
Liverpool experience : collected poems / Levi Tafari Michael Schwinn. 811

Tafari-Ama, Imani M.
Blood, bullets and bodies : sexual politics below Jamaica's poverty line / Imani M. Tafari-Ama. Multimimedia Communications. 972.9206


Talamon, Bruce W.
Bob Marley: spirit dancer/ Bruce W. Talamon; text by Roger Steffens. West Indies Publishing, 781.64092

A tale from the rainforest / Edward Baugh. Sandberry Press. $30.00 811

Tales of old Jamaica / Clinton V. Black. Collins Sangster. $11.80 972.92

Tales of the Caribbean: stories from history / Evan Jones. Ginn. $120.00 398.22

Tales of the Caribbean: witches and duppies / told by Evan Jones. Ginn, $120.00 398.25


Talking of trees / Olive Senior. Calabash. 811

Talking with whom? : [a report on the state of the media in the Caribbean / Aggrey Brown, Roderick Sanatan. CARIMAC. 302.2308
Talks on the works of the divisions of the Institute, August - September 1973 / Institute of Jamaica. The Institute.  374.29

The tam / Winnifred Grandison. Jamaica Reading Association. 372.412

Tamarind and mango women : poetry / Opal Palmer Adisa. Sister Vision. 811

Tamarind season: poems / Lorna Goodison. Institute of Jamaica. 821

Tame, Tony

Tamika you did it / Darcy Wright. Arawak Publications. $600.00 813

Tango, Storm
Jonkuno vol. 1, no. 1, 2008 / Storm Tango. Bazba Theatrical Players. 813.6

Tanna, Laura
Jamaican folk tales and oral histories. Institute of Jamaica Publications. Jamaica 21 anthology series ; no. 1. $50.00 398

Tanner, Harriet
Constant Hope. Hurst Blackett. 813.6

Tanzi, Vito


Tarrant Baptist Church 100. The Church. 286

The task and the racing time / by Washington King. Washington King. $2.00 811

A taste of salt / Livingston R. Malcolm. 821

A taste of the old home place : select Jamaican recipes / by Patricia Cuff. Pat Cuff Publications. 641.59

Tastes like home : my Caribbean cookbook / Cynthia Nelson. Ian Randle Publishers. 641.59729

Tate, Valerie E.
The information system within the agricultural enterprise reflects the level of management expertise within the organization : a discussion showing different aspects of the information system. 026.63

Taunted by choice : a Jamaican saga of living on the edge / Damali A. Henry. D. A. Henry, $2,000.00. 813.6
Tax reform and economic development: the Jamaican case / Roy Bahl; Sally Wallace. PIOJ. 336.205

Tax reform for stability and growth in Jamaica / by Vito Tanzi. Planning Institute of Jamaica. 336.205

Tax reform in the Caribbean / Karl Theodore, editor. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. $40.00 336.205

Tax tips for '73... Jamaica. Income Tax Department. 336.24

Taxation and equity in Jamaica, 1985-1992: who bears the burden? / Dillon Alleyne. The Consortium Graduate School of Social Sciences, University of the West Indies in collaboration with Press, University of the West Indies. $700.00 336.205

Taxation in Jamaica / prepared by the Life Underwriters Association of Jamaica. L.U.A.J. $40.00 336.2

Taxing the transnationals in the struggle over bauxite / A. A. Francis. Institute of Social Studies; Heinemann Educational Books. 336.278

Taylor, Burchell
The church taking sides: a contextual reading of the letters to the seven churches in the book of Revelation / Burchel K. Taylor. Bethel Baptist Church. 228

Taylor, Burchell

Taylor, Burchell

Taylor, Clare
British and American abolitionists: an episode in transatlantic understanding. Edinburgh University Press. 326.4

Taylor, Dean
Adjustment to interest rate and oil price shocks in developing countries: Latin America and the Caribbean / Michael B. Connolly and Dean Taylor. Bank of Jamaica. 336.3409729

Taylor, Delores
True account of miracles: United Pentecostal Church. D.Taylor. $270.00 231.73 231.73

Taylor, Don
Marley and me: the real story / by Don Taylor as told to Mike Henry. LMH Publishing. 920
Taylor, Frank
Jamaica - the welcoming society, myths and realities / Frank Taylor. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI. $1.50 338.47

Taylor, Frank Fonda
To hell with paradise: a history of the Jamaican tourist industry. University of Pittsburgh Press. 338.47917292

Taylor, Godfrey

Taylor, John
Jamaica in 1687: the Taylor manuscript at the National Library of Jamaica / University of the West Indies Press. 917.292

Taylor, LeRoy

Taylor, LeRoy
Economic adjustment and health care financing in the Caribbean / by LeRoy Taylor. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. 351.8410681

Taylor, LeRoy

Taylor, Richard
An American vampire in Jamaica / by Richard Taylor. Author House. US$16.95 813

Taylor, Roy

Taylor, S.A.G.

Taylor, Stanley Arthur Goodwin
The Western Design: an account of Cromwell's expedition to the Caribbean. London Solstice Production Ltd. 972.9203

Taylor, Ula Yvette
Taylor, Ula Yvette
The veiled Garvey : the life and times of Amy Jacques Garvey / Ula Yvette Taylor. The University of North Carolina Press. US$30.00 988.102

Taylor-Browne, Wintlett
Carlong primary social studies. Year 4: Jamaica Island nation / Wintlett Taylor-Browne, Pansy Robinson. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean). 300

Taylor-Wright, Nalda
Jamaica vibes : poems / Nalda Taylor-Wright. Creative Links. 811.54

Teach me a better way to live / Lloyd Joseph Morrison. G. M Associates. 920

Teach your child to read / Colleen Thompson. C. Thompson. 372.412


The teacher as a professional in a developing country/ Monica Whyte. 2nd ed. M. Whyte? $500.00 371.102023

Teacher education: rationale and process, with special reference to cognitive issues / Reginald N. Murray. Institute of Education Publications, UWI. 370.7

Teacher's attendance and record role book. Shawn Johnson Associates. 371.294

Teacher's book: Year 1 Term 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Jamaica by Heinemann Educational. 372.4

Teacher's book: Year 1 Term 2 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Jamaica by Heinemann Educational. 372.4


Teacher's book: Year 3 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational. 372.4

A teachers' guide for first year home economics students / Joan A. Davis-Williams. J.A. Davis-Williams. 372.82

Teacher's guide. Grade 4 / by Hyacinth Campbell; Diane Browne, Karl Phillpotts. Ministry of Education. 372.4

Teacher's guide : grade 4 / Violet Edwards Rev. ed. Media Services Unit, Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture. 372.4

Teacher's guide. Grade 6 / Hyacinth Campbell ; Diane Browne, Karl Phillpotts. Ministry of Education. 372.4
Teacher's guide: Henry learns to drive/ prepared in the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation. JAMAL Foundation. 371.33

Teacher's guide to English exercises / prepared by the Technical Services Department, JAMAL Foundation. - 3rd ed. JAMAL. 428.62

A teacher's guide to Jamaica. New ed. 370

Teachers, education and politics in Jamaica 1892-1972 / Harry Goulbourne.- Macmillan Caribbean. 379.7292

Teachers making a difference: promoting the rights of the child/ Lloyd A. Stanley. Jamaica Coalition on the Rights of the Child. 323.352

Teachers of heart and mind: creating the connection / Veta E. Lewis. - Shortwood Teachers' College. 371.10097292

Teaching Caribbean students : research on social issues in the Caribbean and abroad / editors Tony Bastick, Austin Ezenne. Department of Educational Studies, University of the West Indies. US$41.78 371.102


Teaching primary school mathematics/ Desmond Broomes ... [et al]. Randle Publishers/ UNESCO. 372.72

Tears from my pen / Andre M. Porter. s.n. US$20.00. 813

Techniques for dealing with conflicts : confrontation and mediation skills / Everald Morrison. Supreme ADR Services. 303.69

Technology policy and planning / Norman Girvan. ISER, UWI, 303.483

Technological behaviour under structural adjustment : a case study/ Girjanauth Boodraj. Sir Arthur Lewis Institute of Social and Economic Studies, University of the West Indies. 338.456

Technological behaviour under structural adjustment: a case study/ Girjanauth Boodraj. Consortium Graduate School of Social Sciences, UWI. 338.456

Technology policy and planning/ Norman Girvan. ISER, UWI, 303.483

Tee, Tombari Kpobe

Free to speak? : the truth about silence of women in the church in a world of cultural diversity. Pelican Publishers. 200.82

Teelucksingh, Sonja

A practical introduction to econometric methods : classical and modern/ Patrick K. Watson and Sonja Teelucksingh. University of the West Indies Press. 330.015195
Teenagers at risk: high-risk behavior of Jamaican adolescents in the context of reproductive health: observations and impressions / Marjan DeBruin. The Jamaica Adolescent Reproductive Health Project. 306.70835

Tek me! noh tek mi!: Caribbean folk tales / edited by Hazel D. Campbell. Carlong Publishers. 398.2

Tekse, Kalman
Internal migration in Jamaica. Department of Statistics. 325.1

Tekse, Kalman
A note on the increasing fertility of Jamaica’s population. Department of Statistics. 312.9

Telecommunications and information technology: their impact on employment and trade unions in the Caribbean / by Hopeton S. Dunn. Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 384.09729

Telecommunications of Jamaica
Catalogue of training courses 1996-1997 / Telecommunications of Jamaica. TOJ. Free 331.25920216


Tell my horse: voodoo and life in Haiti and Jamaica / Zora Neale Hurston Perennial Library. US$13.95 299.67

10 years of service 1962/1972: past, present, future. The Jamaica Labour Party. 329.97292

10th anniversary magazine 1976-1986 / National Housing Trust. National Housing Trust. 363.5

Tenison, Patrick J.
Good Hope plantation (a short history). n.p. 917.292; 972.92

Tenn, Marcia
The inspirations of God to his servant: Pastor M. Tenn. Catawba Publishing. $550.00 242

Temple, Frances
Tiger soup: an Anansi story from Jamaica / Frances Temple. Orchard Books. US$38.00 398.245

Tercentenary year 1664-1964, St. Andrew Parish Church, Half-Way-Tree. 283

Terms and conditions of service / Jamaica Telephone Company Ltd. - The Company. 384.6065

The tertiary qualifications framework / The University Council of Jamaica. The Council. 378.24
Test papers in general knowledge. book 1/ Etheline V. Haase Kingston (7 Lincoln Alley, Kgn. 13) : E. V. Haase, No price 030

Test prep : language arts / Shawn Johnson. Shawn Johnson and Associates. 372.6

Test prep : science / Shawn Johnson. Shawn Johnson and Associates. 372.3

Test prep social studies/ Shawn Johnson. Johnson and Associates. 300

Testing democracy through elections : a tale of five elections / by Lawrence Coote, John Hearne, Lynden Facey. Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs. Gratis 324.9729

Testing the economic theory of rotating savings and credit associations : evidence from the Jamaican 'partner'/ by Sudhanshu Handa and Claremont Kirton. Institute of Social and Economic Research. 332.0415

The textbook miracle : a Jamaican experience. The Gleaner Company Limited. 070.5097292

Textiles, apparel sewn products industry occupational standards : drapery making NVQJ level l, ll, lll / National Council on Technical and Vocational Education and Training. NCTVET. 684.3

The, Tik Lien
Maunal for histology practical / Tik Lien The. 611.01

Neuroanatomy / Tik Lien The, Tiong Gwan The. 611.8

Notes on human anatomy : digestive system (with 330 MCQ), endocrine system (with 65 MCQ) / Tik Lien The. 612.3

Notes on human anatomy : introduction to gross anatomy (with 70 MCQ), general histology (with 200 MCQ) and general embryology (with 150 MCQ) / Tik Lien The. 611

Notes on human anatomy nueroanatomy (with 650 MCQ) / Tik Lien The and Tiong Gwan The. 611.8

Notes on human anatomy: respiratory system (with 150 MCQ); cardiovascular system (with 160 MCQ) / Tik Lien The. 612.1

Notes on human anatomy: upper limb (with 222 MCQ), lower limb (with 173 MCQ) / Tik Lien The. 612.97

Notes on human anatomy : urogenital system (with 425 MCQ) / Tik Lien The. 611.6

Thelwell, Michael
The harder they come : a novel / by Michael Thelwel. Grove Press. 813.54

Theoretical and empirical exercises in econometrics/ Nandu Mamingi. University of the West Indies Press. 330.015195

There is no king as great as God and other stories. Ministry of Education, Youth and Culture. 372.412

These days I celebrate / Raymond Mair. R. Mair. 811.6

These fifty years: sermons/ by S.U. Hastings. 291.43

These green islands, and other poems / A.L. Hendriks. Bolivar Press, 811

"They do as they please" : the Jamaican struggle for cultural freedom after Morant Bay / Brian L. Moore and Michele A. Johnson. University of the West Indies Press. 972.92034

A thief in the village and other stories / James Berry. Puffin Books. $22.95 813

Thinking, talking and writing for Caribbean primary schools, Introductory workbook 1B / Sybil James, Etta Ricketts. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.6


Thinking, talking and writing for Caribbean Primary schools. Teacher's book 1 / Sybil James, Etta Ricketts. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.6


A thirst for the river of God/ Orville K. Neil. O. K. Neil, : No price 204.4


This is Jamaica: an informal guide / by Philip Sherlock. Hodder and Stoughton. 917.292

This is Wally, your energy mascot reporting on energy: yesterday, today and tomorrow / prepared by the Ministry of Mining & Energy. The Ministry. 333.79

This journey called life / by Aisha Kennedy. A. Kennedy?. 158.1

"This, that and the other": a series of enrichment films Christmas term 1972 / Educational Broadcasting Service, Ministry of Education. - E.B.S., Ministry of Education. Free to schools 371.335

This journey called life / by Aisha Kennedy. A. Kennedy?. 158.1

"This, that and the other": a series of enrichment films Christmas term 1972 / Educational Broadcasting Service, Ministry of Education. - E.B.S., Ministry of Education. Free to schools 371.335

This 200th anniversary souvenir pictorial history / The Friendly Lodge no. 239. The Lodge 366.1

THOHT programme: role in Jamaica's knowledge-based economy / John Fray. J. Fray. 372.3097292

Thomas, C. J.
Fundamentals of educational administration. C. J. Thomas. 371.2

Thomas, C. Y.
Plantations, peasants and state: a study of the mode of sugar production in Guyana/ Clive Y. Thomas. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI ; Los Angeles : Centre for Afro-American Studies, University of California. $50.00 338.1763109881

Thomas, Carmen Joyce
The East Indian Mission of the Presbyterian Church in Jamaica 1893-1951 : included is additional information about the lives of some ministers who were involved in the mission. United Church in Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. 285

Thomas, Carmen Joyce
A history of the Presbyterian Church in Jamaica and Cayman 1824-1965 / compiled by Carmen Joyce Thomas 285

Thomas, Caroline
Global governance, development and human security: the challenge of poverty and inequality. Arawak Publications. $1,000.00 339.46

Thomas, Deborah A.
Modern blackness: nationalism, globalization and the politics of culture in Jamaica / Deborah A. Thomas. University of the West Indies Press. US$84.95 972.92

Thomas, Donovan A.
Confronting suicide: helping teens at risk. International Publishers. 362.28

Thomas, Elean
Before they can speak of flowers: word rhythms / Elean Thomas. Karia. 811
Thomas, Elean
The last room / Elean Thomas. Virago Press. 813

Thomas, Elean
Word rhythms : from the life of a woman / by Elean Thomas Karia. $30.00 811

Thomas, J.J.
Chat Jamaican / by J.J. Thomas; illustrations by C. Malcolm. $2.60 427.9

Thomas, J.J.
Life in Jamaica / [J.J. Thomas]. J.J. Thomas. $7.50. 972.9206

Thomas, Michael
Jah revenge : Babylon revisited / Michael Thomas, Adrian Boot. Eel Pie, $37.45. 972.9206
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Union list of serials in Jamaica : STIN title list. National Library of Jamaica. $40.00: 016.5

Unions versus management: the tasks of independent worker organization Joseph Edwards. Abeng Group. 331.88


United Congregation of Israelites: prayers, meditations, and order of services / compiled and edited by Rev. Ernest H. de Souza. United Congregation of Israelites. 296.3


The United Nations at work in Jamaica / prepared by Mary Dixon. Jamal Foundation. 341.237292

United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development (1979 : Austria)
Jamaican national paper / United Nations conference on Science and Technology for Development. Gratis 609

United Nations Development Programme

United Nations. Food and Agriculture Organization
Report to the Government of Jamaica on planning agricultural development / by Rene Dumont. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 338.1

United Nations Human Rights Seminar
On the effective realization of civil and political rights at the national level. [New York : United Nations Secretariat] 1967. 323.4

United Pentecostal Church of Jamaica
District directory, ministerial directory, church directory / United Pentecostal Church of Jamaica. The Church?. Free 289.94


The United States in the Caribbean / Doris Hamilton-Willie. Jamaica Publishing House. 972.90076

The United States in the Caribbean / Rosemarie E. Stewart. : Heinemann. $370.40 327.730729


United Theological College of the West Indies twenty-fifth anniversary souvenir magazine. UTCWI. $25.00 378.7292
United Woodworking Industry and Trade Techno-economic feasibility study for the manufacture of wooden furniture in Jamaica / UNILES, United Woodworking Industry and Trade. UNILES. 684.104

University and College Christian UCCF Mona Fellowship Peculiar: UCCF 50th Anniversary 1999. UCCF. $100.00 267.61

The University Council of Jamaica
Guidelines for the accreditation of short courses. The Council. 379.158

The University Council of Jamaica
The tertiary qualifications framework / The University Council of Jamaica. The Council. 378.24
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Tenth anniversary / the University Dance Society. Superior Graphics Ltd. J$1.00 793.3197292
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The sculpture park of the Caribbean / University of Technology. The University. 712.7

University of Technology, Jamaica

The University of Technology Jamaica: road to Olympic glory from the Dennis Johnson diaries / Dennis Johnson. Pelican Publishers. 796.48

University of the West Indies
Reports on education technology and external studies (August 1970). U.W.I. Development and Planning Unit. 371.33
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Special Awards ceremony: citations. UWI. 929.817292

The University of the West Indies: a Caribbean response to the challenge of change / Philip Sherlock, Rex Nettleford. MacMillan Caribbean. $149.05 $220.00. 378.729

The University of the West Indies: a quinquagenary calendar 1948-1998 / Douglas Hall. The Press. 378.729

University of the West Indies/Bernard van Leer Foundation
Learn, stretch, reach: the University of the West Indies/Bernard van Leer Foundation North Coast Project for Training Basic School Teachers in Jamaica. BVLF Centre for early Childhood Education. 371.332
University of the West Indies. Department of Library Studies 21st Anniversary Conference

The environment of libraries and information units: strategies for sustainable development: papers selected from the 21st Anniversary Conference 20-22 July 1993 University of the West Indies, Department of Library Studies. The Department. 021.09729

University of the West Indies. Department of Social and Preventive Medicine

Index to "community health workers manual" 1983 edition. Department of Social and Preventive Medicine, University of the West Indies. 362.1

University of the West Indies 40th anniversary lectures / University of the West Indies; edited by F.R. Augier. University of the West Indies, Press. 378.729

University of the West Indies Jamaica

Higher degrees: regulations. U.W.I. Development and Planning Unit. 378.242

University of the West Indies Jamaica

Higher degrees: regulations. U.W.I. Development and Planning Unit. 378.242
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The Postgraduate experience. University of the West Indies. 378.7292

University of the West Indies, Jamaica
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"Why man stay so": an examination of gender socialization in the Caribbean / Janet Brown and Barry Chevannes. University of the West Indies. 305.3
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Proceedings of the First Conference, Faculty of Natural Sciences, the University of the West Indies, Mona. May 1994 / editor Madge Greenfield. 500
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Directory of graduates/ compiled by the University Appointments (Placement) Service. U.W. I. . 378.24
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Notes from the Department of Management Studies. Department of Management Studies, UWI. J$2.30 378
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The social work reality / Department of Sociology and Social Work. Faculty of Social Sciences. $10.00 361.32
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The natural environment : preservation and exploration : proceedings of the Second Conference, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Mona, March 7-9, 1995 / editors Ralph Robinson, Han Reichgelt. 574.52
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Undergraduate research papers in geography at the University of the University of the West Indies, 1968-1970. 016.91729
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New horizons in teacher education : report of the Conference of the Institute Board of Teacher Education, 6th-10th September. 370.7

University of the West Indies. Jamaica. School for Graduate Studies and Research
Unlocking Caribbean potential / The University of the West Indies School for Graduate Studies and Research. University of the West Indies, School for Graduate Studies. 378.155
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Research for development 2009 / [edited by Rose Marie Cameron]. Office of the Principal, University of the West Indies. 378.729

University of the West Indies, Mona
The University of the West Indies Mona. - Rev. ed. The University of the West Indies. 378.729
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C300 laboratory manual / Chemistry Department, University of the West Indies. J$8.00 542
University of the West Indies. Mona. Faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences
Science and development in the Caribbean : proceedings of the Third Conference Faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences, Mona January 14-17, 1997 / compiled by Ralph Robinson. Faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences, UWI. 060

University of the West Indies (Mona). Faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences Conference (8th: 2008)
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The University Workers' strike : lessons for our struggle / by 'Socialist'Abeng Group. 331.892

Unlocking Caribbean potential / The University of the West Indies School for Graduate Studies and Research. University of the West Indies, School for Graduate Studies. 378.155

Unprofitable servants : crown slaves in Berbice, Guyana 1803-1831 / Alvin O. Thompson. University of the West Indies Press. 988.102

Unspeakable things unspoken: ghosts and memories in the narratives of African-American women/ Elizabeth Fox-Genovese. Department of History, University of the West Indies. 331.411734

Until judgement comes : stories about Jamaican men / Opal Palmer Adisa. Peepal Tree Press. 813.6

An untimely victory : re-inventing the English conquest of Jamaica in the late seventeenth century / James Robertson. 972.92032

Untitled : a collection of words and pictures / Carol Loy Miller. Arawak Publications. 811; 811.6

Unyielding spirits : black women and slavery in early Canada and Jamaica / Maureen G. Elgersman. Garland Publishing. US$100.0. 971.00496

Up the down escalator : development and the international economy : a Jamaican case study. Michael Manley. Howard University Press. $598.50 338.9

Up the down escalator: development and the international economy : a Jamaican case study. Michael Manley. Deutsch. $63.00 338.9
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Upgrading and renewing a historic City: Port Royal, Jamaica / Oliver Cox. 711.409

Upgrading the fruit juice industry in Jamaica: seminar proceedings: Seminar on Upgrading the Fruit Juice Industry in Jamaica / editorial team . . . National Development Bank of Jamaica. 338.766363

Upon this rock: the unfolding mystery of God's church / by Colin A. Gyles. - Kingston: God's Love. 260.09
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Hellshire Bay new town: preliminary brief for developers, disposal sector I. U.D.C., 711.58

Hellshire Hills development. 711.4

Kingston waterfront: office sector revised plan/ Urban Development Corporation, Kingston Waterfront Redevelopment Co. 711.4097292

South West Coast development Plan/ prepared by Urban Development Corporation. - Rev. ed. UDC. 307.1407292


Urban Waste Management Consultation: Seminar March 3-4, 1993 / edited by Madge Greenfield. Faculty of Natural Sciences/Centre for Sustainable Development, UWI. $200.00 363.728

Urbanization in Jamaica: an international urbanization survey report to the Ford Foundation / James W. Trowbridge. The Ford Foundation. 333.77
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The use of radio for the in-service continuing education of rural primary health care personnel in Jamaica: Report of a distance teaching project / compiled and edited by Alan G. Fincham. Medical Learning Resources Unit, UWI. 362.10425
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Using money wisely / National Savings Committee. NSC. 640.73
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Your utilities working for you. Ministry of Public Utilities & Transport. 363.6
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Utilization of natural products in developing countries: trends and needs: proceedings of the first International Symposium held July 9-14, 2000 at the University of the West Indies, Kgn. 7, Jamaica / editors Ajai Mansingh . . . [et al]. 615.321

UWI Cave Hill forty years: a celebration / edited by Henry Fraser, [et al]. University of the West Indies, Press. 378.72981

The UWI-CARICOM project: contributing to a viable Caribbean Community. UWI-CARICOM Project. 011.54

UWI: a photographic journey / photographs Ken Richard and Owen Minott; editor and text Henry Fraser. Ian Randle Publishers. 378.7292

The UWI glass ceiling: splinters, cracks and scratches / by Professor Elsa Leo-Rhynie. Centre for Gender and Development Studies, University of the West Indies in collaboration with Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 378.1

The U.W.I: reminiscence, with an eye on today / Douglas Hall. 378.7292
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The Rough guide to Jamaica / Polly Thomas and Adam. Rough Guides. US$18.95. 917.29204
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CXC Spanish graded listening and reading comprehension exercises / Errol Caesar and Diego Valencia. Heinemann Educational Books (Caribbean) in association with Hodder and Stoughton. 468.2

Value for money / prepared by The Materials Production Unit, Technical Services Department [JAMAL]. JAMAL Foundation. 640.73

A value guide to the hotels of Jamaica / Tourism Product Development Company. The Company, 647.947292

The value of agriculture land / Colin Clarke. Pergamon Press. 333.335

Van Crowder, L.
The social dynamics of on-farm adaptive research / by L. Van Crowder and William J. Fielding. 630.72

Van-Crowder, L.
Sustainable agricultural development for small hillside farmers in Jamaica / L. Van-Crowder. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture 338.16

Van der Gaag,
Welfare implications of female headship in Jamaican households / Frederic Louat, Margaret E. Grosh, Jacques van der Gaag. World Bank. $397.50 306.859097292

Vasciannie, Stephen
Here and elsewhere: short essays on local and international affairs, 1995-97. S. Vasciannie. 306.2

International law and selected human rights in Jamaica. Council of Legal Education. 323

The Privy Council versus the Caribbean Court of Appeal: some general observations / Stephen Vasciannie. Office of the Deputy Vice, UWI. 347.08

Quick quiz book: a question and answer reference volume 1 / question compiled by Stephen Vasciannie. LMH Publishing. 031
Vasciannie, Stephen (S.C.)
Land-locked and geographically disadvantaged states in the
$2,957.40 341.4

Vassall, Ierlyn
How christians fellowship. I. Vassall. 248.4

Vassell, Marjorie
Carlong primary social studies. Book 6: our world environment/
Phyllis Reynolds, Marjorie Vassell Carlong. 300

Vayssieres, Jean-Jacques
The amazing adventures of Equiano / written and illustrated by Jean-
Jacques Vayssieres. Ian Randle Publishers, $540.00; $720.00 813

Vayssieres, Jean-Jacques
Marcus Garvey / Suzanne Francis-Brown, Jean-Jacques Vayssieres. Ian
Randle Publishers. 920

Vayssieres, Jean-Jacques
Res fabuleuses adventures d'Euiano / Jean-Jacques Vayssieres. Ian
Randle Publishers, $540.00 813

Vaz-Green, Dawn
The magician and the mouse / Dawn Vaz-Green. 813.6

Vaz-Green, Dawn
A passage through the valley of death: the Anthony 'Fines' Ashwood
story / Dawn Vaz-Green. Green Oasis Publications. 920

Vaz Preparatory School.

Veal, Michael E.
Dub: soundscapes and shattered songs in Jamaican reggae / Michael
E. Veal. Wesleyan University Press, US$27.95 781.646097292

Vegetable growers' handbook / Agricultural Information Service. A.I.S.,
635

A vegetarian cookbook and better living guide / compiled and illustrated
by Linda A. Mahabee and Milton L. Mahabee. Linda and Milton Mahabee.
$45.00 641.5636

The veiled Garvey: the life and times of Amy Jacques Garvey / Ula Yvette
Taylor. The University of North Carolina Press. US$30.00. 920;
988.102

Vendryes, Anthony
An ounce of prevention: a collection of articles on the treatment,
management and prevention of disease / Anthony Vendryes. $1,575.00 613
Venezuela and Jamaica / speeches [by] Dr. Rafael Caldera, President of the Republic of Venezuela [and] the Hon. Michael Manley, Prime Minister of Jamaica. Central Information Office. 972.9206

Venner, Dwight K.  

Ventura, Arnoldo  
Science and technology for development : contributions from Arnoldo K. Ventura. 600

Ventura, Arnoldo K.  
An ABC to S and T: an introduction to science and technology / by Arnoldo K. Ventura. 609.7292

Elements of innovation and technological development in Jamaica. UNESCO. 338.064

Elements of the scientific research method : a way to think a way to live / Arnoldo K. Ventura. $100.00 508.072

A natural scientist and a social scientist explore the dilemma of science / Arnoldo K. Ventura, Angela B. Ramsay; consultant editor, Shirley Maynier-Burke. Ian Randle Publishers. 303.483

The role of innovations and inventions in building endogenous technological capacity. UNDP?. 338.064

Verdicts of juries in sexual offenses trials in Jamaica : an analysis/study of the sex distribution of jurors in sexual offense trials and their decisions / Courtney Donovan Daye. VDM Verlag Dr. Muller. US$76.41 345.075

Vere Schools, Vere, Jamaica  
Historical review : commemorating Raines Waite (1650-99) Vere Free Schools Trust. 373.7292

Verity, G.B.  

Vernacular Architecture Forum Annual Conference (2011: May 31–June 5)  
Falmouth, Jamaica field guide. 724

Vernon, Rachele Evelyn  

The very best of Bob Marley/ Marley, Bob. Hal Leonard Corporation. $1495.00 782.42164
Vibration from palampalam / Dorrell Wilcott. Arawak Publications. 813.6

The victorious and complete woman / Dianne E. Fletcher. Beauty4Ashes Publications. $800.00. 920.72

Victory - saving my children from the grip of the devil / Violet Lewinson. Trailblazer INK. 248.2

The view from Coyaba / Peter Abrahams. Faber, $34.55. 813

A view of quality: the history of Harbour View Football Club to 1980. HVFC. $5.00 796.334

The village curtain: A Jamaica collection / Tony Tamie. Savant Books, $1990.00. 813.6

Vincent, Theodore G.

Black power and the Garvey movement. Black Classic Press. US$16.95 301.451

Vineyard Town residential buildings survey / Hopeton Smith. Research and Planning, National Housing Trust. 728

Violence and politics in Jamaica 1960-70: internal security in a developing country / Terry Lacey. Manchester University Press. $21.00 320.97292

Virtue, Grace

How will I know my children when I get to heaven?: a mother's tales of hope. Aslan Publishing. 306.87432092

Virtue, Vivian

Wings of the evening: selected poems of Vivian Virtue /A.L. McLeod. Ian Randle Publishers. $900.00. 811

Vision and voluntarism: reviving voluntarism in Jamaica / Robotham, Don Grace, Kennedy Foundation. 302.14097292

Vision 2030 Jamaica: national development plan / Planning Planning of Institute of Jamaica. 333.72097292

Vision 2030 Jamaica: excerpts from the strategic framework / prepared by the Planning Institute of Jamaica. Planning Institute of Jamaica. 338.9


Visions of Jamaica / by Desmond Green; Oasis Publishing. 241.4
Visions of Jamaica: dream a new Jamaica / Desmond D. Green. 241.4

Visions of orthodox : poems. Wasift Scrolls Publications. 811; 811.54

Visions of orthodox : poems /Ezra Carnegie. Wasift Scrolls Publications. 811

Visit of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second and His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh to Jamaica 26th April to 30th April 1975. Government Printer. 394.4

A visitors guide to Port Royal/ Franklyn Smith, Derrick Gray. Communications Incorporated. $12.00. 917.292

Vital study guides in statistical economics / by Glenford Millin. G. Millin. 371.30281

Vives in the world of sexuality / Joseph E. Robinson. Free 812


Voice from the dark / Christopher Duprea. LMH Publishing. 811.6

Voice in the wind / Jean D’Costa. Longman Caribbean. 813.54

Voice of Gan Astor/ Glen A. Norris. J$4.00. 811

The voice of Shearer - speaking out for the Jamaican worker / editor David Gordon-Rowe. Jamaica Confederation of Trade Unions. 331.097292

Voices from Mocho/ [translated and edited by Dawn Marie Roper] Panos Caribbean. 333.7097292

Voices in advocacy : windows of opportunity for advancing good governance. Inter-American Development Bank, Civil Society Advisory Committee in Jamaica. 323.042

Voices in exile : Jamaican texts of the 18th and 19th centuries / edited by Jean D’Costa and Barbara Lalla. University of Alabama Press. 427.9

Voices under the window / by John Hearne. Faber and Faber, 813.54

Voicing concern : the social witness of the Jamaica Council of Churches / Neville Callam. Pelican Publishers. 261.8

Volcano santorini / James Frew. - LMH Publishing. 813.6
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Ministry at the margins: stories of struggle, survival and transformation at the margins of society. CGST Publications. 266
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Wages paid / James Carnegie. Casa de Las Americas. 813
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Wailing the dead to sleep / Lucinda Roy. Bogle-L'Ouverture Publications. 811

Waiting in vain / Colin Channer. The Ballantine Publishing Group. $480.00. 813

Wake rasta and other stories / Garfield Ellis. Fallawa Press. $500.00. 813.6

Wake the town and tell the people: dancehall culture in Jamaica / Norman C. Stolzoff. Duke University Press. 306.484

Waking up in Jamaica / Stephen Poehr. Sanctuary Publishing. $1,356.00 781.646
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   The benjy triology / Roderick Walcott. Ian Randle Publishers. $567.00 812.54

Walk good mind macka juk you / by Hazel D. Campbell. Caribbean Images Ltd. for Unesco. 813.6

Walker, C. St.John
   By my spirit : a biography of Bishop Luther Martin Allison / C. St.John Walker. Brick by Brick Concepts Ltd. 920

Walker, Cas
   The Caribbean / Cas Walker. Evans Brothers. Hamish Hamilton Children's Books, $165.00. 972.9

Walker, D.J.R. [Donald James Riddell]
   Columbus and the golden world of the Island Arawaks : the story of the first Americans and their Caribbean environment / D.J.R. Walker. The Book Guild Ltd., 972.902
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   Banana nursery operations / L.A. Walker. - Kingston : Research Department, Banana Board. 634.772

Walker, Meric D.

Walker, Meric D.
   Forbid them not : spiritual and educational perspectives on telling a children's story in public worship / Meric D. Walker and Monica Walker. M. Walker. 268.432

Walker, Monica
   Forbid them not : spiritual and educational perspectives on telling a children's story in public worship / Meric D. Walker and Monica Walker. M. Walker. 268.432

Wallace, Chevonese
   Spiritual enrichment : a collection of poems and spiritual thoughts / Chevonese Wallace. C. Wallace. 811

Wallace, George B.
   "And as we grow": a collection of topical and sacred verses, and inspiring tributes of love, devotion and compassion / George B. Wallace. J$4.00 821
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Wallace, June
Our West African heritage: a teachers' guide to ten radio programmes / June C. Wallace; Allister E. Hinds. African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica. 966

Wallace, June Cezair

Wallace, Sally
Tax reform and economic development: the Jamaican case / Roy Bahl; Sally Wallace. PIOJ. 336.205

Walrond, E. R.
Ethical practice in everyday health care. University of the West Indies Press. $1,000.00 174.2

Walsh, B. Thomas
Economic development and population control; a fifty-year projection for Jamaica. Praeger. $12.00 330.97292

Walsh, Robb
Travelling Jamaica with knife, fork, spoon: a righteous guide to Jamaican cookery/ by Robb Walsh Jay McCarthy. Crossing Press. US$25.00 641.597292

Walter Rodney and the question of power / by C.L.R.James. Race Today Publications. $5.50. 988.102

Walvin, James

Walvin, James
The life and times of Henry Clarke of Jamaica, 1828-1907 / James Walvin. Frank Cass. US$24.50. 920

Walter Rodney: 1968 revisited / Rupert C. Lewis. Canoe Press, University of the West Indies. $240.00. 988.03

Walter Rodney's intellectual and political thought / Rupert Charles Lewis. The Press, University of the West Indies. 988.1

Walters, Delrose L.
Celebrating 100 years: Bishop Delrose L. Walters, Ph.D., General Overseer - Pentecostal City Mission Churches. 289.94092

Walters, Elsa H.
School methods with younger children: handbook for teachers in the Caribbean, adapted from the West African edition by Margaret Grant. Evans Brothers Limited. 372
Walters, Ewart

Walters, Mary
Yet we survive: the Kalinago people of Dominica: our lives in words and pictures / Mary Walters. Ian Randle Publishers, $1,035.00 972.9841
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Questioning slavery / James Walvin. Ian Randle Publishers. 331.11734729

The waning skills: Jamaica after emancipation / Douglas Hall. Jamaica Information Service. 326.97292

The war cry: Caribbean territory special report on Hurricane Gilbert 1988. The Salvation Army. 363.3492

Ward, Elizabeth
A review of hospital care: outstanding morbidity and morality patterns, costs of care and resources inputs, Jamaica 1996. Ministry of Health 362.11

Ward, Vivienne
An introduction to black scientists and inventors from Jamaica and aboard / Vivienne Ward. 509.227292
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Map collection of the National Library of Jamaica: its organization, uses, and preservation. [J. Warmington]. 025.176

Warner Arundell: the adventures of a creole / E.L. Joseph. University of the West Indies Press. 813

Warner, Monica F.
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Warner, Monica F.
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Trinidad Yoruba : fro mother tongu to memory / Maureen Warner-Lewis. [2nd. ed.]. $1,040.00 496.3337
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Hard words : the challenge of reading and writing for Caribbean students and their teachers / S. Joel Warrican. 428.4

Wars of respect : Nanny and Sam Sharpe / Edward Kamau Brathwaite. - Agency for Public Information for the National Heritage Week Committee. 972.9203
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The Water Commission (Corporate area) : The Kingston and St. Andrew improvements (construction and use of sewers) Regulations 1963. 628.24

Water in the gourd, and other Jamaican folk stories / Eddie Burke and Anne Garside. Oxford University Press. J$0.90. 398.2


Water Resources Authority
Water Resources of Jamaica fact book / Water Resources Authority. 553.77292
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Webster Memorial United Church Stewardship Information Committee
Directory of members of the Webster Memorial United Church for 1995/96 / compiled by the Stewardship Information Committee, Webster Memorial United Church. The Church. 254.57025

Webster Memorial United Church 50th anniversary, 1941-1991. The Church. 285
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  Rights as well as jobs for women in the garment industry. Women's Action Committee/CUSO Caribbean. 331.119464

Wedderburn, Robert
  The horrors of slavery and other writings. Ian Randle Publishers. $450.00. 306.362

Weed control in coconuts. Jamaica Information Service. 634.61

Wee ones ABC : workbook for 3 year olds / Doreen Jones. s. n. 372.21

Wee ones 123 : workbook for 3 year olds / Doreen Jones. D. Jones. 372.72


Wee ones workbook for 3 year olds / Doreen Jones. - Rev. ed. D. Jones. 372.72

Weekes, Everton
  Mastering the craft : ten years of Weekes 1948-1958 / Sir Everton DeCourcey Weekes with Hilary McD. Beckles. Universities of the Caribbean Press. 796.358092

Weir, C.C.
  Citrus growing in Jamaica / by C.C. Weir. Agricultural Information Service, Ministry of Agriculture, 634.3

Weir, Denecce
  Skin, hair and nails nature and care : for people of colour / Denecce Weir, Hal Rowe. Pelican Publishers. 646.72

Weir, Flavia A.
  A homeowner's guide to strata living in Jamaica : (the ups and downs). 363.583097292

Welch, Barbara M.
  Survival by association : supply management landscapes of the Eastern Caribbean. University of the West Indies Press. $210.00 338.174772

Welch, Pedro L. V.
  Slave society in the city : Bridgetown, Barbados 1680-1834. Ian Randle Publishers. 306.3620972981

Welcome / R.O.C.King. 283

Welds, Sharman
  The bauxite story / prepared by Sharman Welds. JAMAL Foundation. 338.27492

Welds, Sharman
  Hotel work and you. 2nd ed. JAMAL. 338.47
Welfare implications of female headship in Jamaican households/ Frederic Louat, Margaret E. Grosh, Jacques van der Gaag. World Bank. $397.50 306.859097292

The well-wishers / Edwards Lucie-Smith. Oxford University Press. 821

Wellington, Mark A.
Communication studies: the practical discipline : essays and research for the "enquiring mind"/ by Mark A. Wellington. 302.2

Wells, John Christopher
Jamaican pronunciation in London / J.C. Wells. 427.97292

The Wesleyan Holiness Church. The Church. 287.54

West Indian business history : enterprise and entrepreneurship / edited by B. W. Higman and Kathleen E. A. Montieth. University of the West Indies. 338.9729

West Indian Commission
Time for action : report of the West Indian Commission /Sir Shridath Ramphal. The Press, UWI. $450.00. 972.9

West Indian constitutional discourse : a poetics of reconstruction/ Simeon C.R. McIntosh. School of Continuing Studies, UWI, $160.00 342.03

West Indian development and the deepening and widening of the Caribbean Community /William G. Demas. Ian Handle Publishers and ISER, University of the West Indies. 972.905

West Indian folk-tales retold by Philip Sherlock. Oxford University Press. 398.2

West Indian plays for schools / W. G. O'gilvie ...[et al]. Jamaica Publishing House. 812


The West Indians of Costa Rica : race, class and the integration of an ethnic minority/ Ronald N. Harpelle. Ian Randle Publishers. $990.00 305.896072907286

West Indies accounts : essays on the history of the British Caribbean and the Atlantic economy in honour of Richard Sheridan / edited by Roderick A. McDonald. The Press, UWI, $800.00. 972.9
West Indies population census 1960, Jamaica Tabulation Centre, Bulletin no. 20 (Jamaica): provisional. Department of Statistics. 317.292

West Indies population census 1960, Jamaica Tabulation Centre, Bulletin no. 24 (Jamaica): provisional. Department of Statistics. 317.292

West Indies v. Australia. Communication Consultants Limited. 796.35865

West Indies v. Ireland, Sabina Park, Jamaica, Friday, March 23, 2007/ ICC Cricket World Cup. West Indies 2007. ICC Cricket World Cup, West Indies. 796.35822

The West Indies: the federal negotiations; epilogue by W. Arthur Lewis. George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 321.021

The Western Design: an account of Cromwell’s expedition to the Caribbean/ Stanley Arthur Goodwin Taylor, Solstice Production Ltd. 972.9203


Westmoreland coast: sub-regional plan/Shankland Cox Partnership. 711.3
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The 100th anniversary of Westwood High School 1882-1982. The School. 373

What a wedd’n/ Peggy Rankine. P. Rankine. 813.6

What every Jamaican should know: civics/ W. G. McFarlane. The Author. 342

What goes around/ Maeve Clarke. Tindal Street Press. US$17.95 813.6

What is our national heritage: national heroes of Jamaica? JIS. Free. 920

What is socialism?/ Richard Hart. Socialist Party of Jamaica. 335

What the preacher forgot to tell me: identity and gospel in Jamaica/ by Faith Linton. Bay Ridge Books, $855.00 251.0097292

What we sow and what we reap: problems in the cultivation of male identity in Jamaica/ Barry Chevannes. Grace, Kennedy Foundation. 305.32

What you can't tell him: stories/ Sharon Leach. Star Apple Publishers. $937.50 813

What's wrong with the University?: An open letter to the Prime Minister/ by George Beckford, Norman Girvan and Louis Lindsay. The Authors. 378
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Work together: start a co-op/ prepared by Hilary-Ann Wheatle. JAMAL. 334

Wheel and come again: an anthology of reggae poetry / selected by Kwame Dawes. Peepal Tree. $388.00. 811.08

When a man loves a woman / Patrick Augustus. X Press, $280.00 813

When banana was King: a Jamaican banana King in Jim Crow America / Leslie Gordon Goffe. LMH Publishing. 920


When ground doves fly: poems / by Esther Phillips. Ian Randle Publications. 811.6

When I dance: poems / by James Berry. Hamish Hamilton. $69.50 811
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When the hands are many: community organization and social change in rural Haiti / Jennie M. Smith. Arawak Publications. No price 303.4097294

Where I am coming from / Stanley Alexander Martin. Akira Press. $40.00 811

Where the real money is, online/ Gillian Campbell. G. Campbell. 332.02401
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Whispering death: the life and times of Michael Holding / by Michael Holding. West Indies Publishing Ltd. 920

The whistling bird: women writers of the Caribbean / edited by Elaine Campbell and Pierrette Frickey. Ian Randle Publishers. 808.8928709729
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Meet Rody and Rena / Adlyn White. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.412

White, Adlyn
Rody and Rena's family / Adlyn White. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.412
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Crossing the eighties: the autobiography of Pastor Henry Alexander White and history of the Associated Gospel Assemblies / Alexander White. Henry A. White. 920

White, Fern
Jamaican talk: a modern way to talk Jamaican patois / Fern White. $270.00 427.97292

White, Franklyn
Man r u a W.I.M.P? (Woman Indoctrinated Male Personality): the curse of the sons of slavery / Franklyn White. F. White. 305.3
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Education and gender: performance of boys and its implication for sustainable development: a select reading list / by Thelma White; assisted by Annett Allison-Beckford. Planning Institute of Jamaica. No price 016.37019345

White, Thelma
Sustainable rural development: a strategy for national advancement: a select reading list. Planning Institute of Jamaica. 016.3389
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Whitefield United Church, Porus, 150th anniversary, September 10, 1989 - [Porus, Manchester: The Church. Free 285
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Export competitiveness in manufacturing: organizational and institutional impediments. Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 382.61
Whitehouse, W. F.

The white minority in the Caribbean/ edited by Howard Johnson and Karl Watson. Ian Randle Publishers. 305.80340729


White paper on comprehensive tax reform. Part II / Jamaica. The Revenue Board. 336.205

White rebel : the life and times of TT Lewis / Gary Lewis. The Press, University of the West Indies. 920

White squall on the land : narratives of resilient Caribbean people / Hilary Robertson-Hickling. CARIMENSA Press. 155.24

The White Witch of Rosehall / by Herbert G. deLisser. Macmillan Caribbean, $10.00 813.54

Whitely, Peter
The brain train: quality higher education and Caribbean development/ Hilary McD. Beckles, Anthony Perry, Peter Whiteley. Board for Undergraduate Studies. 378.729
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Blood thicker than water : love God love your neighbour / compilers Etta Whiteman, Joyce Bailey. CADEC. 268.62
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Carib breeze / Dorothy Whitfield. Ian Randle Publishers. 811
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Johnny, Mass Tom, and the fatal error : three short plays for the Jamaican audience / Patricia Whittle. Whitlish. 812

Whittle, Patricia
Mi waan fi publish a book : an anthology of Jamaican dialect poems / Patricia Whittle. Arawak Publications. 811.6


Wholesale seasonal price variation for the Coronation Market/ A. Shaun-Marie Grant. Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture. 338.13

Whom to ask about agricultural research in Jamaica. $50.00 630.257292

Who's who what's what in Jamaican art entertainment: a comprehensive guide to the art and entertainment industry in Jamaica/ compiled and edited by Louis Marriott. L. Marriott, $980.00 700.97292

Why does poverty persist?/ Gerald M. Meier. George Beckford Foundation. 339.46


Why Jamaicans run so fast : facts, fiction, fairytale / by Horace Peterkin. Peterkin Hospitality Services Ltd. 796.42

"Why man stay so": an examination of gender socialization in the Caribbean / Janet Brown and Barry Chevannes. University of the West Indies. 305.3

Why workers won't work : the worker in a developing economy : a case study of Jamaica / Kenneth L. Carter. Macmillan Education. $1,170.00 658.314

Whyte, Humroy
Secret / Humroy Whyte. Flame. 811

Whyte, Jayson
Money boyz and the antichrist : an introduction to the secrets of world power / Jayson Whyte. J. Whyte. 261.85

Whyte, L. Danovan
Unquestionably yours / L. Danovan Whyte. $900.00 613

Whyte, Millicent
A short history of education in Jamaica / Millicent Whyte. 2nd ed. Hodder and Stoughton. $24.35 370.9; 370.97292

Whyte, Monica
The teacher as a professional in a developing country. 2nd ed. M. Whyte?. $500.00 371.102023

Whyte, W. St. Elmo
The handbook of personal financial planning : a practical guide to the creation, management and transfer of wealth / Oran A. Hall, W. St. Elmo Whyte. Actman International. 332.024
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Philosophy. Wilvin Wiggins. $10.00 109
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Philosophy of art/ by Wilvin Wiggins [W. Wiggins?]. $10.00 701
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Vibration from palampalam / Dorrell Wilcott. Arawak Publications. 813.6
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A hikers guide to the Blue Mountains / by Bill Wilcox. Jamaican Camping and Hiking Association?]. 796.522
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Educational tropical colouring book with poems. Red Hills: Twin Guinep. 70 cents 371.32
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Freshwater prawn (shrimp) culture for Jamaica: an exploratory report / Michael Wiles. IICA Jamaica. 639.543

Wilkins, Frances
Let’s visit Jamaica / Frances Wilkins. Macmillan. $53.50. 972.92

Wilkins, Frances
Jamaica / Frances Wilkins. Chelsea House Pub. 917.292
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Excitement galore: chess in all its glory / Ian Wilkinson. Magnificent Chess. 794.1
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Magnificence in bled : the 35th Chess Olympiad/ by Ian Wilkinson. LMH Publishing. 794.1
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Break through /Angela Marie Williams. A. Williams. 811

Williams, Angella Marie
The call of the poet : a book of poems / written by Angella Marie Williams. A.M. Williams. 811.6

Williams B., Moji
Amowode / Moji Williams B. Adonika. 811
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Discovering literacy grade 4: test prep / Shawn Johnson, Ewan Williams. - Shawn Johnson Associates. 372.6

Williams, Frederick
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Williams, James
A narrative of events, since the first of August, 1834 by James Williams an apprenticed labourer in Jamaica / Diana Paton. Duke University Press. 972.92034

Williams, Jeanne
High five GSAT programme: mathematics / Davidson Daway, Jeanne Williams. 372.7

Williams, Joan
Back a yard / written by Joan Williams; illustrated by Leon Hinds. 427.9

Williams, Joan
Back a yard 2 / by Joan Williams; illustrated by Leon Hinds. $35.00 427.9

Williams, Joan
Back a yard 3, with, the original dance hall dictionary / by Joan Williams; illustrated by Shawn Grant. $80.00 427.9

Williams, Joan
Original dance hall dictionary / Joan Williams; [illustrated by] Shawn Grant. - [Rev. ed.] 417.2097292
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Tour Jamaica: your comprehensive travel guide and dictionary / Joan Williams. J. Williams. 917.29204
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Guide and concordance to spider trickster tales from Jamaica : the anansi folk tales collection from the John J. Burns Library of Rare Books and Special Collections, Boston College. Boston College. 398.2
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The Rastafarians. Ward Lock Educational. $6.00 305.6996

Williams, Lewin Lascelles
Caribbean theology : preparing / Lewin Williams; Peter Lang. $1564.00 230.09729

Williams, Prince Elijah
Book of memory: a Rastafari testimony/ composed by Prince Elijah Williams. Caribsound. 1,012.50 299.676
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The coffee industry of Jamaica : growth, structure and performance. Institute of Social and Economic Research, UWI, J$2.25 338.17373

Williams, Randolph L.
The measurement of income. University of the West Indies. 347.2920352

Williams, Randolph L.
The scope of the charge to income tax. University of the West Indies. $12.50 347.2920352
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Williams, Rosalie
The Maroons of Jamaica: a bibliography. West India Reference Library, Institute of Jamaica. 016.9729203
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Williams, Sonia
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Dawn on my mind / Winroy O. Williams. Author House, $1,650.00. 811

Williams, Yasmin
Overview of marine pollution in Jamaica. / prepared by Yasmin Williams. 363.7394097292
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Williams-Allison, A.M.
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Consumers' preference for minisett yellow yam / by Veronica Williamson. IICA. 635.23670296

Willinsky, Helen
Jerk : barbecue from Jamaica / Helen Willinsky. Crossing Press US$16.95 641.5784

Willinsky, Helen
Jerk from Jamaica : barbecue Caribbean style / Helen Willinsky; photographs by Ed Anderson. Ten Speed Press. US$18.95 641.597
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Evaluating transportation needs in a developing country: the case of Montego Bay Free Zone employees. National Academy Press. 388.47292

Willmore, Larry
Export processing in Jamaica : ownership, linkages and transfer of technology. ECLA. 382.6097292

Wilmot, Cynthia
'Falling in love' after fifty : the best is yet to come./ Cynthia Wilmot, Marguerite Gauron. LMH Publishing. 305.2442; 305.42

Wilmot, Swithin R.
Adjustments to emancipation in Jamaica / edited by Swithin R. Wilmot. Social History Project, Dept. of History, UWI, $160.00 326

Wilmot-Simpson, Conliffe
Field guide excursion to Blue Mountain Peak : with notes on the geology and vegetation / by Conliffe Wilmot-Simpson and Peter Bretting. 551.432

Wilson, Amber

Wilson, Amber

Wilson, Amber
Wilson, Annie
Essential Jamaica / by Annie Wilson. Automobile Association Pub. $140.00 917.292

Wilson, Betty

Wilson, Don
Across the bridge.-Year 2, term 3 / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$3.30 372.412


Get set! Year 1, term 2. / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$2.75

Go. Year 1, term 3. / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Education. J$2.75 372.412


My work book/ Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational Books. 372.4

On your marks Year 1, term 1/ Don Wilson; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$2.75 372.412

Other times, other places, other people / Don Wilson, Phyllis Coy, Ivy Mitchell. Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd. 372.412

Ready. Year 1, term 1. / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$2.75 372.412

Stories about us. Year 2, term 1./ Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. $3.20. 372.412

Stories from nearby and far away. Year 3, term 1. / Don Wilson; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$4.20 372.412

Stories from nowadays and long ago. Year 3, term 3. / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$4.20 372.412

Stories of fun and adventure. Year 3, term 2. / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$4.20 372.412
Wilson, Don

Story time / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell; Heinemann Educational. J$7.00 372.412

Story time / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of Ministry of Education, Jamaica. J$2.50 372.412

Story time. Year 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell; Heinemann Educational Books on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Jamaica. $2.50 372.412

Teacher's book: Year 1 Term 1 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Jamaica by Heinemann Educational. 372.4

Teacher's book: Year 1 Term 2 / Don Wilson, Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell Heinemann Educational Books. J$12.50 372.4
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New ships : poems of West Indies for the Junior Secondary Schools. Teacher's guide... /Donald G. Wilson. Savacou Publications. 821
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Sound advice: a quartet of handbooks (book one)/ by Alma Mock Yen, William "Billy" Hall, Gladstone Wilson. Radio Education Unit, School of Continuing Studies. $230.00 302.2
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Sound advice : a quartet of handbooks (book 4) / by Alma Mock Yen, William "Billy" Hall, Gladstone Wilson. Radio Education Unit, School of Continuing Studies. $230.00 302.2
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Wilson, Winston
   Spiritual vitamins. Vol. 2: God's call to service: running or redeeming. 242.2
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Winkler, Anthony C.
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Winkler, Anthony C.
   Dog war / Anthony C. Winkler. Macmillan Education. $1,170.00 813; 813.6
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Rody gets into trouble/ Anne Marie Wint. Jamaica Publishing House. 372.412
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Winter, Jeanette  
Angelina's island / Jeanette Winter. Farrar, Straus, Giroux. US$16.00. 813.6

Winter-Brathwaite, Colleen  
Educating for peace, changing the culture of the classroom : a report on an innovative teacher training programme implemented by UNESCO/CARNEID. The office of the UNESCO Representative in the Caribbean. 370.1934
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Witter, Michael
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Witter, Michael
Exchange rate policies and the Jamaican economy/ by Michael Witter and Richard Bernal. University of the West Indies. $5.00 332.4564

Witter, Michael
Issues in food security in Jamaica/ by Omar Davies and Michael Witter. National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica. 338.19
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Wolmer's Alumni Association of the U.S.A.
Wolmer's 250, 1729-1979/ Wolmer's Alumni Association of the U.S.A. The Association. 371.83
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Wolmer's Trust High School for Girls : student handbook. Wolmer's High School for Girls. 373.7292

Wolmer's 250, 1729-1979/ Wolmer's Alumni Association of the U.S.A. The Association. 371.83

Wolmer's Trust High School for Girls : student handbook. Wolmer's High School for Girls. 373.7292


The woman / Ivan W. Evans. International Apostolic Ministries Press. 248.843

The woman I married is not my wife, the man I married is not my husband / Harris Spence. Arawak Publications. 248.844

Woman version: theoretical approaches to West Indian fiction by women / Evelyn O'Callaghan. Macmillan. $850.30 809.892

Women and Caribbean media / edited by Dr. Marjan de Bruin. CARIMAC, U.W.I. 070.082
Women and Development Studies Seminar (1986 Trinidad and Tobago)
Gender in Caribbean development : papers presented at the Inaugural Seminar of the University of the West Indies Women and Development Studies Project / edited by Patricia Mohammed, Catherine Shepherd, with a new foreword by Elsa Leo-Rhyne. Canoe Press. 305.4209729

Women and the law: a bibliographical survey of legal and quasi-legal materials with special reference to Commonwealth Caribbean Jurisdictions and including relevant Commonwealth 346.7290134

Women and resistance : her story in contemporary Caribbean history / Blanca G. Silvestrini. Department of History, University of the West Indies. 323.3409729
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Women do this every day : selected poems of Lillian Allen. Women's Press, $450.60 811.54
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Women in Grenadian society, 1783-1983 / Nicole Laurine Phillip. University of the west Indies Press. 972.9845
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Woolcock, Joseph  
The contribution of the building societies to the development of the Jamaican Society. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies. 332.32

Word rhythms: from the life of a woman / by Elean Thomas Karia. $30.00 811

Word, sound and power: rastafari and conceptions of musical meaning in roots reggae music/ David Edward Macaulay. UMI. US $57.50 781.64

The words and music of Bob Marley/ David Moskowitz. Praegar Publishers., US$44.95 782.421646092

Words to our now: imagination and dissent / Thomas Glave University of Minnesota Press. US$54.00 303.385

Work together: start a co-op/ prepared by Hilary-Ann Wheatle. JAMAL. 334

Workbook / Don Wilson ; Dennis Craig, Hyacinth Campbell. Heinemann. , 372.4147

A workbook for first year clothing and textiles students / Joan A. Davis-Williams. CAST Printery. 646.076

Worker participation in Statutory Boards and Local Government. Agency for Public Information, 658.3152

Workers Party of Jamaica  
First Programme of the Workers Party of Jamaica. The Party]. 324.27292075

Workers Party of Jamaica. Congress (2nd 1981 Kingston)  
Report of the Central Committee to the Second Congress of the Workers Party of Jamaica on the political situation and the immediate tasks of the party/ By Trevor Munroe. Vanguard. 324.27292075

The Workers Party: what it is? why it is necessary / by Trevor Munroe. The Workers Liberation League. 329.97292

Workers Week Committee  
1938 : an account of the struggles of the Jamaican workers in 1938 / prepared by Workers Week Education Committee for the Agency for Public Information. Agency for Public Information. "Prepared for Workers Week 1977". 331.097292

The working class party: principles and standards / by Trevor Munroe. Vanguard Publishers. 324.27292075

Working Council for Consumer Protection (Jamaica)  
Working men and ganja: marijuana used in rural Jamaica / Melanie Creagan Dreher. Institute for the study of Human Issues. $88.80 306.1

Working miracles : women's lives in the English speaking Caribbean/ Olive Senior. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies / James Curry. $1,435.00 305.4209729


Working together for development : D.T.M. Girvan on cooperatives and community development, 1939-1968 / D.T.M. Girvan; Institute of Jamaica Publication Ltd.: $400.00. 361.97292

Working together : SSTP social studies for Grade 8 / Wendy van Barneveld. Ministry of Education Youth and Culture. 372.83


The works of a Jamaican poet / [Earl Vendryes Campbell]. Print-It Plus, 811

Worksheets on DOS 5.0, Lotus 1-2-3 2.4, WordPerfect 5.1, Foxpro

Workshop for School Librarians in the Caribbean(1985 Kingston) Policy guidelines for school library development / compiled by Katie M. Mungo, Amy Robertson. JLA/COMLA. 027.8068

Workshop on agroclimatic zoning : case study Kingston, Jamaica / by Philemon Hoilet ... [et al]. 630.2516


Workshop on Food and Nutrition Security in Jamaica in the 1980s and Beyond Report on Workshop on Food and Nutrition Security in Jamaica in the 1980s and Beyond / organised by the National Food and Nutrition Co-ordinating Committee of Jamaica in association with The Jamaica Agricultural Development Foundation and The Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. CFNI. 338.19
Proceedings. IICA: Ministry of Agriculture. 382.41

Workshops on Science and Technology Jamaica (1977 Kingston)
Energy production in Jamaica / Workshops on Science and Technology Jamaica, 1977. Scientific Research Council, National Planning Agency. 333.7912


Workshop on Strategies for Strengthening Micro-enterprises for Rural Women (1999 Kingston, Jamaica)
Proceedings for the workshop strategies for strengthening micro-enterprises for rural women / edited by Hyacinth Chin Sue. IICA office in Jamaica. 305.4

Workshops on Science and Technology Jamaica (1978: Kingston)
Housing for Jamaica / Workshops on Science and Technology. Scientific Research Council [and] National Planning Agency. 363.5; 380.509

Workshops on Science and Technology Jamaica (1978 : Kingston)
Materials management for Jamaica / Workshops on Science and Technology Jamaica. 620.11

The world of Marcus Garvey: race and class in modern society / Judith Stein. Louisiana State University Press. 305.896

A world on the brink of disaster or September 11 and afterwards / Gloria Grant. A.C.L. Art Desktop Services. 248.29

World series cricket W.S.C., 796.35865

Worlds apart: the North-South divide and the international system/ Nassau A. Adam. Zed Books. $1,815.00 337.1

The world's finest : Jamaica Blue Mountain coffee / Norma Benghiat. Ian Randle Publishers. 633.73

Worrell, Keith
The economy of modern Jamaica: an outline. Bustamante Institute of Public and International Affairs. $25.00 330.9

Worship in words : an anthology of songs for our Jamaican schools / compiled by Mervalee Thompson. Pelican Publishers. 782.7

Wortley Home
50th Anniversary : 1918-1968. 362.732

Wortley Home
The Wortley Home, 1918-2000 : continuing the work. The Home. 362.732
Wounds in the flesh. Hutchinson, New Authors Ltd. 813

Wrap your consciousness around your potentials / Desmond Green. D. Green, 811

Wray, Milton

Wright, Ashton G.
Land transactions in Jamaica. Rightart Printers Ltd. J$1.50 346.043

Wright, Ashton G.

Wright, Charmaine Dianna
The conqueror's quest / Charmaine (Dianna) Wright. Library of Congress. 811

Wright, Jacinth
Inspired : listening for God's call / Jacinth Wright. Fairway Press. $250.00 811

Wright, Joan
From brokenness to victory : the price of my breakthrough / J. A. Wright. 158.1

Wright, Phillip

Wright, Philip
Monumental inscriptions of Jamaica. Society of Genealogist. 929.5

Wright, R. M.

Wright, Raymond M.
Conducting oil and gas exploration in Less Developed Countries such as Jamaica / by Raymond M. Wright. 622.1828

Wright, Raymond M.
Hydrogeological criteria for evaluating solid-waste disposal sites in Jamaica / Raymond M. Wright. 628.364

Wright, Raymond M.
Jamaica's energy : old prospects, new resources / Raymond M. Wright. Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. 333.79097292
Wright, Richardson
Revels in Jamaica, 1682-1838/ by Richardson Wright. Bolivar Press. 790.2

Writing in Cuba since the revolution : an anthology of poems, short stories and essays / Andrew Salkey. Bogle-L'Ouverture Publications. 820.97291

Writing in English : a course book for Caribbean students / Hazel Simmons-McDonald, Linda Fields, Peter Roberts. Ian Randle Publishers. 421.21

Writing Jamaican the Jamaican way : ou fi rait Jamiekan / The Jamaican Language Unit. 417.22097292

Writing life : reflections by West Indian writers / edited by Mervyn Morris and Carolyn Allen. Ian Randle Publishers. 801.92

The writing of Peter Abrahams / Kolawole Ogungbesan. Hodder and Stoughton. $16.79 813.54

Writing rage : unmasking violence through Caribbean discourse / Paula Morgan and Valerie Youssef. University of the West Indies Press. 810.90803552

Writing skills for Grades 3, 4 / W. Val Chambers. Eureka Press. 372.62

Writing skills for grades 5, 6 / W. Val Chambers. Eureka Press. 372.62

Writing West Indian histories / B.W. Higman. Macmillian Education Ltd. $1,040.00. 972.9007

Wynter, Robert
EMS policy and strategy working group "Benchmark Countries" research / Ira R. Feldman, Robert Wynter and Marguerite Orane. Environmental Management System. 333.7

Wynter, Sylvia
The hills of Hebron. Ian Randle Publishers, 813.6

Wynter, Sylvia
Jamaica's national heroes / with a foreword by the Prime Minister, the Rt. Hon. Hugh Shearer. Jamaica National Trust Commission, 972.92

Wynter, Sylvia

X

Xaymaca : life in Spanish Jamaica 1494-1656. Institute of Jamaica. 972.92
The yachtsman's guide to Jamaica / John Lethbridge. Zone Publishing. $1,050.00. 917.29206

Ye shall dream: Patriarch Granville Williams and the Barbados spiritual Baptists / Ezra E. H. Griffith. University of the West Indies Press. 289.9

Yello, O. G.
Eve's garden: surrounding a true story / O. G. Yello. Da-Order Publishing Company. 813.6

Yello, O. G.
Handbook of this game: how to stop selling and still get paid. Da-Order Publishing Company. 364.48

Yello, O. G.
Juxinseason / O. G. Yello. Da-Order. 813.6

The yellow gas balloon and other stories. Grade 2, book 2. Ministry of Education. 372.412

Yet we survive: the Kalinago people of Dominica: our lives in words and pictures / Mary Walters. Ian Randle Publishers. $1,035.00 972.9841

Ying, Neville
Creative Common Entrance multiple choice papers in Mathematics / Neville Ying and Claude Packer. Caribbean Authors Publishing Co. $6.00 372.1262

Yorke, Ruby
Reading readiness activity book 1. Longman Jamaica. 372.414

Yorke, Ruby


You and your neighbour in a broken world / Ralston B. Nembhard. s.n $6.00 248.4

You can make it: the inspiring journey of one man's dream / Bongelo EA Lifoku Gombele. Bongelo Gombele. 967.5103

The young colonials: a social history of education in Trinidad and Tobago 1834-1939/ Carl C. Campbell. The Press. $800.00 370.197293
Young consumer power. Godfrey E. McAllister. United Consumers in Action. 381.33

Young gifted and black: the story of Trojan Records/ Michael de Koningh, Laurence Cane-Honeysett. Sanctuary Publishing. US$17.95 782.421646

Young, Jason
Mother Seacole : a short story / Jason Young. History and Social Action Publications. US$20.00 813

Young, John S.
Lest we forget : 1936-1979. Isidor Books. 324.27292074

Young Pansy,
Child labour in Jamaica : a general review / Judith Ennew and Pansy Young. Anti-Slavery Society. $5.65 331.31

Young talent '95, National Gallery of Jamaica. National Gallery of Jamaica. 709.7292

Your child / prepared by Eda Swaby and Marjorie Gammon JAMAL Foundation. 649.1


Your guide to the Jamaican consumer price index / by Robert Stennett. Bank of Jamaica. 338.528

Your money does more when you plan it before / National Savings Committee. NSC. 640.42

Your money planner : 52 weeks of ideas on how to save and use your money wisely / National Savings Committee. NSC. 640.42

Your P.N.P. government. People's National Party. 324.23


Youssef, Valerie
Writing rage : unmasking violence through Caribbean discourse / Paula Morgan and Valerie Youssef. University of the West Indies Press. 810.90803552

Youth and Community Development Directory of Jamaican organizations and services for youth / Ministry of Local Government, Youth and Community Development. The Ministry. 305.235025
You've got all it takes to succeed / by Godfrey E. McAllister. Godfrey McAllister Associates. $80.00 158

X

Xavier's treasure: stories and poems for children / K'Eleanor Earle. KE Earle, 811

Z

Zahl, Peter-Paul
Anancy mek it: bedtime stories from Jamaica. LMH Publishing. 398.21

Zahl, Peter-Paul
Ananzi ist schuld: geschichten aus Jamaika. Elefanten Press. 398.21

The Zea Mexican diary, 7 Sept. 1962 - 7 Sept. 1986 / Kamau Brathwaite. The University of Wisconsin Press. $600.00. 920

Zencraft, Barbra
Native soul / Barbra Zencraft. Sangster's Book Stores. J$4.50 821

Zephaniah, Benjamin
City psalms / Benjamin Zephaniah. Bloodaxe Books. $248.80 811

Zephirin, P. Manuelita
The joys of healthy cooking in the Caribbean / Manuelita Zephirin...[et al]. Caribbean Association of Nutritionists and Dietitians (CANDI).Ian Randle Publishers. 641.59729

Zephirin, P. Manuelita

Zimbabwe v. Pakistan, Sabina Park, Jamaica, Wednesday, March 21, 2007/ICC Cricket World Cup. West Indies 2007. ICC Cricket World Cup, West Indies. 796.35822

Zimmer, Rudolf A.
Numeracy for adults: workbook level 2 / Rudolf A. Zimmer. Rev. ed. 513
Zips, Werner
Nanny's Asafo warriors: the Jamaican Maroons' African experience / Werner Zips; translated from German by Francesa Deakin. Ian Randle Publishers. 972.92

Zohoori, Elias

ZOPP 4 workshop for the project extension of biogas technology in Jamaica and the Caribbean / Joachim Gromotka. J. Gromotka]. 333.9515